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May 8, 1984
RWW-84-33

Mr. D. G. Eisenhut
Director, Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Transmittal of CEN-152, Revision 02, "Combustion Engineering
Emergency Procedure Guidelines"

•:•

References: (A) D. G. Eisenhut, NRC letter dated July 29, 1983 to
R. W. Wells, Chairman, CE Owners Group; Subject:
Safety Evaluation of Emergency Procedure Guidelines

(B) R. W. Wells, CE Owners Group letter dated
October 28, 1983 to D. G. Eisenhut, NRC; Subject: CEOG
Response to EPG 90-Day Action Requirements

(C) Letter from R. W. Wells, CEOG to H. R. Denton, NRC,
"Communications Between the CEOG and the NRC", dated
October 19, 1982

(D) R. W. Wells, CEOG letter dated November 22, 1982 to
D. G. Eisenhut, NRC, Transmitting Report CEN-152,
Revision 01, CE Emergency Procedure Guidelines

(E) R. W. Wells, CEOG letter dated February 28, 1984, to
D. G. Eisenhut, NRC, Transmitting Report (CEN-Z68,
"Justification of Trip Two/Leave Two Reactor Coolant
Pump Trip Strategy During Transients

)
Dear Mr. Eisenhut:

The purpose of this letter is to transmit to you the subject report.
This report was prepared by Combustion Engineering (CE) for the: CE
Owners Group (CEOG) in partial response to your request stated in
Reference (AY. This submittal provides emergency procedure guidance
improvements in the areas of the Reactor *Vessel Level Monitoring System
(RVLMS), reactor coolant pump (RCP) operating strategy, and selected
long-term EPO issues from Reference (A). The CEOG made a commitment to
provide this submittal in Reference (B).

This transmittal by the CEOG is made in order to assist you and the CEOG
members in reaching resolution of requirement I.C.I for CE designed
nuclear steam supply systems. The transmittal is made according to the
terms stated in Reference (C), a copy of which is attached: for 'your
convenience. In particular, this submittal is not applicable to any
individual licensee or license applicant until the submittal is
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referenced by that licensee or license applicant for use on his docket.
Please send copies of any correspondence concerning this submittal to
individuals identified in the attached list.

The emergency procedure guidelines contained in the enclosed report,
CEN-152, Revision 2, are intended to update guidelines contained in
report CEN-152, Revision 1 which was transmitted to you by Reference
(D). The updated guidelines incorporate information on the use of the
RVLMS, the trip two/leave two RCP trip strategy described in rqport
CEN-268 which was submitted to the NRC by Reference (E), and four of the
long-term EPG issues identified in Reference (A). The four issues
addressed are reactor coolant system upper head voids, charging pump
operation, safety injection maximization, and steam generator tube
rupture safety function criteria. Discussions to obtain resolution on
the remaining long-term issues are currently underway between the CEOG
and the NRC staff.

The CEOG authorized the creation of report CEN-152, Revision 02 in
response to NRC requirements for changes to the emergency procedure
guidelines. The CEOG maintains control of report CEN-152 and will
consider additional revisions as the need dictates. As Reference (B)
indicates, additional long-term EPG issues are expected to be addressed
in a third revision of CEN-152 to.be issued in 1985.

Very truly yours,

W. Wells, Chairman
CE Owners Group

RWW/djr
Enclosures: CEN-152, Revision 02, "CE Emergency Procedure Guidelines"

(Five copies are included.)
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LEGAL NOTICE

THIS REPORT WAS PREPARED AS AN ACCOUNT OF WORK PERFORMED BY COMBUSTION

ENGINEERING, INC. ON BEHALF OF THE COMBUSTION ENGINEERING OWNERS' GROUP.

NEITHER COMBUSTION ENGINEERING NOR ANY PERSON ACTING ON ITS BEHALF:

A. MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING
THE WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY, WITH

RESPECT TO THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR USEFULNESS OF THE INFORMATION

CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, OR THAT THE USE OF ANY INFORMATION, APPARATUS,

METHOD, OR PROCESS DISCLOSED IN THIS REPORT MAY NOT INFRINGE PRIVATELY OWNED

RIGHTS; OR

B. ASSUMES ANY LIABILITIES WITH RESPECT TO THE USE OF, OR FOR DAMAGES

RESULTING FROM THE USE OF, ANY INFORMATION, APPARATUS, METHOD OR PROCESS

DISCLOSED IN THIS REPORT.

IV
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ABSTRACT

This report has been prepared by Combustion Engineering, Inc. for the C-E

Owners Group in response to the NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER) on CEN-152
Revision 01 and to Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Item II.K.3.5. This report
also continues the response to NUREG-0737, Item I.C.1, which was previously

pro.vided by CEN-152, Revision 01. This report contains revised generic
Emergency Procedure Guidelines which supersede those contained in Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines, CEN-152, Revision 01. It also
contains supporting information on the development of the Guidelines.

CEN-152 Rev. 02



* The remainder of the change package consists of new "Record of Revisions" and

"List of Effective Pages" for the foreword section of CEN-152. A new "Table

of Contents" pages will be supplied if necessary. The changes in the text of

CEN-152 will be page insertions with the change identified by vertical lines

and a letter which identifies the change package.

The EPGs may be revised by reissue of the entire set or by revised pages. If

new pages are issued, the page is identified by the current revision followed

by a sequentially assigned letter suffix. When a major revision occurs a new

book will be issued as a new revision number. Change between major revisions

will be issued as page changes only.

CEN-152 Rev 02.C



Revision and Control of C-E Emergency Procedure Guidelines, CEN-152

Changes to the EPGs must be controlled to ensure each document holder has the

latest revision and that the control copy of each holder is the same as every

other holder. This will be accomplished by following the guidelines in this

section. When a change is required one package is sent to each of the

document holders and Combustion Engineering Document Control Department. Each

holder is responsible for making additional copies.

A master control copy will be maintained in the CEOG Project Office and it

will remain as the reference copy for all others.

When a change is transmitted to document holders, a Change Control Sheet will

summarize the pertinent information in the change and is retained as a

permanent part of the EPG. It is to be placed in the Foreword following the

previous change. Each sheet will be sequentially nuiroered.

Each recipient will insert the change(s) into the control copy of CEN-152

according to instructions on a second Change Control Sheet 2. After the

change(s) is (are) completed, Sheet 2 is placed after Sheet 1 of the same

change and is signed by the person who entered the change. The enclosed form,

which is signed as verification that the change has been entered, is then i".'

returned to the CEOG Project Office at Combustion Engineering. This receipt

informs the CEOG Project Office that each document holder has received the C

change package and has entered it into the control copy. These reciepts will

be retained by the CEOG Project Office as part of the permanent records of the

changes which are made to CEN-152.

CEN-152 Rev 02C



COMBUSTIOI ENGINEERING EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINES

CEN-152

Change Control Sheet 1

Change Package A

Revision: 02 Date: August 1985

1. EPG Sections Affected: 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, Appendix A, Foreword

2. Subject of Change:

CEN-152 Appendix A and Changes to CEN-152

. 3. Summary of reason for change:

Response to NRC Questions on or CEN-152, Rev. 02 relating to RVLMS,

CETs etc.

Incorporate CEN-152 Change Control

4. Change correspondence record (letter number and/or copies attached):

SE-84-576, December 12, 1984; P.R. Nelson to Operations Subcommittee,

C-E Owners Group



COMBUSTION ENGINEERING EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINES

CEN-152

Change Control Sheet 2

Change Package A

Instructions

1. Place "Revision and Control of C-E Emergency Procedures Guidelines,

CEN-1524 in Foreword section of CEN-152. Rev. 02 (4 pages)

,-V2.

'/4.
: •5.

J7.

/9.

-'10.

'/12.

-13.

. . 14 .

J 15.

-'16.

17.

Replace

Replace

Replace

Replace

Replace

Replace

Repl ace

Rep Iace

Replace

Replace

Replace

Replace

Replace

Repl ace

Replace

Replace

Record of Revisions Rev. 02 with Record of Revisions Rev. 02A

old List of Effective Pages with new List of Effective Pages.

old page v with new page v in Table of Contents

page 5-10 Rev.02 with page 5-10, Rev.02A

page 5-70 Rev.02 with page 5-70, Rev.02A

page 6-10 Rev.02 with page 6-10, Rev.OZA

page 6-62 Rev.02 with page 6-62, Rev.02A

page 7-9 Rev.02 with page 7-9, Rev.02A

page 7-55 Rev.02 with page 7-55, Rev.02A

page 9-8 Rev.02 with page 9-8, Rev.02A

page 9-42 Rev.02 with page 9-42, Rev.02A

page 10-108 Rev.02 with page 10-108, Rev.02A

page 10-134 Rev.02 with page 10-134, Rev.OZA

page 10-146 Rev.02 with page 10-146, Rev.O2A

page 10-162 Rev.02 with page 10-162, Rev.02A

page 10-178 Rev.02 with page 10-178, Rev.02A

, 18. Replace page 10-197 Rev.02 with page 10-197, Rev.02A

19. Place Appendix "A" after Chapter 14

Change entered

Da te id:z1

CEN-152 Rev 02



COMBUSTION ENGINEERING EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINES

CEN-152

Change Control Sheet I

Change Package B

Revision: 02 Date: August 1985

1. EPG Sections Affected: Foreword, Table of Contents, 6

2. Subject of Change:

Wording correction

3. Summary of reason for change:

Correct wording in step 27b of SGTR ORG from "cooldown using the isolated

steam generator" to "cooldown using the unisolated (least affected) steam

generator" and from "atmospheric dump on the isolated" to "atmospheric

dump on the unisolated (least affected) steam generator."

4. Change correspondence record (letter number and/or copies attached):

CE-OG-1118, May 7, 1985, J.H. Hutton to C-E Owners Group

CEN-152 Rev 02



COMBUSTION ENGINEERING EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINES

CEN-152

Change Control Sheet 2

Change Package B

Instructions

1. Relace Record of Revisions, Rev. 02A with Record of Revisions, Rev. 02B

2. Replace old "List of Effective Pages" with new "List of Effective Pages".

3. Replace old page v with new page v in Table of Contents

4. Replace page 6-8 Rev. 02 with page 6-8 Rev. 028

K

Change entered ____

Date 10A7 .

CEN-152 Rev 02



COMBUSTION ENGINEERING EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINES

CEN-152

Change Control Sheet I

Change Package C

Revision: 02 Date: August 1985

1. EPG Sections Affected: 5,6,7,9,10,12, Appendix A

2. Subject of Change:

a. Void elimination guidance
b. Average CET temperature

3. Summary of reason for change:

a. Change void elimination criteria per Rev. 02 SER so voids are
eliminated prior to heat removal being inhibited.

b. Change Appendix A to include "Example Algorithm for Determining
Average Core Exit Thermocouple Temperature."

4. Chanqe correspondence record (letter number and/or cooies attached):
attached):

CEN-152 Rev 02C



COMBUSTION ENGINEERING EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINES

CEN-152

Change Control Sheet 2

Change Package C

Instructions

1. Replace "Revision and Controls" of C-E Emergency Procedure Guidelines,
CEN-152, Rev. 02A with Rev. 02C.

2. Replace "Record of Revisions" Rev 02B with "Record of Revisions" Rev 02C.
3. Replace "List of Effective Pages" Rev 02B with "List of Effective Pages"

Rev 02C.
4. Replace page 5-15 Rev 02 with page 5-15 Rev 02C.
5. Replace page 6-14 Rev 02 with page 6-14 Rev 02C.
6. Replace page 6-15 Rev 02 with page 6-15 Rev 02C.
7. Replace page 7-12 Rev 02 with page 7-12 Rev 02C.
8. Replace page 9-11 Rev 02 with page 9-11 Rev 02C.
9. Replace page 10-80 Rev 02 with page 10-80 Rev 02C.

10. Replace page 10-108 Rev 02A with page 10-108 Rev 02C.
11. Replace page 10-111 Rev 02 with ,page 10-111 Rev 02C.
12. Replace page 10-134 Rev 02A with page 10-134 Rev 02C.
13. Replace page 10-146 Rev 02A with page 10-146 Rev 02C.
14. Replace page 10-150 Rev 02 with page 10-150 Rev i2C.
15. Replace page 10-157 Rev 02 with page 10-157 Rev 32C.
16. Replace page 10-166 Rev 02 with page 10-166 Rev 02C.
17. Replace page 10-178 Rev 02A with page 10-178 Rev 02C.
18. Replace Appendix A page iii with Appendix A page iii Rev 02C.
19. Replace Appendix A page 4 with Appendix A page 4 Rev 02C.
20. Replace Appendix A page 6 with Appendix A page 6 Rev 02C.
21. Replace Appendix A page 7 with Appendix A page 7 Rev 02C.
22. Replace Appendix A page 9 with Appendix A page 9 Rev 02C.
23. Replace Appendix A page 10 with Appendix A page 10 Rev 02C.
24. Replace Appendix A page 11 with Appendix A page 11 Rev 02C.
25. Replace Appendix A page 12 with Appendix A page 12 Rev 02C.
26. Replace Appendix A page 13 with Appendix A page 13 Rev 02C.
27. Remove old page 54 of Appendix A and insert pages 54 Rev 02C

through 64 Rev 02C at the end of Appendix A.

Change entered •)u&_•

Date / -/-5

CEN-152 Rev 02C
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Record of Revisions

Revision Number

00

Date

01

02

02A

028

02C

June, 1981

November, 1982

May, 1984

August, 1985

August, 1985

September, 1985
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

The objective of this report is to provide a description of the Combustion

Engineering Owners' Group (CEOG) emergency procedure guideline system. This

report contains the methodology used to develop and validate the emergency

orocedure guidelines (EPGs), and information on guideline implementation.

Revision 01 of this report was provided in response to Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) requirements set forth in NUREG-0737, item I.C.I. Revision

02 is being provided in response to the NRC Safety Evaluation Re~port (SER) on

Revision 01 (Reference, 14.21) and in support of the resolution'of Three Mile

Island (TMI) Action Item II.K.3.5 regarding reactor coolant pump (RCP) trip

strategy. Justification of the "Trip 2/Leave 2 RCP Trip Strategy During

Transients" is provided in Reference 14.22.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Following the'Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) incident, the NRC established

requirements addressing their objective to improve the quality of operational

information for dealing with emergency events.

Following the TMI-2 incident, IE Bulletin 79-06C, "Nuclear Incident at Three

Mile Island - Supplement", was issued. IE Bulletin 79-06C required that

analyses and operator guidance pertaining to small break loss of coolant

accidents (LOCA) and inadequate core cooling (ICC) be developed. The follow-

ing CEOG sponsored reports dealing with selected multiple failures and system-

atic failure analyses provided responses to IE Bulletin 79-06C:

1) CEN-114-NP Amendment 1-NP, "Review of Small Break Transients In

Combustion Engineering Nuclear Steam Supply Systems"

2) CEN-115-NP Amendment I-NP, "Response to NRC IE Bulletin 79-06C,

Items 2 and 3, for Combustion Engineering Nuclear Steam Supply

Systems"
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3) CEN-117, "Inadequate Core Cooling, A Response to i'RC [E Bulletin

79-06C, item 5, for Combustion Ergineering Nuclear Steam Supply

Systems".

Then, NUREG-O578,-"TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Peport and Short

Term Recommendations", was issued. That document contained the NRC's short-

term recommendations on improving the analyses of design basis and off-normal

transients and the procedures for handling such transients. The implementa-

tion of these recommendations was made a requirement by the NRC's Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) in letters which were issued on September 13

and 27, October 10 and 30, and November 9, 1979...

CEN-128, entitled "Response of Combustion Engineering Nuclear Steam Supply

System to Transients and Accidents", was submitted by the CEOG in response to

NUREG-0578. CEN-128 contains the information required by NUREG-0578 includirq

the results of improved and extended best estimate analyses of design basis

and off-normal transients-and the corresponding emergency procedure guide-

lines.

In May 1980, NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2

Accident," was issued. NUREG-0660 lists, by task, all of the NRC's TMI

related action plan recommendations. Task I.C.1 of NUREG-0660 discusses

operational guidance issues. The objective of Task I.C.1 was to conduct a

short-term program of best estimate accident analysis and procedures revision.

The revisions recommended by NUREG-0660 are part of an ongoing three phase .. ,

program for emergency guidance improvement initiated by NUREG-0578. Item

I.C.9. of NUREG-0660 discusses future activities in this area by stating:

"The NRC will develop a long-term program plan that will integrate and

expand on current efforts in the writing, reviewing, and monitoring of

plant procedures. Studies to be considered in the plan will irclude how

best to write plant procedures to assure that the wording of procedures

is clear and concise; that the content of procedures reflects both

1-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02



engineering thinking and ooerating practicalities; and .that• he f orrl. c'F

procedures is clear, including clear diagnostic instructions for `denti-

fying the particular abnormal conditions confronting-the operatcr."

NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements", which was issued

in October of 1980 provided clarification of some TMI-related action plan

requirements and specified schedules for implementation. Item I.C.1 of

NUREG-0737 clarified the action plan recommendations that had previously been

set forth in NUREG-0660. The report contained herein was first prepared in

response to NUREG-0737, Item I.C.1. An evaluation of CEOG cornpliance to

NUREG-0737,. and subsequent regulatory initiatives, is provided in Section 1.3.

The initial submittal in response to I.C.1 of NUREG-0737 was contained in

CEN-152, Revision 00, "Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines",

and CEN-!56, Revision 00, "Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure Guide-

lines Development. The NRC provided comments on this submittal in an Eisenhut

letter dated September 15, 1981. Revision 01 to CEN-152 was submitted in

response to the NRC comments on Revision 00.

The NRC issued a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) on CEN-15 Revision 01 on July

29, 1983. The NRC concluded that the C-E Emergency Procedure Guideline

program provided improved guidance for emergency operating procedure develop-

ment and was acceptable for plant specific implementation. The SEP identified

a number of items associated with the guidelines which required further

consideration by the CEOG. CEN-152 Revision 02 addresses several items

specified in the SER (e.g., voiding, RCS heat removal capability, safety

injection maximization, and charging pump operation). Also included in

Revision,02 is guidance on use of the Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System

(RVLMS) and a new strategy for RCP operation during deplessurization events.

This revised RCP operating strategy was developed in resolving NUREG-0737,

Item II.K.3.5.

S.
,,,.
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".3 SUMMAR' OF NULEG-0T577 ••em i.C. 7 REQUIREI.ENTS AND RESPONSES

Ite i.C.l OF NUREG-0,737 states that the Office of Nuclear Reactor Feculaticn

has required licensees of operating plants, applicants for operatir.g licenses,

and licensees of plants under construction to: .',

1) perform analyses of transients and accidents including multiple

failures

?) prepare emergency procedure guidelines

3) upgrade emergency procedures, including procedures for operating .

with natural circulation conditions

4) conduct operator retraining

Part of the response to NUREG-0737 includes expanded analyses of transients

and accidents including multiple failures. Some of the analyses of transients

}. and accidents which support the EPGs were performed per the requirements of

NUREG-0578 and are contained in CEN-128. Certain other technical items have
been analyzed in resj06nse toNRC requirements issued after NUREG-0660. More

recent technical developments and corresponding analyses are detailed in

section 1.7. The results of all these .analyses have been.used to respond to

the requirements set.forth in NUREG-0737, Item 1.C.1, which deal with emer-

gency procedure guideline development.

Figure 1-1 is a cross reference of issues originating in various. NRC documents

and the corresponding responses. ;."

The information, presented in this report complies with those requirements in

Item I.C.1 associated with the development of ,emergency procedure guidelines.

The work was performed by C-E on behalf of the CEOG.
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Figure 1-1

SUrIAARY OF

ISSUES - REFERENCES - RESOLUTIONS

ISSUE REFERENCE CEOG RESOLUTION

1. Range of Initiating Events

A. FSAR Events NUREG-0737

Item I.C.1
CEN-152 Optimal Recovery

Guidelines provided for

LOCA, SGTR, LOFC, ESDE,
RT, LOF

B. Loss of Instrumentation NUREG-0737

Item I.C.1

Specific loss of instrumen-

tation busses procedures

developed on a-plant specif-

ic basis.

Not explicitly addressed -

rationale discussed in CEN-

152 (Revision 01).

C. Natural Phenomena September

15 NRC

letter

NUREG-0737

Item I.C.1

2. Justification for the

Approach to EPG

Development

CEN-152 (Revision 01)
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Figure 1-1 (Cont'd)

SUMVARY OF

ISSUES - REFERENCES - RESOLUTIONS

ISSUE REFERENCE COEG RESOLUTION.

3. Identification of Plant

Resources

4. Multiple and Consequential

Failure Considerations

NUREG-0737

Item I.C.1

NUREG-0737

ItemnI.C.1

CEN-152 (Revision 01)

Resource Asse;sment Trees

are provided in Functional

Recovery Guideline and

alternative actions are

provided in-Optimal

Recovery Guidelines.

CEN-152 (Revision 01)

Guidance to deal with

multiple failures generated

through workshop process -

Reported in CEN-152

(Revision 01).

CEN-152 (Revision 01)

Safety Function Status Check-

Break Identification Charts-

Diagnostic Aids.

CEN-117, CEN-152

CEN-152 Safety Function

Status Check.

• C,?,"

5. Include Diagnostic Infor-

mation to Aid in Implemen-

tation of Correct Procedure

for Event in Progress

6. Use of Instrumentation to

Identify Adequate Core

Cooling

7. Include Information for

Determining Adequacy of

Core Cooling

September

15 NRC

letter

,!

NUREG-0737

Item II.F.2

September

15 NRC

letter
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Figure 1-1 (Cont'd)

SUM'ARY OF

ISSUES - REFERENCES - RESOLUTIONS

ISSUE REFERENCE CEOG RESOLUTION

.8. Identify Phenomena in

Guideline Supporting Analysis

A. Reactor Head Voiding due NUREG-O737

to Rapid Cooldowns Item I.C.1

B. Steam Generator

Stratification

C. Operator Errors During

Long Term Cooling

9. Include Information on

Implementation of Guidelines

10. Improve Guidelines to Clarify

and Emphasize Functional

Recovery Side

NUREG-0737

Item I.C.1

NUREG-0737

Item I.C.1

September

15 NRC

letter

September

15 NRC

letter

CEN-152 Guidance relative

to void management is

provided'in relevant

EPGs.

Response in CEOG letter

to NRC dated 1/30/81,

question 10.

CEN-152 Safety Function

Status Checks and Func-

tional Recovery Guide-

line.

CEN-152 Implementation

section.

CEN-152 Functional

Recovery Guideline.
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Figure 1-i (Cont'd)

SUMMARY OF

ISSUES - REFERENCES - RESOLUTIONS

ISSUE .. REFERENCE CEOG RESOLUTION

\;, 4~11. Submit Description of

Methodology Used to

Develop Guidelines

12. Analyses Supporting

Guideline Development

13. Description of Applicability

of Generic Results to Plant

Specific Applications

14. Provide Guidance Addressing

the use of the Reactor

Vessel Level Monitoring

System'(RVLMS)

15. SER Long Term Items

16. Develop RCP Trip Strategy

NUREG-0737

Item I.C.1

NUREG-0737

Item I.C.1

NUREG-0737

.Iteln I.C.1

SER on

CEN-152

Revision 01

SER on

CEN-152
Revision 01

NUREG-0737

Item II.K.3.5

and Generic

Letters No.

83-10a and

83-10b

CEN-152

CEN-156 (Revision 00)

CEN-128, CEN-114, CEN-115
CEN-117, CENPD-254, CEN-

154, CEN-189, CEN-199

CEN-152 Implementation

section.

CEN-152 (Revision 02)

CEN-152 (Revision 02)

(selected long term issues).

CEN-268

CEN-152 (Revision 02)

Implementation guidance.
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1 -I EXPLANATION CF M(AJOR TER~MS

Provided in this section are some important terms useful to the understanding

of the overview presented in the next few sections.

1.,4. 1 Sc.~eat Fu~nc~tion

A safety function is any condition or action needed to either prevent core

damage or minimize radiation releases to the general public. If all safety

functions are fulfilled, the safety of the public is preserved.

1.4.2 EmeAgency Prkoeduwe.Guid9lUn•e

Emergency procedure guidelines provide technical guidance for the development

of plant specific emergency operating procedures. These guidelines provide

the actions necessary for mitigation of plant events that necessitate a

reactor trip.

1.4.3 Optimal Recove.'w GuideZinets

Optimal recovery guidelines provide the technical basis for plant specific
emergency operating procedures which the operator would use *to treat a speci-

fic set.of symptoms. Optimal recovery guidelines are written to strategically

address a specific set of symptoms. Each set of symptoms usually corresponds -. •

to a specific event or class of events (e.g. LOCA, SGTR) causing the transient

or accident.

1.4.4 Functiona•. Recove,'.GuideUne e.

The functional recovery guideline provides the technical basis for a plant

specific functional recovery emergency operating procedure which the operator

would use to verify the adequacy of all critical safety functions and to
restore and maintain those functions when degraded. A functional recovery

procedure (and the guideline on which it is based) is written in such a way

that the operator need.not diagnose an event in .order to establish and main-

tain a safe plant configuration.
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Emergency operating prccedures are a plant specific dccurment based on emergen-

cy procedure guidellnescontaining all the steps needed to take the plant from -

the pcst-reactcr trip state to a safe, stable condition. Emergency operating

procedures use a specific format for clarity of procedural actions, control

room personnel interactions, and compatibility with the design of the control

room.

1.4.6 VeZ{Z Lcoation

Verification is the process by which the technical.information in emergency

procedures is.d.emonstrated tobe accurate and complete. Verification may

consist of technical analyses, workshops, or technical review. The outcome of

the verification process is em~rgencyi operating procedures which are techni-

cally sound and complete.

1.4.7 VatLdation

ýalidation is the process by.which emergency operating~procedures are demon-

strated to be useable by the operators. Validation is.accomplished through

workshops, control room walkthroughs, or by exercising the emergency operating

- procedures on simulators.
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1.5 0VE9VIEW OF EPc- SYSTEM'V

The C-E Owners' Group effort to produce the C-E Emergency Procedure Guidelines

is the continuation o an intense effort'initiated in 1979. A consistent goal

of the program has been to provide the best available technical information to

be used for writing plant specific emergency operating procedures. The

product, Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines (hereafter

referred to as EPGs), represents a balanced approach to providing operator

guidance. The first step in developing the EPGs was to evaluate existing

plant procedures and to evaluate current programs related to this subject.

Each plant already has an extensive network of procedures. Emefgency Operat-

ing Procedures must be coordinated with these existing procedures. The

content and scope of the emergency operating procedures developed from EPGs

should be designed to interface with, but neither overlap nor duplicate, plant

procedures (other than the emergency procedures they are intended to replace).

The EPGs are designed .to be used independently and cross referencing is

minimized. Cross referencing is appropriate only when the other guideline

entry conditions are achieved during the course of operation (e.g., when

Shutdown Cooling System entry conditions 'are established, then initiate it per

operating instructions). The EPGs do not cover information related to overall

operation of the power plant site during emergency conditions because that

subject is covered by the Site Emergency plan.

1.5.1 EPG Syst emStw.actuAe and Rationatl

The EPGs are a collection of the best available technical information to be

used for writing emergency operating procedures. An understanding of what

constitutes an.emergency is a prerequisite to deciding what information is to

be collected and in which format that information is to be arranged. For the

purpose of these EPGs, an emergency event is distinguished from other off-

normal plant operations by virtue of its severity; it is sufficiently severe

that a reactor trip is either activated or required immediately to. properly'

mitigate the event. Figure 1-2 depicts the distinction between eiergency

operating procedures based on these guidelines and other off-normal proce-

dures.
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FIGURE 1-2
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S
Emergency events can be divided into two kinds. For the first. kind, the

" operators can ascertain the general type of the event by recognizing its

correlated symptom set from control board indications and their knowledge of

the plant and recent operating history. For these events where an accurate

diagnosis can be made, it is highly desirable to provide mitigating guidance

which is selected 'and sequenced to strategically address that symptom set.

Since these types of events have been well analyzed and understood (e.g.,

LOCA, SGTR), -it is possible to write the emergency prccedure guidelines to

optimize the recovery (i.e., minimize release of radiation, minimize system

leakage, reduce risk of core damage, reduce post accident recovery time to

full power, etc.). For ease of use, these events have been grouped into

classes of events (e.g., large and small break LOCAs are covered by one

guideline). In the second kind of emergency, the operators are unable to

identify a recoanizable symptom set for the disturbance. This may be due to

errors in symptom assessment by the operators, multiple, simultaneous failures

in the plant, the occurrence of an heretofore unanalyzed event or instrumenta-

tion failures which distort the symptom picture.

Emergency procedure guidelines must provide guidance for both kinds of emer-

gencies. Thus, when a reactor trip occurs or should occur, the operators can

refer to guidance which will provide a safe response whether or not a symptom

set is identified. EPGs written to treat specific symptoms are called Optimal

Recovery Guidelines. The EPG which provides guidance for undiagnosed events

for which a reactor trip is required is called the Functional Recovery Guide-

line.

Figure 1-3 illustrates the system of EPGs. The Standard Post Trip Actions

section *is the entry for the EPGs,. It is performed following all reactor

trips (automatically or manually initiated). Its purpose is to evaluate the

status of each safety function and provide immediate actions which can be

quickly and easily performed to improve the status of functions in jeopardy.

Following the Standard Post Trip Actions, diagnostic actions are performed to

determine the symptom set corresponding to the type of event which is trans-

piring. Depending on the operators' ability to diagnose., they will then

select either an Optimal Recovery Guideline or the Functional Recovery Guide-

line.
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.FIGURE 1-3
OVERVIEW OF THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE SYSTEM
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The design of any system of EPGs must recognize that eventual'y in the course

of an emergency it will become necessary for the operator to sDecify! what re-

sources are available. This is so because the operators must kncw what

systems and equipment are available for use either in contirued operation or

in taking the plant to cold conditions. A system of EPGs must also recognize

the possibility of a misdiagnosis by the operators and make provisions for

detecting and recovering from such misdiagnoses. if the operators have

selected the ERG because they cannot diagnose, the FRG provides action steps

to bring the plant to a safe, stable condition followed by a diagnosis section.

which permits the operator to systematically determine what has happened, what

resources are available and which optimal recovery guideline (if, any) is best

suited to managing the emergency. At this point, transfer to ad optimal

recovery guideline (ORG) is recommended. Naturally, the operators would start

at the beginning of any ORG implemented to ensure all the relevant actions

have been or are taken.

Each ORG contains a section which requires the operator to confirm the diag- - -

nosis and continually review the status of safety functions by use of the

safety function status check. If the diagnosis is not confirmed or if the

safety fUnctioncriteria are not met, the operators then implement the.FPG.

Thus, if the symptoms are not responding to treatment as anticipated or if the

core is not being adequately cooled, the ORG is exited and the Functional

Recovery Guideline is implemented.

Natural phenomena and other disasters are implicitly addressed in this system

since all the possible consequences of such a phenomenon (e.g. break in RCS

pressure boundary, loss of vital auxiliaries) which affect the NSSS are

addressed explicitly. Even if guch a phenomenon results in multiple, major

consequences, the FRG would provide systematic guidance for managing such a

casualty. Therefore, since it is not possible to predict in advance what the

consequences to the NSSS would be of a tornado or an aircraft crash, and since

all possible consequences are covered by the EPGs, these phenomena need not be

explicitly addressed. Plant specific procedures exist for managing non-NSSS

systems and equipment in the event of certain natural phenomena or man-made

disasters.
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The CEV-152 guidelines are designed as the basis for ererceency operating

procedures which provide guidance fo.r operating the fNSSS to mit-iats emercEnc .

events. Where.possible and necessary, guidance is provided for operating

equipment which is closely assnciated with but not part of the N3SSS (e.g., the

turbine generator). This delimiting of scope is in reccgnition of the network
of procedures existing at each plant which deals with non-NSSS systems and

equipment (i.e. balance.of plant). The guidelines are generally written in a

narrative format and do not go into greater detail than system level informa-

tion. This preserves their generic nature and permits each utility to write

emergency operating procedures from the EPGs in a format which is most useful

to them. -

Guidance for the management of degraded core conditions is not included in

these guidelines because there is an insufficient analytical base .for this

guidance. This issue is the subject of an ongoing industry effort and the
results of that effort will be included at the discretion of the CEOG.

1. 5.2 Safe~t Func.tion

1.5.2.1 The Concept o6 Safety Func mns

The concept of safety functions introduces a systematic approach to plant

operations based on a hierarchy of protective actions. The protective actions

are directed at mitigating the consequences of an event and, once fulfilled,

ensure proper control of the event which is occurring. A safety function is
defined as a condition or action that prevents core damage or minimizes

radiation release to the public. A complete set of safety functions needs to - --

be fulfilled to ensure proper operator control of the event and public safety.

The actions which ensure fulfillment of a safety function may result from

automatic or manual actuations of systems, from passive system performance,

from natural feedback inherent in the plant design, or when the operator

follows guidance established in an event recovery guideline. To accomplish

safety functions, the operator does not have to know what event has occurred.

He/she does need to know what safety functions need to be accomplished, how to

accomplish the safety functions and what criteria show the safety function is

being accomplished.
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To ens propeicontrol of ,he plant at anytime during operation, there are

ter. safety functions which must be fulfilled. All are directed 6t rlitioatiif

an event and .containing and/or controlling radioactivity releases. These

safezy functions can be gr6uped into four major classes as follOws:

1. anti-corye melt safety functions

2. containment i-ntegrity safety functions

3. indirect radioactive release safety function

4. maintenance of vital auxiliaries needed to support the other safety

functions

The anti-core melt safety function class contains five safety fdnctions:

1. reactivity control

2. RCS inventory control

3. RCS pressure control

4. core heat removal

5. reactor coolant system heat removal

The purpose of the first anti-core melt safety function, reactivity control,

is to shut the reactor down 'and keep it shut down, thereby reducing the amount

-, of heat generated in the core. The purpose of reactor coolant system (RCS)

pressure and inventory control is to keep the core covered with an effective

. -coolant medium. RCS pressure and inventory control are interdependent in a

PWR design. That Vs, actions taken to effect inventory control will affect.....

pressure control and vice versa. The purpose of the fourth anti-core melt

safety function, core heat removal, is to remove the decay heat generated in

the core and transfer it to a. location where it can be removed from the RCS.

'The final anti-core melt safety function is RCS heat removal. The purpose of

this safety function.is to transfer heat from the primary system coolant to

another heat sink.

The containment integrity safety function class contains three safety func-

tions:

,0
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i. ccrtainment isolation

2. containment temperature and pressure control
3. containment combustible gas control

The primary objective of these safety functions is to prevent major radioac-

tive release from'the containment by maintaining the integrity of the contain-
ment structure. Accomplishing the first safety function, containment isola-

tion, assists in maintaining containment integrity by ensuring that all normal
containment penetrations not required for accident mitigation are closed off
when necessary. The purpose of the containment temperature and pressure
control safety function is to prevent overstressing the containment structure

and to prevent damage to. other equipment in the containment resdlting from a
hostile environment. The purpose of the combustible gas control is to prevent
containment overstress caused .by explosion of hydrogen gas inside containment.

The third safety function class has one safety function associated with it:

indirect radioactive release. The purpose of indirect radioactive release
control is to prevent radioactive releases to the environment (gaseous, solid,
and liquid, including radioactive coolant) from sources outside containment.
These sources include the spent fuel pool and the radioactive waste handling

and storage facilities. The systems used to control releases from these
sources include the radiation monitoring system, the spent fuel pool cooling
system, and the waste management and processing systems. In mitigating the
types of emergencies for which CEN-152 provides guidance, the indirect radio-
active release.safety function does not come into play. Consequently, opera-
tor actions necessary for control of the indirect radioactive release safety

function are not found in CEN-152.

The fourth safety function class likewise includes only one safety function:
maintenance of vital auxiliaries. The systems used to accomplish the eight

other safety functions addressed in CEN-152 are all supported by the mainte-

nance of vital auxiliaries safety function. In general, support systems
p.rovide.service such as instrument air needed for opening and closing valves,

electric power for valve operation, pump motors, and operating instruments,
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w
and an ultimate heat sink to which RCS and core heat can be transferred. Of

greatest impact to the operator actions associated with CEN-152 is vital AC

and DC power. AC and DC power must be maintained in order to successfully

accomplish the other safety functions in a straightforward manner.

1.5.2.2 S&aeft FnctiLon Hii,•=chy

The safety function concept incorporates a principle of safety function

hierarchy. Some safety functions have precedence over others as far as their

sequence of implementation during an event. Figure 1-4 summarizes the
hierarchy of safety functions as standardized in the CEN-152 gui~dance.

Reactivity control is the most important since it responds most quickly to

changes in, plant conditions., Similarly, RCS inventory control must be satis-
fied before core heat removal can be effected (i.e., there must be a medium to

remove heat) and, in general,.loss of inventory can occur within a shorter

time frame than that required for core heat removal. This hierarchy concept
is important in the design of systems used to fulfill each function and has

also been employed in developing emergency guidance.

AlT the guidelines identify, for the particular plant state, each of the 9

safety functions (in the hierarchy of Figure 1-4) and criteria which reflects

accomplishment of each of the safety functions.. The safety functions are
provided as a complete set so the operator can monitor the plant to verify

that the ultimate.goal, the health and safety of the public, is provided.

,• Application of the concept of safety functions in a restructured format is.
acceotable as long as: ..(i) the representation contains actions and criteria

necessary to control and fulfill the nine (9) individual safety functions;,

L2) it is consistent with the safety function hierarchy of CEN-152; and

(3) the ultimate goal of preserving the health and safety of the public is

ensured. Figure 1-5 shows various arrangements of the safety functions, with
each level representing another way in which the ultimate goal is supported.
Further evaluation of each level reveals that the safety function set which

comprises the particular level is a representation of all the actions necess-

ary to provide for public health and safety during an emergency event. In
other words, a subset consisting of a rearrangement or combination of safety
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FIGURE 1-4
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functions can achieve the same goal as the set which contains each safety

function individually. This is especially true if the subset or rearrangement

is enhanced by use of a particular control room operator aid, such as the

CFMS, SPDS, etc.

Because safety fun'ctions"are a complete set -f actions or conditions which

will provide public safety, they form the foundation of all emergency guid-
ance. In the Optimal Recovery Guidelines (ORGs), specific events such as LOCA

or Excess Steam Demand Event (ESDE) are addressed. Because each event affects

diverse parts of the plant, proper mitigation of different events will empha-

size different safety functions. For example, in a major LOCA, .RCS pressure
and inventory control are the two safety functions of immediate'concern.

Therefore, the operator actions are sequenced to achieve control of these two
functions first-using equipment designed for that purpose. Nonetheless, since

all safety functions must be fulfilled tc provide public safety, each ORG

addresses all the safety functions. In preparing emergency procedure guide-
lines, the nine safety functions are used to audit the guidance to ensure that

S sufficient action steps to cover all relevant safety functions exist. Each
ORG also includes a safety function status check chart which is used by the

operator to continually determine whether the safety furctions are being

adequately fulfilled during the course.of the event.

The Functional Recovery Guideline (FRG) is used by the operator when a diag-

nosis is not possible, when the Optimal Recovery Guideline is not adequate (as

judged by the safety function status check in each ORG) or when the guideline
in use is inappropriate. The FRG's structure includes an expanded version of

the safety function status check which is used by the operator to continually

check the status of each safety function. For those functions which are found
to be in jeopardy, possible success paths are provided along with directions

for implementing each and criteria by which successful safety functions
restoration is judged. For this guideline the safety functions actually form

the main structure of the guideline.
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FIGURE 1-5
SAFETY FUNCTION CLASSIFICATIONS
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75*.2--3 Succ 6i.ýPatths

Nuclear power plants are designed such that each safety function has mu'tiple

means of fulfillment. In oiher worts, there exists for each function more

than one system or way to fulfill a safety function. Each is called a success

path. For example, reactivity control can be achieved by inserting control

rods or by increasing RCS boron concentration. With respect to the latter,

there are several methods of increasing RCS boron concentration. It is

important that the operator be aware of the vario.us success paths associated

with each safety function.

During any emergency event, the operator needs information on pTant state.
This monitoring of plant state leads to identification of the safety functions

in jeopardy and to identification of systems available to accomplish the

safety functions. The CEN-152 emergency guidance clearly indicates the

alternate ways of performing each function by providing success path oriented

guidance.
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i.6 PRINCIPLES OF EPG VEVELOPMET

In the course of the development of zhe gL:idelilnes, certain principles were
developed and adhered to, to ensure that the finai products conformed to

generally acknowledged rules for operational guidance,and to/ensure that the

rationale for the overall EPG system was preserved throughout. The following

three sections describe and explain these principles.

1.6.1 P&tZnc.pt o6 Standa,. Pozt Txip Ac.ton -,-6 -

The purpose of the Standard Post Trip Actions is to provide the entry point

for all EPGs. That is, an emergency is defined as any off-normdl event which

actuates or requires a reactor trip (RT) to properly mitigate the event. This
definition is consistent with the NUREG 0899 definition and with industry

operating practice. Therefore, this emergency procedure guideline contains as

its first operatbr action'a check of safety functions against'acceptance

criteria, followed by standard actions and alternative actions which can be

0taken easily and quickly.to restore those functions in jeopardy. The Standard

Post Trip Actions actually terve three purposes:

1) All relevant safety functions are checked .against acceptance criter-

ia to give the operator a complete status as regards plant safety,

The criteria are chosen to be easily accessible from the control

boards and to require no interpretation or interpolation by the

operator.

2) The check of safety functions provides the operator with objective

decision criteria as to whether action is required in the short term
to restore plant safety. This permits crisp, reliable decision

making and precludes unnecessary operator action.

3) As further explained below, the status check discriminates between

an uncomplicated reactor trip (e.g., one caused by technician error)

and other more complex events. The safety function criteria are

chosen to be consistent with the plant conditions which would
prevail only in the short term after a simple and uncomplicated
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0
reactor trip. Thus. if there are other failureswhich require

attention, the criteria in the status check will not be satisfied,

signaling that more than a simple PT has occurred.

The Standard Post-Trip Actions are presented in a format chosen for ease of

presentation and understanding. The relationship of function to criteria tc

actions is immediately apparent. The safety function assessment and accomp-

anying immediate actions are prioritized according to two factors. The first

factor is the importance to safety in terms of the consequences of not ful-

filling that function and in terms of the time associated with that function.
Thus, reactivity control is of first priority since shutting down the reactor

is foremost in importance to Safety and reactivity responds verý quickly. The

second factor in prioritizing relates to the natural order of steps in the

control room. Since turbine trip and reactor trip are generally interlocked

and since a turbine trip quickly results in automatic rearrangement of the

electrical distribution system, and also since electrical power is a prerequis-

ite'to almost all other actions, it is important to check the status of

electric power early in the sequence of actions. This has been confirmed in

workshops, simulator experimients, and operator interviews.

It should be stressed that the Standard Post Trip Actions (SPTAs) EPG contains

the only immediate actions in the entire system of EPGs. The purposes for

this are to acknowledge the standard post trip actions which are performed by

* operators fo.llowing any reactor trip,.-and to standardize a safety function

approach to any event which causes a reactor trip. The latter is most import-

ant since the entire EPG system is designed to institute a functional approach

to casualty management. The SPTAs clearly reflect this intent.

Additional principles which were adhered to during the development of the SPTA

EPG are as follows:

1. The statements should be clear and concise to facilitate memoriza-

tion by the operator.

I'.i!
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2. The statements should be.prioritized.

3. Multiple action statements should be avoided.

4. Conditional action statements should be clearly identified with the

contingencies spelled out.

5. Cross referencing to other guidelines should be avoided.

The level of detail in the Standard Post Trip Actions guideline is consistent

with the other EPGs and with the intent of providing generic guidelines. The

level of technical information extends to the system level only: Action

statements are sufficiently detailed to indicate the system(s) to be used,

including any important supporting systems but do not provide detailed, step

by step guidance for starting Qr stopping systems or components.

1.6.2 Pi, ncLpeIs oa Opt'&,ic Recovery Guwdetine,6

1.6.2. 1 Op~tmao Recovety Gidetine S.-Luctwte

Optimal RecoveryGuidelines (ORG) are those guidelines written to address

specific symptom sets. In order to minimize the number of guidelines, and

thereby avoid operator confusion, those events which are difficult to distin-

guish from each other in the short term (e.g., inadvertently opened atmos-

pheric steam dump valve and steam line break) or which have similar effects on

the NSSS over time are grouped into classes of events. The classes of events ,

considered are:

1) Reactor Trip (RT)

2) Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

3) Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)

4) Excess Steam Demand Event (ESDE)

5) Loss of Feedwater (LOF)

6). Loss of Forced Circulation (LOFC)
0,
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Each ORG consists of the following sections:

a) Purpose

b) Entry Conditions

c) Operator Actions
d) Supplementary Information

e) Safety Function Status Check

f) Bases

PURPOSE

The purpose section provides a brief statement of the condition~s) for which

the subject guideline is intended to be used.

ENTRY CONDITIONS

Entry conditions are chosen to reflect those conditions which are most likely

to exist following the trip and which reflect the trends which may exist for

some time into the event.

The entry conditions section contains patameters and indications which an

operator is expected to utilize in identifying and confirming the event.

These conditions were written with the following points in mind:

1. Priority should be given to conditions which appear first during the

initial phases of an event or which are most important with respect

to. associated consequences.

2. Indications listed should be readily available to the operator. For

example, pressurizer level is used instead of RCS inventory since

pressurizer level can be read directly and RCS inventory must be

derived.

3. If several indications are available for the same symptom, the best

indication should be selected and used.
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OPERATOR ACTIONS

The operator actions provide the operator with event specific guidance start-

ing at the point at which the Standard Post Trip Actions leave off. Operator

actions also tend:to contain more explanation ana cover a greater range of

possible failures and alternative actions. Thus, operator actions for a

particular event diverge from those for other events. The purpose of the

operator actions is to provide steps which would place the plant in a stable

condition, permit problems to be corrected, and allow recovery operations to..

commence. Depending on the event, the final plant condition could be hot

standby, hot shutdown, or cold shutdown.

In appropriate places, the primary success path plus any alternative success

paths for accomplishing the intended function are included in the operator

action steps. Where more than one success path is provided, the order of

preference is indicated.

The operator actions section consists of those actions required to place the

plant in a configuration from which either recovery can be accomplished or a

long-term shutdown can be achieved. This section was written with the follow-

ing points in mind:

1. The statements should be clear and concise to avoid confusion.

2. The statements should be prioritized.

3. Multiple action statements should be avoided.

4. Conditional action statements should be clearly identified with

contingency actions specified.

5. If more than one equally acceptable action sequence-exists, the

simpler one is preferred.

6. Cross referencing to other procedures should be avoided.

7. Action statements are provided in a narrative form to permit the

utility to implement in plant specific procedures the most useful

format.

8. Action statement content should be limited to system level informa-

tion. This is consistent with the intent of providing generic

guidance and is sufficient to ensure accurate implementation in

plant specific procedures.
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9. The completion of operator actions must result in a plant condiz.cn

which allows recovery operations to commence (return to oreration,

repair, clean-up, etc.).

1C. Alternative success path actions should be prbvided.

Generous use of charts and diagrams is made for the EPGs. Charts and diagrams

quickly and accurately deliver a large amount of technical information without

the need to read long explanatory narratives. Charts and diagrams in their
plant specific form are intended to be implemented in plant specific proce-

dures as appropriate.

Charts and diagrams were developed with the following points in'mind:

1. Each figure or table or chart will have a title.

2. Axes on graphs should be clearly labeled.

3. Explanatory notes on graphs and figures should be kept to a minimum.

4. In general, a left to right, top to bottom flow is followed.

* 5. Figures and graphs should be uncluttered and legible.

6. The purpose or intention of the graph or figure should be immediate-
ly apparent to trained personnel.

7. Units of measurements should be clear.

SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Each Optimal Recovery Guideline (ORG) has its own safety function status check

(SFSC) which must be used whenever an ORG is in use. The purpose of the SFSC

is to continually verify the adequacy of safety functions. This is accomp-
lished by comparing control board indications to safety function acceptance

criteria tailored for each class of event. By satisfying the SFSC acceptance

criteria, the operating staff is assured that the actions being taken are
maintaining the plant in a safe condition. On the other hand, if SFSC criter-

ia are not satisfied, the operators are promptly alerted to the situation. In

this case the operators will take corrective actions to satisfy the safety

functions, implement another ORG, or exit to the Functional Recovery Guide-

line. The SFSC is designed to be used by the Shift Supervisor, Shift Tech-
nical Advisor, or other person available to provide an independent assessment

of the status of safety fU-fctions.
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S AS E-c

Each guideline cortaihs a bases-section. The bases section is a-dialogue

between the guideline preparer and the procedure writer. It is not intended

that the bases appear in the detailed, plant specific EOP but rather that-it

be used in preparing EOPs and in operator training. The guideline preparer

can draw. upon a large amount of information on the event including plant data,

licensing analysis, realistic transient analysis, incident reports, sequence

of events diagrams, and operating experience. The bases presents a condensed

form of this information for the procedure writer and the operators. There is

sufficient detail in the explanations without burdening the operators with-

specific analytical data.

The bases section provides te.chnical information that increases the operators'

ability to identify the event, understand the plant response to an event, and

understand the corrective actions he or she is expected to. take. The follow-

ing points are addressed in the bases section.:

1. A brief overview of the event is presented.

2. The general characteristics and possible causes of the event are

discussed.

3. The potential effectof.the event on the reactor, plant equipment,

and the environment is noted.

4. The bases section, includes a detailed discussion of the range and

trend of plant responses to an event or class of events. The

following list contains examples of the significant plant parameters

that are considered:

Reactor Power

RCS Temperature

Pressurizer Pressure
___ Pressurizer Level
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•! S~earn Generacr Levei

Steam Generator Pres.sure
Reactor Vessel Inventory

5. Trending of key parameters that can be used to classify the event

and determine its severity is explained. These are parameters (such

as those listed in 4 above) which operators frequently evaluate
during an event.

6. The bases section describes the objective of the recovery actions

(automatic and manual) taken in response to the event, and why these

actions are taken (e.g. which safety function is bein6 dealt with).

To this end the bases section corresponds step by step to the

guideline steps.

7. The .immediate and long range goals of the'actions (i.e., strategy)

of each guideline are explained. Each bases section contains a set

of strategy charts which pictorialize the sequence of guideline

goals for that event and which identify the steps that correspond to

the strategy goals.

8. Preferred and alternate success paths to accomplish essential

functions are included.

9. The basis for the safety function status check (including the cri-

teria chosen for each function) is explained.

1.6.2.2 U.e. of ORG-

ORGs are used to treat specific symptom sets which have occurred following a

reactor trip and which are identifiable or diagnosable by the operators. Each

ORG is designed to accommodate minor concurrent failures which do not present

major complicatiohs (e.g., failure of the automatic pressurizer level control

system).. The Standard Post Trip Actions are performed before an ORG is

reached. If a specific symptom set cab be identified, the operators will then
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select the appo'r-riateOPG arc imoiemert. m- rer,.x,,•. .s The coal of
Lhe rpeovery ections is t' r .*.j . ' pl 1 .n e, a safT, .T.abl6._ccrclit.ion eitier

in a position to retu&~n to power operations or to cool the plant down in crder
that repairs can be.ade.

The emphasis in the Optimal Recovery Guideline section is on-treatment of a
set of symptoms according to an optimal strategy, as contrasted to treatment
of a specific event.- One of the first recovery actions will be to assess the
safety functions against specific criteria using the safety function status

check. This serves a dual purpose. First, it is a check to verify that all
relevant safety functions are being fulfilled as anticipated in best estimate
analysis and by engineering judgement. Second, it provides a check on diag-

nostic accuracy. This essential feature provides a correction process. If
the treatment in use is adequately treating the symptoms, then the treatment
is continued. If the treatment is inadequate, either because new information.
(symptoms) appears that is not covered in the guidel.ine, or because the
observed ,symptoms are not properly responding, each ORG has a step which

W requires the operators to exit the ORG and implement the FRG. The checking
process using the safety function status check continues as long as the
guideline is in use. This is the way the EPG system manages multiple, signi-
ficant failures, or misdiagnosed or undiagnosable symptom sets. The FRG is
designed to provide guidance for managing.any event which results in or
requires a reactor trip.

Operator actions are selected and sequenced to address all relevant safety
functions in their order of importance to treating that symptom picture.
Where appropriate, alternate success path actions are included for use when
primary success paths have been unsuccessful. Each ORG has two types of
strategy charts included in the bases section which pictorially depict the
intended strategy for managing the event. One chart indicates the fundamental
strategy being applied for event recovery and the second is a more detailed

chart which correlates the guideline steps to each strategy element.
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1.6.3 1.6.5 P-&McpL~ o the. Fw'Lc.ticl2 Rcocvexv GwideZtie.

1.6.3.1 Functional Recoveru GuideZine S-tu' e _w.e

The functional recovery guideline (FRG) is the EPG used to combat of5-normal

symptom pictures which result in a reactor trip and which cannot be quickly or

easily diagnosed by the.operators. It may also be used to mitigate symptoms

for which the operators have initially selected an ORG but subseouently

discovered that they had misdiagnosed or that the ORG was not adequately

treating symptoms as anticipated.

The FRG consists of the following sections:

a) Safety Function Status Check

b) Resource Assessment Trees

c) Operator Action Guidelines

d) Long Term Actions

S e) Bases

SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

The safety function status check is the entry point for the FRG. It is used

to assess the status of each safety function. The safety function.status

check is structured to facilitate the selection of appropriate operator

actions which will restore those functions in jeopardy. Since safety func-
tions are a complete set of. the actions or conditions which will provide for

plant and public safety, an EPG which maintains or achieves all of the func-

tions is an effective vehicle foe preserving plant safety. Therefore, the FRG

is oriented to detecting out of specification safety functions and providing

multiple recovery actions to restore those functions.

The safety function status check lists the safety functions which must be

checked in an emergency. This list differs slightly from that in section

1.5.2. RCS heat removal and core heat removal are combined in this assessment

chart because the success paths used to achieve these two functions are the
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same. Also. since'the criteria and resource tree actions associated with each

of these success paths are identical for both function, it makes sense..to

combine the functions to eliminate the redundancy of listi.ng each separately.

RCS inventory c6ntrol and RCS pressure control reflect the two possible trends

of the parameters and the different success paths and acceptance criteria

associated with each (high and low conditions).

The safety function status check lists the success paths associated with each

function. These are the success paths common to C-E plants which can be

identified at the generic EPG level. Listing the success.paths,permits the

operator. to'select the safety function criteria appropriate to the success

path in use. For any given function, the appropriate criteria to use are

those associated with the lowest success path on.the list which is in: use.

After having performed- the Standard Post Trip Actions and having attempted to

diagnose the plant condition, the operator will be generally aware of what

equipment is running and, therefore, which success paths are in use. If not,

the chart will assist in-surveying the plant status. For'completeness, all

success paths are listed fot each function. This feature recuires that there

be some redundancy between the Standard Post Trfp Actions and the functional

guideline. Nevertheless, the Functional Recovery. Guideline must provide all

the resources available to the operator in order to give the operator the

widest latitude. Furthermore, because some of the success-paths and their

methods of use may be plant specific, a somewhat redundant listin9 will permit

utilities to arrange this information in a fashion most suitable to them in

their plant specific emergency operating procedures. Success paths are shown
on each resource assessment tree in left to right orientation with those paths

on the left corresponding to plant conditions which would result from an

uncomplicated reactor trip. Moving to the right the paths correspond to

progressively more degraded plant conditions. The path having the highest

priority for implementation are those which correspond to the current plant

conditions (e.g., the safety injection system (SIS) success path on inventory

control is used to manage inventory in a LOCA).
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Also contained in the sa.fe*Y function status check are the acceptance criteria

for each functicn. -The acceptance criteria are organized such that each

success path has its respective criteria next to it. The criteria are select-

ed to define minimum acceptable system conditions, for that success path.

Thus, the combination of the acceptance criteria for all the safety functions.

of those success paths in use (i.e., the current plant lineup) defines an

acceptable plant state.

Each safety function listed in the safety function status check also contains

reference to its respective resource assessment tree. Resource assessment

trees provide a pictorial representation of all the plant resources available

(at a generic level) for satisfying that safety function. Thes6 trees are

utilized if the corresponding safety function does not meet its success

criteria.

The safety function status check in the FRG is not only the entry point for

the FRG, it is also used to continually verify the adequacy of safety func-

tions. This review is accomplished anytime the FRG is in use.

' While each ORG has its own safety function status check which must be used

whenever the ORG is in use, the FRG safety function status check could also be

used by a shift supervisor, shift technical advisor or comparable person

during any event as abackup means of verifying the adequacy of safety func-

tions.

0
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RESOLRCE •ASSESSMENT TREES

Resource assessment trees are pictorial representations of the generic re-

sources available to fulfill each safety function. The trees are intended to

assist the operator in evaluating plant resources available to fuil~ll jeop-

ardized safety functions. A pictorial representation was chosen for the EPG

resource trees because of its simplicity and clarity (and also for its compat-

ibility with CRT display). It relies minimally on reading and verbal compre-

hension and serves as a quick method to jog the operator's memory regarding

the systems and components used to fulfill each function. The detailed and

overall knowledge of these systems and components and their proper operation

is already available to the operator from training and experiende.

Each limb of a tree stdrts-at-the top with the name of the function, then

(working down).the Rame.of the success path (mode), then the plant conditions

and equipment used in that path (conditions, source7, motive, power), then the

success criteria..for-that path, and finally, the number of the recovery

guideline associated. witb that path.

In constructing these trees, a number of principles were generally observed to

obtain a uniform and useful tree:

1. Each success path identified on the tree had to be generic and be

capable of independently satisfying that safety function. This is

not to say that each path must be used independently of other paths

or that it must be able to satisfy the function under all plant

conditions. It merely must be able to satisfy the function indepen-

dently under some plant conditions.

2. All the safety functions are assessed before any other actions are

taken. If it is found that the primary or first success path is

adequately maintaining control of each of th.e safety functions (in

S.i ... other words, the criteria are being met), then the operator may exit
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the functional recovery guideline and implemert the reactor tric

recovery guideline. This is true because the criteria for thcse

success paths bound the expected parameters for an uncomplicated

trip.

3. The resource assessment trees provided are structured to show the

intended priority (left to right) of implementation of success

paths. Note that more than one success path may be employed for

each safety function in order to satisfy the acceptance criteria of

the last.path (to the right) in use. Also note that the path with

the.highest priority is the path which corresponds to current plant

conditions (e.g., the SIS is designed to manage inventory control

problems resulting from a LOCA). Those associated with progress-

ively more degraded plant conditions are arranged from left to
right. The path which should be used is the one which corresponds

to the current plant conditions and which can (either alone or in

combination with other paths) maintain the function.

4. Two rules were used to order the components/conditions from top to

bottom in each path. The first priority rule is to arrange compon-

ents according to the usual flow path in the plant since this is

most familiar and logical. The second rule was to attempt to place

the most restrictive component, or RCS conditions or limits, towards

the top of the limb. In this way, if the RCS or equipment did not

meet this condition, it would spare the operator from reviewing the

rest of the limb for availability.

5. The limbs are not intended to be detailed representations of plant

systems. They are intended only to serve as an aid to the operator

in determining the availability of resources. The limits shown

inside each component are intended to provide only the most essen-

tial, minimum requirements for path availability. All limits can

be read directly (without interpretation) from control board indi-

cations in the control room.
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6. Based on engineering judgerment, the minimum amourt of information

was included fr each limb which would assure path availability.

That is, if the minimum requirements expressed by the 1inits in the

limb were met, then there is a reasonably high probability that the

path will be available. It would be unlikely, therefore, that the

operator would get to the recovery action guideline associated with.

the limb only to discover that the path was not available. In

practice, by the time the operator begins to implement the function-

al guideline, he/she is largely aware of which systems and compon-

ents are available.

7. The symbols for components use standard size and shape coding

developed by C-E for use on CRT displays.

8. The success criteria that appear at the bottom of each limb are the

same criteria which appear on the FRG safety function status chart.

Therefore, if the criteria for any given limb are met, then the

corresponding function is fulfilled.

When this success path information is implemented in plant specific emergency

operating procedures, utilities will have the flexibility of changing this

pictorial format to some other format. What is necessary is that each utility

provide equivalent information in some usable format.

RECOVERY GUIELINES

Each limb in each.resource assessment tree has a corresponding recovery

guideline which provides guidance on the implemeptation of that success path.

Because different success paths may utilize the same equipment, more than one

success path may reference the same guideline. The guidelines are numbered

according to the function they serve. For example, HR-2 is the second recov-

ery guideline associated with heat removal..

0'..
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Each recovery guideline has the following structure:

1. Name and number of the guideline

2. The recovery action steps for that path

3. The success criteria for that path

4. Supplementary information for use of that path

It is important in usin-g the FRG that the success path recovery guidelines be

used since the supplementary information associated with each path provide the_-

restrictions associated with that path. That is, the supplementary informa-

tion alerts the operator to possible misuse of a path or to a condition which

may lead to a defeat of that path. This supplementary information is not

contained elsewhere in the FRG.

LONG TERM ACTIONS

The long term actions section of the FRG is designed to ensure that the

operator continues to periodically verify the adequate maintenance of safety

functions, assesses the status of the plant, implements the appropriate ORG if

conditions warrant, and determines the necessity, feasibility, and/or urgency

to perform a cooldown to cold shutdown conditions.

BASES

The bases section for the FRG serves the same purpose as the bases section for

optimal recovery guidelines (ORG) discussed in section 1.6.2 and follows

similar format and content ground rules. The bases describe in detail the

rationale for each step or portion of the FRG.

1.6.3.2 LUe of the FuwntionaL RecoveAy GuideZine (FRG)

The following gives a brief description of the intended use of the FRG once it

is implemented in a plant specific procedure.
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The Standard Post Trip Actions (SPTA) would always be completed prior to entry

into the ERG. The FRG may be entered directly after completiooi of the SPT~s

if a diagnosis is not-possible. The FRG might also be entered frcrr an ORG if

an ORG had been initially selected by the operator-but was subsecuently found

to be inadequate.. The safety function status check in each ORG is used to

judge this adequacy. If the safety function criteria are not satisfied at any

time, then the operator is directed to use the FRG.

The entry point for the FRG is the safety function status check. The operator

reviews the status of all safety functions first by checking control board

indications against the acceptance criteria for the success patbs in use. For

each safety function, the acceptance criteria for the highest numbered success

path in use are the appropriate criteria to use. For example, if RCS inven-

tory control is the safety function in question and success paths IC-I (CVCS)

and IC-2 (SIS) are both currently in use, the acceptance criteria for success

path IC-2 must be satisfied. This would continue to be true until the SIS was

secured and the CVCS was the sole success path in use. The operator notes

which safety functions do not meet their appropriate acceptance criteria.

These safety functions are in jeopardy. Note that the acceptance criteria for

the first success path for each safety function generally correspond to the

symptoms of an uncomplicated reactor trip.

Then, beginning with the first safety function which is in jeopardy, the

operator reviews the resource assessment tree to ascertain the availability of
resources. WJorking from left to right on the tree the operator reviews each

path to determine its availability and whether or not. it is already operating.

If it is operating, the operator checks the acceptance criteria to see if the

safety function is now being satisfied. If the safety function is-satisfied,

the operator goes on to the next safety function in jeopardy. If the success
path was not operating but is available (as indicated by meeting the component

or condition limits noted on each path), the operator implements the recovery

guideline referenced for that path. If the acceptance criteria associated

with that path are now satisfied, the operator goes on to the next safety

function in jeopardy. If the acceptance criteria are not satisfied, the

operator goes to the next success path to the right on the tree and continues
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implementing paths until the safety function is satisfied. Note that it is

possible and desirable in many cases, to use more than one success path at a

time. Even if more than one path is in use, the acceptance criteria by which

the fulfillment of the safety function is judged are those for the highest

numbered path in use.

If all the success paths on a resource assessment tree have been implemented

and none of their respective acceptance criteria are met, then each resource.

tree has a.caution which requires the operator to refer to the "Continuing

Actions".section. The operator is recuired to continue to work on this safety-

function and to pursue other jeopardized safety functions simultaneously.

Once all safety functions have been satisfied, the operator goes to the Long

Term Actions to attempt to evaluate plant status, determine a diagnosis and

decide on future actions.

Concurrently with taking steps to restore jeopardized safety functions and

after all safety functions are satisfied, the control room team is using the
FRG safety function status check to continually review the status of safety

functions. As the event progresses and/or as new success paths are available,

the operator may have to shift to the new acceptance criteria which correspond

to these paths. This periodic review may reveal that some safety function is

in jeopardy and requires further operator action.
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1.7 RECENT TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS IPCLUDED IN EPG

Several technical issues have arisen during the course of the aevelopment of

the EPGs which have affected- the content of the EPGs. These merit a brief

discussion to describe the technical issue and to clarify their impact on and

to demonstrate their inclusion in the EPGs. The issues discussed are:

1.7.1. Pressurized Thermal Shock

1.7.2. Inadequate Core Cooling

1.7.3. RCS Voiding

1.7.4. Reactor Coolant Pump Termination and Restart Criter-ia

1.7.5. Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring

1.7.7 Pxe.66uA.ized Theoma2 Shock

NRC NUREG-0737 Item II.K.2.13 requires utilities to analyze the "thenal

mechanical conditions in the.y-eactor_.vessel during the recovery from small
Wbreaks with an extended .loss of feedwater". The NRC concern deals with the

potential for thermal shock of the reactor vessel resulting from cold safety

injection flow and possible non-ductile failure of the reactor vessel upon

repressurization.

Typically, a Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) transient is characterized by a

rapid uncontrolled RCS cooldown and depressurization followed by a repressur-

ization. The thermal shock transient combined with the RCS repressurization

may cause thermal and pressure stresses which could result in crack initiation

within the reactor vessel. The degree to which any reactor vessel would be

affected by a PTS transient depends on the physical strength properties and

neutron induced embrittlement of the vessel, pre-existing flaws in the vesgel,

and the severity of the transient.

Events other than the one identified in Item II.K.2.13 can result in a PTS

concern. Excess steam demand events are of particular concern because of the

severity of the cooldown phase. In general, a PTS situation may occur any

time an overcooling transient is followed or accompanied by an RCS repressur-

ization.
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t:ren a potential for a PTS transient exists, the operator goals are first, to

control the overcoolina transient where possible and second, to limit the

repressurization of the RCS. Primary emphasis must ultimately be placed on

prevention of excessive pressurization since theinitial cooldown transient is

not always controllable and the cooldown thermal stresses alone will nct

violate the pressure boundary.

To ensure that the guidelines adequately address PTS, a systematic evaluation

o• the guidelines with respect to PTS was conducted. The following paragraphs

contain a summary of the results of this eval-uation.

The potential for pressurized thermal shock of a reactor.vessel *is reduced if

the coolant temperature and pressure are maintained within acceptable limits

(Figure 1-6). The PTS concern arises in situations where a low temperature

has occurred due to cooldown in excess of Technical Specification limits .

accompanied by a high pressure. A convenient way to define acceptable combin-

ations of low temperature and'high pressure is to define an upper limit on

coolant subcool.ing. Since we are also concerned about minimum subcooling, the
combination of upper and l161er subcooling limits is used to define a band of

pressure and temperature conditions within which the RCS should be maintained.

The upper and lower subcooling limitations are illustrated in Figure 1-6 which

is included in each guideline as an operator aid.

The lower limit on subcooling which is currently contained in the C-E Emer-

gency Procedure Guidelines is" nominally 201F. The numerical value of.this
limit is based on engineering judgement. If 200F subcooling cannot be main-

tained, the emergency procedure guidelines instruct that high pressure safety

injection (HPSI) pumps must be operating until the coolant subcooling is

nominally'20°F and there are indications of adequate inventory (along with

other specified conditions).

Pressurized thermal shock considerations dictate that the high pressure safety

injection pumps and charging pumps be turned off when the pressurizer water

level reaches some specified high limit value in order to avoid filling the

pressurizer solid and overpressurizing the reactor.cool.ant system (i.e.,
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creater than 2001F subcorlirc). C-E 4uaqes-.hat the instructions on mainter-

ance. of minimun subccoling for adeCuate core cooling should. prevaii over PTS. .....

considerations. Therefore, the guidance calls for continued running of the

HPSI pumps until 20'F subcooling is achieved regardlessof pressurizer level.

An upper cooling limit has been developed using engineering judgement based on

existing plant thermal-hydraulic and fracture mechanics analyses. This upper

limit of subcooling is nominally 200"F. When pressurized thermal shock is nct

a concern, a 100 0 F/hr cooldown curve provides the maximum pressure-temperature

limit for the RCS.. The guidelines caution the operator t.o.monitor RCS temper-

ature and pressure throughout all phases of the cooldown in order to avoid

exceeding this cooldown rate. However, when pressurized thermaT shock is a

concern, a more limiting maximum RCS pressure-temperature limit is imposed. A

200 0 F subcooling curve supercedes the 100 0 F/hr curve anytime the RCS has

experienced an uncontrolled cooldown which .causes RCS temperature to go below.

500 0 F. This limit is jydged to pr6vide a sufficient operating-band for the

operator while requiring the pressure stresses to be maintained.at a safe

level. ':.

The.upper limit was developed with the understanding that. due to the inability

of the operator to control the initial cooldown transient in all cases, it is

conceivable that the limit may be violated during the first part of the

transient. The operator's goal is to restore the plant to the acceptable band .. --

of pressure and temperature as soon as possible. This is accomplished by

depressurizing, either by using pressurizer sprays or by terminating or

throttling HPSI or charging. This approach is acceptable since thermal

stresses resulting from the initial transient will not breach the reactor

vessel. Therefore, the operator's efforts are directed at depressurizing or

preventing repressurization.
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Ffgure 1-6

TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LJMITS(2)
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ANYTIME THE RCS HAS EXPERIENCED AN UNCONTROLLED COOLDOWN
WHICH CAUSES RCS TEMPERATURE TO GO BELOW 500°F

(2) THESE CURVES MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR INSTRUMENT INACCURACIES
(3) COLOR CODE

RED. PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
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YELLOW- PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT

STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES
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To accomplish the above, the following additional guidance has been provided

to the operator. For each guideline, the operator is directed to maintain the

RCS within acceptable RCS pressure and temperature limits. The acceptable

pressure and temperature limits are provided in each guideline in the form of

a figure shown here as. Figure 1-6. The Excess Steam Demand Event guideline
requires the operator to stabilize plant temperature and pressure following

the uncontrollable cooldown. If the ESDE is unisolable, then the operator is

directed to stop feed to the affected.steam generator in order to terminate

the cooldown.

In addition, each guideline has supplementary information Which yarns of the

following conditions- I

1. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to

control RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless 2O-F of

subcooling cannot be maintained in the RCS.

2. If the initial.cooldown rate exceeds Technical SpeCification limits,

there may be a potential for Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) of the

reactor vessel, unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are

maintained.

A

1.7.2 Inatde~quate Coxe Cooting

The subject of inadequate core cooling (ICC) has received much interest since

TMI. During the TMI accident, there was a substantial period of time during

which the reactor core was inadequately cooled, and the operators failed to

take appropriate actions to correct the condition. It is generally considered

that sufficient instrumentation indications were available to recognize the

inadequate core cooling condition. However, operator training and plant
emergency'operating procedures did not prepare the operators to recognize

inadequate core cooling and to respond properly.

A major goal in the development of these guidelines has been to provide

guidance to maintain an adequately cooled core and to alert the operator if
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the actions being perforfe• are not effective. This goal has been achieved in

A number of ways. These are highlighted below. Detailed explanations of each

are found elsewhere-in this document.

. Explicit criteri.a for stopping safetysystems (e.g., SIS) is includ-

ed. For'example, the termination criteria for the safety injection

system ensures that RCS inventory, pressure and heat removal, [and

reactor vessel level], meet specified conditions before the system

may be turned off.

2. Each Optimal Recovery Guideline is built around a strategy which

minimizes the likelihood of an inadequately cooled core.

3. Safety function status checks are provided to alert the operator if

the actions being taken are ineffective or inappropriate, thus

averting an ICC situation. A detailed explanation of safety func-

tion status checks is found in section 1.6.

4. A Functional RecoVery Guideline (FRG) is provided for situations

where the optimal recovery guidelines (i.e., LOCA, SGTR, etc.) are

not effecti-Ve. A detailed explanation of the FRG is found in

section 1.6.3.

5. Studies have been performed to determine whether instrumentation is

available to monitor the approach to, existence of, and recovery

from ICC. In general, existing instrumentation, proven reliable

under operating conditions (i.e., Subcooled Margin Monitor, Core

Exit Thermocouples, Pressurizer Level), are adequate for this

purpose. In combination with new Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring

Systems (RVLMS), which provide corroborative indications of reactor

vessel liquid inventory and liquid inventory trending, sufficient

instrumentation is available to provide the operator with diverse

means to directly observe core cooling conditions.

,..,•.
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The guidance provided herein is designed to minimize the likelihood of an ICC.

condition. However, should such a condition develop sufficient information is
provided.to allow the operator to recognize and deal with it. This would
likely be accomplished using the Functional Recovery Guideline and the re-

source assessment trees which help the operator identify systems available to
mitigate adverse conditions for the various safety functions. This guidance

also enables the operator to make the necessary assessments in an orderly

manner, prioritizing the various success paths he/she could follow. However,

guidance for the management of degraded core conditions is not included.
There is an. insufficient analytical base for this guidance. An industry

effofft is ongbing in this area and the results will be evaluated, by the CEOG

when available and included if appropriate.

1.7.3 RCS Voiding

NRC NUREG-0737 Item II.K.2.17 requires that each utility analyze the potential

for voiding in the RCS. A response has been prepared by C-E in a generic

9 program sponsored by the.CEOG. Additional work is ongoing on this issue. A

summary of this work's impact on the EPG system to date fol'lows.

Voids in the RCS may be formed as a result of not maintaining pressure control
and losing the minimum required subcooling margin. Those system conditions

affecting void formation over which an operator may have control include the

rate.of RCS depressurization, the rate of cooli.ng of the RCS fluid and the

flow distribution in the RCS. Depressurization and cooling obviously relate
to the state (amount of subcooling) of the RCS fluid. Loss of subcooling
leads to saturated fluid which implies voidý in the RCS. Flow distribution

refers to the fact that the fluid state in all parts of the RCS may not be

uniform if there is inadequate flow in some regions. Thus, a loop in which

the steam generator is isolated when no reactor coolant pumps (RCP) are
running may be at higher temperatures than the rest of the RCS if a cooldown

is in progress. Similarly, the temperatures in the reactor vessel head region
may be higher than the rest of the RCS since there is little exchange of fluid

between the head region and the other parts of the RCS without RCPs running.

The operator must be aware of this potential and monitor for indications of
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reactor vessel voiding (e.g., very s.low depressurizati.on.rate, subceoe ._ :1
. margin monitor, pressurizer level, [RVLMS indication]). The voided area in.

the reactor vessel head may act.-as a pressurizer, thus creating difficulty in

RCS pressure reduction and subseauent entry into shutdown cooling system (SCS)

operation. -

The potential for RCS voiding exists during normal operating transients,

natural circulation cooldown transients, and accident transients. During
normal operating transients, voids in the RCS are highly unlikely since the

proper operation of the pressurizer pressure control system will maintain the

subcooling margin for all normal transients.

A natural circulation cooldown may result in reactor vessel upper head or

stagnant loop voiding. Maintaining subcooling with respect to hot leg temper-

ature when RCPs are running will generally suffice to preVent any portion of

the RCS from voiding. However, RCS voids may be formed whi!himaintaining
steam generator heat removal in natural circulation for the following cases:

1.. Depressurization during natural circulation cooldown so that the
stagnant reactor vessel upper head region reaches saturation.

2. An asymmetric natural circulation cooldown which results in stag-
nated flow in one steam generator loop (e.g., steam generator
isolated due to tube rupture or ESDE).

3. A loss of reactor coolant system pressure control and, therefore,

subcooling.

In addition to natural circulation cooldowns, accident transients which resu'lt

in rapid depressurization (ESDE, SGTR, LOCA) to saturation conditions through-

out the RCS may result in some voiding. For large LOCAs in which depressur-
ization to very low pressures (less than 300. psia) occurs rapidly and pressure

control is not regained, voiding of the RCS is not a.concern as long as the
core is kept covered by the SIS injection fluid. For small LOCAs (where steam

generator cooling is important for heat removal) and SGTRs and ESDEs (where
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the RCS is refilled by the SIS and charging), if P.CPs are re.started, voids

will be eliminated much more quickly than under natural circulatic!' condi-

tions. If natural circulation is the mode of cooling, then voids may form or

grow as discuss-ed under natural circulation above.

Voids in the RCS may also be formed of non-condensible gases. The largest

potential source of gas would result from clad oxidation and fission product

release which would occur following long-term core uncovery. Gas pockets

might alsc result from the evolution of dissolved gases accompanying a depres-

surization of the RCS. This. latter would be a relatively small amount of gas.

Another source of gas which might be significant is the safety i~njection tanks

(SITs). The cover gas (nitrogen) in the SITs might be released'into the RCS

if the operator failed to isolate the SITs as required in earch EPG.

RCS voiding is most likely to present operational problems to the operator

while attempting to depressurize for entry into SCS operation' The guidance

for detection and management of voids appears in each section where entry into

SCS operation is discussed. Voiding guidance has been incorporated into

certain guidelines in the manner shown on Figure 1-7.

1.7.4 Reacto& Coolant Pump (RCP) Teym-inaton and Re-&tat. CAitea

The requirement to terminate RCP operation has been the subject of consider-

able analytical work based on post-TMI concerns. The results of the CEOG

sponsored analytical work, which served as a basis for the RCP trip strategy

incorporated in Rev. 01, is recorded in CEN-114P, Amendment I-P, "Review of

Small Break Transients in Combustion Engineering Nuclear Steam Supply Sys-

tems", and in CEN-115P, "Response to NRC IE Bulletin 79-06C Items 2 and 3 for

Combustion Engineering Nuclear Steam Supply Systems". More recently, actual

events in operating plants have demonstrated that plant control is improved if

RCPs continue to operate for depressurizaton events which do not result in

significant loss of RCS inventory (e.g., SGTRs and ESDEs). The NRC issued a

requirement for utilities to develop an RCP operating strategy which would

optimize the recovery from depressurization events.
S-
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FIGURE 1-7
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Proio•cedU^ operatidn curing LOCAs of certain size and location could

ic'; Ese the severity of th.t event. Conservative Hicensina analysis has

indicated that for a limitedra-ige of break sizes in the .ottom of the hot

leg, continued RCP operation can result in greater loss ofRCS inventory than

if RCPs were not running. This could result in decreased core cooling capa-

bility. For LOCA's in this break size range, it is very desirable to turn off

all RCPs to minimize inventory loss.

On the other hand, forced circulation is generally desirable for all other

events (except lar'ge break LOCAs). Forced circulation facilitates the recov-

ery process by preventing reactor vessel head voids, providing forced cooling

of an isolated steam generator, providing main pressurizer sprays, and pre-.

venting thermal stratification throughout the RCS.

Given these considerations, a desirable strategy for operating RCPs would be

one that:

1) ensures the tripping of all RCPs for large break LOCAs and small

break LOCAs in the break size range of concern.

2) maximizes the probability of running 'at least one RCP in each loop

for all other events. Since conservative licensing analysis yields

acceptable results for all design basis events without RCPs operat-

ing, an RCP strategy which occassionally results in tripping all

RCPs for some non-LOCA events Is still acceptable..

Since ESDEs, LOCAs and SGTRs, in addition to a number of anticipated op~ra-

tional occurrences, may result in RCS depressurization accompanied by similar -

trends for other key RCS parameters, diagnosis during the first minutes of a

transient may be difficult. Even if a LOCA can be correctly diagnosed, the

operator will not generally be able to identify the size and location of an

RCS break. Therefore, the RCP strategy should permit the operator to decide

the proper operation of the RCPs without relying heavily on the accuracy of

operator diagnosis.
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A generic RCP trip scherre has been incorporated in the guideline which result

in the tripping of all: four RCPs for LOCAs and~which allows the continued

operation of at least two RCPs (in opposite loops) for many non-LOCA events.

Once the operator has determined that a LOCA is the cause of the.depressuriza-
-'t tion event, then all four RCPs are tripped if pressurizer pressure is less

than [1300 psia] and an SIAS has occurred. This occurs after the LOCA diag-

nosis is confirmed in order to prevent the premature securing of all fcrced

coolant flow. An SIAS is coupled with the [1300 psia] criterion in the

decision logic in order to make the distinction between a controlled deores-

surization and an uncontrolled depressurization, where the latter causes an

SIAS.

The RCP operating strategy for a total loss of feedwater (LOF) event has not

changed. All four RCPs are required to be tripped in order to minimize heat

input to the RCS. For a partial LOF, two RCPs (in opposite loops) may be

tripped in order to minimize unnecessary heat input to the RCS, especially if

there is any difficulty in maintaining RCS heat removal.

Since, for all events, RCS control is easier and more effective with'RCPs
running (especially under accident conditions), it is desirable to restart

them "whenever possible. The restart criteria have been chosen to ensure that

relevant'RCS parameters are under control and that RCP operation under these

conditions will not be detrimental (e.g., result in undesirable inventory

loss). Pressurizer level and pressure can be expected to decrease when

restarting RCPs due to loop shrinkage and/or steam void condensation.
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FIGURE 1-8

RCP TRIP STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

STANDARD POST TRIP ACTIONS
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The accident at THIl, as well as several other industry incidents, have brought

to light the advantage of being able to monitor the liquid level in the

Reactor Vessel. The TMI accident would have very likely been less severe if

the operators had been adequately trained to recognize indications of voiding

in the reactor vessel upper head and, consequently, not secured safety injec-

tion. This probably would have prevented the conditions which then allowed

the core to become uncovered. In reaction to this event, NUREG-0737 Item

II.F.2 identified the usefulness of a Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System

(RVLMS) which would be operational for post-accident indication.and also

required the installation of such an instrument. The industry Fesponded with

the development two primary instruments to measure liquid levels in Reactor

Vessels; the Heated Junction Thermocouple and the Differential Pressure

Detector.

There are a number of factors relating to the design and operation of reactor

vessel level monitoring systems which increase the difficulty of designing a

system which is accurate under all post-accident conditions. Due to mechan-

ical design differences in reactors, it was necessary to design different

systems to account for the plant differences. Plants already operazing

required a backfit system while plants under construction could be changed to

accommodate a design which was not dependent on already existing structures.

In other words, internal structural changes in operating plants were ruled out

duo to excessive contamination and radiation levels while plants under con-

struction could be modified internally. Systems also had to be designed to

respond to various accidents, e.g., small and large break LOCAs, ESDEs and

SGTRs. The various RCS responses during the accidents are not the same, an

evaluation of the reactor vessel level monitoring system (RVLMS) (generic

term) response using best estimate analysis had to be made, and the system

design had to consider the conclusions of the analyses for all accidents. One

other major item which was considered was the RCS and RVLMS response for

various RCP operating configurations. Due to upper guide structure design,

there are mechanical restrictions to flow above the fuel alignment plate which
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could bias the RVLS resochse when RCPs.are operating. The RCP operating

conficurat1-cn al so has difrent' effects on the various RVLUS designs. I hen

RCPs are operating, the quality of the pumped fluid has an effect on the RVLMS

response and this also has to.-be taken into account. A substantial amount of

analysis and testing was performed to arrive at designs which gave the best

information under 'the accident conditions which were most critical with

respect to reactor vessel voiding.

The RVLMS is most useful when RCPs are not operating because the level indi-

.cation is not biased. However, even under conditions when the RCPs are

operating, valuable trending information of reactor vessel inventory is

available to the operators.

1.8 RELATIONSHIP OF EPGz TO NEW CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR AIDS

The design of the system of EPGs is deliberately fashioned to.permit integra-

tion with new control room operator aids. Specifically, the control room aids

which have been -installed, or may be installed in the future, are the sub-

cooled margin monitor (SMM); the safety parameter display system (SPbS), the

reactor vessel level monitoring system (RVLMS), and the Critical Function

Monitoring System (CFMS).

For example, the safety function status checks contained in both optimal and

functional recovery guidelines require that the operator check safety function

criteria against control board parameters to assess the adequacy of core

cooling and the effectiveness of mitigation measures. The parameters chosen

* .. for comparison on these safety function status check were deliberately select-

ed from the list of parameters identified for inclusion on the SPDS.

In a similar vein, the criteria for the various safety function status checks

are organized around the same safety functions used in the CFMS. Thus, the

CFMS could be used as an automated means of checking the status of safety

functions during accident mitigation. This unburdens the operators of this

role and permits the machine processing of considerably more plant data in

assessing the safety functions.
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLEEMERGENCY PROCEDURE STANDARD POST TRIP ACTIONS

-GUIDELINES -Page.__ of .L1 Revision o2

PURPOSE --

This guideline provides the immediate operator actions which must be
accomplished after an automatic or manually initiated reactor trip. These
actions are necessary to ensure the plant is placed in a stable, safe
condition or that the plant is configured to respond to a continuing
emergency. This is the entry guideline for the entire EPG system. This
guideline provides technical information to be used by utilities in developing
a pla.nt. specific procedure.

A 4r,~I~

,ENTRY CONDITIONS

Any symptom(s) of a Reactor Trip

1I.

3".-: .

4.

6.

[Reactor trip alarm]
CEA bottom lights-on

Rapid decrease in reactor power

Reactor trip circuit breakers open

[RPS trip setpoint exceeded].

[Other plant specific symptoms, insert here]

SPTA 2-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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.....

47"rwmeled"

I. Verify all
acceptance

satisfied.

safety function

criteria are

1. If any criteria are not z
satisfiedt Then perform the 'V -ope

'••"hecessary qont iegency .acJ ons.,-
j ".. .

RectveLCont~ot
-Z ZU".

2. Verify reactivity control

is established by the
foq.Iowing:

a. Reactor power decreasing

and
b. [Negative startup rate]

and

c.. No more than one CEA

bottom light not lit.

2. If reactivity control is not

established, Then do the

following as necessary:

ad. Manually trip the reactor

b. Open the reactor trip breakers

c.. Deenergize the CEA motor

generator

d. [Plant specific methods,

insert here]

e. If more than one CEA not

inserted, Then borate the

plant in accordance with

technical specifications.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE STANDARD POST TRIP ACTIONS

GUIDELINES Page -A of --.__' Revision 0_.2

Maintenance o6
(AC 9

3. Verify plant electrical power
requirements are satisfied by
the following:

a. Main turbine tripped
and

b. Generator output breakers

open
and

c. [Station loads transferred
offsite]

and
d. [Plant specific methods,

insert here].

VitaZ Azuxit;.A..ez

DC Power)

3. If electrical power requirements

are not satisfied, Then do the

following as necessary:

a. Trip the turbine

b. Open the generator output
breaker

c. Ensure the diesel(s) are

started

d. [Plant specific methods,

insert here].

9y
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F

67"rwe&eia eC&K9a"C# u0;Pfdf

RCS Inve~ntoity Con~t'w-

4. Verify RCS inventory

controlOis established

by the following:

'a. Pressurizer level in the

range [35 tb 245"]

and

b. The RCS is at least [2001

subc'ooed.

4. If RCS inventory control is not

established, Then do the

following as necessary:

a. Verify proper operation of the

PLCS

F3 b. Take manual control of
charging and letdown

c. [Plant specific methods,
insert here].

S PTA 2-5 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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CEMEURTNCY ENIEDER "STANDARD POST TRIP ACTIONSEMERGENCY PROCEDURE 1.2

GUIDELINES -Page'6 of 11 Revison02

(~ ~~w~e.Con~t'w

5. Verify RCS pressure 'control

is established by- pressurizer

pressure in the range 1700 to

2350 psia].

5. If RCS pressure control is not

established, Then do, the

fol. o .. ,,s '

a. Verif yprod3peqopr'.on of

the PPCS

b.ýJ,.e.4nq•n ,,-jcqntrol of

pressurizer hea:t.,:na.n_ spray

c. If pressurizer pressure

decreases to [1600 psia], Then

ensure an SIAS is initiated

d. If pressurizer pressure

decreases to less than [1300

psia] following an SIAS, Then

trip 2 RCPs (in opposite

loops)

e. [Plant

insert

specific methods,

here!.

SIT - Ci-5 Rev 0
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page of 2L Revision

1"oWdled" eaa "ee#9e "P"
Co'L Heat. Reraovat

6. Verify core heat'removal

via forced circulation by
the following:

a. At least one RCP is

operating

6. If forced circulation core heat
.%'r'moval is not possible, Then

verify natural circulation ii

developing by:

a. Loop AT (TH - T c) is less

than normal full power ATand
b". TH - Tc is
• = [10OF] z-

and:

c. The RCS is

subcooled.

less than

at least [200 F]

b. No abnormal difference

between TH RTDs [and CETs]

c. RCS subcooling greater than

or equal to [200 F]

d. [Plant specific information,

insert here].

SPTA 2-7 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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7. Verify RCS heat removalt .• .If.,RC$ heat~removal.i not main-

by the following: ,.. . .... nd -do-the following as
necessary:

a. At least one S/G has level:
i) within the normal level

band with feedwater

available to maintain
level

or
ii)- being or restored by a

feedwater flow greater
than [150 gpm]

and
b. RCS Tave is less than

[545-F]

and
L. S/G pressure is greater

than [500 psia].

a. Verify [main or auxiliary]

feed is controlling S/G level

b. Verify the steam dump system

is operating properly

c. If S/G pressure decreases to

[500 psia], Then verify

actuation of an MSIS

.d. [Plant specific methods,

Sinsert here].

L ..
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Containment Izotation

8. Verify normpa.Lcontainment

integrity by:

a..Containment pressure

less than [1.5 psig]

and

b. No containment area

radiation monitors

alarming

and

c. No steam plant radiation

alarms.

8. If containment integrity is not

indicated, Then do the following

as necessary:

a. If containment pressure is

greater than [4 psi.g], Then

ensure a CIAS

b. If steam plant radiation

levels are above the alarm

setpoint, Then refer to the

SGTR EPG

c. [Plant specific methods,

insert here].

( :.•
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Containment Termpevatw r.e P•6Su

0

9. Verify normal containment

temperature and pressure

parameters by the following:

a. Containment temperature .

less than [1200 F]

and

b. Containment pressure

less than [1.5 psig]'

9. If normal containment temperature

and pressure parameters are not

indicated, Then do the following

as necessary:

a. [Verify proper functioning of

containment coolers]

b. If containment pressure is

greater than [10 psig], Then

verify containment spray is

operating with header flow

greater than [1500 gpm]

c. [Plant specific methods,

insert here].

p0
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
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STANDARD POST TRIP ACTIONS

Page 11 of 11 Revision 2

Con~tai~nmen~t Combu4tibte Ga..6 Cont'wZ

10. Verify normal containment

combustible gas concentration*

by hydrogen concentration less

than [2%].

11. Verify all safety function

criteria are satisfied and

the event is an uncomplicated

reactor trip, Then

implement the Reactor Trip

Recovery Guideline.

10. If normal containment combustible
gas concentration is not indicated,

Then [Plant specific methods,

insert here].

11. If all safety function criteria

are not satisfied, Then more than

a simple reactor trip has

occurred and the following

guidance must be utilized:

a. If a diagnosis is apparent,

Then implement the appropriate

Optimal Recovery Guideline

b. If a diagnosis is not poss-

ible, Then implement the

Functional Recovery Guideline.

SJ PT-I E-5 Rev 02 I
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This is the entry guideline for the EPG System. This. guideline is used for

any event which actuates or requires a reactor trip. It is intended that the

operator check each function and perform the contingency actions if necessary.

,The-riteria are selectef-•mý est- estimate anallysis to ef el-det-the rang.e for-

e"-•ch-=rameter whic€h- would Be epeced 'fo-owing an-uncompl i.cated reactor

rjpt.' The recovery actions are selected to reflect the need to verify the'

actuation of automatic tystems which may occur and to include other appropri-

ate post trip actions which will ready the plant to respond to any event.

Standard Post Trip Actions (SPTAs) are organized around those critical safety

functions Aich must be satisfied when a reactor trip is actuated or required,

in order to ensure the plant is placed in a stable, safe condition or that the

plant Is configured to further respond to a continuing casualty. In order to

provide for this, the operator is given specific, unambiguous acceptance

criteria which can be evaluated without interpolation directly from the

control room instruments. These criteria are located under the "instructions"

heading. These criteria (and the range of the numerical criteria) are chosen

from generic, best estimate analyses to bound the expected conditions which

would follow an uncomplicated reactor trip. Thus, checking the acceptance .

criteria serves two purposes: if the criteria are met, then this serves as a
-verification that the function is being fulfilled; second, the meeting of the

criteria is a diagnostic indicator (i.e., meeting all of the acceptance

criteria implies that nothing more serious than an uncomplicated reactor trip
has occurred). If the acceptance criteria are not met, then this serves as a

cue to perform the appropriate contingency actions located under the heading

of the same name. These actions are chosen to reflect the verification of

expected automatic system responses and the usual, easy to accomplish actions

which operators always take in response to a trip. With regard to the latter

actions, a generic list of these was prepared from operator interviews, review

of existing emergency procedures, and simulator experimental and validation

efforts.

SPTA 2-12 CEN-152 Rev. 02



.1.

S

The reactivity control function is designed to ensure a shutdown reactor in

order to reduce heat input to the RCS. The reactivity control criteria are chosen to

reflect those reactor conditions which would prevail during the first ten

minutes following a trip. Negative startup rate is bracketed to reflect the

fact that startup rate instrumentation is either inaccessible or inadequate at

some plants. No more than one CEA stuck out is chosen as the cutoff point in

the third criterion since it is a core design criterion that the reactor will

still shutdown even with the most reactive rod stuck out. Contingency actions

a) through d) are directed to inserting the CEAs. Criterion c) and

contingency action e) reflect the generic technical specification requirement

to borate should more than one CEA not be fully inserted.

Maintenance of vital auxiliaries is chosen as the next function to address

since the items included here relate to the alignment of the electrical

system. The electrical system is essential to the fulfillment of succeeding

functions. The criteria reflect the automatic disconnect of the main turbine

generator and transfer of power to offsite which should occur immediately upon

a trip. Contingency actions are chosen to remedy the failure of automatic

system responses.

RCS inventory and pressure are next in order of priority due to their import-

ance to core cooling and their potential for rapid change. RCS inventory

control is intended to ensure an adequate amount of fluid to remove decay

heat. On an uncomplicated trip, the pressurizer will retain some indicated

level (even though the pressurizer heaters may be deenergized briefly on low

pressurizer level) which is acknowledged in the criteria. The upper limit of

pressurizer level expressed is based on avoiding solid water operations and

bounds the highest level observed in best estimate analysis. Contingency

actions are selected to restore proper operation of the normal inventory

control system (the PLCS) and, failing that, to ensure control of inventory

using manual control of charging and letdown.

RCS pressure control relates to the maintenance of subcooled fluid in the RCS

in order to adequately remove decay heat. Best estimate analyses reveal that

for an uncomplicated reactor trip, pressure will remain within the limits

SPTA .2-13 CEN-152 Rev. 02



expressed in the criteria. The limits are adequate to ensure RCS inventory

subcooling and to prevent lifting a primary relief or safety valve. Contin-

gency actions are directed at restoring RCS pressure control with the PPCS.

Failing that, actions are directed at restoring or maintaining pressure with

manual control of pressurizer heaters and spray, or the safety injection

system.

Core heat removal is related to circulating cooling fluid in the proper state

through the core to remove decay heat. The criteria assume RCPs are running

(as they would be following an uncomplicated trip) thereby providing the small

loop AT expected with decay heat. Subcooling is concerned with maintaining

adequate fluid conditions surrounding the core. Contingency actions are

directed at removing heat through the steam generators using natural circula-

tion.

RCS heat removal is next in priority because the parameters associated with it

are concerned mostly with steam generators, which are the primary means of

removing heat from the RCS. Furthermore, steam generator level and pressure

also have the potential for rapid change. Criteria a) and c) refer to ensur-

ing the presence of an operable steam generator for removing heat. A lower

level for the steam generator is not specified since it is not uncommon for

level to briefly transit below the indicating range for plants with only

narrow range steam generator level indication. RCS average loop temperature

(criterion b) below some predetermined value is indicative that steam gener-

ators are in fact removing heat. The contingency actions relate to restoring

feed or steam flow to a steam generator or to ensuring isolation of a faulted ,

steam generator.

Containment isolation serves to contain radionuclides inside the containment

building. The criteria selected are designed to ensure that containment

integrity is maintained. High containment pressure or containment/steam plant

radiation alarms are indications that more than an uncomplicated reactor trip

has occurred. Contingency actions are designed to ensure that the containment

is isolated when necessary and the SGTR EPG is implemented if an SGTR is

indicated.
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* Containment temperature and pressure control has as its goal the preservation

of the containment building boundary by preventing or minimizing pressure

excursions. Since containment pressure and temperature are not expected to

change noticeably for an uncomplicated reactor trip, the criteria are selected

to be sensitive to any change. Contingency actions focus on restoring or

initiating containment cooling either with the cooling fans or, if necessary,

with the containment spray system.

Containment combustible gas control serves to alert the operator of a

potentially dangerous buildup of hydrogen. No increase in containment

hydrogen concentration is expected following an uncomplicated reactor trip.

Specific limits and contingency actions are plant specific items which will be

detailed during the writing of the utilities' emergency operating procedures.
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3.0 DIAGNOSTIC AIDS

By the time the diagnostic aids are consulted, the operator has already

completed the Standard Post Trip Actions (SPTAs) in response to a reactor trip

and any other concurrent plant problem symptoms. The operator has already

made an initial evaluation of plant status and has either observed or

attempted to initiate a reactor trip. Because the Standard Post Trip Actions

also constitute a check of the safety functions, the operator is also now

aware of the status of safety functions. If no functions were in jeopardy,

that is, all of the safety functions met their respective acceptance criteria,

then nothing more than an uncomplicated reactor trip has occurred. If one or

more safety functions did not meet the acceptance criteria of the SPTAs, then

the operator must attempt to identify a symptom set which provides entry to an

ORG. The diagnostic aids contained herein are intended to provide examples of

the kinds of aids utilities may use to assist operators in selecting an

appropriate procedure during the first several minutes after a reactor trip.

*Diagnostic aids have been developed to assist the operator in logically

selecting a procedure. Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 are examples of aids which

have been developed, with operator input and considerable engineering effort.

These examples serve only to quickly identify procedures for use with events

which are not complicated by significant, multiple failures or confusing

symptom configurations. Minor system failure will not impair the use of these

diagnostic aids in distinguishing symptom sets. To go much beyond the

complexity of the samples provided will require too much operator time and may

hinder the operator in performing the required actions in a timely manner.

Each utility will decide, based on their own training programs and other plant

specific considerations, what form this diagnostic section will take in their

plant specific procedures.

Figures 3-1 and 3-3 are simplified flow charts which can be used to assist the

operator in organizing plant symptoms to decide which procedure to employ

(i.e., which major class of event is occurring). These charts are intended

O only to assist in selecting a procedure. While they could be expanded to
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cover a greater variety of symptom combinations, they are purposely kept

simple for ease of use. Therefore, minor control system or component failures

are not included.

Figure 3-2 is another form of diagnostic aid. It is intended to be a follow

on from the Standard Post Trip Actions such that, for those safety functions

which the operator identified as being in jeopardy, additional parameters

(column labeled PARAMETER DEVIATIONS) are looked at to narrow down and dis-

tinguish the possible events. The operator should first look at the safety

function which appears to be most in jeopardy (e.g., the dominant problem

may be RCS pressure control) and then look at one or two additional parameters

normally associated with other safety functions to assist in diagnosis. After

looking at the confirming parameters for all of the safety functions in

jeopardy, the operator should be able to select a symptom set and an

appropriate procedure. Once again, minor control system or component failures

(e.g., failure of the pressurizer pressure control system) will generally not

prevent the use of this diagnostic aid in selecting a procedure.

O A particular ORG would be entered after the operator has completed the

Standard Post Trip Actions and has been able to make a diagnosis. The ORG

will efficiently mitigate the event if it has been properly diagnosed and is

not severely complicated by multiple failures. The key in conduct of an

optimal procedure is providing a correction process. In essence, this

correction process continuously checks symptoms using the ORG safety function

status check. If the treatment in use is adequately treating the symptoms,

then the treatment is continued. If the treatment is inadequate, either

because new information on symptoms appears that is not covered in the

procedure, or because the observed symptoms are not properly responding (as

judged by the safety function status check), then a transfer is made to a more

appropriate treatment. The checking process is continued as long as the

emergency procedures are in use. If identification of a symptom set were not

possible, or if the event were not being mitigated by the use of a particular

ORG, the operator would implement the Functional Recovery Guideline (Section

10.0).
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FIGURE 3-1

POSSIBLE VERSION OF THE REACTOR TRIP DIAGNOSTIC FOR
IDENTIFICATION OF UNCOMPLICATED MAJOR EVENT PROCEDURES
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FIGURE 3-2

POSSIBLE VERSION OF THE REACTOR TRIP DIAGNOSTIC

A! FUNCTION NOT SATISFIED

-.y.

PARAMETER DEVIATIONS

Power > [10-(X)%]
with RCS temp. increasing

POSSIBLE EVENT

Rx not shutdown
Consider implementing
FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY
GUIDELINE

REACTIVITY CONTROL

p

Pzr. level decreasing or not
recovering or recovering very Consider LOCA/SGTR
slowly with HPSI on

with S/G press. & level
constant or increasing

RCS INVENTORY CONTROL
Pzr. level decreasing or not Consider ESDE
recovering

with S/G press. & level
decreasing and not
recovering

Pzr. press decreasing or low
and subcooled margin decreasing Consider LOCA/SGTR

with S/G press constant
or increasing

RCS PRESSURE CONTROL

Pzr. press decreasing or low
with S/G pressure and level Consider ESDE
decreasing or low and subcool-
ed margin decreasing

CORE HEAT REMOVAL Th-Tc > [100F]with S/G dp < [X psid] Consider LOFC

S/G level < L-116"J or feed
flow = 0 Consider LOF

with S/G press decreasing
RCS HEAT REMOVAL

S/G press & level decreasing
and not recovering Consider ESDE

with adequate S/G feed
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FIGURE 3-2 (Continued)
POSSIBLE VERSION OF THE REACTOR TRIP DIAGNOSTIC

FUNCTION NOT SATISFIED PARAMETER DEVIATIONS

Containment sump level
increasing

with no containment
radi atTon

Containment sump level
increasing

with containment
radiation increasing

POSSIBLE EVENT

Consider ESDE

Ir

Consider LOCA

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURE
AND PRESSURE CONTROL

Containment pressure increasing
without increase in steam
plant radiation monitor

Containment pressure normal
with increase in steam
plant radiation monitor

Consider LOCA/ESDE

Consider SGTR
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FIGURE 3-3a
ALTERNATE VERSION
DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

POWER
OPERATION

PERFORM STANDARD
POST TRIP ACTIONS
(SPTA)

NO

GO TO REACTOR
TRIP RECOVERY
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FIGURE 3-3b

NO YES

CONSIDER LOSS
OF FORCED
CIRCULATION
EVENT

~~FEEOWATER •,
EQUIREMENTS

CONSIDER LOSS
OF FEEDWATER
EVENT
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FIGURE 3-3c

0

YES

CONSIDER EXCESS
STEAM DEMAND
EVENT NO

CONSIDER LOSS OF
COOLANT EVENT

CONSIDER STEAM
GENERATOR TUBE
RUPTURE EVENT

0
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FIGURE 3-3d

NO

GO TO APPROPRIATE
OPTIMAL RECOVERY
GUIDELINE

0
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PURPOSE

This guideline provides the operator actions which must be accomplished

subsequent to a relatively uncomplicated reactor trip. The actions in this

guideline are necessary to ensure that the plant is placed in a stable, safe

condition.

ENTRY CONDITIONS

1. The Standard Post Trip. Actions have been performed

and

2. Plant conditions indicate that an uncomplicated reactor trip has occurred.

RII 1|12 |CEN-miim2 Re. 0
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REACTOR TRIP RECOVERY

GUDAELRGENCY PROCEDURE
GUiDEUiNES Page 3of_ 9Revision 02

OPERATOR ACTIONS

_N1. Verify that the Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed.

*2. Verify that the safety function criteria are being satisfied by comparing

control board parameters to the criteria in the Safety Function Status

Check.

*3. If the'safety functions are satisfied, Then continue with the actions of

this guideline.
If the diagnosit of an uncomplicated RT is found to be in error and

another event is diagnosed, Then implement the correct recovery guide-

line.
If a diagnosis cannot be made, Then implement the Functional Recovery

Guideline'.

4. Verify that the PLCS is automaticall-y maintaining or restoring pressur-

izer level.

If not, manually operate charging and letdown to restore and maintain

normal pressurizer level.

5. Verify that the PPCS is automatically maintaining or restoring RCS

pressure within the limits of Figure 4-1.

If not, manually control pressurizer heaters and/or spray to control

pressurizer pressure.

6.. Verify turbine bypass valves are controlling steam generator pressure

[900-950 psial.
If'condenser vacuum is lost, the turbine bypass system is unavailable, or

the MSIVs are closed, Then use the atmospheric dump valves to control

steam generator pressure.

* Step performed continuously.
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE REACTOR TRIP RECOVERY

GUIDELINES ,Page• of 9 o2

v7.< Restore and maintain steam generator level in the normal band usi.ng [main

or auxiliary] feedwater.

8. Maintain the plant in a stabilized condition and evaluate the need for a

plant cooldown based on plant conditions, availability of auxiliary

systems, and condensate inventory. If required, conduct a plant cooldown

and enter shutdown cooling. A i

.40
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-, -CCUSTICN ENGINEERING TITLE
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE REACTOR TRIP RECOVERY

GUIDELINES Page__5 of 9 Revision 02.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAT7ON

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as

precautions, cautions or notes or in the EOP training program.

1. Pressurizer level should be closely monitored since it normally decreases

to, or near, the pressurizer heater cutoff level following a reactor

trip.

2. All available indications should be used to.aid in evaluating plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrumentation readings must be corroborated when

one or more confirmatory indications are available.

3. A plant cooldown and entry into shutdown cooling (if necessary)-should be

conducted prior to depleting the condensate storage.

4. During all phases of the cooldown, RCS temperature and pressure should be
monitored to avoid exceeding a cooldown rate greater than Technical

Specification limitations.

5. Do not place systems in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

6. If the initial cooldown rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, then

there may be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the
reactor vessel. Post accident pressure/temperature should be maintained

within the limits of Figure 4-1.

RT 4~5 CEN152 Rv. 0
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FIGURE 4-1

TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LIMITS(2)

2500

2400
2300

2000

, 1500

u,

tu

0.

1000

50

0
300 400 500 S00

RCS TEMPERATURE, OF

NOTES: (1) THIS CURVE SUPERSEDES THE 100°F/HOUR COOLDOWN CURVE
ANYTIME THE RCS HAS EXPERIENCED AN UNCONTROLLED COOLDOWN
WHICH CAUSES RCS TEMPERATURE TO GO BELOW 500°F

(2) THESE CURVES MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR INSTRUMENT INACCURACIES
(3) COLOR CODE

RED - PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
ORANGE- PARAMETER IN DANGER OF EXCEEDING LIMITS
YELLOW - PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT

STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Sa.,tt y Functcon Acceptance CA&tetia

1. 'Reactivity Contwt.o I.a. Reactor power decreasing

and
ýb. [Negative Startup Rate]

and

c. Not more than 1 CEA bottom light

not I it or borated per Tec..-TW:

Specs.

2. Ma•ntncae oj Vi.ata Awuc u 2. [Plant specific criteria, insert

(AC and DC PoweA) here].

3. RCS Inentoaxy Con~tot 3.a. Pressurizer level is [35 to 245"]

and
b. Charging and letdown are main-

taining or restoring pressurizer

1 ev.el

and
c. The RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled

and'
d. [No reactor vessel voiding as

indicated by the RVLMS].

I RT 4-7 CE.N-152. Rev. 02
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EM~RG~- E.-CTOR TRIP ýE "VERY

SAFETY FUNlCTION STATUS CH'ECK

SL,,ý-FL~n&tZOn

4. RCS Px'e.&6xe. Con~t'wZ

Acceptanc C,,t tva

4.a. Pressurizer pressure is [1700 to

2350 psia]

and

b. Pressurizer heaters and spray are

maintaining or restoring pressure

within P/T limits of Figure 4-1.

5., Cote Hea~t IRemovoc2

6. 1RCS'Hea~t Re~moL'at

5.a. TH - Tc is less than [10OF]

and

b. The RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled.

6.a. At least one S/G has level:

i) within normal level band

with feedwater available to

maintain level

or

ii) being restored by feedwater

flow greater than [150 gpm]

and
b. RCS Tave is less than [5450 F].

l
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE REACTOR TRIP RECOVERY
GUIDELINES jPage. of .,Revision 02

SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Sa~ety FunctifSon

7. ContaLnme~nt 16ol-atiLon

Acce.ptance CtitvJeia

7.a. Containment pressure less than

[1.5 psig]

and
b. No containment area radiation

alarms
and

c. No steam plant activity alarms.

0
8. Containm~e~nt Ternpek'a~tuxe 6

P'rtezzwe Cont)wZY

8.a. Containment temperature less than

1200F]
and

b. Containment pressure less than

[1.5 psig].

9. H2 concentration less than [2%].9. Containmenvt Cornbujstib-e Ga.6

tontJLOZ

RT 
4-9 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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EASES

The bases section of the reactor trip (RT) recovery guideline describes the RT

transient in relation to the actions which the operator takes during an RT

recovery. The purpose of the bases section is to provide the operators with

information which will enable them to understand the reasons for, and the

consequences of, the actions they take during an RT.

Chaactevzation o a. Reacto,% Tx.p

A reactor trip is a shutdown of the reactor accomplished by therapid inser-

tion of the control element assemblies (CEAs). It is automatically initiated

by the reactor protective system when certain continuously monitored para-

meters exceed predetermined setpoints, or it can be initiated manually by.the

operator if plant conditions wa.rrant. A malfunction in the reactor protective

system may also cause a reactor trip signal.

9 A reactor trip may be the result of automatic action initiated by the reactor
protective system in responie to any of the following typical parameters:

a) High reactor power.

b) Low pressurizer-pressure.

c) Low reactor coolant flow.

d) Low steam generator level.

e) Low steam generator pressure.

f) High pressurizer pressure.

g) [Thermal margin/low pressure.]

h) High containment pressure. -•

i) Turbine trip.

j) [Core protection calculator trip!.

[A reactor trip will also result due to an automatic or manual turbine trip at

full power conditions.] A turbine trip is necessary if a condition detri-

mental to continued turbine operation develops.
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S•afeg Fuitncion Afýe&ted

A reactor trip results in a decrease of primary system heat generation to

decay heat. -It is an automatic safety action performed for reactivity control

and does not directly challenge the maintenance of any safety function requir-

ed to place the plant in a stable condition. However, all safety functions

should be monitored to assure public safety or to detect failures which may

lead to unsafe conditions.

Trending oj Key Patame.te

Reacto4 PoweA (Fig. 4-2)

As a result of the reactor trip initiation, the control element assemblies

(CEAs) will be rapidly inserted. Steam flow to the turbine generator will be

terminated, the turbine generator output breakers will open and the feedwater

flow will automatically ramp down to [5%] flow position. A rapid decrease in

reactor power and a negative startup rate will be observed. This rapid

. decrease is followed by a d~crease in indicated power (approximately -1/3

decades per minute) until the subcritical multiplication level is reached.

Indicated power will stabilize at the subcritical multiplication level and

decrease slowly over a period of hours.

RCS Tempew.utve (Fig. 4-3)

Initially, feedwater temperature decreases sharply due to steam heating to the
feedwater heaters (4401F to about 200'F feedwater temperature) or due to

actuation of auxiliary feed (may be as low as 40 0 F). Heat from the RCS is

absorbed by the cooler feedwater supplied to the steam generators. At power,
there is a large differential between RCS Tave and average steam generator

temperature. Following the trip of the reactor and the turbine, the heat

transfer rate-from the RCS to the steam generator decreases to decay heat

removal and the RCS to steam .generator AT decreases to .a few degrees. As a

new equilibrium is achieved, the combined effect of the cooler feedwater and

the steam generator heating up to an average temperature closer to RCS
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S
temperature results in a net heat extraction from the RCS. Loop differentials

between hot and cold leg temperatures will drop to less than ten degrees and

RCS average temperature will decrease to the hot zero power temperature

controlled by the turbine bypass system.

Reactor Vezzet Lwet

For an uncomplicated reactor trip, it is expected that the reactor vessel will.

remain full. The subcooled margin in the RCS loops is typically 50'F or

higher, and RVUH subcooling margins can be significantly lower than that for

the RCS loops but still high enough to prevent voids from forming. At steady

state conditions, the upper head region is about 1OF cooler thai the core exit

temperature and, therefore, the subcooled margin of the RVUH is essentially

equal to that of the hot leg. Under transient conditions., with RCPs running,

there is a time lag between the change in.the core exit temperature and the

change in RVUH temperature to approximately the same temperiture. Under RCS

* cooling transients up to [75°F/hour], the time lag is small enough so that the

subcooling margin in the.RVUH will not allow voids to form.

Pke.6u4izzr P.e6.e6u4 e and Leve2 (Fig. 4-4, 4-5)

Pressurizer pressure and level will initially decrease due to the lowering of

RCS temperature. However, this effect will usually be tempered by operation

of pressurizer heaters and charging pumps to restore level to the programmed

hot zero power band.

Steam Generator PMuzue (Fig. 4-6)

Steam generator pressure will usually increase. Since heat is being removed
from the RCS but not from the steam generator (except for the cooling from the

feed), the steam generator heats up to decrease RCS to steam generator differ-

ential temperature. Steam generator pressure increases as temperature in-

creases. As steam generator pressure increases, the turbine bypass valves

and/or atmospheric dump valves will usually open to control steam generator

pressure at hot standby pressure (which is above normal 100% power steam

generator pressure).
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Steam Gene.lmtQ. Lvwe (Fig. 4-7)

After a reactor trip the steam generator level decreases rapidly. This is

explained as follows. Steam gendfator level is inferred from the steam
generator downcomer level. During normal 100% power operattion, the steam

generator has a recirculation ratio of approximately 4 to 1 (ratio of water

returning to the downcomer from the dryers and separators to feedwater enter-

ing the downcomer). This accounts for a major portion of the water level

entering the downcomer. When steam flow is stopped by the turbine trip,

recirculation stops. The reduced flowrate into the downcomer results in

reduced head losses through the downcomer and up the riser section. The

downcomer water level, and thus the steam generator indicated l1vel, both

drop. This drop in level will occur even before the feedwater system auto-

matically readjusts.

Plant operators should be cautioned not to overreact to this lowered level in

the steam generators. Excessive feeding of the steam generator with cooler

feed to recover level results in RCS temperatures being driven down below the

desired no load value. This could cause pressurizer level to fall to a point

where the pressurizer is drained. RCS pressure will then drop until 4 the

safety injection system is actuated. This complicates the recovery from a

simple reactor trip considerably.

0.
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FIGURE d-2
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FIGURE 4-3
R...ESENTATIVE•.EACTOR TRIP
RCS WIDE RANGE TEMPERATURES
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FIGURE 4-6

REPRESENTATIVE REACTOR TRIP
STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE
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Gui~deL.Lne St'watea a~nd T•~c..c ~

Figure 4-8 provides a summary description of the Reactor Trip (RT) Recovery

Guideline strategy and information flow. Prior to implementing the actions

provided in the RT Recovery Guideline, the operator would have performed the

Standard Post Trio Actions and concluded that an uncomplicated reactor trip

had occurred. In the RT Recovery Guideline the operator begins using the

safety fuhctioh status check to confirm that the plant is recovering. RT
Recovery actions provide instructions on regaining and maintaining RCS pres-

sure, inventory control, and RCS heat removal.

A more detailed RT strategy chart (refer to Figure 4-10) is detdiled later.

It lists the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objective.

Steps which are performed at any time during the course of the event are shown

by affixed asterisks......

RT 4-20 CEN-152 Rev. 02



FIGURE 4-8
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The operator actions are directed at bringing the plant to a safe, stable

condition following in uncomplicated reactor trip and ensures that a proper

heat sink for the. reactor is being maintained.

1. The execution of all standard post trip actions is verified. This

assures that the safety functions have been initially attended to.,

2. The operator. is required to continually verify that safety functions are
being satisfied by comparing control board parameters to tie criteria in

the Safety Function Status Check. This ensures that the sdfety functions

are being satisfied and the core is being adequately cooled.

3. If the safety functions are satisfied, then this procedure is adequately

mitigating the effects of the RT which are occurring. Thus, the imple-

mentation of the remaining actions of this. guideline is continued. If
the diagnosis of an. uncomplicated reactor trip is found' to be in error
(i.e., any of-the safety functions are not being satisfied), then the

procedure is not adequately mitigating the event. If another event is
diagnosed, the operator exits the RT guideline and implements the appro-

priate guideline. If a diagnosis cannot be made, then the Functional

Recovery Guideline (FRG) is implemented. The FRG is functionally ori-

ented and will ensure all safety functions are attended to regardless of

what event(s) is occurring.

4. The PLCS is verified to be automatically controlling or restoring pres-

surizer level. If not, charging and letdown are operated manually to

ensure pressurizer level is being maintained. This action verifies that

the RCS inventory control safety function is being performed.

5. The PPCS is verified to be automatically controlling or restoring RCS
pressure within the limits of Figure 4-1. If not, pressurizer heaters

and main (preferred) or auxiliary spray are operated manually to control
pressurizer pressure. This action verifies that the RCS pressure control

safety.function is being performed.

RT 4-22 CEN-152 Rev. 02



S
6. Steam generator pressure should be controlled by the turbine bypass

system. if condenser vacuum is lost, the turbine bypass system is not

available, or the MSIVs have closed, then the atmospheric dump valves

must be used to control steam generator pressure. This action prevents

the secondary safety valves from opening and is necessary for maintaining

RCS heat removal.

7. Steam generator level is restored and controlled in the normal level band

using [main or auxiliary] feedwater to provide for RCS heat removal.

8. At this point, the plant status should be evaluated. If necessary, a

cooldown and depressurization to SCS entry conditions shouTd be started

until finally, SCS is commenced.

Safety Function Status Checks

Figure 4-9 provides the bases for the RT Safety Function Status Check. The

Safety Function Status Check is designed to ensure that the Operator is using

the correct procedure, and the actions of that procedure are satisfying all
relevant safety functions and maintaining adequate core cooling.

0*
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--1 SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
REACTOR TRIP

Figure 4-9a

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of
the RT Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Reactivity
Control

Reactor Power Decreasing
and

[Negative Startup Rate]
and

Not more than- 1CEA Bottom
Light Not Lit or Borated
per Tech Specs

Power Range

Power Rate

CEA Status
Display

[0-125%]

[-1 + 7 dpm]

On/Off Light
for each CEA

For all emergency events, the
reactor must be shutdown. The
criteria that no more than one CEA
be stuck out or the RCS be borated
observes typical Technical Specifi-
cation requirements.

I4)

Maintenance of
Vital Auxiliaries
(AC & DC Power)

[<- Plant Specific --------------------------- >1

RCS Inventory
Control

(35"] : Pressurizer Level Pressurizer
< [245"] Level

and
Charging and Ltdown are
being operated manually or
automatically to maintain
or restore pressurizer level

and
RCS > [20°FJ-Subcooled

and
[No reactor vessel voiding [RVLMS]
as indicated by the RVLMS]

[0"-350"]

[0-100%]

Fr'

N

'p

0
N

A value of [245"] ([70%] of range)
was chosen as an upper limit for
pressurizer level to account for
instrument inaccuracies and other
uncertainties. A value of [35"]
([10%] of range) was chosen, as a
lower limit to account for instru-
Ment inaccuracy.

A [200F] subcooling margin' coexist-
ing with a pressurizer level in the
range [35" to 245"] indicates
adequate RCS inventory control via
a saturated bubble in the pressur-
izer.

"I
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

REACTOR TRIP
Figure 4-9b

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those
the RT Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Inventory
Control (Cont'd)

RCS Pressure
Control

"3

[1700 psia] < Pressurizer
Pressure < [2350 psia]

and
Pressurizer heaters and
spray are being operated
manually or automatically
to maintain or restore
pressurizer pressure to
within the limits of the
P/T curves, Figure 4-1.

TH - TC < [10F]
and

RCS > [20°Fys-ibcooled

Pressurizer
Pressure

[1500-2500
psia]/
[0-1600 psia]

An uncomplicated reactor trip
should not result in reactor vessel
voiding.

[1700 psia] corresponds to the SIAS
alarm setpoint. [2350 psial is the
high pressure alarm setpoint. Best
estimate analysis shows that-the
selected events will fall within the
above range.

Core Heat Removal TH

TC

[Subcooled
Margin
Monitor]

C)
P1

[5200-610°F] Best estimate analysis demonstrates
that S/G AT will be less than [100 F]

[O--600-F] in the steaming loop with RCPs
running and at least one S/G steam-

[O -1000F] -lng. [20'F] subcooled margin is
based on engineering judgement to
assure adequate core cooling accc-unt-
ing for temperature variations in thie
RCS. Best Estimate analysis shows
that the noted events will fall in
the selected ranges.
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--I SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
REACTOR TRIP

Figure 4-9c

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those
the RT Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Heat Removal

4ý%

Aa1
CM

a) At least one S/G has
level:
I) within the normal

level band with
feedwater available
to maintain the
level

or
ii) being restored by a

feedwater flow >
[150 gpm]

and
b).RCS Tave ITs-< [5450 F].

Steam [+63.5" -
Generator (-)116.5"
Level

Decay heat levels may not be high
] enough to require a feedwater flw

of [150 gpm]. If this is the case,
once steam generator level is
returned to the zero power level
band and feedwater remains available
to maintain that level, then RCS
heat removal is being satisfied.

[545*F] is based on control progrbm
for atmospheric dump valves and
turbine bypass valves, and best
estimate analysis.

Containment
Isolation

Containment Pressure
< [1.5 psig]

Containment
Pressure

[0-60 psig]
[0-15 psig]

and

C~)M

No Containment Area
Radiation Monitors Alarming

and

No Steam Plant Activity
Monitors Alarming

Containment
Area Radia-
tion Moni-
tors

Steam Plant
Radiation
M4onitors.

Alarming -
Not Alarming

Alarming -
Not Alarming

[1.5 psig] is based on the contain-
ment pressure alarm. I4t is not
expected, for the selected events,
that containment pressure will
increase to the alarm setpoint.

Ouring an uncomplicated reactor trip
there should be no radiation in con-.
tainment. The indicators should iot
be alarming.

Steam plant activity is an indica-
ti'on of an SGTR and is not antici-
pated for a RT.

I.
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

REACTOR TRIP
Figure 4-9d

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those
the RT Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Containment
Temperature and
Pressure Control

Containment Pressure
< [1.5 psig]

Containment
Pressure

[0-60 psig]
[.0-15 psig]

[1.5 psig] is based on the contain-
ment pressure alarm. It is tnot
expected, for the selected events,
that containment pressure will
increase to the alarm setpoint.

Maximum normal expected average
containment air temperature.

and

A'3
4-

Containment Temperature
< [120°F]

Containment [500-3000F]
Temperature

Containment
Combustible Gas
Control

H2 < [2%] 1< ------------------- Plant Specific ........ >]

C-)m

(11
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This section contains the RT operator actions strategy flow chart Figure 4-10.

The flow chart pictorially depicts the strategy around which the RT guideline

is built. It is intended to assist the reader in understanding the intent of

the guideline writer and for use in training. Operators should understand
what the major objectives of the guideline are in order to permit them to

evaluate their progress toward those goals.

The strategy charts show the recovery guideline strategy in detail and lists
the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objective, Some steps

in the guideline may be. perf•Qr•.ed Ltany time during the course'of an event.

These steps are shown by affixed asterisks.

0
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STRATEGY CHART FOR REACTOR TRIP

ISPTA IMPLEMENTED

DIAGNOSTIC ACTIONS

L--- ------- J

"PERFORM STEP CONTIN~UOUSLY
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 'TITLE Loss of Coolant

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE Accident Recovery

GUIDELINES Page- 2 of 14- Revision 02

PURPOSE

This guideline provides operator actions which must be accomplished in the

event of a loss of coolant accident. The actions in this guideline are

necessary to ensure that the plant is placed in a stable, safe condition.
This guideline provides technical information to be used by utilities in

developing a plant specific procedure.

ENTRY CONDITIONS

1. The Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed

and

2. Plant conditions indicate that a loss of coolant accident has occurred.

Any one of the following may be present:

a) Pressurizer level low (for a break in the pressurizer the level may

be high).

b) Safety injection system (SIS) actuated automatically.

c) Increase in containment pressure, temperature, radiation, humidity

and containment sump level.

d) High quench tank level, temperature, or pressure.

e) [Other plant specific symptoms, insert here.]

9
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE Loss of Coolant
Accident Recovery

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

GUIDELINES Page 3._ of .ýL Revision 02

OPERATOR ACTIONS

' . Verify that the Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed.

A2. Confirm the'diagnosi.s of a loss of coolant accident by:

[a) Referring to the Break Identification Chart (Figure 5-2)

and

b) Verifying the Safety Function Status Check criteria are satisfied.]

3. Sample both steam generators for activity.

*4. If the diagnosis indicates that an SGTR or an ESDE has occurred, Then

exit the LOCA Guideline and implement the actions of the SGTR or ESDE

guideline.

*5. If the initial diagnosis of an LOCA is confirmed, Then continue'with the

actions of this guideline.

If not, implement the Functional Recovery Guideline.

j*6. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an

SIAS, Then ensure all four RCPs are tripped.

*7. Verify that all safety functions are being satisfied by comparing control

board parameters to the criteria in the Safety Function Status Check.

< *8. If the safety functions are satisfied, Then continue with the actions of

this guideline.

If not, implement the Function Recovery Guideline.

* Step Performed ContinuQusly

, .. LOCA 5-3 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE Loss of Coolant
Accident Recovery

E M E R G E N C Y P R O C E D U R E . . .......

GUIDELINES Page 4_ of 1-4 Revision 02

9. Record the time of day.

*10. Takesteps to ensure maximum safety injection (Figure 5-3) and charging

flow to the RCS by:

a) restoring electrical power to valves and pumps,
b) restoring correct SIS valve lineup if misaligned,

c) restoring other necessary auxiliary systems,

d) starting idle SIS and charging pumps.

11. Attempt to isolate the leak by performing the following:

a) [If pressurizer pressure is below 2400 psia, then verify that the

PORVs are closed. If not, manually close the PORVs or close the

PORV block valves.]

b) Verify that the letdown line is isolated. If necessary, manually

close the letdown isolation valves.

c) Verify sample lines are isolated. If necessary, manually isolate

sample lines.

d) [If there are other possible sources of leakage that can be rapidly

and remotely isolated, then insert that information here.]

*12. If the RCPs were stopped, Then determine whether RCP restart criteria are

met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS
b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing

* Step performed continuously.

LIICAI 5-4 ICEN ll2lRev.I02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE Loss of Coolant

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE Accident Recovery

GUIDELINES Page_. of 1-4 Revision 02

c) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 5-1)
d) [Other criteria satisfied per RCP operating instructions].

'1*13. If RCP restart criteria are met, Then do the following:

a) Start all available HPSI and charging pumps, or verify their opera-

tion
b) Start one RCP in each loop

c) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump
NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 5-1].
d) Operate HPSI (Figure 5-3) and charging pumps until pressurizer level

is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

'• '14. If all RCPs have been stopped, Then verify natural circulation flow is

being maintained in at least one loop. The following criteria must be
met to demonstrate adequate natural circulation flow:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT
b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or
decreasing

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs [and core exit thermo-
couples].

*15. If the criteria of step 14 are not met, Then ensure RCS pressure and

inventory (steps 20 and 21) and S/G steaming and feed (step 22) are being
controlled properly. •; oýkeX e

*16. If all RCPs have stopped and inventory and pressure are not being

controlled, Then two phase natural circulation cooling along with break
heat removal maintain the heat removal process. In this mode the
operator performs the following:

* Step Performed Continuously.

LOCA 5-5 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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• .q.. COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE Loss of Coolant

Accident Recovery

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE A

GUIDELINES Page_ 6 of 24 Revision 02

V a) Verify that all available charging pumps and the SIS is operal

restore inventory control per Figure 5-3

b) [Verify CET temperature < 700°F]
Vc) Verify that at least one steam generator has level:

i) within the normal level band with feedwater available to

maintain the level

ting to -

- N

or
ii) being restored by a feed water flow > [150 gpm]

*17. If the SIS is operating, Then it may be throttled or stopped, one train

at a time, if the following criteria are satisfied:

a) RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 5-1)

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and not decreasing,

c) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

*18. If the criteria of step 17 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

*19. Verify containment isolation at [4 psig] or [other plant specific criter-

ia]. (Be alert to the loss of RCP cooling water and loss of other

auxiliaries which may occur.)

20. If the leak has not been isolated, Then go to step 27 and perform steps

27 through 47.

21. If the leak has been isolated, Then go to step 22 and perform steps 22

through 26.

* Step Performed Continuously.

LOCA 5-6 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE Loss of Coolant
Accident Recovery

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page 7__ of 4_ Revision 02

22. Verify that the PPCS is automatically maintaining or restoring RCS

pressure within the limits of Figure 5-1.

If not, manually operate pressurizer heaters and main (preferred) or

auxiliary spray to control pressurizer pressure.

23. Verifythat the PLCS is automatically maintaining or restoring pressur-

izer level.

If not, manually operate charging and letdown to restore and maintain

normal pressurizer level.

24. Maintain RCS cooling by supplying (main or auxiliary] feedwater to the

steam generators and discharging steam, preferably to the condenser, via

the turbine bypass valves or, if the condenser is unavailable, to atmos-

phere via the atmospheric dump valves.

25IflItconditions permit, Then bypass automatic initiation of [MSIS,'
25. a

CDý,' CSS and SIAS by lowering the setpoint as the cooldown and depres-

surization proceed].

26. Evaluate the need for a plant cooldown based on plant status, auxiliary

systems availability, and condensate inventory. If a cooldown is not

required, Then maintain the plant in a stabilized condition.

If conditions require a cooldown, Then conduct a cooldown to SCS initia-

tion conditions per normal operating instructions.

If voiding inhibits depressurization to SCS entry pressure, Then refer to

steps 40 and 41.

27. If the break has not been isolated, Then perform steps 28 through 47.

i28. Commence a rapid cooldown. Cooldown to at least [300'F] at a rate within

the Technical Specification Limits by (listed in order of preference):

LOCA 5-7 CEM-152 Rev. 02
LOCA 5-7 CER-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE Loss of Coolant
,-j Accident Recovery

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
* GUIDELINES Page 8..of . Revision• 02

a) the turbine bypass system and [main or auxiliary] feedwater,

or

b) the atmospheric dump valves and (main or auxiliary] feedwater.

.i *29. Monitor the condensate inventory during the cooldown to ensure an ade-

quate supply. Refer to Figures 5-4 and 5-5.

30. R~store and maintain pressurizer level in the indicating range ([35 to

245"]) unless it is necessary to go solid to restore RCS subcooling, by
(listed in order or preference):

a) Control of charging and letdown

or - .

b) Operating and/or throttling SIS.

0 31. [If the charging pumps are taking suction from a concentrated boron
source, Then realign suction to the RWT or other suitable source within 1

hour after the start of the loss of coolant accident.]

k'32. Monitor [refueling water tank] level. If the [refueling water tank]
level falls to [10%], Then verify initiation of recirculation.

If necessary, manually initiate recirculation with one SIS train, at a
time [and close RWT outlet valves to the safety injection system].

\*33. If the HPSI pumps are delivering less than [30 gpm] per pump during
.4.ecirculatior), Then turn off one charging pump at a time and then one
HPSI pump (turn off the HPSI pump with the lower indicated flow) at a
time until the remaining HPSI pumps are delivering more than [30 gpm] per
pump. At least one HPSI pump should be kept operating at all times
unless SIS termination criteria of step 17 are met.

• Step performed continuously.

LO CA 5-8 CEM-152 Rev. 02
LOCA 5-8 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*34. [Monitor containment radiation levels in order to evaluate environmental

releases. It may be desirable to reduce airborne radiation levels in the

containment to minimize environmental releases.]

\35. If the CSAS has been actuated and containment pressure subsequently falls

below [7 psig], Then containment spray should be terminated. Upon
termination, the CSS must be realigned and reset for automatic actuation.
The CSS may be manually restarted to control iodine levels in the con-
tainment.

36 If plant conditions permit, Then bypass automatic initiation of [MSIS by

lowering the setpoint as the cooldown and depressurization proceed.]

37. At [2-4 hours] after the start of the loss of coolant event, the align-
ment of the [SIS] for simultaneous hot and cold leg injection should be
-made, unless the criteria of step 38 can be met before the. [4 hour] time

limit. In that case, go to step 38. Verify SIS flow per Figure 5-3.

* *38. Determine if the conditions for entering shutdown cooling system opera--

tion can be established by the following criteria:

a) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and constant or increasing
b) The RCS is at least [200F] subcooled

>0 RCS activity level within [plant specific limits]
d) Condensate inventory adequate per Figures 5-4 and 5-5.

e) [Other plant specific information insert here, (e.g., component
cooling water, instrument air, valve control power).]

* . * Step performed continuously.
0,

LOCA 5-9 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*39. If the criteria in step 38 are satisfied, Then shutdown cooling system

operation is allowable when the RCS has been depressurized to at least

[300 psia] and cooled down to at least [300*F].

a) [Realign the SIS for cold leg injection]

b) If necessary, cool the RCS to < [300*F].

c) If necessary, depressurize the RCS to < [300 psia] by:

i) use of auxiliary spray

ii) stopping charging pumps, or stopping or throttling HPSI pumps

*40. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, Then a void should be

suspected. The operator should monitor for the presence of voids. If

voiding inhibits RCS depressurization to SCS entry pressure, Then an .

attempt at eliminating the voiding should be made.

Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications,

parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLM$ indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) [other indications, Insert here].

*41. If voiding should be eliminated, Then proceed as follows:

a) verify letdown is isolated,

b) stop the depressurization and, if required, repressurize the RCS to

[20°F] subcooling,

* Step performed continuously.

LOCA 5-10 CEN-152 Rev. 02A
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c) pressurize and depressurize the RCS within the limits of Figure 5-1

by operating pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method) or

HPSI and charging pumps (alternative method). Monitor pressurizer

level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

d) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the steam generator tube bundle void. Monitor

pressurizer level for trending of RCS inventory.

e) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then [operate

the pressurizer vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to] clear

trapped non-condensible gases. Monitor pressurizer level [and/or

the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

42. When SCS entry conditions (RCS pressure < [300 psia] and RCS TH < [300*F])

are established, Then initiate SCS operation per operating instructions.

43. [Isolate, vent, or drain the safety injection tanks (SITs) at 250 psia

RCS pressure.]

,>44. [Initiate the low temperature overpressurization (LTOP) system at 275 0 F.]

45. If shutdown cooling system operation is not possible, Then continue

simultaneous hot and cold leg injection and maintain RCS heat removal

using the following methods (listed in order of preference):

a) If the condenser and the [main or auxiliary] feedwater system is

available, then maintain RCS heat removal by using the turbine

bypass system.

b) If the condenser or turbine bypass system is not available, then

maintain RCS heat removal by way of the atmospheric dump valves

using either the [main or auxiliary] feedwater system.

LOCA 5-11 CEN-152 Rev. 02
LOCA 5-11 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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c) [Maintain steam generator cooling using alternate methods of second-

ary feedwater supply while discharging steam to the condenser or

atmosphere.]

*46. [If the RCS heat removal methods of step 45 are not adequate to maintain

the RCS subcooled, Then establish once through cooling by the following:

a)
b)

c)

*47. If

45

if

Realign the SIS for cold leg injection

Verify HPSI and charging pumps are operating (or start them)

Open both pressurizer PORVs.J

the condensate inventory for any of the heat removal methods of step

becomes limiting, Then reevaluate the conditions in step 38 and then,

appropriate, implement steps 38 through 44.

9

* Step performed continuously.

LOCA 5-12 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. During all phases of the cooldown, monitor RCS temperature and pressure

to avoid exceeding a maximum cooldown rate greater than Technical Speci-

fication Limitations.

2. Do not place systems in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

3. All available indications should be used to aid in the evaluation of

plant conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a partic-

ular instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when

one or more confirmatory indications are available.

4. If there is a high radioactivity level in the reactor coolant system,

then circulation of this fluid through the SCS may result in high area

radioactivity readings in the [auxiliary building]. The activity level

of the RCS should be determined prior to initiating SCS flow.

5. For small breaks in the RCS where the steam generators are important for

heat removal, one steam generator must be used for this purpose even if

primary to secondary leaks are detected. Use the unaffected steam

generator, or the least affected steam generator, if both have primary to

secondary leaks.

6. The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.

This manual action should not be taken unless an automatic RAS is re-

* quired.

LOCA 5-13 CEN-152 Rev. O~
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7. If the initial cooldown rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, then

there may be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the

reactor vessel. Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits should be

maintained within the limits of Figure 5-1.

8. Minimize the number of auxiliary spray cycles whenever the temperature

differential between the spray water and the pressurizer is greater than

[2000 FJ in order to minimize the increase in the spray nozzle thermal

stress accumulation factor. Every such cycle must be recorded in accord-

ance with Technical Specification Limitations.

9. [Monitor quench tank parameters since any sustained operation of the

PORVs may burst the tank's rupture disc.]

10. Verification of an RCS temperature response to a plant change during

natural circulation cannot be accomplished until approximately 5 to 15

minutes following the action due to increased loop cycle times.

11. Solid water operation of the pressurizer should be avoided unless [200 F]

of subcooling cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 5-1). If the RCS

is solid, closely monitor any makeup or draining, and any system heatup

or cooldown, to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

12. Hot leg and cold leg RTD temperature indication may be influenced by

charging pump or SIS injection water temperatures. Use multiple RTD

indications [and/or CET indications] for temperature when injection is

occurring.

13. During the process of establishing entry conditions (RCS pressure and

temperature) for SCS operation, it may be necessary to eliminate or

reduce the size of the steam void in the reactor head. Ensure sufficient

condensate availability to continue steam generator heat removal until

the RCS pressure and temperature are reduced sufficiently, and SCS

operation is accomplished.
5N

°LOCA 5-14 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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14. When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are not operating, the

RVLMS proyides an accurate indication of reactor vessel liquid inventory.

When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are operating, it is

not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

due to the effect of the RCP induced pressure head on the RVLMS. The

indicated level also differs for different RVLUS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending may still be discerned. However, the operator is cautioned not

to rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating.

15. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened. 'C..

Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

.'V

ILICU I-II iCii i -- Rev.i I2i C
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FIGURE 5LI
TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LIMITS1 2)

S

9e

03

03

N

300 400
RCS TEMPERATURE, OF

NOTES: (1) THIS CURVE SUPERSEDES THE 100°F/HOUR COOLDOWN CURVE
ANYTIME THE RCS HAS EXPERIENCED AN UNCONTROLLED COOLDOWN
WHICH CAUSES RCS TEMPERATURE TO GO BELOW 500°F

(2) THESE CURVES MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR INSTRUMENT INACCURACIES
(3) COLOR CODE

RED- PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
ORANGE- PARAMETER IN DANGER OF EXCEEDING LIMITS
YELLOW. PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT

STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES
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BREAK IDENTIFICATION CHART

FIGURE 5-2

4.

*IN ONE OR BOTH STEAM
GENERATORS

+MAY DECREASE SLIGHTLY
AFTER TRIP

oMAY BE SLOW IN THE CASE
OF SMALL BREAK LOCA IN
CONTAINMENT OR STUCK
OPEN PORV
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FIGURE 5-3
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NOTES: (1) SEE IMPLEMENTATION SECTION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SPECIFIC CURVE
(2) FOR HOT AND COLD LEG INJECTION MODE,THE LPSI PUMPS ARE NOT

REaUIRED TO BE OPERATING. THE HPSI PUMP FLOW IS DIVIDED EQUALLY
BETWEEN THE HOT AND COLD LEGS

(3) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) PUMPS WILL BE
OPERATING BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE
FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF HEAD OF ANY US PUMP

(4) COLOR CODE
RED - PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
YELLOW- PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES
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FIGURE 5-4

TYPICAL FEEDWATER CAPACITY vs TIME REMAINING UNTIL
SHUTDOWN COOLING REQUIRED
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FIGURE 5-5

TYPICAL FEEDWATER REQUIRED FOR SENSIBLE HEAT REMOVAL
TCOLD (REQUIRED) vs TCOLD (INITIAL)
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Sa~e-ty FunLctionL

1. Reactivity Con~txoZ

Acceptance C'.texia

l.a. Reactor power decreasing

and

b. [Negative Startup Rate]

and

c. Not more than 1 CEA bottom light

not lit or borated per Tech

Specs.

2. Mai.n-tenatnce oj Vita2 Au~x2?Jiwre4
(AC eand VC Powvti

3. RCS Inven.toJy Cont~ot

2. [Plant specific criteria, insert

here].

3.a. If pressurizer level is [35 to

245"], Then:

i) charging and letdown are

being operated automatic-

ally, or manually, to

maintain or restore pressur-

izer level

and

ii) the RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled

and

iii) [the RVLMS indicates the

core is covered]

oL

b. If pressurizer level is less than

[35"], Then [all available

charging pumps are operating and]

I.

LOCA 5-21 CEN-152 Rev. 02
LOCA 5-21 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

Sajtye~ Func-tion

3. RCS Inve~ntoty ContcoZ (Con~t'd)

4*. ZC-S Pue46uAe Con~t'Lo

Acceptance C¢x ta

the SIS pump(s) are injecting
water into the RCS per Figure
5-3.

4.a. If pressurizer pressure is
greater than or equal to [1600

psia], Then either pressurizer
heaters and spray, or charging

pumps and SIS pumps, are being
operated automatically, or
manually, to maintain or restore
pressurizer pressure within the
limits of Figure 5-1.

Olt

b. If pressurizer pressure is less
than [1600 psia], Then Call
available charging pumps are

operating and] the SIS pump(s)
are injecting water into the RCS
per Figure 5-3 (unless SIS
termination criteria are met).

5. TH RTD [and Core Exit Thermo-
couple] temperatures less than

[700°F].

S. Cotze He~at Remouo.Z

' , d ,.

LOCA 5-22 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

K.Sa.~e.ty Function

6. RCS Heat Re~movaZ

Aeeptance Crite'Wa

6.a. At least one steam generator has

level:

i) within the normal level' band

with feedwater available to

maintain level

or

ii) being restored by feedwater

flow greater than [150 gpm].

and

b. RCS Tave is less than [545*F] and

controlled

oil

c. [All available charging pumps are

operating and] the SIS pump(s)

are injecting water into the RCS

per Figure 5-3 (unless SIS

termination criteria are met).

7.a. i) Containment pressure less

than [4 psig]

and

ii) No containment area radia-

tion monitors alarming

and

iii) No steam plant activity

monitors alarming

Ol

b. CIAS present or manually initi-

ated.

C

7. Contai.nme~nt lzota.U~on

'i
I, i

LOCA 5-23 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd]

Saje~ty FwwZon Acc eptance C'~itexi

S. Containmenvt Ternpeaawtw~e

6 P,%e,66ue
I8.a~. i) Containment temperature less

than [240*F]

and

ii) Containment pressure less

than [10 psig]

o0

b. Containment spray flow greater
than [1500.gpm].

9.a. H2 concentration less than [2%]
Ol

b. [Hydrogen recombiners in
operation].

9. Cont-&Lnrncnt CombuztibtCe Gct.
Cont'wf.

LOCA 5-24 CEIN-152 Rev. 02
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BASES

The bases section of the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) emergency procedure

guideline describes the LOCA transient in relation to the actions which the

operator takes during an LOCA. The purpose of the bases section is to provide

the operators with information which will enable them to understand the

reasons for, and the consequences of, the actions they take during an LOCA.

Chaoatekiza~tion o_ an LOCA

An LOCA is an accident which is caused by a break in the reactor coolant

system (RCS) pressure boundary. The break can be as large as a double ended

guillotine break in the hot leg or as small as a break which results in a loss

of RCS fluid at a rate that is just in excess of the available charging

capacity of the plant.

Small and large break LOCAs differ in their effect on the post-LOCA RCS heat

removal process. For a large break the only path necessary for RCS heat

removal in both the short and long term, is the break flow with core boiloff.

For small breaks, heat removal via the flow out the break is not sufficient to

provide cooling, and therefore steam generator heat removal is required. The

guidelines take this into account with the decisions which must be made.

Although distinct small and large break LOCA information is contained in the

bases section of this guideline, the action steps to be used during the actual

emergency do not require the operator to distinguish between break sizes.

An LOCA is characterized by an initial decrease in RCS pressure and inventory.

Subsequent RCS inventory and pressure response depends on the size of the

break. For large breaks inside containment, an increase in containment

temperature and pressure occurs relatively soon after the LOCA. However, a

small LOCA or stuck open PORV may not be detectable on containment temperature

and pressure instruments in the short term. The actions taken by the operator

during an LOCA, and more detailed descriptions of LOCA response, are provided

in the following sections.

LOCA 5-25 CEN-152 Rev. 02



Sajety.Functionz Affected

The LOCA primarily affects RCS inventory and pressure control, and RCS and
core heat removal. To a lesser degree, reactivity control, containment
isolation, and containment temperature and pressure control are also affected.
All safety functions should be monitored to assure public safety or detect

failures which might lead to unsafe conditions.

RCS inventory control is initially lost since the break flow rate exceeds the
available charging pump capacity. For small breaks, RCS inventory control is
regained via injection from the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) pumps

[and the charging pumps]. It is maintained in the long-term by injection from
these pumps. For large breaks, inventory control is regained through the
injection of water into the RCS by the safety injection tanks (SITs) and the
low pressure safety injection (LPSI) pumps. It is maintained in the long-term

through the recirculation of sump water through the RCS by the HPSI pumps.
Note that for large breaks, the RCS may not totally refill and pressuri.zer
level may not be regained. If the large break is unisolable, injection is
required continually to make up for the loss out the break and to prevent
boron precipitation.

RCS pressure control is initially lost since the RCS depressurizes as a result

of the loss of inventory out the break. For large breaks, the RCS depressur-
izes in 10 seconds to 3 minutes to pressures typically below 300 psia. In the
case of the largest breaks, the RCS pressure will reach equilibrium with
containment pressure, and will be nearly equal to that pressure. Because of
the size of the break, the operator never regains direct control of RCS
pressure and the RCS remains depressurized. For small breaks, the RCS depres-

surizes during the short-term (10 to 30 minutes) to an equilibrium condition
with the steam generators. It then continues to depressurize as the operator
cools down the steam generators. Pressure control is regained when the safety
injection system (SIS) refills the RCS and pressurizer level is regained.
Once pressure control is regained, subsequent small break post-LOCA operator

actions which are associated with pressure control are (1) decreasing RCS
pressure by means of auxiliary sprays, (2) controlling HPSI pumps and charg-

ing, (3) heat removal via the steam generators in order to establish shutdown

LOCA 5-26 CEN-152 Rev. 02



*cooling entry conditions and, (4) isolating or depressurizing the SITs. For

small break LOCAs, during the period of time when the RCS is refilling (pres-

sure control has not yet been achieved), there may be significant voiding in

the RCS. The voided areas may be located in the reactor vessel head region

[as indicated by the RVLMS], the RCS loops, or the steam generator u-tubes,

and may be made up of steam or non-condensible-gases. Steam voids may occur

from fluid flashing in local hot spots within the RCS. The-presence of small

amounts of non-condensibles may be present from sources such as gases evolving

from the primary coolant and pressurizer vapor space. [If their presence is

detected in the RCS the reactor vessel head vent may be operated.] The

presence of non-condensible gases in.the steam generator tubes is charac-

terized by a decrease in primary to secondary heat removal capability. RCS

heat removal is not jeopardized by the presence of non-condensibles until a

significant number of steam generator tubes are blocked. A significant number

of tubes will not be blocked unless there is considerable oxidation of fuel

cladding, and this is not expected for the small break LOCA, unless signifi-

cant core uncovery occurs.

O There are two paths initially available for RCS heat removal: heat transfer

to the secondary side via the steam generators, and heat transfer via the

* fluid flowing out the break. Large break LOCAs have sufficient fluid flowing

out the break to provide adequate heat removal without relying on steam

generators. Small break LOCAs do not have sufficient fluid flowing out of the

break to provide adequate heat removal. Therefore, steam generator heat

.. removal is required in addition to break flow for adequate heat removal.

The large break LOCA heat removal process is not complex. For cold leg breaks

the SIS refills the reactor vessel (RV) and provides only enough fluid to the

core to match boil off. The excess injected fluid spills out of the cold leg

break. The steam from core boil off passes out the hot leg and through the

steam generators on its way out the cold leg break. For the hot leg break,

the injected water builds up in the cold legs and provides the core with water

for boil off heat removal and some single phase cooling. In the long term,

heat removal is provided by simultaneous hot and cold leg injection. This
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process provides heat removal for either hot or cold leg large break LOCAs
while providing the added benefit of ensuring adequate flushing of the RV to

avoid buildup of non-volatile materials produced in the boil off cooling
process. Figures 5-6 and 5-7 illustrate the heat removal process for large

break LOCAs.

The small break LOCA heat removal process is more complex than that described
above for the large break. In the short-term, after the RCPs are tripped,
core heat removal is maintained by natural circulation. Since the break is
not large enough to adequately remove the heat, heat removal via a steam

generator is required. This requires that the operator maintain feedwater
(either main or auxiliary) to the steam generators and control steam flow from
the steam generators via the turbine bypass system or the atmospheric dump
valves. Figures 5-8 and 5-9 illustrate the heat removal process for typical
small break LOCAs. The typical percentage of required RCS heat removed by the
steam generators for various break sizes is illustrated in Figures 5-10 and

5-11.

The small break natural circulation process can take different, forms. These
forms include single phase natural circulation and a more complex two phase
natural circulation. The simplest form of natural circulation is single
phase, liquid cooling. Single phase natural circulation is possible for cases
where RCS inventory and pressure are controlled. Single phase cooling trans-
ports heat using the same flow path involved in forced circulation cooling
with the liquid density difference between SG and RV driving the flow. Two
phase natural circulation involving steam and water is more complex and can
take several forms, which depends on the amount of decay heat, the amount of Ail

inventory and pressure control degradation, the break size and the status of
the SIS and the steam generators. One form of two phase natural circulation
is known as reflux. In the reflux process, steam leaves the core region and
travels to the steam generator via the hot leg; the steam is condensed in the
steam generator before reaching the top of the "U" tubes and flows back to the
core via the hot leg where it is once again turned to steam. Another two
phase natural circulation process is similar to reflux but differs in that the

steam from the core goes past the steam generator "U" bend and is condensed in

the tubes on the cold leg side; thus condensate flows back to the core via the
cold leg. A combination of the two processes is also possible.

I 
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FIGURE 5-10

BREAK DIAMETER vs % OF DECAY HEAT REMOVED
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FIGURE 5-11
BREAK DIAMETER vs % OF DECAY HEAT REMOVED

BY STEAM GENERATORS
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The operator has adequate instrumentation to monitor natural circulation for

the single phase liquid natural circulation process. The RCS temperature

instrumentation, and loop AT can be used along with other information to
confirm that the single phase natural circulation process is effective. The

natural circulation processes involving two phase cooling are complex and

varied enough so that RCS loop AT may not be a meaningful indication of
adequate natural circulation cooling. The guidelines are written to alert the

operator to use explicit acceptance criteria for natural circulation only when
RCS inventory and pressure are controlled.

For cases where two phase natural circulation cooling is the heat removal

process, the operator relies upon maintaining the steam generator heat removal

process and the strict rules that require the SIS to remain operating to

restore inventory control. In addition, the core exit thermocouple tempera-
ture and TH indication are important in monitoring heat removal during two
phase natural circulation cooling. As long as these temperatures remain

within acceptable limits they indicate that heat removal and inventory func-

* tions are being satisfied.

The transition from single phase liquid natural circulation cooling to-the

reflux mode can occur quickly for larger small breaks, or can occur more

slowly for the smaller small breaks. The operator should be aware that this
transition may cause confusing temperature indications as the RCS loop ATs

readjust to reflect the transition in progress. The emphasis in the guideline

is to continue the steam generator heat removal process, continue restoring

inventory control, and to continue monitoring the core exit thermocouples to

confirm the heat removal process is adequate.

Once RCS pressure and temperature are reduced, RCS heat removal is provided by
the shutdown cooling system. [In the event that the feedwater supply to the
steam generator is exhausted and/or unavailable and the SCS is inoperable, the
PORVs are opened to ensure that the flow from the SIS is available for RCS

heat removal purposes.]

0.,•
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Short-term reactivity control is accomplished by the negative moderator

affects for large breaks and by the reactor trip for small breaks. The

reactor trip decreases core heat generation to decay heat levels which aids in

the control of heat removal. Long-term reactivity control is accomplished

through injection of borated water by the safety injection system and the

charging pumps.

If the LOCA occurs inside containment, then containment temperature and

pressure control is accomplished by action of the containment spray system.

Containment isolation occurs either automatically, or is performed manually,

after an evaluation of containment conditions (i.e., containment activity

levels, temperature and pressure) is made.
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Reactor PoweA (Figuwe 5-12)

The reactor will have tripped on thermal margin/low pressure, and reactor

power will be decreasing as a result of the reactor trip. Additional negative
reactivity insertion will be provided by moderator voiding, and boron addition

by charging pump and/or SIS flow.

RCS TempmAatui(e (FiguAe4 5-13, 5-14)

Following the reactor trip, RCS temperature initially decreases for all size
LOCAs due to the reduction in heat input into the RCS, and due to the heat

removed out the break and by the steam generators.

Pxewsut zez Pt6sw.ke (Figwute 5-15)

Pressurizer pressure initially decreases due to the loss of coolant and

reactor power reduction following reactor trip.

Pte,6'uqizeVL LeueZ (FiguAe 5-16)

Pressurizer level may decrease or increase. For breaks not located in the

pressurizer, the pressurizer will empty and,idepending on the size of the
break, not refill during the course of the accident. Breaks located in the
pressurizer may lead to increased pressurizer level since water from the hot
leg flows into the pressurizer surge line while significant voiding of the RCS

loop is occurring. If there is a break on or near the pressurizer level
instruments, this may cause this instrument to be grossly inaccurate and

misrepresent pressurizer level (high or low).

For small break LOCAs where the pressurizer refills as a result of SIS injec-
* tion, pressurizer level may not be representative of RCS inventory or core

coverage. As indicated above, the depressurization associated with a leak in

As the RCS will usually result in the formation of voids in RCS hot spots
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(reactor vessel head, hot legs, S/G tube bundle).

of these voids, after refill of the pressurizer by

izer level to increase or remain constant in spite

inventory through the break.

The growth or persistance

the SIS, may cause pressur-

of continuing loss of

Reactor VezzeZ Level (FiquZre 5-17)

Some degree of voiding is expected for LOCAs but the extent and duration is

largely dependent on break size and location. Most small break (SB) LOCA

events will not result in core uncovery without some other failure occurring

concurrently. Some small breaks can lead to some core uncovery. However,

when HPSI delivery is established, the core will be covered. For very small

breaks the RCS will repressurize to slightly below the shut-off head of the

HPSI pumps and voiding will not uncover the core. For large breaks the RCS

saturates almost immediately and voids start to form. Core uncovery is

expected in the short term but RCS pressure decrease is also very rapid and

SIS flow restores core cooling.

Steam Generatot P,%azuAe (FiguAe 5-18)

Steam generator pressure may increase or remain constant in the short-term if

the break is small. However, for all sized LOCAs, steam generator pressure

will usually decrease in the long term as a result of operator action.

Steam GenetAto4% Levet (Figuwte 5-19)

Steam generator level will decrease rapidly following the reactor trip and

then increase to the hot standby level. Level may then remain constant or

increase somewhat based on automatic or manual control of feedwater.

9

0

0
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FIGURE 5-12
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FIGURE 5-13

REPRESENTATIVE LOCA
RCS HOT LEG TEMPERATURE
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FIGURE 5-14

REPRESENTATIVE LOCA
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0 FIGURE 5-15
REPRESENTATIVE LOCA
PRESSURIZER PRESSURE
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FIGURE 5-16
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FIGURE 5-17
REPRESENTATIVE LOCA
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FIGURE 5-18

REPRESENTATIVE LOCA
STEAM GENERATOR SECONDARY SIDE PRESSURE
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Guide.Vne St'attegy and lnfo'mation FHow

Figure 5-20 provides a summary description of the LOCA Recovery Guideline's

strategy and information flow. Prior to implementing the actions provided in

the LOCA Recovery Guideline, the operator would have performed the standard

post trip actions and diagnosed the event. In the LOCA Recovery Guideline,

the operator begins using.the safety function status check to confirm that the

plant is recovering. The next steps provide instructions on establishing

those conditions immediately necessary for effectively combatting an LOCA.

Specifically, the operator maximizes safety injection flow to the RCS and

attempts to isolate the leak.

The next group of steps provide instructions on RCP restart criteria, natural

circulation, SIS, and containment isolation. These steps are illustrated on

Figure 5-20. Following the instructions on RCP operation, natural circula-

tion, SIS, and containment isolation, the flow of information breaks into two

paths. One path addresses regaining normal control of the plant for an

isolated leak while the other path provides instructions for addressing the

unisolated leak.

* A more detailed chart illustrates the recovery guideline strategy and lists

the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objective. Those steps

discussed above which are performed at any time during the course of the event,

are affixed with asterisks. Refer to Figure 5-25.

0.
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FIGURE 5-20a
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT STRATEGY CHART
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FIGURE 5-20b

LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT STRATEGY CHART
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The operator actions are directed toward recovering the plant from the LOCA,

and placing it in a safe, stable condition. One of two paths are followed,

depending upon whether or not the break has been isolated.

1. The execution of all standard post trip actions is verified. This

assures that all safety functions have been initially attended to.

2. The diagnosis of a loss of coolant accident should be confirmed by using

[the Break Identification Chart (Figure 5-2) and by verifying that the

safety functions are being satisfied by comparing control board para-

meters to the acceptance criteria in the Safety Function Status Check.

In particular, the operator should note the status of RCS subcooling and

containment and steam plant activity. These parameters provide a means

of discriminating between LOCAs and SGTRs/ESDEs. For most LOCAs, the RCS

reaches saturation condition and containment activity monitors may be

alarming but steam plant activity monitors should not be alarming. For

an SGTR, steam plant activity monitors may be alarming but containment

activity monitors should not be alarming. For ESDEs, neither steam plant

or containment activity monitors should be alarming. For plants which

exhibit S/G tube leakage, however, steam plant or containment activity

monitors may alarm during ESDEs. These actions ensure the proper proce-

dure is being used to mitigate the effects of an LOCA.]

3. Sample both steam generators for activity. This will assist in confirm-

ing the diagnosis made in step 2.

4. If the diagnosis indicates that an SGTR or an ESDE has occurred, then the

LOCA Guideline is exited and the actions of the proper guideline are

implemented. This step allows the operator to switch to the proper
guideline for those events similar to LOCAs which may have occurred.

LOCAs, ESDEs, and SGTRs have similar initial symptoms and could be

confused early in the event.

5. If the initial diagnosis of a LOCA is confirmed, then the operator

continues with the actions of this guideline.
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If the diagnosis is not confirmed, then the operator is directed to
implement the Functional Recovery Guideline. The Functional Recovery
Guideline is functionally oriented and will ensure that all safety
functions are attended to regardless of what event(s) is occurring.

6. This step contains guidance regarding the RCP operating strategy for an
LOCA (see Figure 5-21). A generic RCP trip strategy has been developed
which, in general, results in the tripping of all four RCPs for depres-
surization events determined to be LOCAs, but allows the continued
operation of two RCPs (in opposite loops) for diagnosed, non-LOCA,
depressurization events. For undiagnosed events, where the Functional
Recovery Guideline is implemented, the RCP trip strategy is identical to
that followed in the LOCA guideline.

Once the operator implements the LOCA recovery guideline, and the LOCA is
confirmed, if pressurizer pressure goes below [1300 psia] following
receipt of an SIAS, then all four RCPs must be tripped. Two RCPs may
have been tripped already in the Standard Post Trip Actions. In this

0case, the operator would simply trip the remaining two RCPs. Tripping
31 all four RCPs ensures a conservative approach to event recovery. Pro-

longed RCP operation during LOCAs of certain size and location could
result in increasing the severity of the event. Analysis has indicated
that for a break in the bottom of the hot leg, continued RCP operation
may result in greater loss of RCS inventory than if RCPs were stopped.
This could result in decreased core cooling capability. Since the

operators may not know the size or location of the break, they are
instructed to trip all RCPs for LOCA depressurization events and all
non-diagnosed (i.e., Functional Recovery Guideline implemented) depres-
surization events.

7. The operator is required to continually verify that all safety functions

are being satisfied by comparing control board parameters to the accept-
ance criteria of the Safety Function Status Check. This ensures that all
safety functions are being satisfied and the core is being adequately

* cooled.
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FIGURE 5-21
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8. If all of the safety functions are satisfied, then this procedure is9• adequately mitigating the effects of the LOCA which is occurring.

Therefore, the implementation of the remaining actions of this guideline
is continued.

If the safety functions and their respective acceptance criteria are not

satisfied, then the operator is required to leave the LOCA guideline and

implement the Functional Recovery Guideline. The FRG is functionally

oriented and will ensure all safety functions are attended to regardless
of what event(s) is occurring.

9. The-operator records the time of day, since several of the follow-up

actions need to be performed within a defined time window relative to the

start of the accident. '2cMy4 tA oneli-&. 6 9 .

10. An LOCA will result in actuation of safety injection. The RCS pressure
will respond during the accident according to the break size. Safety

injection system flow rate will follow the RCS pressure according to the
SIS delivery curves (see Figures 5-22 and 5-23). The SIS and charging
flowrate should be checked and maximized relative to RCS pressure to

enhance RCS inventory replenishment and/or core heat removal. Specific
steps such as restoring electrical power, correcting valve lineups,
restoring necessary auxiliary systems, and starting all available pumps
will also serve to enhance RCS inventory replenishment and/or core heat

removal.

11. Attempt to isolate the leak by performing the following:

a) [The PORVs are not expected to open on an LOCA. However, if they
are a cause of the LOCA and pressurizer pressure is below 2400 psia,

the PORVs should be closed. If necessary, the PORV block valves

must be closed to maintain RCS inventory.]

b) Letdown is isolated to possibly isolate the break or to preclude
_loss of RCS inventory to the CVCS.
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FIGURE 5-22
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FIGURE 5-23

TYPICAL SAFETY INJECTION DELIVERY
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c) RCS sampling should be terminated and all sampling lines should be

isolated. If necessary, this isolation should be performed manual-

ly. Isolating sampling lines minimizes the possibility of inadvert-

ent personnel exposure, and minimizes RCS inventory losses.

d) [All other sources of leakage which can be rapidly and remotely
isolated are isolated in order to minimize RCS inventory losses and

to possibly isolate the break. This should be done rapidly, because

the operator should be focusing his attention on recovering the

plant from the LOCA.]

12. If the RCPs have been stopped, then operation of two RCPs in opposite

loops should be attempted if the RCP restart criteria are met. This

action ensures continued forced circulation of coolant through the core,

cooling of the RV head region, and provides the capability for the normal

mode of pressurizer spray, condenses RCS steam voids, and removes non-

condensible gases from the S/G tube bundle. Furthermore, this action

enhances the strategy to obtain ah uncomplicated cooldown, since a forced

0 circulation cooldown is preferred to a natural circulation cooldown

whenever possible during recovery from an LOCA. Only one reactor coolant

pump in each loop should be operated in order to minimize heat input to

the RCS.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS. A steam generator having feed flow and removing heat from the
RCS is an indication that primary to secondary heat removal is being

maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"1 and not decreasing. With

pressurizer level at the high end of the operating band, the possi-

bility of draining the pressurizer due to loop shrinkage and/or

steam void condensation is minimized and there is a greater likeli-

hood of keeping the pressurizer heaters covered. This will assist

0in maintaining positive RCS pressure control. The criterion of

pressurizer level not decreasing implies that RCS inventory control

has been established.
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c) The RCS is greater than or equal to [20°F] subcooled. A subcooled

condition taken in conjunction with (b) above indicates that inven-

tory control has been established.

d) [All plant specific RCP operating criteria are satisfied before the

RCPs are restarted to prevent damage to RCPs. Following automatic

or operator initiated containment isolation, reinstatement of

component cooling water to the RCPs should be considered in order to

ensure adequate RCP cooling].

13. Upon restarting two RCPs in opposite loops, pressurizer level and pres-

sure may decrease due to loop shrinkage and/or void condensation. It is

possible that this action will drain the pressurizer. Steam voids

present in the reactor vessel will condense upon restarting RCPs. [The

RVLMS should be monitored for the trending of reactor vessel liquid
level. This trending information may be correlated to pressurizer level

decrease.] RCP operation with a drained pressurizer may continue provid-

ed certain actions are taken and certain criteria are satisfied.

The following constitute the actions to be taken, and the criteria to be

satisfied, when restarting RCPs:

a) Start all available HPSI and charging pumps, or verify their opera-

tion. This serves to compensate for pressurizer level and pressure

decrease.

b) Start one RCP in each loop.

c) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 5-1].

d) Operate all available HPSI and charging pumps until pressurizer

level is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.
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14. If all RCP operation is terminated, and inventory and pressure are

controlled, then natural circulation is monitored by heat removal via at

least one steam generator. Natural circulation flow stabilizes within

5-15 minutes after the RCPs were tripped if there is adequate inventory

in the RCS.

The RCS temperature response during natural circulation will usually be

slow (5-15 minutes) as compared to a normal forced flow system response

time of 6-12 seconds, since the coolant loop cycle time will be signi-

ficantly longer.

When single phase natural circulation i.s established in at least one loop

the RCS indicates all of the following conditions:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT;

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing;

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing;

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs [and core exit thermo-

couples]. Hot leg RTD temperature should be consistent with the

[core exit thermocouples]. Adequate natural circulation flow

ensures'that [core exit thermocouple] temperatures will be approxi-

mately equal to the hot leg RTD temperatures within the bounds of

the instrument's inaccuracies. An abnormal difference between TH

and the [CETs] is greater than [1O0 F].

15. If the.criteria listed above are not satisfied, then natural circulation

in the RCS is not effectively transferring heat from the core to the

steam generators. Both RCS Heat Removal and Core Heat Removal Safety

Functions may become jeopardized if the above criteria continue to be

. violated. Operators should ensure that RCS pressure and inventory, and

S/G steaming and feed, are being controlled properly to prevent violation

of a safety function, which would require a transfer from this guideline

to the Functional Recovery Guideline.
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16. Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,

primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flow resistance, and voiding.

Component elevations on C-E plants are such that satisfactory natural

circulation decay heat removal is obtained by fluid density differences

between the core region and the steam generator tubes.

The small break natural circulation process can take different forms.

These forms include single phase natural circulation and a more complex

two phase natural circulation. The simplest form of natural circulation

is single phase, liquid cooling. Single phase natural circulation is

possible for cases where RCS inventory and pressure are controlled.

Single phase cooling transports heat using the same flow path involved in

forced circulation cooling with the liquid density difference between SG

and RV driving the flow. Two phase natural circulation involving steam

and water is more complex and can take several forms, which depends on

the amount of decay heat, the amount of inventory and pressure control

degradation, the break size and the status of the SIS and the steam

generators. One form of two phase natural circulation is known as

reflux. In the reflux process, steam leaves the core region and travels

to the steam generator via the hot leg; the steam is condensed in the

steam generator before reaching the top of the "U" tubes and flows back

to the core via the hot leg where it is once again turned to steam.

Another two phase natural circulation process is similar to reflux but

differs in that the steam from the core goes past the steam generator "U"

bend and is condensed in the tubes on the cold leg side; thus condensate

flows back to the core via the cold leg. A combination of the two reflux

processes is also possible.

The operator has adequate instrumentation to monitor natural circulation

for the single phase liquid natural circulation process. The RCS temper-

ature instrumentation, namely loop AT can be used along with other

information to confirm that the single phase natural circulation process

is effective. The natural circulation processes involving two phase

cooling are complex and varied enough so that RCS loop AT may not be a
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meaningful indication of adequate natural circulation cooling. The

guidelines are written to alert the operator to use explicit acceptance

criteria for natural circulation only when RCS inventory and pressure are

controlled.

For cases where two phase natural circulation cooling is the heat removal

process, the operator performs the following:

a) Verify that all available charging pumps and the SIS is operating to

restore inventory control per Figure 5-3

b) [Verify CET temperature < 7000 F]

c) Verify that at least one steam generator is either:

i) within the normal level band with feedwater available to

maintain the level

or

ii) being restored by a feed water flow > [150 gpm3

The transition from single phase liquid natural circulation cooling to

the two phase modes can occur quickly for larger small breaks, or can

occur more slowly for the smaller small breaks. The operator should be

aware that this transition may cause confusing temperature indications as

the RCS loop ATs readjust to reflect the transition in process. The

emphasis in the guideline is to continue the steam generator heat removal

process, continue restoring inventory control, and to continue monitoring

the hot leg RTDs and core exit thermocouples to confirm the heat removal

process is adequate.

17. If an SIAS has been initiated and the SIS is operating, then it must

continue to operate at full capacity Until SIS termination criteria are

met. For most LOCAs, the SIS will run continuously for a long period of

time while RCS inventory, pressure, and heat removal control are being

regained. In some cases, control of these three functions is not re-

gained during the accident (i.e., largest breaks) and the SIS runs for

the duration of the recovery period. Early termination is expected only

when the SIAS was spurious, or if the leak was identified and promptly

isolated (e.g., by blocking a stuck open PORV).
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Termination of SIS should be sequenced by stopping one pump at a time

0 while observing the termination criteria. Throttling of HPSI flow is

also permissible if the following criteria are satisfied:

a) RCS is at least [20 0 F] subcooled (Figure 5-1). Establishing [20'F]'

of subcooling ensures the fluid in the core is subcooled, and

provides sufficient margin for establishing flow should the [20'F]

subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

some parts of the RCS (e.g., reactor vessel head [as determined by

the RVLMS]), but these are permissible as long as core heat removal

is maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"], and not decreasing. A

pressurizer level greater than [100"3 and not decreasing in conjunc-

tion with criterion a) above is an indication that RCS inventory

control has been established.

c) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

.0 RCS. Steam generator availability requires having feed flow and

steam flow which are indications that primary to secondary heat

removal is possible.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core

coverage, in conjunction with the above, serves as an additional

indication that RCS inventory control has been established].

If SIS termination criteria are met, then the operator may either term-
inateor throttle the SIS. The operator may decide to throttle, rather

than terminate the SIS, if the SIS is to be used to control pressurizer

level or plant pressure. A general assessment of the SIS performance can
be made from the control room. The operator should confirm that all

available charging pumps are operating and that at least one train, and

preferably both trains, of SIS are operating and that system delivery

rate is consistent with RCS pressure as shown in Figures 5-22 and 5-23.

Injection flow rates to each cold leg should be approximately equal;

departures from this would indicate a closed flow path or some system

spillage that is in addition to the LOCA.
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18. If the criteria of step 15 cannot be maintained, then the SIS pumps must
*be restarted.

19. The operator verifies that containment is isolated at the appropriate

automatic setpoints or if containment conditions required isolation.

Containment conditions which might require containment isolation would be

high radiation levels on containment area radiation monitors. Each plant

should develop criteria for containment isolation to be identified in the
procedure. Operators should be alert to the loss of auxiliaries to the

containment (in particular RCP cooling water) which may occur with

containment isolation.

20. In.step 11, the operator attempted to isolate the leak. This step was

followed by steps containing instructions on RCP restart, natural circu-
lation, SIS, and containment isolation. Those instructions are followed

regardless of whether the attempt at isolation was successful. At this

point in the guideline, the strategy follows two parallel paths. If the
break has not been isolated, the operator is required to go to the

*section of this procedure which contains recovery actions for those

conditions (steps 27-47). If the operator is not certain that the leak
is isolated, he/she must proceed as if the leak is not isolated. Posi-

tive means of ensuring that a leak is isolated include visual verifica-

tion, such as direct or remote observation (e.g., in a television moni-

tor). Direct observation is possible for leaks inside and outside of
containment, although leaks inside containment are directly observable

only if personnel are inside containment at the LOCAs onset.

21. If the break has been isolated, then the following actions (steps 22-26)

are aimed at stabilizing the plant.

22. The PPCS is verified to be automatically maintaining or restoring RCS

pressure within the limits of Figure 5-1. If not, pressurizer heaters
and main spray (preferred) or auxiliary spray are manually controlled to

restore pressurizer pressure. The intent of this action verifies that a
safety function is being performed: RCS pressure control. Maintaining

RCS pressure and temperature within the limits of Figure 5-1 allows for

adequate core cooling and minimizes the PTS concerns.
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23. The PLCS is verified to be automatically maintaining or controlling

pressurizer level. If not, charging and letdown are operated manually to

ensure pressurizer level is being maintained. This action verifies that

a safety function is being performed: RCS inventory control.

24. RCS cooling must be maintained during the recovery from the LOCA by

continually supplying [main or auxiliary] feedwater to the steam gener-
ators. Steam discharge should be continued. This activity should be
performed preferentially by steam discharge to the condenser via the

turbine bypass system. If the condenser or turbine bypass system is not
available, the next order of priority for discharging steam would be to

use the atmospheric dump valves. Use of the atmospheric dump valves may
have the potential for release of activity to the environment. Conse-

quently, it is less desirable to use the atmospheric dump valves for

radiological release considerations.

25. During a controlled cooldown and depressurization, the automatic opera-

tion of certain safeguard systems is undesirable. [Therefore, the
'setpoint of CIAS, SIAS, CSAS and MSIS must be manually reset (lowered)]

as the cooldown progresses to ensure that automatic engineered safeguards

protection remains available until the RCS is cooled down and depressur-

ized.

26. The plant status should be evaluated. If cooldown and depressurization

are desired, then this action should be performed until SCS entry condi-
tions are established. A cooldown and depressurization should be per-
formed via either forced circulation (preferred) or natural circulation.
SCS operation should be commenced per normal SCS operating instructions

once SCS entry conditions are achieved. If voiding inhibits depressur-

ization to SCS entry pressure, then refer to steps 40 and 41.

27. If the break has not been isolated, then the following actions are

directed toward reestablishing RCS inventory control while maintaining

RCS heat removal.

0
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28. A rapid plant cooldown via the steam generators, is beneficial for all

0 LOCAs, particularly small breaks. For small breaks, the steam generators

are the major heat sink for RCS heat removal. An aggressive cooldown

(while holding the cooldown rate within Technical Specification Limita-

tions) improves RCS heat removal by enhancing natural circulation and

reflux boiling. Furthermore, an aggressive cooldown hastens the depres-

surization of the RCS. This results in higher safety injection flows

which aid in regaining RCS inventory control. Figures 5-22 and 5-23 show

typical SIS flowrates as a function of RCS pressure.

For the largest breaks, the RCS depressurizes to an equilibrium pressure

with the containment. In this condition, the RCS fluid is at a lower

temperature than that of the steam generators. The steam generators,

therefore, act as a heat source, superheating any steam in the RCS which

may be flowing through the S/Gs to the break. By cooling down the steam

-generators, heat input to the RCS is reduced.

29. The available condensate inventory should be monitored, and replenished
from available sources as necessary to continually provide a source for a

secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are

nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.

Plant specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

cited in the procedure. The condensate required to either maintain the

plant at hot standby or cooldown may be determined from Figure 5-4 and

5-5.

30. Once pressurizer level is restored it should be maintained at the normal

shutdown reference level (if possible) by one of the following methods:

a) Preferentially, by control of charging and letdown,

or

b) Operation and/or throttling of the HPSI pumps.

If the normal shutdown reference level is not maintained, then a pressur-

izer level of [35 to 245"] with a saturated bubble in the pressurizer

should be maintained to avoid losing pressure control. If pressurizer

level drops below the top of the pressurizer heaters, then pressurizer

heater operation will be interlocked off for overheating protection. It
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may be necessary to exceed [245"] pressurizer level if the operator is

attempting to restore RCS subcooling since pressurizer heaters may be

unavailable and solid water operation may be necessary to achieve sub-

cooling.

Once the pressurizer water temperature varies from the normal hot standby

temperature, the instrument indication on the normal pressurizer level

channel will begin to deviate (i.e., decalibrate) from the true pressur-

izer level. At this time, the operator should use plant cooldown correc-

tion curves to determine the true pressurizer water level. A cold

calibrated pressurizer instrument channel is provided. This channel can

be used as a quick reference during the plant cooldown.

31. Suction for the charging pumps should be realigned, within [1 hour] after

the start of the loss of coolant accident from the concentrated boron

source to the [RWT or any other plant specific suitable source]. Proper

shutdown margin must be maintained.

This realignment from a concentrated boron source to a dilute source is
made in order to avoid the possibility of boric acid precipitation in the

core which may occur for large breaks. For large breaks, the reactor

vessel refills only to the elevation of the break. Borated water is

injected into the reactor vessel via the charging and safety injection

pumps and pure steam is boiled away. This may result in boric acid being

concentrated in the reactor vessel. Switching suction of the charging

pump to a dilute source helps limit the excessive buildup of boric acid

in the reactor vessel while still allowing for sufficient long-term

reactivity control.

32. If the [refueling water tank] level falls to [10%], then. initiation of

recirculation should be verified. If necessary, recirculation should be

initiated manually one SIS train at a time. Recirculation is actuated

either automatically or manually in order to maintain a continuous flow

of safety injection fluid to the RCS (required for inventory control) and

*a continuous flow of containment spray water (required for containment
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temperature and pressure control). [If the automatic or manual initia-

tion of the RAS does not automatically close RWT outlet valves, these

must be manually closed to isolate the RWT from the SIS pumps. Further-

more, sump level should be checked prior to and at the time of transfer

of suction sources. An LOCA outside of containment could result in

inadequate containment sump inventory to allow recirculation. The

operator should monitor an increasing trend in containment sump level

that corresponds to the decreasing trend in RWT level. These actions

prevent the inadvertent air binding of the safety injection pumps.]

The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.

A possible complication of a premature RAS is the pumps' suction being

aligned to a dry sump, consequently air binding the pumps and losing both

heat removal loops. In addition, for events where high containment

pressure is present, the check valves in the [RWT] outlet line may be

forced shut and the [RWT] fluid will remain unavailable while the con-

tainment is pressurized.

33. After the switch to recirculation, the HPSI pump flows are monitored in

order to ensure that HPSI pump minimum flow requirements for pump protec-

tion are met, and to avert any possible permanent HPSI pump damage. If

they are not met, the operator should turn off the charging pumps one at

a time until the minimum flow requirements are met. If they are still

not met with all the charging pumps off and two HPSI pumps operating, the

operator turns off the HPSI pump with the lower flow. One HPSI pump

should be left operating at all times, unless the criteria of step 17 are

met.

34. [To minimize the radionuclide releases to the environment following an

RCS boundary break and/or core damage, it is desirable to keep the

radionuclides inside the containment. Iodine is the nuclide of greatest

concern. The iodine removal system (IRS) operates in conjunction with

the containment spray system (CSS) to remove iodine from the containment

atmosphere. Since iodine may be released to the containment atmosphere

at various times following event initiation, (e.g., released directly
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from the core in a large LOCA evolved from iodine plated out on contain-

ment surfaces; or released during reactor vessel venting to the contain-

ment) and since the CSS is activated automatically on containment pres-

sure, its actuation may not correspond to the time of peak containment

iodine levels (if it is actuated at all). Therefore, the CSS may be run

to reduce containment airborne iodine to acceptable or minimum levels

unless the following indicate otherwise:

1. If there were a leak in containment below sump water level, it might

be more desirable to leave the iodine atmospherically suspended.

2. If sump water is highly radioactive, it may not be desirable to

circulate it outside the containment.

For those IRS's using hydrazine, it may be necessary to further increase

sump water pH (beyond that achieved by trisodium phosphate in the sump)

to increase long-term (4 hours post-LOCA) iodine retention in the sump.

An alternate method of adding a pH buffer (typically sodium hydroxide) is

by establishing a flowpath with the charging pumps].

35. Before terminating containment spray, the operator must verify that

containment pressure is below [7 psig]. Termination may be useful to

recover from the LOCA since continuous use of the containment sprays may

impact the operation of equipment inside containment. Since the contain-

ment pressure may increase again, the containment spray system should be

realigned for automatic operation after it is terminated. The spray

system may also be required to operate in conjunction with the iodine

removal system in the event of an iodine buildup in containment.

36. During a controlled cooldown and depressurization the automatic initia-

*' tion of an MSIS is undesirable, particularly when primary to secondary

heat transfer is via the steam generators. [Therefore, the MSIS setpoint

must be manually reset as the cooldown progresses to ensure that auto-

matic engineered safeguards protection for an MSIS remains available

until the RCS is cooled down and depressurized].
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37. Simultaneous hot and cold leg injection is used for both small break and

large break LOCAs at [2-4 hours] after the start of the LOCA. In this

mode, the HPSI pumps discharge lines are realigned so that the total

injection flow is divided equally between the hot and cold legs. Refer

to Figure 5-22. Simultaneous injection into the hot and cold legs is used

as the mechanism to prevent the precipitation of boric acid in the

reactor vessel following a break that is too large to allow the RCS to

refill. Injecting to both sides of the reactor vessel ensures that fluid

from the reactor vessel (where the boric acid is being concentrated)

flows out the break regardless of the break location and is replenished

with a dilute solution of borated water from the other side of the

reactor vessel. The action is taken no sooner than [2 hours] after the

LOCA since the fluid injected to the hot leg may be entrained in the

steam being released from the core and hence possibly diverted from

reaching the reactor vessel. After [2 hours], the core decay heat has

dropped sufficiently so that there is insufficient steam velocity to

entrain the fluid being injected to the hot leg. The action is taken no

later than [4 hours] after the LOCA in order to ensure that the buildup

of boric acid is terminated well before the potential for boric acid

precipitation occurs. Even though the action is required only for large

breaks, it is taken for any LOCA so that the operator need not be re-

quired to distinguish between large and small breaks early in the tran-

sient. Simultaneous hot and cold leg injection is not required for small

breaks because the buildup of boric acid is terminated when the RCS is

refilled. Once the RCS is refilled, the boric acid is dispersed through-

out the RCS via natural circulation. If entry into shutdown cooling

system operation is anticipated before the [4 hour] limit, and the

criteria of step 38 are met, then the realignment to hot/cold leg injec-

tion is unnecessary. In that case, go to step 38.

38. For certain sized breaks (small breaks), entry into shutdown cooling is

desired, and may be necessary, if steam generator heat removal is lost.

The shutdown cooling system is utilized if certain plant conditions

exist.

S
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If refilling of the RCS is at all possible, then the time necessary to

refill the RCS and regain control of pressure and inventory depends on
break size, break location, RCS cooldown rate and the number of HPSI

pumps and charging pumps actuated. With only one HPSI pump actuated, for

a break of about 3 inch diameter, located on the bottom of the cold leg,

it may take as long as [8 hours] to refill the RCS. With all injection

pumps operable, the time is about [1 hour].

The operator should determine if SCS operation criteria are met. If

pressurizer level is stable, the pressurizer and/or HPSI pumps are

maintaining system pressure such that RCS hot and cold leg temperatures

are at least [200F] below saturation temperature for pressurizer pres-

sure, and the steam generators are available (steam flow and feed flow)
to reduce the RCS temperature to the shutdown cooling entry value, SCS

operation may be appropriate if the SCS is available. Before the SCS is

operated, RCS activity levels must be determined since the RCS fluid

will now be circulated outside of the containment building. The operator
must decide whether to circulate high activity RCS coolant outside

containment if high activity is present and such circulation has the
potential for release to the environment. If the potential for signifi-

cant releases exists, it may be more desirable to continue cooling with
the steam generator. The condensate inventory must be checked to ensure

that the supply is sufficient to cool down the plant to SCS entry condi-

tions or continue cooling the RCS. Condensate inventory adequacy is
plant specific and should be determined according to Figure 5-4 and 5-5.

Other plant specific prerequisites for SCS operation must be considered

(e.g., component.. cooling water, instrument air and valve control power).

39. If SCS operation is determined to be appropriate per step 38, then the

SIS is aligned for cold leg injection and the RCS is cooled down and
depressurized as follows. If necessary, RCS hot leg temperature should

be cooled to at least [3000 F] and depressurized to at least [300 psia].

The RCS is depressurized to at least [300 psia] or less by using auxil-

iary spray. Depressurization may also be accomplished by stopping
charging pumps, or stopping or throttling HPSI pumps. If auxiliary spray

is used, then the difference between the pressurizer temperature and the

auxiliary spray water temperature should be maintained below [200OF] if
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possible. If RCS inventory control is satisfactory, then auxiliary spray

water temperature may be increased by increasing letdown flow or reducing

charging flow which will increase the regenerative heat exchanger outlet

temperature. Other plant specific methods to increase auxiliary spray

water temperature may be used. If auxiliary spray is used when a [200°F]

nr more difference exists, then such a cycle must be recorded as per

Technical Specifications. The number of such cycles should be minimized.

Another operational alternative for the RCS pressure reduction is to

throttle the HPSI pumps and adjust charging pump flow (if the pressurizer

is solid) to maintain level and control pressure.

40. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, then a void should be

suspected. Any time it is found that voiding inhibits RCS depressuriza-

tion to SCS entry pressure, when SCS operation is desired, then an

attempt at elimination of the voiding should be made.

The operator should monitor for the presence of voids. Voiding in the

RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications, parameter

changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) [other indications insert here].

41. If voiding should be eliminated, then proceed as follows:

a) letdown is isolated or verified to be isolated to minimize further

inventory loss,

b) the depressurization is stopped to prevent further growth of the

void and, if required, the RCS is repressurized to > [20°F] subcool-

ing,
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c) pressurizing and depressurizing the RCS within the limits of Figure

5-1 may condense the void. Pressurizing has the effect of filling

the voided portion of the RCS with cooler fluid which will remove

heat from the region. Subsequent depressurization and a repeating

of this process several times will cool and condense the steam void.

In the case of a void in the reactor vessel, the pressurization/

depressurization cycle will produce a fill and drain of the reactor

vessel. The pressurization/depressurization cycle may be accomp-

lished using pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method) or the

SIS/charging system (alternative method). Monitor pressurizer level

[and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory. This will assist the

operator in assessing the effectiveness of void elimination.

d) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the tube bundle void. This will be'effective

for condensing steam voids but will not have an effect on non-con-

densible gases trapped in the tube bundle. A buildup of non-condens-

ible gases in the tube bundles will not hinder natural circulation

event with a large number of the tube blocked. This is due to the

small amount of heat transfer area required for the removal of decay

heat. Monitor pressurizer level for trending of RCS inventory.

This will assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness of void

elimination.

e) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then voiding

may be caused by non-condensible gases. [Operate the pressurizer

vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to clear trapped non-con-

densible gases.] Monitor pressurizer level [and/or the RVLMS] for

trending of RCS inventory. This will assist the operator in assess-

ing the effectiveness of void elimination.
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42. When SCS entry conditions (RCS pressure < [300 psia] and RCS TH 1 [300*F])

are established, then the SCS is placed in service.

43. The safety injection tanks must be vented, drained, or their discharge

valves shut at an RCS pressure of [250 psia] to prevent the nitrogen

cover gas from discharging into the RCS when the RCS pressure is reduced.

44. [LTOP protection is instituted below 275 0 F to protect the primary pres-

sure boundary from low temperature brittle fracture.]

45. If RCS pressure and inventory control have not been established, then the

break may be too large to assure proper suction pressure to the SCS

pumps. Therefore, the SCS is not operated. However, in this event there

is assurance that the continuation of simultaneous hot and cold leg

injection in'a recirculation mode will both cool the core and flush the

reactor vessel.

If SCS operation is not appropriate due to the above mentioned condi-

tions, or if the system is not available, then it is desirable to con-

tinue RCS heat removal via the steam generators until no further steam is

generated. Steam generator heat removal is preferentially maintained

using [main or auxiliary] feedwater and steam is discharged suing the

turbine bypass system via the condenser. Alternatively, if the turbine

bypass system or condenser are unavailable, steam generator heat removal

is maintained using [main or auxiliary] feedwater and steam is discharged

via the atmospheric dump valves. If [main or auxiliary] feedwater are

unavailable, alternate supplies of feedwater should be employed. Examples

of alternate sources of feedwater are fire pumps, condensate pumps,

temporary water transfer pumps, etc. These alternate sources of feed-

water should be indicated in the plant emergency procedures.

46. [If subcooling conditions, as indicated by CETs, cannot be maintained,

then the pressurizer PORV may be opened and the charging and SIS aligned

for cold leg injection to obtain once-through cooling. For heat removal

*purposes the charging system must remain operating (for plants both with

and without pressurizer PORVs) even if the RCS is in an overpressurized

condition.]
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47. If heat removal is being maintained using any of the methods listed in
step 45, then the operator should periodically verify that condensate

inventory is adequate. If at any time, the cooling water supply for the
heat removal alternative in use becomes limiting, the operator would

implement the next alternative in step 45 which is available. Finally, a
reevaluation of the conditions necessary for SCS operation may be made.

This includes such things as RCS radioactivity levels (if the SCS is

otherwise available), or the activities necessary to restore the SCS for

use. If use of the SCS is appropriate or feasible, steps 38 through 44

are implemented.

.8
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Safe~t Function Statu-6 Check

Figure 5-24 provides the bases for the LOCA Safety Function Status Check. The

Safety Function Status Check is designed to ensure that the operator is using

the correct procedure, and the actions of that procedure are satisfying all 2

relevant safety functions and maintaining adequate core cooling.

The safety function status check provides a systematic approach to determine

if the LOCA EPG is appropriate, and more importantly, if the plant condition

is satisfactory. Safety functions have been used throughout the guideline

system as a structure for storing and using operational information. When the
plant is in a normal condition each safety function can be explicitly shown to

be satisfied. For example, inventory control can be demonstrated by conduct-

ing simple tests with charging and pressurizer spray and heaters. The safety

function status check acceptance criteria for inventory control when the plant

is normal can be direct and explicit. When the plant has been damaged, some
of the safety functions are not easily shown to be under control. For example,

inventory control in an LOCA can not be tested for as easily as it can be when

the plant is normal. The safety function status check acceptance criteria for
inventory control in a LOCA relies on implicit information. Since tests with

charging, pressurizer spray and heaters would not be valid, the inventory
control acceptance criteria is based on knowing that the systems intended to

provide inventory control (i.e., SIS) are functioning. In addition, the

acceptance criteria for other functions must be used in conjunction with
inventory acceptance criteria to arrive at the conclusion that the plant

status is satisfactory.

0t
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I-Co
SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT
Figure 5-24a

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the
LOCA Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Reactivity
Control

Maintenance of
Vital Auxiliaries
(AC & DC Power)

Reactor Power Decreasing
and

[Negative Startup Rate]
and

Not more than 1CEA Bottom
Light Not Lit or Borated
per Tech Specs

Power Range

Power Rate

CEA Status
Display

[0-125%]

[-I - 7 dpm]

On/Off Light
for Each CEA

For all emergency events, the reactor
must be shutdown. The criteria that
no more than one CEA be stuck out or
the RCS be borated observes typical
technical specification requirements.

01r

01

[< ..----- Plant Specific ---------------------------------- >]

RCS Inventory
Control

If [35"] < Pressurizer Level
< [245"];-Then:

charging and letdown are
being operated manually or
automatically to control
pressurizer level

and
RCS > [200F] Subcooled

and
[The RVLMS indicates the
core is covered]

or
If Pressurizýer Level < [35"];
Then:

Pressurizer
Level

[RVLMS]

[0-350"]

[0-100%]

A value of [245"] ([70%] of range)
was chosen as an upper limit for
pressurizer level to account for
instrument accuracies and other
uncertainties. A value of [35"]
([10%] or range) was chosen as a
lower limit to account for instru-
ment accuracy.

A [200 F] subcooling margin coexist-
ing with a pressurizer level of
[35 to 245"] indicates adequate RCS
inventory control via a saturated
bubble in the pressurizer.

(continued)
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

Figure.5-24b

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria
LOCA Guideline in mitigating the event.

are those used to confirm the adequacy of the

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Inventory
Control (Cont'd)

[All available charging pumps
are operating and] the SIS
pump(s) are injecting water
into the RCS per Figure 5-3

(3M

An RVLMS indication that the core is
covered taken in conjunction with
[20°F] subcooling is an additional
indication of adequate RCS inventory
control.

* For cases where RCS inventory is
badly degraded the SIS operation
provides implicit assurance that con-
trol is being regained. At RCS pres-
sures greater than the shutoff head
of the SIS, the use of all available
charging pumps is emphasized. All
available charging pumps is emph-asized
because until pressure lowers, this
will be the sole means of injecting
water into the RCS.

[1600 psia] is the SIAS setpoint. The
range of the selected events are very
broad, therefore the acceptance cri-
teria is written to cover the expected
range which may result from the events
noted.

RCS Pressure
Control

C")

(31

C)

M3

If Pressurizer Pressure >
[1600 psia], Then either-
pressurizer heaters and spray
or charging and SIS pumps
are being operated automatic-
ally or manually to maintain
or restore pressurizer pres-
sure within the limits of the
P/T curves, Figure 5-1

or

Pressurizer
Pressure

[1500-2500
sia]/
0-1600 psia]
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

Figure 5-24c

The.safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those
LOCA Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of the

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Pressure
Control (Cont'd)

If Pressurizer Pressure <
[1600-psia], Then [all avail-
able charging pumps are oper-
ating and] the SIS pump(s)
are injecting water into the
RCS per Figure 5-3 (unless
SIS termination criteria
are met).

TH RTDs [and Core Exit
Thermocouples] < [700'F]

U,

Core Heat Removal [Core Exit [O-16000 FJ
Thermocouples]

TH RTDs [465-615- F]

Since the saturation temperature cor-
responding to the RCS safety valve
setpoints is less than 700°F, an indi-
cated temperature greater than 7000 F-
on the [CETs] represents a superheat
condition in the RCS which can only
occur with core uncovery. Core un-
covery results from a loss of RCS
inventory which generally results
from two accident scenarios: LOCA or
loss of steam generators as a heat
sink. LOCA results directly in a
loss of inventory. Very small break
LOCAs Will not result in depressur-
ization much below the HPSI pump
shutoff head. For these small break
LOCAs, superheat is indicative of
core uncovery occurs at high pres-
sure. For large break LOCAs which
result in rapid depressurization

(Continued)

n
-J

U,
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C, SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

Figure 5-24d

The safety functions listed below and their-respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the
LOCA Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Core Heat Removal
(Continued)

Cr,
-4
co

to less than 300 psia, superheat
which is indicative of core uncovery
occurs at low pressure. A loss of
inventory (leading to core uncovery)
can also result from a loss of S/G
heat sink which causes RCS pressure to
rise high enough to lift the [PORVs]
and pressurizer safeties. Core un-
covery and, therefore, superheat on
the [CETs] indicate an advanced phase
in the approach to inadequate core
cooling and are undesirable. If at
anytime superheat is approached or
indicated, the operator should review
the effectiveness of earlier measures
and take all possible steps to restore
the inventory to at least a core cov-
ered condition as indicated by satur-
ation or subcooling on the [CETs],
Subcooled Margin Monitor, [or as an
indication of core coverage on the
RVLMS].

[7000F] is the plant specific tem-
perature as read on the T RTDs [and
core exit thermocouples (RETs)] which
represents the maximum temperature
anticipated during accident mitiga-
tion. It is chosen based on engin-
eering judgement and is intended to

(Continued)

C')

I'

C",
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LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT
Figure 5-24e

The safety functions-listed below and their respective criteria are those
LOCA Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of the

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Core Heat Removal
(Continued)

01

to

RCS Heat Removal a) At least one S/G has
level:

i) within the normal
level band with feed-
water available to
maintain the level

or
ii) being restored by a

feedwater flow > [150
gpm]

and
b) RCS Tave is < [545°F3

and controlled

Steam Gener- [+63.5" -
ator Level (-)116.5"]

bound predicted, indicated tempera-
tures for an LOCA with no multiple
equipment failures or coincident
accidents.

Superheat on the T RTDs [and CETs]
is indicative of cAre uncovery and
short term core uncovery is predicted
for worst case scenarios.

Decay heat levels may not be high
enough to require a feedwater flow
of [150 gpm]. If this is the case
once steam generator level is returned
to the zero power level band and feed-
water remains available to maintain
that level, then the S/G contribution
to RCS heat removal is being satisfied.

[545°F] is based on not lifting a
steam generator safety valve.

RCS heat removal can occur by once
through cooling either through the
[PORV] or by cooling through the
break combined with steam generator
cooling.

01

0n

I')

Tave [5200F-6100F]

or
c) [All availa-Te charging

pumps are operating and]
the SIS pump(s) are inject-
ing water into the RCS per
Figure 5-3 (unless SIS
termination criteria are
met).
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

Figure 5-24f

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those
LOCA Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of the

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Containment
Isolation

a. i) Containment Pressure
< [4 psig]

Containment
Pressure

[0-60 psig]

and

80

ii) No containment area
radiation monitors
alarming

and
iii) No steam plant

activity monitors
alarming

or
b. CIAS shouldbe present or
manually initiated

Containment
Area Rad
Monitors

Steam Plant
Activity
Monitors

Containment
Isolation
Valve Posi-
tion Indi-
cators

Alarming/Not
Alarming

Alarming/Not
Alarming

[4 psig] is the CIAS setpoint. If
pressure does exceed [4 psig], con-
tainment isolation valves should
shut (i.e., CIAS should be present).

Steam plant activity is an indication
of an SGTR and is not anticipated
for a LOCA regardless of containment
conditions.

The containment should usually be
isolated if containment area radia-
tion monitors alarming.

Open/Shut

'C>
M

,•
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

Figure 5-24g

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the
LOCA Guideline In mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Containment
Temperature and
Pressure Control

a. i) Containment Tempera-
ture < [240'F]

and
ii) Containment Pressure

< [10 psig]

Containment
Dome Temper-
ature

[50-300-F]

Containment [0-60 psig]
Pressure [0-15 psig]

or
b. Containment Spray Flow

> [1500 gpm]
-I

[240°F] corresponds to the maximum
containment temperature expected below
[10 psig].

[10 psigj is based on CSAS setpoint.

During the selected event, contain-
ment temperature and pressure may
exceed these limits if the break is
inside containment. If this happens,
a CSAS should be present and the CSP
should be injecting spray solution
at [1500 gpm].

Containment
Spray Flow

[0-5000 gpme

Containment
Combustible Gas
Control

H2 < L2%] -------- [Plant Specific]-------------------------->
or

[Hydrogen Recombiners in
operation]

[On/Off]

CD)

C)

[In the long term, containment hydro-
gen levels may rise above X%. At any
level greater than X% the hydrogen
recombiners should be operating to
maintain the hydrogen concentration
below flammable/explosive limits].
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Event Strategy

This section contains the detailed LOCA operator actions strategy flow chart,

Figure 5-25. The flow chart pictorially depicts the strategy around which the

LOCA guideline is built. It is intended to assist the reader in understanding

the intent of the guideline writer and for use in training. Operators should
understand the major objectives of the guideline in order to facilitate their

progress toward the guideline goals.

The strategy charts show the recovery guideline strategy in detail and list

the guideline steps.which correspond to each strategy objective. Some steps

in the guideline may be performed at any time during the course of an event.

These steps are shown by affixed asterisks. The dashed boxes above the line

indicate the lead-in steps performed by the operator prior to entering this

recovery guideline.

LOCA .5-82 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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Figure 5-2ba

LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT RECOVERY STRATEGY CHART

SPTIA IMPLEMENTED

__,

DIAGNSTIC ACTIONS

SP2TAs AND DIAGNOSTIC AIDS

LOCA ORG

V TEY .ASSTEP
VEIYSPTA 'I

CONFIRM
YES DIAGNOSIS OF NO

LO CA

INSTRUCTIONS ON IAGNOSED
RCP OPS*

STEPS

IMLIN

CONTROL RCS INVEN-
TORY (ENSURE MAX.
SIS FLOW)

STEP 10

*PERFORMED CONTINUOUSLY

LOCA 5-83 CEN-152 Rev, 02



FIGURE 5-25b
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT RECOVERY STRATEGY CHART

RCPS

YE RUNN11NG NO
STEP 12

y~l •,,'CP RESTART

CRITERIA* :: '•
STEP 12. •;

START ONE RCP IN VERIFY NATURAL
PrPU I flfnn"

CIRICULATIUN *
STEPS 14.15 AND 16

*PERFORMED CONTINUOUSLY

YES (STEP 27)

CONTROL RCS HEAT
REMOVAL
*RAPID COOLDOWN
OVERIFY NATU CIRC OR

ADEQUATE HEAT
REMOVAL

OCONOENSATE INVEN-
TORY STEPS 28, 29

LOCA 5-84 CEN-152 Rev. 02



FIGURE 5-25c
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT RECOVERY STRATEGY CHART

NO

CONTROL CONTAIN-
MENT CONDITIONS

*MONITOR RADIATION
LEVELS

OCSS OPERATION
STEPS 34,35

CONTROL RCS HEAT
REMOVAL HOT & COLD
LEG INJECTION

STEP 37

S
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FIGURE 5-25d
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT RECOVERY STRATEGY CHART

CONIN 
N

NO0 VOID IN•S ELIMINATE VOIDS -

7STEP 45) STEP4 STEP 41

MAINTAIN RCS HEAT
REMOVAL
• HOTICO LD LEG

INJECTION
STEP 45 ,

YES NO

*PERFORMED CONTINUOUSLY
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EMERGENCY PROCEDUREI TUBE RUPTURE RECOVERY
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PURPOSE

This guideline provides operator actions which must be accomplished in the

event of a steam generator tube rupture. The actions in this guideline are
necessary to ensure the plant is placed in a stable, safe condition. This

guideline provides technical information to be used by utilities in developing
a plant specific procedure.

ENTRV CONDITIONS

1. The Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed.

and

2. Plant conditions indicate that a steam generator tube rupture has

occurred. Any one, or more, of the following may be present:

a. Air ejector high activity alarm.

b. Steam generator blowdown high activity alarm.

c. High activity and conductivity in steam generator liquid-sample.

d. Increasing steam generator level.

e. [Other plant specific symptoms, insert here.]

SGTR 6-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02
SGTR 6-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
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OPERATOR ACTIONS.

1. Verify that the S tandard Post Trip Actions have been performed. W/

2. Confirm the diagnosis of a steam generator tube rupture by:

[a) Referring the the Break Identification Chart (Figure 6-2)

and
b) Verifying the Safety Function Status Check criteria are satisfied])

3. Sample both steam generators for activity.

*4. If the diagnosis indicates that an LOCA or an ESDE has occurred, Then

exit the SGTR Guideline and implement the actions of the ESDE or LOCA

Guideline.

*5. If the. initial diagnosis of an SGTR is confirmed, Then continue with the

actions of this guideline.

If not, implement the Functional Recovery Guideline.

*6. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an

SIAS, Then ensure two of four RCPs are tripped (in opposite loops).

*7. [If RCP operating limits are not satisfied, Then trip the remaining two,

RCPs].

*8i Veif that the safety functions are being satisfied by comparing control

board parameters to the acceptance criteria of the Safety Function Status

Check.

* *Step performed continuously.

SGTR 6-3 CEN-152 Rev. O.Z
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE STEAM GENERATOR

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE TUBE RUPTURE RECOVERY

GUIDELINES Page 4. of 14- Revision 0.2.

*9. If the safety functions from the Safety Function Status Check are satis-

fied, Then continue with the actions of this guideline.

If not, implement the Functional Recovery Guideline.

10. Verify that the RCS hot leg temperature is less than [5250F1 in order to

minimize the possibility of lifting steam generator safeties after /
isolating a steam generator.

If the RCS hot leg temperature is greater than [5250 F], Then cooldown the

RCS by (listed in order of preference):

a) If the condenser, turbine bypass system, and [main or auxiliary]
feedwater system are available, Then commence the cooldown by using

the turbine bypass system and [main or auxiliary] feedwater.

or

b) If the condenser or turbine bypass system is not available, Then

commence a reactor plant cooldown using the atmospheric dump valves

and [main or auxiliary] feedwater.

11. Determine which steam generator has the tube rupture by performing the

following:

a) Monitor and/or sample steam generators for activity.

b) Monitor main steam piping for activity. K /
c) [Other plant specific indications, insert here.] 4

12. Isolate the steam generator with higher activity, higher radiation levels

or increasing water level by performing the following:

* Step performed continuously.

SGTR 6-4 CEN-152 Rev. 02
SGTR 6-4 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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TUBE RUPTURE RECOVERY

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page 5 of 2.4 Revision

a) Close the main steam isolation valve.

b) Verify the main steam isolation valve bypass valve is closed. J
c) Close the atmospheric dump valve and align to the manual mode. 1

d) Close the main feedwater isolation valve.
e) Isolate steam generator blowdown. /
f) [Close the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves including the steam

driven pump steam supply valve associated with the steam generator

being isolated.]

g) Isolate vents, drains, exhausts, and bleedoffs fror the steam system
and turbine building sumps.

h) [Other plant specific information, insert here.]

13..Verify the correct S/G is isolated by checking radiation indications, and
possible steam generator level increase, and by sampling techniques.

14. If the wrong steam generator has been isolated, Then unisolate that
generator and isolate the affected steam generator.

15. If both generators are affected, Then the steam generator with the
highest radioactivity should be isolated. V

*16. If the RCPs were stopped, Then one RCP in each loop should be restarted

if possible. Determine whether RCP restart criteria ar met by the
following:

a) The unaffected steam generator (or the least affected, if both steam
generators have leaks) is available (feed and steam flow) for J
removing heat from the RCS,

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasingY

c) The RCS is at least [20'F] subcooled (Figure 6-1) /

* Step performed continuously.

SGTR 6-5 CEN-152 Rev. 02
SGTR 6-5 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE TUBE RUPTURE RECOVERY
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d) [Other criteria satisfied per RCP operating instructions.]J

*17. If RCP restart criteria are met, Then do the following:

a) Start all available HPSI and charging pumps, or verify their opera-

tion.

b) Start one RCP in each loop.

c) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding V

Tc on Figure 6-1].

d) Operate HPSI (Figure 6-3) and charging pumps until pressurizer level

is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

*18. If all RCPs have been stopped inventory and pressure are being control-

led, and the steam generatonos are being used for heat removal, Then

natural circulation flow is being maintained in at least one loop. The

following criteria must be met to demonstrate adequate natural circula-

tion flow:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT. v
b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing slowly

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and [core exit thermo-

couples].

*19. If the criteria of step 18 are not met, Then ensure RCS pressure and

inventory (steps 20 and 26), and S/G steaming and feed (step 27), are

being controlled properly.

* Step performed continuously.

SGTR6-6 EN-12 Re. 0

SGTR 6-6 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*20. If pressurizer level is less than [35"], Then take steps to ensure

maximum safety injection (Figure 6-3) and charging flow to the RCS by:

a)
b)

c)
d)

restoring electrical power to valves and pumps,

restoring correct SIS valve lineup if misaligned,

restoring other necessary auxiliary systems,

starting idle SIS and charging pumps.

*21. If the SIS is operating, Then it may be throttled or stopped, one train

at a time, if the following conditions are satisfied:

a) RCS is at least [20'F] subcooled (Figure 6-1)

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"j and constant or increasing,

c) At least one steam generator is available (feed and steam flow) for

removing heat from the RCS. v/

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered.]

*22. If the criteria of step 21 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted. /

23. If the SIS termination criteria are met and the isolated steam generator

is still overfilling with primary fluid, Then stop the running HPSI v/

pumps.

*24. Prevent overfilling of the isolated steam generator through periodic

draining to the [radioactive waste system] or, if draining is not feas-

ible or sufficient, then dump steam from the affected steam generator to

the condenser. W( ho 1y v (ut&i¶b-

wille pero me _A9ont-inu ously

*Step performed continuously.

SGTR 
6-7 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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u. Samole the RCS for radioactivity and boron concentration. Calculate and

add sufficient boron to the RCS to raise the entire RCS (including the
mass in the pressurizer) to the shutdown margin required by Technical
Speci~fications.

26. Decrease and then control RCS pressure slightly above (0-100 psid) the

isolated steam generator pressure and below [1000.psial. Throughout the
event, including cooldown, maintain the RCS within acceptable Post-
Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits of Figure 6-1 by the following
methods of RCS depressurization:

a) Main spray
b) Auxiliary Spray

c) Throttling HPST pump(s)

27. Resume an orderly reactor plant cooldown in accordance with Technical

Specification limits with forced circulation (preferred) or natural

circulation by:

a) If the condenser and either the [main or auxiliary] feedwater system
are available, cooldown by using the turbine bypass system.

or
b) If the condenser or turbine bypass system are not available, then

cooldown using theunisolated (least affected) steam generator by
way of the atmospheric dump on the unisolated (least affected) steam

generator, and using either the [main or the auxiliary] feedwater
system.

28. Sam2 the condensate and other connecting systems, including turbine
building sumps, for activity which may have been transferred from the

affected steam generator(s).

* Step performed continuously.

SGTR 6-8 CEN-152 Rev. 02 a
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*29. Observe the [turbine] and [auxiliary] building ventilation systems'

radiation monitors and any other applicable radiation monitors. Take

corrective actions, if necessary, in accordance with plant Technical

Specification Limitations.
y

30. When conditions permit, Then restart one RCP in each loop to establish

cooling of the isolated steam generator and continue RCS cooldown and

depressurization to SCS initiation conditions. Refer to steps 16 and 17

for RCP restart criteria. If RCP restart criteria are not met, then go

to step 38. V/

*31. Monitor the condensate inventory during the cooldown, in order to ensure

an adequate supply. Refer to Figures 6-4 and 6-5. v"

*32. Maintain pressurizer level in the indicating range, [35 to 245"] (unless

it is necessary to go solid to restore RCS subcooling) by (listed in

order of preference):

a) Control charging and letdown /
or

b) Operating and/or throttling SIS.

33. If plant conditions permit, Then bypass automatic initiation of [MSIS.4
CIAS, CSAS and SIAS by lowering the setpoint as the cooldown and depres-

surization proceeds].

*34. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, Then a void should be

suspected. The operator should monitor for the presence of voids. If

voiding inhibits RCS depressurization to SCS entry pressure, Then an

attempt at eliminating the voiding should be made.

* Step performed continuously.

SGR69CN-5 e.0
SGTR 6-9 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications,

parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) [other indications insert here].

*35. If voiding should be eliminated, Then proceed as follows:

a) verify letdown is isolated,

b) stop the depressurization and, if required, repressurize the RCS to

i[20*F] subcooling,

c) pressurize and depressurize the RCS within the limits of Figure 6-1

by operating pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method) or

HPSI and charging pumps (alternative method). Monitor pressurizer

level [and the RVLMS) for trending of RCS inventory.

d) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the steam generator tube bundle void. Monitor

pressurizer level for trending of RCS inventory.

e) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then [operate

the pressurizer vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to] clear

trapped non-condensible gases. Monitor pressurizer level [and/or

the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

* Step performed continuously.

SGTR 6-10 CEN-152 Rev. 02A
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*36. When the RCS is cooled to at least [300'F] and depressurized to at least

[300 psia], Then initiyte shutdown cooling per the SCS operating instruc-
tions.

37. [Isolate, vent, or drain the safety injection tanks at 250 psia.]J/

38. [Initiate the low temperature overpressurization system at 2750F.] /

39. If necessary, a natural circulation cooldown is performed by the steps in

the remainder of the guideline.

*40. During the cooldown and depressurization
circulation heat removal is maintained.

voiding inhibits depressurization to SCS

step 34.

to SCS entry conditions natural
Refer to steps 18 and 19. If

entry conditions, then refer to

*41. Monitor the condensate inventory during the cooldown, in order to ensure
an adequate supply. Refer to Figures 6-4 and 6-5.t/

*42. Maintain pressurizer level in the indicating range [35 to 245") (unless

it is necessary to go solid to restore RCS subcooling) by (listed in
order of preference):

a) Control charging and letdown

or

b) Operating and/or throttling SIS.

43. If plant conditions permit, Then bypass automatic initiation of [MSIS,
CIAS, CSAS and SIAS by lowering the setpoint as the cooldown and

depressurizati on proceeds]. J

* Step performed continuously.

SGTR 6-11 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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44. Maintain the RCS pressure slightly above that of the affected S/G and

within the acceptable Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits (Figure
6-1) during the cooldown by:

a) Controlling RCS heat removal via the unaffected or least affected

steam generator
and

b) Controlling RCS pressure using the following methods (listed in

order of priority):
i) Pressurizer heater and auxiliary spray

ii) Charging and letdown

iii) HPSI pumps

45. Remove heat from the isolated S/G during the cooldown by one of the

following methods (listed in order of priority):

a) feed and bleed using main or auxiliary feedwater and steam generator
blowdown

b) [other plant specific methods, insert hereJ.

46. When the RCS is cooled to at least [300'F] and depressurized to at least

[300 psia], Then initiate shutdown cooling per the SCS operating instruc-
tions. /

47. [Isolate, vent, or drain the safety injection tanks at 250 psia RCS
pressure.]

i
48. [Initiate the low temperature overpressurization system at 275°F.]

SGTR6-12CEN-52 Rv. 0
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SUPPLEMENTARV INFORMATION

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. To minimize the unmonitored release of radioactivity, use of the atmos-

pheric steam dump valves on the affected steam generator should be

minimized.

2. To reduce the release of potentially radioactive steam from turbine

driven pump exhausts, motor driven auxiliary or main feedwater pumps

should be used. If the motor driven pumps are not available, steam from

the intact steam generator should-be used to drive the turbine driven

auxiliary feed pump.

3. During all phases of the cooldown, RCS temperature and pressure should be

monitored to avoid exceeding a maximum cooldown rate greater than Tech-

nical Specification Limitations.

4. Automatic feedwater modulation may mask the expected steam generator

level increase due to a steam generator tube rupture.

5. If the faulted steam generator has been isolated and the cooldown is

proceeding via natural circulation, an inverted AT (i.e., Tc greater than

TH) may be observed in the idle loop. This is due to a small amount of

reverse heat transfer in the isolated steam generator and will have no

effect on natural circulation flow in the intact steam generator.

6. Do not-place systems in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

SGTR 6-13 CEN-152 Rev. 02
SGTR 6-13 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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7. All available indication should be used to aid in diagnosing the event

since the-accident may cause irregularities in a particular instrument

reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or more
confirmatory indications are available.

8. If the initial cooldown rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits,
there may be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the

reactor vessel. Post-Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits of Figure 6-1
should be maintained.

9. Solid water operation of the pressurizer should be avoided unless [20*F]
of subcooling cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 6-1). If the RCS

is solid, closely monitor any makeup or'draining and any system heatup or
cooldown to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

10. Minimize the number of cycles or pressurizer auxiliary spray whenever the

temperature differential between the spray water and the pressurizer is
greater than [200°F] in order to minimize the increase in the spray
nozzle thermal stress accumulation factor. Every such cycle must be

recorded in accordance with Technical Specification Limitations.

11. If restarting reactor coolant pumps, consideration should be given to
choosing pump combinations which will maximize-pressurizer spray flow.

12. [Monitor quench tank parameters since any sustained operation of the
PORVs may burst the tank's rupture disc.]

13. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding
and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat C

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened.
Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

SGTR 6-14 CEN-152 Rev. 02C
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14. When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are not operating, the

RVLMS provides an accurate indication of reactor vessel liquid inventory.

When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are operating, it is

not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

due to the effect of the RCP induced pressure head on the RVLMS. The

indicated level also differs for different RVLMS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending may still be discerned. However, the operator is cautioned not

to rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating.

15. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat C
removal or inventory control safety functions begin to be threatened.

Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

SGTR 6-15 CEN-152 Rev. 02C
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FIGURE 6-1"

TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LIMITS(2)

S

4.

It

"•' '}i
] 300 400

RCS TEMPERATURE, OF
600

NOTES: (1) THIS CURVE SUPERSEDES THE 100°F/HOUR COOLDOWN CURVE
ANYTIME THE RCS HAS EXPERIENCED AN UNCONTROLLED COOLDOWN
WHICH CAUSES RCS TEMPERATURE TO GO BELOW 500°F

(2) THESE CURVES MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR INSTRUMENT INACCURACIES
(3) COLOR CODE

RED - PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
ORANGE- PARAMETER IN DANGER OF EXCEEDING LIMITS
YELLOW- PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT

STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES

SGTR 6-16 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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FIGURE 6-3
TYPICAL ACCEPTABLE SIS FLOW v$ RCS PRESSURE{1)

INJECTION MODEM21

10.

g 100

1200

},,,-1100

C.

C g o o
50en9O

**.,

FLOW, GPM

NOTES: (1) SEE IMPLEMENTATION SECTION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SPECIFIC CURVE
(2) FOR HOT AND COLD LEG INJECTION MODE,THE LPSI PUMPS ARE NOT

REQUIRED TO BE OPERATING. THE HPSI PUMP FLOW IS DIVIDED EaUALLY
BETWEEN THE HOT AND COLD LEGS

(3) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) PUMPS WILL BE
OPERATING BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE
FALLS BELOWTHE SHUTOFF HEAD OF ANY SIS PUMP

(4) COLOR CODE
RED- PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
YELLOW - PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE. BUT STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN. PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES

SGTR 6-18 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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TYPICAL FEEDWATER CAPACITY vs TIME REMAINING UNTIL

SHUTDOWN COOLING REQUIRED
FIGURE 6-4
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FIGURE 6-5

TYPICAL FEEDWATER REQUIRED FOR SENSIBLE HEAT REMOVAL
TCOLD (REQUIRED) VsTcOLD (INITIAL)
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I I 620CE-12 evl 0
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SAFETV FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Sa~e~ty Func-tion'

1. Rea~c.tivity Cont*Aot

Acceepýtmce CxLtv~ti

1.a. Reactor power decreasing
and

b. [Negative Startup Rate]

and

c. No more than 1 CEA bottom light

not lit or borated per Tech

Specs.

2. Mainttenance oA V.Zfr2 Au~xitaxi".~
(AC and DC ?owet)

3. RCS Inve~nto'uj Con~tk~ot

2. [Plant specific criteria, insert

here].

3.a. If pressurizer level is

[35 to 245"], Then:
i) Charging and letdown are

being operated automatic-

ally, or manually, to main-
tain or restore pressurizer
level

and
ii) the RCS is at least [20 0F]

subcooled

and
iii) [the RVLMS indicates the

core is covered]

Olt

SGTR 6-21 CEN-152 Rev. 02
SGTR 6-21 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCT-ION STATUS CHECK

Sa~e~ty Fu~nction Acce~ptance C4Lteiia.

?'t

4. RCS P'te.6uAe ContiwZ

b. If pressurizer level is less than
[35"], Then:

i) [all available charging

pumps are operating and] the

SIS pump(s) is injecting

water into the RCS per

Figure 6-3

and

ii) [the RVLMS indicates the

core is covered].

4.a. If pressurizer pressure is great-

er than or equal to [1600 psia],

Then pressurizer heaters and

spray are being operated auto-

matically, or manually, to main-

tain or restore pressurizer

pressure within the limits of

Figure 6-1.

Ok

b. If pressurizer pressure is less

than [1600 psia], Then [all

available charging pumps are

operating and] the SIS pump(s)

are injecting water into the RCS

per Figure 6-3 (unless SIS

termination criteria are met).

0

i"J

SGT 6-I2 CI-152IRv. 02
SGTR 6-22 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Saje~ty Functiont

5. Coxe Heat Remo vat

6. RCS Heat Removat

Acceptance C~iteAia

5. T H RTD [and Core Exit Thermo-

couple] temperatures less than

[600°F].

6.a. The unaffected steam generator

has level:

i) within the normal level band

with feedwater available to

maintain level

or

ii) being restored by
flow greater than

feedwater

[150 gpm]

1,E

and
b. RCS Tave is less than [525 0F] and

control led.

7. Conan-iment 1.6oZc-tion 7.a. Containment pressure less than

[1.5 psig]

and
b. No containment area radiation

monitors alarming.

SGR6-3CE-5 Rev 02 III
SGTR 6-23 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

SaijQ.ty Function

8. Con-taiLnmen~t Tempvwetatc~e and
Pxceszuxe Contoz

Acceptance CAte,•vi,

8.a. Containment temperature less than

[1200F]
and

b. Containment pressure less than

[1.5 psig]

and

c. No abnormal containment sump

levels

9. Contaninmenvt Combu~tibtee
Ga46 Con~t'Lo

9. H 2 concentration less than [2%].

IIIR III IN- 5 evI0
SGTR 6-24 CEN-152 Rev. 02



BASES

The bases section of the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) recovery guide-
line describes the SGTR transient in relation to the actions which the opera-
tor takes during an SGTR. The purpose of the bases section is to provide the
operators with information which will enable them to understand the reasons
for and the consequences of the actions they take during a SGTR.

Chauacte~ization oJ a SGTR Evemvt .

The steam generator tube rupture accident is a penetration of the barrier
between the reactor coolant system (RCS) and the main steam system. The
penetration can range from the failure of an etch pit, a small crack in a
U-tube or weld joining the U-tube to the tube sheet, to a single tube double-
ended rupture to multiple ruptures in one generator or simultaneous ruptures
in both generators. A steam generator tube inside diameter is 0.67 inches. A
complete severance of a tube which allows reactor coolant to flow out both
ends has an equivalent flow area of approximately 0.7 square inches. This
size may be compared to 0.072 square inches, the smallest hole which is
classified as a loss of coolant. The loss of coolant flowrate for a steam
generator tube rupture differs from the classic loss of coolant accident in
that the backpressure opposing flow is the steam generator pressure instead of

the containment pressure.

For the double ended rupture of one steam generator tube, without operator
action, the reactor trip is expected within 15 minutes after rupture. Mul-
tiple tube failures could result in a more rapid plant response. Ruptures
within charging system capacity will not result in a continuously decreasing
pressurizer level and pressure, since the automatic operation of the PLCS may
stop the decrease. An automatic reactor trip may not occur and a controlled
reactor shutdown should be performed using the appropriate non-emergency
procedures.

SGTR 6-25 CEN-152, Rev. 02



A steam generator tube rupture is characterized by specific parameters that

may be noted in the control room. Some of these indications are:

a) Radiation monitors indicating an increase in activity levels at the air

ejector discharge, at the steam generator blowdown lines, at the turbine

or auxiliary building'ventilation monitors, at the stack monitor, and/or

in the steam generator liquid sample.

b) Decreasing level in the volume control tank.

c) An unaccounted increase in the charging and/or a decrease in the letdown

system flowrates.

d) Relatively constant temperature and power indications prior to reactor

trip or operator intervention.

e) Steam generator water level either remains relatively constant (indicat-

*ing a small rupture) or increases slowly (indicating a large rupture) due

to the primary to secondary leakage incbrred.

f) Containment temperature and pressure remain unchanged.

Saety Fnc toi .. -....

The steam generator tube rupture accident directly affects two safety func-

tions. One is RCS inventory control. The second safety function affected is

containment isolation since the reactor coolant boufidary has been broken and

control of the spread of contamination is provided by secondary plant align-

ment and isolation. All safety functions should be monitored to assure public

safety.

The general goals related to controlling RCS inventory and radionuclide

containment are met by controlling leakage between the primary and secondary

systems and, after isolating the leaking steam generator, by avoiding opening

its safety valves. Primary to secondary leakage is minimized by minimizing

SGTR 6-2_6 CEN-152, Rev. 02
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the pressure differential between the reactor coolant system and the steam

generators. The steam generator safety valves can be lifted in two ways.

Adding heat to the steam generator causes steam generator pressure to in-

crease, which in turn causes the safety valves to lift. A second way to lift

steam generator safety valves is to have RCS leakage into the steam generator

with the RCS pressure greater than the steam generator safety valve setpoint.

This second process has a time delay built into it. The pressure drop across

the steam generatorffli rupture keeps the steam generator from seeing high

RCS pressure until the steam generator fills sufficiently to drive steam

generator pressure up. The optimum response to control RCS inventory and

radionuclide containment is to minimize RCS and steam generator pressure

differential as soon as possible while bringing RCS pressure down below the

steam generator safety valve setpoint and to control RCS temperature to

preclude lifting steam generator safety valves by heat transfer to the steam

generators.

RCS inventory control is affected in the following manner. The rupture size

determines when an automatic reactor trip occurs. For example, the inventory

loss out a double-ended tube rupture will exceed the total maximum charging

flow into the RCS. Consequently, pressurizer level and pressure decrease and

a reactor trip occurs. Pressure and level fall rapidly following the trip,

usually emptying the pressurizer and initiating an SIAS. If the pressurizer

level decreases to less than [35 inches], all heaters are deenergized due to

low pressurizer level. RCS inventory loss is controlled by minimizing the

differential pressure between the RCS and the steam generators. Inventory

control for the SGTR is dependent on RCS and steam generator pressure control.

Radionuclide containment is the second safety function challenged by the SGTR.

In addition to the loss of reactor coolant caused by a steam generator tube

rupture, fission products and activated corrosion products normally suspended

in the reactor coolant will be transferred from the primary to the secondary

plant. Steam plant vents and exhausts provide a potential path to the envi-

ronment for the radioactive products. The transfer of fission and activated

corrosion products from the RCS to the affected steam generator will result in

increased levels of activity in the steam generator liquid sample. A high

SGTR 6-27 CEN-152, Rev. 02
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radiation alarm could occur in the steam generator blowdown monitoring system.

Activated products (mostly noble gases) will be carried into the steam plant
by the main steam flow. The non-condensible gases may eventually be exhausted

to the environment by way of the stack via the air ejector exhaust and may

alarm the radiation monitoring system. As a result of gases being emitted and

the build-up of activity in the affected steam generator general area radia-

tion levels in the turbine and auxiliary building will increase and may cause

area radiation monitors to alarm. Ventilation exhaust and stack monitors may

also alarm. For double ended tube ruptures, the expected order of alarms is:

air ejector, blowdown, ventilation and stack monitors. For small tube leaks,

the first indication may be a high activity level in the steam generator

liquid sample.

In this SGTR recovery guideline, radionuclide containment control is accomp-

lished in several stages. The steps to detect and Isolate the damaged steam

generator are provided. Even before this, a step is provided which cools the

RCS so that once the damaged steam generator is isolated, the RCS cannot

transfer enough heat into it to cause its safety valves to open. The actions

to control RCS inventory combined with control of RCS pressure also preclude

release through the steam generator safety valves.
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Rew•cto,. Powev (Figwute 6-6]

In response to a steam generator tube rupture, reactor power initially remains

constant. Ruptures exceeding the capacity of the available charging pumps

will result in a reactor trip on [thermal margin/low pressure] in a time

dependent on the sizeof the rupture. O~tk7•-

RCS TenipeAa.twce. (Figwxe 6-7)

The RCS temperatures remain relatively constant until the reactor trips.

Following the reactor trip, the RCS hot and cold leg temperatures will de-

crease to approximately the hot standby values if reactor coolant pumps are

running. If'all reactor coolant pumps are stopped, RCS temperatures are

expected to stabilize near hot zero power values with hot leg temperature

less than fifty degrees greater than cold leg temperature in the loop or loops

*with natural circulation flow established.

Pxeusu6izer Prtessue (Figuwe. 6-81

Pressurizer pressure response is dependent on the severity of the tube rup-

ture. For small ruptures the pressure will remain relatively constant due to

the ability of the PPCS to mitigate the loss. For more extensive ruptures, a

continual and sometimes rapid decrease in pressure will be seen, and without

operator action a [thermal margin/low pressure] reactor trip will occur. If
pressure continues to fall and goes below the SIAS setpoint and subsequently •;

below the HPSI pump shut-off head, the SIS is expected to restore RCS pressure

and inventory control.

Prtauxizer Levet (FZquAe 6-9)

Pressurizer level will remain relatively constant for small ruptures due to

the ability of the PLCS to make up for inventory losses. For larger tube

ruptures, a slowly decreasing level will be seen. If the ruptures are large
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enough to cause the level to fall below the heater cutout setpoint, the

subsequent pressure decrease will cause an SIAS and inventory control is

expected to be restored.

Reacltox Ve~zet Leve•l {Fiuxe 6-10)

For tube ruptures which are small enough so that the PPCS and PLCS can make up

the pressure and inventory decreases, no RVUH voiding is expected. The loss
of primary coolant for a double-ended rupture of one tube will result in con-

stantly decreasing pressure and level. Voids will form in the RVUH if the RCS

pressure reaches the saturation pressure of the hottest RCS temperature. The

void is not expected to drop below the RCS hot leg however, due to inventory

replacement via the SlS.

Steam Generator Ptemes•r (FigL e 6-11)

Steam generator pressure remains relatively constant until reactor trip. The

*reactor trip causes a turbine trip, and the reduced steam demand causes a

slight dip and then a rapid rise in steam generator pressure. The turbine

bypass system automatically actuates to control main steam pressure. The

pressure is eventually reduced to the hot standby value (which is higher than

operating steam generator pressure at full power).

Steam Genmatox Leve{ (Figure 6-12)

Following the reactor trip, the level in both steam generators will shrink to

the usual post trip level. Steam generator water level will be relatively

unaffected for small ruptures. Large ruptures usually cause a slow increase
in level in the affected steam generator if level control is in the manual

mode. Otherwise S/G level will remain relatively unchanged. In general,

level experiences a sharp decrease following the reactor trip and turbine

trip, followed by a steady increase due to the rupture and feedwater control

system until the hot zero power level is reached. If the rupture is large

enough, especially after the affected steam generator has been isolated, level
*may increase enough in the affected steam generator to fill the steam gener-

ator unless appropriate actions are taken.

I
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FIGURE 6-6
W REPRESENTATIVE SGTR EVENT CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 6-7

REPRESENTATIVE STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE
RCS NARROW RANGE TEMPERATURES
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FIGURE 6-8
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FIGURE 6-9
REPRESENTATIVE SGTR EVENT CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 6-10
REPRESENTATIVE STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE
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FIGURE 6-11

REPRESENTATIVE SGTR EVENT CHARACTERISTICS
AFFECTED STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE
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FIGURE 6-12

REPRESENTATIVE STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE
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Guideline Stateey and Infokmation Ftow

Figure 6-13 provides the reader with a summary description of the SGTR Recov-

ery Guideline strategy and information flow.

K Prior to implementing the actions provided in the guideline, the operator
would have performed the Standard Post Trip Actions and diagnosed the event.

In the SGTR Recovery Guideline the operator begins using the safety function

*status check to confirm that the plant is recovering. The first step of this

guideline requires a verification that these steps have taken place. The next

steps in the sequence require a cooldown to reduce steam generator saturation
pressure below the S/G safety setpoint, detecting which S/G is leaking and

isolating it. This is done to prevent radionuclide release to the environment

via the safety valves.

The next group of steps provide instructions on RCP restart, natural circula-

tion, SIS, and S/6 level control. These steps are illustrated on Figure 6-13.

Subsequent steps deal with minimizing leak flow and performing an RCS cool-
down. A more detailed chart illustrates the recovery guideline strategy and
lists the guideline steps which are performed at any time during the course of

the event by use of affixed asterisks. Refer to Figure 6-20.
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FIGURE 6-13a
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FIGURE 6-13b
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE
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Ba.ze Op~cwtor Ac.-ionz

The operator actions are directed at placing the plant in a stable condition

following the reactor trip, ensuring that a proper heat sink for the reactor

is being maintained, and minimizing radiation release.

1. The execution of all standard post trip actions is verified. This

assures that all safety functions have been initially attended to.

2. The diagnosis of a steam generator tube rupture should be confirmed using

[the Break Identification Chart (Figure 6-2) and by verifying that the

safety functions are being satisfied by comparing control board para-

meters to the acceptance criteria in the Safety Function Status Check.

In particular, the operator should note the status of RCS subcooling and

containment and steam plant activity. These parameters provide a means

of discriminating between SGTRs and LOCAs/ESDEs. For an SGTR, steam
plant activity monitors may be alarming but containment activity monitors

should not be alarming. For most LOCAs, the RCS reaches saturation

*condition and containment activity monitors may be alarming but steam

plant activity monitors should not be alarming. For ESDEs, neither steam

plant or containment activity monitors should be alarming. For plants

which exhibit S/G tube leakage, however, steam plant or containment

activity monitors may alarm during ESDEs. This action is a method for

verifying the proper procedure is being used to mitigate the effects of

an SGTR and all safety functions are being satisfied.]

3. Sample both steam generators for activity. This will assist in confirm-

ing the diagnosis made in step 2.

4. If the-diagnosis indicates that a6 LOCA or an ESDE has occurred, then the

SGTR Guideline is exited and the actions of the proper guideline are

implemented. This allows the operator to switch to the proper guideline

for those events similar to an SGTR which may be occurring. LOCAs,

ESDEs, and SGTRs have similar initial symptoms and could be confused

early in the event.
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5. If the initial diagnosis of an SGTR is confirmed, then the operator

Scontinues with the actions of this guideline. If the diagnosis is not

confirmed, then the operator is directed to implement the Functional

Recovery Guideline. The Functional Recovery Guideline is functionally

oriented and will ensure all safety functions are attended to regardless

of what event(s) is occurring.

6. Step numbers 6 and 7 contain guidance regarding the RCP operating strat-

egy for an SGTR (Figure 6-14). A generic RCP trip strategy has been
developed which, in general, results in the tripping of all four RCPs for

depressurization events determined to be LOCAs, but allows the continued

operator of two RCPs (in opposite loops) for diagnosed, non-LOCA, depres-

surization events. For undiagnosed events, where the Functional Recovery

Guideline is implemented, the RCP trip strategy is identical to that

followed in the LOCA guideline.

There are two significant operational aspects regarding the RCP trip

scheme for an SGTR. The first results in the operator tripping two RCPs

(in opposite loops) if pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300

psia] following an SIAS. This may occur in the Standard Post Trip Ations

and, in this case, the operator would simply verify that two RCPs (in

opposite loops) have been tripped. If the operator cannot confirm that
an SGTR has occurred, and the Functional Recovery Guideline is imple-

mented, then the RCP trip strategy is identical to that followed in the

LOCA guideline (i.e., if in the FRG and pressurizer pressure decreases to

less than [1300 psia] following an SIAS, then all four RCPs must be

tripped). If the depressurization event can be diagnosed and is deter-

mined to be other than an LOCA (i.e., ESDE or SGTR), then only two RCPs

(in opposite loops) are required to be tripped. This gives the operator

maximum flexibility in plant control (because a normal plant cooldown can
be performed) while still ensuring a conservative approach to event

recovery.
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FIGURE 6-14a
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FIGURE 6-14b
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7. [The second aspect of the RCP operating strategy results in tripping the
0final two RCPs if RCP operating limits are not satisfied. The RCPs may

be operating in a pressure-reduced RCS and, in some cases, degraded
containment conditions are also possible. This could result in the loss
of vital RCP auxiliaries. The operator must continuously monitor RCP
operating limits (e.g., temperatures, seal flow, oil pressures, NPSH,
motor amperage, vibration) and trip the remaining two RCPs if concerned
about RCP operating equipment integrity. Plant specific RCP operating
limits should appear in this step, either directly or, by referencing the
applicable operating instructions.]

8. The operator is required to continually verify that all safety functions
are being satisfied by comparing control board parameters to the criteria
of the Safety Function Status Check. This ensures that all relevant
safety functions are being satisfied and the core is being adequately
cooled.

9. If all the safety functions from the Safety Function Status Check aie
satisfied, then this procedure is adequately mitigating the effects of
the SGTR which is occurring. Therefore, the implementation'of the
remaining actions of this guideline is continued.

If the safety functions are not being satisfied, then the procedure is
not adequately mitigating the event. The operator is required to leave
the SGTR guideline and implement the Functional Recovery Guideline. This
guideline is functionally oriented and will ensure all safety functions
are attended to regardless of what event(s) is occurring.

10. The goal of this step is to verify that the RCS temperature has been
decreased to less than [5250 F] so that the RCS heat inventory is not
available to cause secondary safety valves to lift. If RCS hot leg
temperature is not less than [5251F] the operator will manually cool the
plant down. This action should be performed preferentially by feeding
the steam generators with [main or auxiliary] feedwater and dumping steam

0
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to the condenser via manual control of the turbine bypass system. If the

condenser or turbine bypass system is not available, the next order of

priority for discharging steam would be to use the atmospheric dump

valves. It is less desirable to use the atmospheric dump valves to

cooldown the RCS because of the unmonitored release of activity to the

environment.

This step is presented before the leaking steam generator has been

identified and isolated. This step is most easily accomplished when RCPs

are operating and when one or more steam generators are providing cool-

ing. If all RCPs have been tripped and natural circulation is the heat

removal process, then it is necessary to cooldown both steam generator to

provide uniform RCS cooling. Therefore, if forced circulation is avail-

able this step can be done in parallel with steps 11 and 12, detecting

and isolating the affected steam generator. If forced circulation is not

available this step should be done in parallel with step 11, but complet-

ed before going on to step 12.

- wI cs t ecive for cool JI-he
e -%Lon' If natural circulation cooling provides the reduction of

TH to less than [525 0 F], heat transfer to the steam generator from the

RCS loops will not cause lifting the secondary safety valves. However,

the energy stored in the RV head region and pressurizer has to be dealt rLr'{cLL) '

with to bring RCS pressure close to steam generator pressure to minimize

leakage into the steam generator and to preclude steam generator safety

valve opening due to filling the steam generator and high RCS pressure.

Controlling RCS pressure with the pressurizer and with an uncooled RV

head region is addressed in a later step.

11. The steam generator with the tube rupture should be determined by per.

forming the following steps. These steps include:

a) Monitoring and/or sampling the steam generators for activity

b) Monitoring the main steam piping for activity

c) [lf appropriate, specific plant instructions for determining which

steam generator is affected should be performed].
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This action assists in the containment isolation safety function by
identifying the proper steam generator for isolation.

12. The steam generator with higher activity, higher radiation levels, or

increasing water level should be isolated. Reducing RCS temperature to

below the saturation temperature associated with the lowest pressure

setpoint of the steam generator safety valves is one of the actions

necessary to prevent opening a direct path to the environment for radio-

nuclides after steam generator isolation. Steam generator isolation is

an attempt to reestablish the containment isolation safety function.

The affected steam generator is isolated as follows:

a) The main steam isolation valve is closed.

b) The main steam isolation valve bypass valve is verified closed.
c) [The atmospheric steam dump valve is closed and aligned to the

manual mode].

d) The main feedwater isolation valve is closed.

e) Steam generator blowdown is isolated.

f) [The auxiliary feedwater isolation valves are closed, including the

steam driven pump steam supply valve associated with the steam

generator being isolated].

g) Vents, drains, exhausts, and bleedoffs from the steam system and

turbine building sumps are isolated. This completes the isolation of
the radionuclides still in the secondary system to prevent further

releases to the environment.

h) [Any additional plant specific methods for isolating the steam

generators should be implemented].

13. Once the steam generator has been isolated, isolation of the correct

(affected) steam generator should be verified by checking radiation

indications, sampling, and noting any possible increase in the isolated
steam generator level. This provides feedback that the correct steam

generator has been isolated.
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14. If the wrong steam generator has been isolated then it should be uniso-
S lated and the affected steam generator should be isolated.

15. If both generators are affected, then the steam generator with the
highest radiation indications should be isolated for radiological consid-

erations. This minimizes the potential of releasing radioactivity to the

environment.

16. If all RCPs have been stopped, then operation of two RCPs (in opposite

loops) should be attempted if RCP restart criteria are met. This action
ensures continued forced circulation of coolant through the core, cooling

of the RV head region, provides the capability for the normal mode of

pressurizer spray, condenses RCS steam voids, and removes non-condensible
gases from the S/G tube bundle. Furthermore, this action enhances the

strategy to obtain an uncomplicated cooldown, since a forced circulation
cooldown is preferred to a natural circulation cooldown whenever possible
during recovery from an SGTR. Only one reactor coolant pump in each loop

should be operated to minimize heat input to the RCS.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) The unaffected steam generator (or the least affected, if both S/Gs

have leaks) is available for removing heat from the RCS. A steam

generator having feed flow and removing heat from the RCS is an

indication that primary to secondary heat removal is being main-

tained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing. With
pressurizer level at the high end of the operating band, the possi-

bility of draining the pressurizer due to loop shrinkage and/or

steam void condensation is minimized and there is a greater likeli-
hood of keeping the pressurizer heaters covered. This will assist
in maintaining positive RCS pressure control. The criterion of

pressurizer level not decreasing implies that RCS inventory control

has been established.
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c) The RCS is greater than or equal to [20°F] subcooled. A subcooled

0condition in the RCS taken in conjunction with b) above indicates

that the inventory and pressure are being controlled.

d) [All plant specific RCP operating criteria are satisfied before the

RCPs are restarted to prevent damage to RCPs. Following automatic

or operator initiated containment isolation, reinstatement of

component cooling water to the RCPs should be considered in order to

ensure adequate RCP cooling.]

17. Upon restarting two RCPs in opposite loops, pressurizer level and pres-

sure may decrease due to loop shrinkage and/or void condensation. It is

possible that this action will drain the pressurizer. Steam voids
present in the reactor vessel will condense upon restarting RCPs. [The

RVLMS should be monitored for the trending of reactor vessel liquid

level. This trending information may be correlated to pressurizer level

decrease.] RCP operation with a drained pressurizer may continue pro-

vided certain actions are taken and certain criteria are satisfied.

The following constitute the actions to be taken and the criteria to be

satisfied when restarting RCPs:

a) Start all available HPSI and charging pumps, or verify their opera-

tion. This serves to compensate for pressurizer level and pressure

decrease.

b) Start one RCP in each loop.

c) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump
NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 6-1].

d) Operate all available HPSI and charging pumps until pressurizer

level is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

0
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18. If all RCP operation is terminated and inventory and pressure are con-

trolled, then natural circulation is monitored by heat removal via at

least one steam generator. Natural circulation flow should occur within

5-15 minutes after the RCPs were tripped if there is adequate inventory

in the RCS. Natural circulation heat removal is illustrated in Figure

6-15.

Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,
primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flow resistance, and voiding.

Component elevations on C-E plants are such that satisfactory natural

circulation decay heat removal is obtained by fluid density differences

between the core region and the steam generator tubes.

The operator has adequate instrumentation to monitor natural circulation

for the single phase liquid natural circulation process. The RCS temper-

ature instrumentation, namely loop AT, can be used along with other

information to confirm that the single phase natural circulation process

is effective. The natural circulation process involving two phase

cooling is complex and varied enough so that RCS loop AT may not be a

meaningful indication of adequate natural circulation cooling. The

guidelines are written to alert the operator to use explicit acceptance

criteria for natural circulation only when RCS inventory and pressure are

controlled.

The RCS temperature response during natural circulation will usually be

slow (5-15 minutes) as compared to a normal forced flow system response

time of 6-12 seconds, since the coolant loop cycle time will be signifi-

cantly larger.

When single phase circulation is established in at least one loop the RCS

indicates all of the following conditions:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing;
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d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and [core exit thermo-

couples]. Hot leg RTD temperature should be consistent with the

core exit thermocouples. Adequate natural circulation flow ensures

that [core exit thermocouple] temperatures will be approximately

equal to the hot leg RTDs temperature within the bounds of the

instrument's inaccuracies. An abnormal difference between TH and

the [CETs] is greater than [100 F'.

19. If the criteria listed in step 18 are notmet, then natural circulation .4

in the RCS is not effectively transferring heat from the core to the

steam generators. Both RCS and Core Heat Removal Safety Functions may

become jeopardized if any of the above criteria continue to be violated.

Operators should ensure that RCS pressure and inventory, and S/G steaming

and feed, are being controlled properly to prevent violation of a safety

function, which would require a transfer from this guideline to the

Functional Recovery Guideline.

*20. An SGTR may result in actuation of safety injection. If inventory

control is not established (i.e., pressurizer level is less than [35"]),

then all available charging pumps and at least one train of the SIS

should be operating (until SIS termination criteria are met). SIS

flowrate will vary according to RCS pressure. SIS and charging pump

flowrates should be checked and SIS pump flowrates maximized relative to

RCS pressure to enhance RCS inventory replenishment and/or core heat

removal (see Figure 6-3). Other steps designed to ensure maximum injec-

tion of water into the RCS include; restoration of electrical power and

auxiliary systems, ensuring correct valve lineups, and starting idle

pumps.

21. If an SIAS has been initiated and the SIS is operating, then it must

continue to operate at full capacity until SIS termination criteria are

met. Termination of SIS should be sequenced by stopping one pump at a

time while observing the termination criteria. Throttling of HPSI flow

-.... is permissible. SIS termination criteria are:
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a) RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 6-1). Establishing [200 F]

of subcooling ensures the fluid in the core is subcooled, and
provides sufficient margin for establishing flow should the [200F]

subcooiing deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

some parts of the RCS (e.g., reactor vessel head [as determined by

the RVLMS], but these are permissible as long as core heat removal

is maintained).

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and not decreasing. A
pressurizer level greater than [100"] and not decreasing, in con-
junction with criterion a) above, is an indication that RCS inven-

tory control has been established.

c) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the
RCS. Steam generator availability requires having feed flow and

steam flow which are indications that primary to secondary heat

removal is possible.

9 d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core
coverage in conjunction with the above, serves as an additional

indication that RCS inventory control has been established.]

If SIS termination criteria are met, then the operator may either termin-
ate or throttle the SIS. The operator may decide to throttle rather than

terminate if the SIS is to be used to control pressurizer level or plant
pressure. A general assessment of the SIS performance can be made from

the control room. The operator should confirm that at least one train

and preferably both trains of SIS are operating and that system delivery
rate is consistent with RCS pressure as shown in Figures 6-16 and 6-17.

Injection flow rates to each cold leg should be approximately equal;
departures from this would indicate a closed flow path or some system

leakage that is in addition to the SGTR.

22. If the criteria of step 21 cannot be maintained, then the SIS must be

*restarted.
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23. If the SIS termination criteria are met and the isolated steam generator
is still overfilling with primary fluid, then stop the running HPSI

pumps. Terminating the HPSI pumps, if SIS termination criteria are met,

may prevent overfilling the affected steam generator(s) and challenging a

secondary safety.

24. Overfilling of the isolated steam generator should be prevented by
reducing the level periodically by draining to the [radioactive waste

system]. The potential exists for flow of reactor coolant via the tube
rupture into the isolated steam generator and filling the steam generator

steam space and the main steam piping to the MSIV. This presents an 1

undesirable spread of contamination and potential mainsteam piping

support snubber damage. Draining to the [radiation waste system] will

minimize the spread of contamination. If time and circumstances permit,

snubber damage may be forestalled by snubber pinning per plant specific
procedures. If the generator draining is not feasible or is insuffi-

cient, then steaming the generator to the condenser will minimize radio-

activity release through the S/G safeties. Water hammer damage should be

avoided by not reopening the affected MSIV while a significant amount of

water remains in the main steam piping.

25. The RCS is sampled for activity and boron concentration and is borated to

achieve the required shutdown margin per Technical Specifications. The

sample identifies whether reactor coolant dilution has occurred and
provides the chemistry information needed for borating to the required

boration concentration. This activity identifies whether boron coficen-

tration is sufficient to aid in reactivity control. If there is low
flow, or no flow in the RCS, then a boron sample may not be indicative of

actual boron concentration.

26. The general goals associated with RCS pressure control are providing

subcooling to support the core heat removal process, avoiding overpres-

sure situations for PTS and RTNDT considerations, minimizing the pressure

differential between the steam generator and the RCS to minimize the
leakage and controlling RCS pressure so that it is below the steam

generator safety valve setpoints. This step addresses steam generator to
RCS pressure differential and RCS depressurization.

SGTR 6-54 CEN-152, Rev. 02
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FIGURE 6-16
TYPICAL SAFETY tNJECTION DELMIWY CURVES

NO FAILURES
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NOTE: (1) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS)
PUMPS WILL BE OPERATING, BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION
FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF
HEAD PRESSURE OF ANY SIS PUMP
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FIGURE 6-17
TYPICAL SAFETY INJECTION DELIVERY

FAILURE CONDITIONS - LOSS OF ONE EMERGENCY GENERATOR
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PUMPS WILL BE OPERATING, BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION
FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF
HEAD PRESSURE OF ANY SIS PUMP
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Maintaining the RCS pressure (0-100 psid) above the affected steam

generator pressure and also below the steam generator safety valve

setpoint by using main spray (preferred) or auxiliary spray or throttling

HPSI pumps will minimize the loss of primary fluid to the secondary side,

minimize potential releases of radiation to the environment and loss of
*RCS inventory. This will also preclude secondary fluid from diluting

primary fluid. The strategy for the SGTR'event includes keeping or

. restoring forced circulation. The condition of [200 F] subcooling and

minimum pressure required for operating RCPs may cause the operator to

hold RCS pressure above secondary pressure by the amount needed to

provide this subcooling. The need for [200 F] subcooling takes precedent

over the goal of bringing primary pressure to a point slightly above

secondary pressure. Note that during the forced circulation cooldown

process the isolated steam generator may cool'faster.in the lower regions

(see Figure 6-18). The isolated SG steam space will lag in the cooldown

and cause the fluid in the lower regions to be subcooled. If the tube

rupture is located in this subcooled region, as it most likely will be,

then primary fluid can be at the same pressure as secondary fluid and

also be subcooled. This is a desirable situation because the goal of

keeping primary pressure slightly above secondary pressures is more

easily met while the [201F] subcooling and RCP NPSH is provided. As

noted above, the goals of operating RCP's and [200 F] primary subcooling

take precedent over keeping primary pressure slightly above secondary

pressures.

RCS pressure control will be complicated if only natural circulation is

available for heat removal. Natural circulation is ineffecti.ve for

cooling the RV head region. This region may become the pressurizing

source for the RCS. Steps 34 and 35 provide guidance on void detection

and elimination. If RCP operation has been terminated before RCS cool-

., down and depressurization, or if RCPs cannot be restarted, then a voided

RV head region that is pressurizing the RCS is dealt with in steps 34 and

35.
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FIGURE 6-18

ISOLATED STEAM GENERATOR WITH TUBE RUPTURE
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Maintaining RCS pressure within the acceptable limits of Figure 6-1 helps

0to assure adequate core cooling by ensuring the core is covered (as

indicated by subcooling in the RCS) and minimize concern for pressurized

thermal shock by keeping plant pressure below the [200 0 F] subcooling

limit.

27. An orderly cooldown and depressurization is resumed with the unisolated

steam generator by preferentially using the [main or auxiliary] feedwater
systems in conjunction with the turbine bypass system. If the condenser

or turbine bypass system is not available, the next order of priority for
steam discharge is using the atmospheric dump valves, but the usage of

this method is minimized due to the radiological release considerations

described earlier.

28. The condensate and all other connecting systems, including the turbine
building sumps, should be sampled for activity that may have been trans-

ferred from the affected steam generator(s). These samples aid in deter-

mining the extent of contamination throughout the plant systems.

29. The [turbine] and [auxiliary] building ventilation systems' radiation
monitors, and any other applicable radiation monitors, should be contin-

ually observed. Corrective actions, if necessary, should be taken in

accordance with plant Technical Specification Limitations.

30. If conditions permit, restart an RCP in each loop to establish cooling of

the isolated steam generator and continue RCS cooldown and depressuriza-
tion to SCS initiation conditions. Refer to steps 16 and 17 for restart-

ing RCPs. If restart criteria are not satisfied go to step 38.

This event will require that the affected steam generator be isolated
continuously from the RCS as a heat sink (i.e., all feedwater and steam
flow in and out of that steam generator stopped). During forced flow

conditions in the RCS, when one steam generator must be isolated, suffi-

cient heat transfer occurs to maintain the isolated steam generator at

the same relative temperature as the operating RCS loop. However, with
no RCPs operating, there usually will be no natural circulation flow

SGR6-9CN-5,Re.0
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through the isolated steam generator and RCS loop, leaving those compon-

ents in a hot stagnant condition. This condition by itself will not
usually affect core cooling via natural circulation in the unisolated

steam generator and RCS loop. As long as reactivity control, RCS pres-'
sure control, RCS inventory control, and RCS heat removal are properly

maintained in the operating loop, sufficient natural circulation flow

will be maintained through the core and operating loop.

However, a hot isolated steam generator presents a problem when trying to

depressurize the RCS (e.g., to initiate shutdown cooling). Depressuriza-
tion of the RCS below the isolated steam generator's saturation pressure

could void large portions of the isolated RCS loop which could cause the
isolated steam generator to act as a pressurizer and delay depressuriza-
tion to the shutdown cooling initiation pressure,. Thus, an isolated

steam generator should be cooled down along with the RCS. The preferred
method of cooling an isolated steam generator is to start an RCP, if one
is available. Forced reactor coolant circulation through an isolated

steam generator will provide adequate-heat transfer to maintain the

0 isolated steam generator's temperature approximately (within 200 F) the
same as the operating steam generator's temperature. RCP restart cri-

teria must be met prior to starting RCPs.

31. The available condensate inventory should be continually monitored, and

replenished from available sources as necessary to provide a source for a

secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are

nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.

Plant specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

cited in the procedure. The condensate required to either maintain the
plant at hot standby or cooldown may be determined from Figure 6-4 and

6-5.

32. Once pressurizer level is restored it should be maintained at the normal

shutdown reference level (if possible) by one of the following methods:

a) Preferentially, by control of charging and letdown,

or
b) Operation and/or throttling of the HPSI pumps.
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If the normal shutdown reference level is not maintained, then a pressur-
izer level of [35 to 245"] should be maintained to avoid losing pressure

control with a saturated bubble in the pressurizer. If pressurizer level
drops below the top of the pressurizer heaters, pressurizer heater

operating will be interlocked off for heater protection. It may be
necessary to exceed [24511] pressurizer level if the operator is attempt-
ing to restore RCS subcooling since pressurizer heaters may be unavail-

able or solid water operation may be necessary to achieve subcooling.

Once the pressurizer water temperature varies from the normal hot standby
temperature, the instrument indication on the normal pressurizer level
channel will begin to deviate (i.e., decalibrate) from the true pressur-
izer level. At this time, the operator should use plant cooldown correc-

tion curves (which should be available to the operator in plant specific
procedures) to determine the true pressurizer water level. A cold
calibrated pressurizer instrument channel is provided. This channel can
be used as a quick reference during the plant cooldown.

33. During a controlled cooldown and depressurization the automatic operation
of certain safeguard systems, is undesirable. [Therefore, the setpoints
of SIAS, CSAS, CIAS, and MSIS must be manually reset (lowered) as the
cooldown progresses to ensure that automatic engineered safeguards
protection remains available until the RCS is cooled down and depressur-
ized.]

34. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, then a void should be

suspected. Any.time it is found that voiding inhibits RCS depressuriza-
tion to SCS entry pressure, when SCS operation is desired, then an
attempt at elimination of the voiding should be made.

The operator should monitor for the presence of voids. Voiding in the
RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications, parameter

changes,, or trends:

4
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a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while.operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) COther indications insert here].

35. If voiding should be eliminated, then proceed as follows:

a) Letdown is isolated or verified to be isolated to minimize further

inventory loss,

b) The depressurization is stopped to prevent further growth of the

void and, if required, the RCS is repressurized to >[20F] subcool-

ing, _

c) Pressurizing and depressurizing the RCS within the limits of Figure

5-1 may condense the void. Pressurizing has the effect of filling

the voided portion of the RCS with cooler fluid which will remove

heat from the region. Subsequent depressurization and a repeating

of this process several times will cool and condense the steam void.

In this case of a void in the reactor vessel, the pressurization/

depressurization on cycle will preclude a fill and drain of the

reactor vessel. The pressurization/depressurization cycle may be

accomplished using pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method)

or the SIS/charging system (alternative method). Monitor pressur-

izer level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory. This will

assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness of void elimina-

tion.

d) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the tube bundle void. This will be effective

for condensing steam voids but will not have an effect on non-con-

densible gases trapped in the tube bundle. A buildup of non-con-
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densible gases in the tube bundles will not hinder natural circula-

tion even with a large number of the tube blocked. This is due to

the small amount of heat transfer area required for the removal of

decay heat. Monitor pressurizer level for trending of RCS inven-

tory. This will assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness

of void elimination.

e) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then voiding

may be caused by non-condensible gases. [Operate the pressurizer

vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to clear trapped non-con-

densible gases.] Monitor pressurizer level [and/or the RVLMS] for

trending of RCS inventory. This will assist the operator in assess-

ing the effectiveness of void elimination.

36. When the RCS is cooled to at least [300*F] and depressurized to at least

[300 psia], shutdown cooling should be' initiated per plant specific

operating instructions. If significant voiding is present in the isolat-

ed loop the SCS should be aligned to the subcooled loop. This activity

places the plant in an operational mode where a complete cooldown and

depressurization of the plant can take place.

37. [The safety injection tanks should be isolated, vented, or drained at 250

psig to avoid introducing their nitrogen cover gas into the RCS and

increasing the severity of the event.]

38. ELTOP protection is instituted below 275*F to protect the primary pres-

sure boundary from low temperature brittle fracture.]

39. If required, a natural circulation plant cooldown to SCS initiation

conditions should be conducted according to the following action steps.

40. During the cooldown and depressurization to SCS entry conditions natural

circulation heat removal is maintained. Refer to step 18. If voiding

inhibits depressurization to SCS entry conditions, then refer to step 35.
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41. The available condensate inventory should be continually monitored, and

replenished from available sources as necessary to provide a source for a

secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are

nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.

Plant specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

cited in the procedure. The condensate required to either maintain the
plant at hot standby or cooldown may be determined from Figure 6-4 and

6-5.

42. Once pressurizer level is restored it should be maintained at the normal

shutdown reference level (if possible) by one of the following methods:

a) Preferentially, by control of charging and letdown,

or

b) Operation and/or throttling of the HPSI pumps.

If the normal shutdown reference level is not maintained, then a pressur-

izer level of [35 to 245"] should be maintained to avoid losing pressure

control with a saturated bubble in the pressurizer. If pressurizer level

drops below the top of the pressurizer heaters, pressurizer heater

operating will be interlocked off for heater protection. It may be

necessary to exceed [245") pressurizer level if the operator is attempt-
ing to restore RCS subcooling since pressurizer heaters may be unavail-

able or solid water operation may be necessary to achieve subcooling.

Once the pressurizer water temperature varies from the normal hot standby

temperature, the instrument indication on the normal pressurizer level

channel will begin to deviate (i.e., decalibrate) from the true pressur-

izer level. At this time, the operator should use plant cooldown correc-

tion curves (which should be available to the operator in plant specific

procedures) to determine the true pressurizer water level. A cold

calibrated pressurizer instrument channel is provided. This channel can

be used as a quick reference during the plant cooldown.
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43. During a controlled cooldown and depressurization the automatic operation
of certain safeguard systems, is undesirable. [Therefore, the setpoints
of SIAS, CSAS, CIAS, and MSIS must be manually reset (lowered) as the
cooldown progresses to ensure that automatic engineered safeguards
protection remains available until the RCS is cooled down and depressur-

ized.]

44. During the cooldown maintain the RCS pressure slightly above (0-100 psid)

that of the affected S/G and within the acceptable Post Accident Pres-
sure/Temperature Limits (Figure 6-1) by

. a) Controlling RCS heat removal via the unisolated steam generator

and
b) Controlling RCS pressure using the following methods (listed in

order of priority):
i) Pressurizer heaters and auxiliary spray

ii) Charging and letdown

iii) HPSI pumps

The bases for maintaining the RCS pressure and temperature within the

acceptable range of the P/T limit curve (Figure 6-1) is that it will
prevent excessive repressurization of the RCS leading to a PTS concern

while still allowing the operator the ability to ensure adequate core

cooling.

45. During the natural circulation cooldown remove heat from the isolated

steam generator by one of the following methods (listed in order of
~i{.. priority).

a) feed and bleed using main or auxiliary feedwater and steam generator

blowdown.
b) [other plant specific methods, insert here3
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During normal forced flow conditions in the RCS, when one steam generator
must be isolated, sufficient heat transfer occurs to maintain the isolat-
ed steam generator at the same relative temperature as the operating RCS
loop. However, with no RCPs operating, there usually will be no natural
circulation flow through the isolated steam generator and RCS loop,
leaving those components in a hot stagnant condition. This condition by
itself will not usually effect core cooling via natural circulation in
the unisolated steam generator and RCS loop. As long as reactivity
control, RCS pressure control, RCS inventory control, and RCS heat
removal are properly maintained in the operating loop, sufficient natural
circulation flow will be maintained through the core and operating loop.

However, a hot isolated steam generator presents a problem when trying to
depressurize the RCS (e.g., to initiate shutdown cooling). Depressuriza-
tion of the RCS below the isolated steam generator's saturation pressure
could quickly void large portions of the isolated RCS loop which could
lead to interruption of the natural circulation cooling established in
the operating RCS loop or could cause the isolated steam generator to act

0like a pressurizer and prevent further depressurization to the shutdown
cooling initiation pressure. Thus, an isolated steam generator must be
cooled down before shutdown cooling can be aligned. The preferred method
for heat removal during natural circulation is to feed and bleed the
isolated steam generator using normal feed supply and steam generator
blowdown. This method permits cooldown control by regulation of the feed
and drain rates. Draining and then refilling is not preferred since the
transient from this process is difficult to control. Plant specific
procedures should be developed for this process. Consideration should be
given to control of the contaminated fluid.

46. When the RCS is cooled to at least [3000 F] and depressurized to at least
[300 psia], shutdown cooling, should be initiated per plant specific
operating instructions. If significant voiding is present in the iso-
lated loop the SCS should be aligned to the subcooled loop. This activ-
ity places the plant in an operational mode where a complete cooldown and

Adepressurization of the plant can take place.
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•47. [The safety injection tanks should be isolated, vented, or drained at 250
0psig to avoid introducing their nitrogen cover gas into the RCS and

increasing the severity of the event.]

48. [LTOP protection is instituted below 275°F to protect the primary pres-
sure boundary from low temperature brittle fracture.]

pL:,
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Saje~ty Func.tion StVLLLz Che~ckz.

Figure 6-19 provides the bases for the SGTR Safety Function Status Check. The

Safety Function Status Check is designed to ensure that the operator is using

the correct procedure, and the actions of that procedure are satisfying all

relevant safety functions and maintaining adequate core cooling.

The safety function status check provides a systematic approach to determine

if the SGTR Recovery Guideline is appropriate, and more importantly, if the

plan condition is satisfactory. Safety functions have been used throughout

the guideline system as a structure for storing and using operational infor-

mation. When the plant is in a normal condition each safety function can be

explicitly shown to be satisfied. For example, inventory control can be

demonstrated by conducting simple tests with charging and pressurizer spray
and heaters. The safety function status check acceptance criteria for inven-

tory control when the plant is normal can be direct and explicit. When the'
plant has been damaged, some of the safety functions are not easily shown to

be under control. For example, inventory control in a SGTR, is not easily

0tested for as it is when the plant is normal. The safety function status

check acceptance criteria for inventory control in a SGTR relies on implicit

information. Since tests with charging, pressurizer spray and heaters would
not be conclusive or may only shown trending, the inventory control acceptance

criteria is based on knowing that the systems intended to provide inventory

control (i.e., SIS), are functioning. In addition, the acceptance criteria

for other functions must be used in conjunction with inventory acceptance

criteria to arrive at the conclusion that the plant status is satisfactory.

0
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE
Figure 6-19a

The safety functions
SGTR Guideline in mit

listed below and their respective criteria are-those used to confirm the adequacy of the
igating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Reactivity Control Reactor Power Decreasing
and

[Negative Startup Rate]
and

Not more than 1 CEA Bottom
Light Not Lit or Borated
per Tech Specs.

Power Range

Power Rate

CEA Status
Display

[0-125%]

[-1 + 7 dpm]

On/Off Light
for Each CEA

For all emergency events,
must be shutdown.

the reactor

The criteria that no more than one CEA
be stuck out or the RCS borated ob-
serves typical technical specification
requirements.

03

Maintenance of
Vital Auxiliaries
(AC & DC Power)

-< -Plant Specific ---------------- ----------------- >1

RCS Inventory
Control

If [35"] < Pressurizer Level
< [245"];-Then:

charging and letdown are
being operated manually or
automatically to control
pressurizer level

and
RCS > [20'F] Subcooled

and
[the RVLMS indicates the
core is covered]

or

A value of [245"] ([70%] of range) was
chosen as an upper limit for pressur-
izer level to account for instrument
accuracies and other uncertainties.
A value of [35"] ([10%1 of range) was
chosen as a lower limit to account for
instrument accuracy.

A [200 F] subcooling margin coexisting
with a pressurizer level between [35"]
and [245"] indicates adequate RCS
inventory control via a saturated
bubble in the pressurizer.

C-)

CD

Pressurizer
Level

[0-350"]
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CA SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

Figure 6-19b

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those
SGTR Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of the

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

M

'4
C0

RCS Pressure
Control

If Pressurizer Level <
[35"]; Then:

[all available charging
pumps are operating and]
the SIS pump(s) are inject-
ing water into the RCS per
Figure 6-3.

and
[the RVLMS indicates the
core is covered]

If Pressurizer Pressure >
[1600 psia], pressurizer-
heaters and spray are being
operated manually or auto-
matically to maintain or
restore pressurizer pressure
within the limits of the P/T
curves per Figure 6-1.

or
If Pressurizer Pressure <
[1600 psia], [all available
charging pumps are operating
and] the SIS pump(s) are
injecting water into the
RCS per Figure 6-3, (unless
SIS termination criteria
are met).

[RVLMS [0-100%] An RVLMS indication that the core is
covered taken in conjunction with
[200 F] subcooling is an additional
indication that RCS inventory is under
control.

[1600 psia] is the SIAS setpoint. The
range of the selected events are very
broad, therefore the acceptance criter-
ia is written to cover the expected
range which may result from the events
noted.

C,,

C1

Pressurizer
Pressure

[1500 - 2500
psia]/

[0-1600 psia]

t
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE
Figure 6-19c

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the
SGTR Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Core Heat Removal T RTDs [and Core Exit
THermocouples] < [6000F]

[Core Exit [0 - 1600*FJ
Thermocouples]

M)

The basis for the CET temperature limit
during the use of optimal recovery pro-
cedures other than LOCA is the indica-
tion that the event specific recovery
strategy is not effective in core heat
removal performance. For the optimal
recovery guidelines other than LOCA,
heat is normally removed from the RCS
by the steam generators. The value of
the CET temperature will be governed
by steam generator conditions (i.e.,
pressure and temperature). In general,
Tc = T and CET temperature will be
Tc + c;Pe AT. Normally this core AT
is expected to be approximately [25*F3
during single phase natural circulation
conditions. For forced RCS flow con-
ditions TSG Tc = TH v CET temperature.

The design secondary system pressure Is
[1100] psia. The corresponding satur-
ation temperature is 556.3°F. By adding
[43.70F] to account for thermocouple
inaccuracy and the AT between Tc and CET,
the value of [600 0 F] is reached.

C)

C,,

No



I. SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

Figure 6-19c

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the
SGTR Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Heat Removal a) Unaffected S/G level is:
i) Within the normal

level band with
feedwater maintain-
ing level

or
ii) being restored by a

feedwater flow >
[150 gpm]

and
b) RCS Tave--s < [525°F]

Steam Genera- [+63,5" -
tor Level (-) 116.5"]

I.

Tave indica-
tor

Containment
pressure

[520'-610-F]

Decay heat levels may not be high
enough to require a feedwater flow of
[150 gpm]. If this is the case, one
steam generator level is returned to
the zero power level band and feedwater
remains available to maintain that
level, then the S/G contribution to
RCS heat removal is being satisfied.

[525'F] is based on control program
for ADVs and steam generator dump
bypass valves and best estimate
analysis.

[1.5 psig] is based on containment
pressure alarm. It is not expected
for the selected events that contain-
ment pressure will increase to the
alarm setpoint.

No radiation is anticipated in the
containment for an SGTR.

Containment
Isolation

Containment Pressure <
[1.5 psig]

[0-60 psig]

and

C)

C)

M

No Containment Radiation
Monitors Alarming

Containment
Radiation
Monitor

Alarming/
Not Alarming
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE
Figure 6-19c

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those
SGTR Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of the

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Containment Temp.
and Pressure
Control

Containment Temperature
< [120°F]

and

Containment
Temperature

Containment
Pressure

[50-300F]

Containment Pressure <
[1.5 psig]

[0-60 psig]

[0-15 psig]

[120'F] is the highest expected normal
containment temperature.

[1.5 psig] is based on containment
pressure alarm. If it not expected
for the selected events that contain-
ment pressure will increase to the
alarm setpoint.

O~h

CA

and

No abnormal containment
sump levels

Containment
Combustible
Gas Control

H2 < [2%] [<- .------------------- Plant Specific -------------------------- >1

Q0
P1a



Event St•'wtegy

This section contains the SGTR operator actions strategy flow chart. The flow

chart depicts the strategy around which the SGTR guideline is built. It is

intended to assist the procedure writer in understanding the intent of the

guideline and for use in training. Operators should understand what the major :g

objectives of the guideline are in order to facilitate their progress toward.

those goals.

the strategy chart shows the recovery guideline strategy in detail and lists

the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objective. Some steps

in the guideline may be performed at any time during the course of an event.

These steps are shown by the affixed asterisks. The dashed boxes above the

line indicate the lead-in steps performed by the operator prior to entering

this recovery guideline.

0

SGTR 6-74 CEN-152, Rev. 02
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FIGURE 6-20a
STRATEGY CHART FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

ISPTA IMPLEMENTED

LDIAGNOTIC ACTIONSJ

SPTAs AND DIAGNOSTIC AIDS
SGTR ORG

VERIFY SPTA STEP

jCONFIRM 4
YES .• DIAGNOSIS " 1

YES ANOTHER EVENT NO

ST7 STE 4,5

ERIA NO (STEP9.

COOLDOWN RCSTO
REDUCE SIG PRESSURE
BELOW S/G SAFETY *PERFORMED CONTINUOUSLY
SETPOINT

STEP&10 U

I •' Wt

PERFORM STEP 12 ON S
WITH HIGHEST RADIA-
TION INDICATED OR
INCREASING LEVEL

STEP 15
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FIGURE 6-20b
STRATEGY CHART FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

OLAVERIFY CORRECT
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STEP 13

STEP 173TP

YES <iO>
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STEPT14

YES RC NO,-----•---• RUNNING

. YES fRCP *RESTART NO

START ONE RCP IN VERIFY Ný
.... ,:,EACH LOOP CIRCULAT

;,"9STEP 17 STEPS '

SIS AND CHARGING

OPERATION *

STEPS 20,21,22, 23

PREVENT OVERFILLING *PERFORMED CONTINUOUS
AFFECTED SIG *

STEP 24

LY
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FIGURE 6-20c
STRATEGY CHART FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

LONG TERM CONTROL OF
REACTIVITY (SID MARGIN
BORON FOR COLD LEG

STEP 25
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STEP 27
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STEPS 28,29*

CIRULAIO

YES RUNN NO
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YES NO (STEP 39)...
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FIGURE 6-20d
STRATEGY CHART FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

MAINTAIN CONDENSATE
INVENTORY FOR RCS
HEAT REMOVAL

STEP 31

*PERFORMED CONTINUOUSLY

A
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EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT

RECOVERY GUIVELINE

Prepared by

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.

for the
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PURPOSE

This guideline provides operator actions which must be accomplished in the
event of an Excess Steam Demand Event (ESDE). The actions in this guideline

are necessary to ensure the plant is placed in a safe, stable condition. This

guideline provides technical information to be used by the utilities in

developing a plant specific procedure.

ENTRV CONDITIONS

1. The Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed.

and
2. _Plant conditions indicate that an Excess Steam Demand Eventhas occurred.

Any one, or more, of the following may be present.

a. Loud noise indicative of a high energy steam line break.

b. Decreasing RCS average temperature caused by the increased RCS heat

removal.
c. Increaseih feedwater flow until main feedwater isolation valves are

closed on MSIS.
d. Possible increase in containment temperature, pressure, humidity,

and sump level.

e. [Otherplant specific symptoms, insert here.]

ESDE 7-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02
ESDE 7-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02-
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OPERATOR ACTIOARS -

1. Verify that the Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed.

2. Confirm the diagnosis of an Excess Steam Demand Event by:

[a) Referring to the Break Identification Chart (Figure 7-2)

and

b) Verifying the Safety Function Status Check criteria aie satisfied].

3. Sample. both steam generators for activity.

*4. If the diagnosis indicates that an LOCA or SGTR has occurred, Then exit

the ESDE Recovery Guideline and implement the actions of the SGTR br LOCA

Recovery Guideline.

*5. If the initial diagnosis of an ESDE is confirmed, Then continue with the

actions of this guideline.

If not, implement the Functional Recovery Guideline.

*6. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an

SIAS, Then ensure two of foir RCPs are tripped (in opposite loops).

*7. LIf RCP operating limits are not satisfied, Then trip the remaining two

RCPs].

*8. Verify that the safety functions are being satisfied by comparing control

board parameters to the criteria of the Safety Function Status Check.

* Step performed continuously.

ESDE 7-3 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*9. If the safety--functions from the Safety Function Status Check are

satisfied, Then continue with the actions of this guideline.

If not, implement.the Functional Recovery Guideline.

10. Identify the affected steam generator by comparison of steam pressures,

cold leg temperature differences, and s.team generator level.

If the event is on the steam generator.side of the MSIVs, Then the

generator with the lower, or decreasing, steam pressure, cold leg temper-

ature and level subsequent to an MSIS is the affected steai generator.

11. Isolatdehe affected steam generator by performing the following actions.:

a) Close the main steam isolation valve and verify the.bypass valve is

closed on the affected steam generator.

b) Close, or verify closed, the atmospheric dump valve(s) on the

affected steam generator.

c) Isolate all (main and auxiliary) feedwater to the affected steam

generator.
d) Isolate the affected steam generator vents and drains.

e) [Other plant specific information, insert here.]

12. If both steam generators are affected, Then isolate the steam-generator

with the worse ESDE, if it can be determined, and attempt to maintain RCS

heat removal capability via one steam generator.

*13. If pressurizer level is less than [35"], Then take steps to maximize RCS

boration by ensuring maximum safety injection and charging flow to the

RCS. This is accomplished by:

* Step performed continuously.

ESDE 7-4 CEN-152 Re.y. 02
ESDE 7-4 CEN-152 Rex. . 02
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a) VerifýJng electrical power to valves and pumps.

b) Verifying correct SIS valve lineup (if misaligned).
c) Verifying other necessary auxiliary systems operational.

d) Starting idle SIS and charging pumps.

*14. If the SIS is operating, Then it may be throttled, or stopped one train

at a time, if the following conditions are satisfied:

a) RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 7-1).

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and not decreasing.

c) The unaffected steam generator (or the least affected, if both steam

generators are affected) is available for RCS heat removal.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered.]

*15. If the criteria of step 14 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

16. Operate the turbine bypass valves (preferred method if the condenser is
available), or atmospheric steam dump valves, to stabilize RCS tempera-

ture.

17. Verify containment isolation at [4 psig] or [other plant specific criter-
ia]. Be alert to the loss of RCP cooling water and loss of other auxil-
iaries which may occur. In particular, consider unisolating letdown, if

it is available.

*18. If containment pressure falls below [7 psig] following operation of the

CSS, Then containment spray may be terminated. Upon termination, the CSS

must be realigned for automatic operation.

* Step performed continuously.

ESDE I 7lI S i C -5 ev. 02
ESDE 7,-5 ..CEN-152 Rev. 02
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19. Manually control pressurizer heaters.and spray (main spray preferred)

after pressurizer level returns to the indicating range, to restore
pressurizer pressure within the limits of Figure 7-1.

20. Verify that the PLCS is automatically maintaining or restoring pressur-

izer level.

If not, manually operate-charging and letdown to restore and maintain

normal pressurizer level.

21. Verify that the steam generator level in the unisolated steam generator
is being restored, or maintained, using [main or auxiliary] feedwater.

22. Evaluate the need for a plant cooldown based on plant status, auxiliary

systems availability and condensate inventory.

If a cooldown is not required, Then maintain the plant in a stable
condition.

If conditions require a cooldown, Then conduct a cooldown to SCS initia-
tion conditions. Perform steps 23 through 37.

23. Borate the RCS to obtain, and then maintain, the proper boron concentra-
tion per Technical Specification Limitations. Continue borating during
the cooldown to maintain suffi.cient shutdown margin.

*24. If-Tl RCPs were stopped, Then one RCP in each loop should be restarted

if possible.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

* Step performed continuously.

ESE75CN-12.e.0

ESDE 7-6 CEN--152-.Rev. 02
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a) The unaffected steam generator (or the least affected, if both steam

generators are affected) is available for RCS heat removal.

b) Pressuri.zer level greater than [200"3.4nd-not.dqcreasi.ng, .

c) The RCS is at least [200F] subcooled (Figure 7-1).

d) COther criteria satisfied per RCP operating instructions.]

*25. If RCP restart criteria are met, Then do the following:

a) Start one RCP in each loop.

1V b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 7-1.]

c) Operate HPSI (Figure 7-3) and charging pumps, and letdown, as neces-

sary to maintain pressurizer level [100 to'200"].

. *26. If all RCPs have been stopped, Then verify natural' circulation flow is
maintained in the unisolated loop. The following criteria must be met in

order to demonstrate adequate natural circulation flow:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT
b) Cold leg temperatures constant or increasing

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily Increasing) or

decreasing
d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs [and CETs].

*27. If the criteria listed above are not met. Then ensure RCS pressure (step

19) and inventory (step 20), and S/G steaming and feeding (step 21), are

being controlled properly.

:;.

* Step performed continuously.

ESDE 7-7 CEN-152 Rev. 02
ESDE 7-7 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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28. Performan RCS cooldown. Cooldown to at least [3000 F] at a rate within

Technical Specification Limits by (listed in order of preference):

a) Cooldown using the turbine bypass system and [main or auxiliary]

feedwater,

or

b) Cooldown using the atmospheric dump valves and [main or auxiliary]

feedwater.

29. Depressurize the RCS to at least [300 psia] while maintaining the RCS

within the acceptable Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits (Figure

7-1) by:

1) Controlling RCS heat removal within technical specification limits

via the unisolated steam generator

and

2) Controlling RCS pressure using the following methods (listed in

order of preference):

i) Pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred) or auxiliary spray

ii) Charging and letdown

iii) HPSI pumps [and PORVs]

30. Monitor the available condensate inventory and replenish from alternate

sources as required during the cooldown.. Refer to Figures 7-4 and 7-5.

31. If plant conditions peftit, Then bypass automatic initiation of [MSIS,

CIAS, CSAS and SIAS by lowering the setpoint as the cooldown and depres-

surization proceed.]

32. Maintain pressurizer level in the range [35 to 245"), unless solid

operation is necessary to restore RCS subcooling. This should be accomp-

lished by (listed in order of preference):

ESIDEI 7-8 CE I5 Re.0

ESDE 7-8 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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a) Control charging and letdown.

b) Operating and/or throttling HPSI pumps.

*33. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, Then a void should be

suspected. The operator should monitor for the presence of voids.

If voiding inhibits RCS depressurization to SCS entry pressure, Then an

attempt at eliminating the voiding should be made.

Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications,

parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

\•b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,
c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vesselb-

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

Xs conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A
i e) [other indications insert here].

*34. If voiding should be eliminated, Then proceed as follows:

a) verify letdown is isolated,
\/b) stop the depressurization and, if required, repressurize the RCS to

,> [20F] subcooling,
c) pressurize and depressurize the RCS within the limits of Figure 7-1

by operating pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method) or

HPSI and charging pumps (alternative method). Monitor pressurizer

level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

d) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the steam generator tube bundle void. Monitor

pressurizer level for trending of RCS inventory.
* Step perfbrn--d continuously.

ESDE . 7-9 CEN-152 Rev. 02A
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e) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then [operate

the.pressurizer vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to] clear
trapped non-condensible gases. Monitor pressurizer level [and/or

the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

35. When SCS entry conditions (RCS pressure < [300 psia] and RCS T, 1 [300

°F]) are established, initiate SCS operation per operating instructions.

36. [Isolate, vent or drain the safety injection tanks (SITs) at an RCS
pressure of 250 psia.]

37. [Initiate the low temperature overpressurization (LTOP) system at 275°F].

ESDEIII --1 IE 5 Rev I0
ESDE .. 7-10 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SUPPLEMENTARY "INFORMATION

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as

precautions, cautions or notes or in the EOP training program.

1. Lengthy operation of the containment spray system may jeopardize the

operation of- equipment which would be desirable later in the event.

Early consideration should be given to termination of spray operation.

2. During all phases of.cooldown, monitor RCS temperature and pressure to

avoid exceeding a maximum cooldown rate greater than Technical

Specification Limitations.

3. Do not place__systems in "manual" unless misoperation in automatic is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

4. All available indications should be used to aid in diagnosing the event

since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular instrument

reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or more

confirmatory indications are available.

5. If the initial cooldown rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits,

there may be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the

reactor vessel. Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits of Figure 7-1

should be maintained.

6. Solid water operation of the pressurizer should be avoided unless [20*F]

of-ubcoollng cann6t be maintained in the RCS (Figure 7-1). If the RCS

is solid, closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or

cooldown to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

ESDE 7-11 CEN-152 Rev. 02
ESDE 7-1.1 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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7. Minimize the number of cycles or pressurizer auxiliary spray whenever the

temperature differential between the spray water and the pressurizer is

greater than [2000 F] in order to minimize the increase in the spray nozzle

thermal stress accumulation factor. Every such cycle must be recorded in

accordance with Technical Specification Limitations.

8. [Monitor quench tank parameters since any sustained operation of the

PORVs may burst the tank's rupture disc.]

9. When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are not operating, the

RVLMS provides an accurate indication of reactor vessel liquid inventory.

When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are operating, it is

not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

due to the effect of the RCP induced pressure head on the RVLMS. The

indicated level also differs for different RVLMS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending may still be discerned. However, the operator is cautioned not

to rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating.

10. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat C

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened.

Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

IND 
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FIGURE 7-1

TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LIMITS(2)
r
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NOTES: (1) THIS CURVE SUPERSEDESTHE 100°F/HOUR COOLDOWN CURVE
ANYTIME THE RCS HAS EXPERIENCED AN UNCONTROLLED COOLDOWN
WHICH CAUSES RCS TEMPERATURE TO GO BELOW 5000 F

(2) THESE CURVES MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR INSTRUMENT INACCURACIES
(3) COLOR CODE

RED- PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
ORANGE- PARAMETER IN DANGER OF EXCEEDING LIMITS
YELLOW- PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT

STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES
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BREAK IDENTIFICATION CHART

FIGURE 7-2

V,,

*IN ONE OR BOTH STEAM
GENERATORS

+MAY DECREASE SLIGHTLY
AFTER TRIP

oMAY1 BE SLOW IN THE CASE
OF SMALL BREAK LOCA IN
CONTAINMENT OR STUCK
OPEN PORV
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FLOW. GPM

NOTES: (I) SEE IMPLEMENTATION SECTION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SPECIFIC CURVE
t2) FOR HOT AND COLO LEG INJECTION MOOE, THE LPSI PUMPS ARE NOT

REaUIRED TO BE OPERATING.THE HPSl PUMP FLOW IS DIVIDED EQUALLY
BETWEEN THE HOT AND COLD LEGS

(3) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) PUMPS WILL BE
OPERATING BUT THEREWILL BE NO INJECTION FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE
FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF HEAD OF ANY 51 PUMP

(4) COLOR CODE '
RED • PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
YELLOW. PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN. PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES
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FIGURE 7-5

TYPICAL FEEDWATER REQUIRED FOR SENSIBLE HEAT REMOVAL
TCOLD (REQUIRED) vs TCOLD (INITIAL)
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK
.'. •,.

Accep~tanc~e C~itvZ~ 4 a.

1. ReaWtZZt Coli.kotZ l.a. Reactor. power decreasing
and

b. [Negative Startup Rate)

and

c. Not more than 1 CEA'bottom light

not lit or borated per Tech

Specs.

f.

.~* V.

-vi

2. M(A¢tenanie. 06 VPtow MxZ&r)6
(AC and DC Powex)

2. [Plant specific criteria, insert
here].

6,~

-C,

ESDE 7-18 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTTON STATUS CHECK (Con;t'd)

Sa~ety ±i'vit.Z6n'

3. RCS - nv6Ffra'uy Con~t'ot

s

Acceptanct Cx2te~ia

3.a. If pressurizer level is

[35 to 245"], Then:

i) Charging and letdown are

being operated automatically

or manually tq maintain or

restore pressurizer level

and

ii) the RCS is at least [20OF]

subcooled
and

iii) [the RVLMS indicates the

core is covered] -
ox

b. If pressurizer-level is less than

[35"], Then:

i) [the RVLMS indicates the

core is covered]

and

ii) [all available charging

pumps are operating and] the

SIS pump(s) are injecting

water into the RCS per

Figure 7-3.

I.
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S
COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE EXCESS STE,4.1

DEMAND EVENT RECOVERY
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

GUIDELINES Page_ of Revision

SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Coovt' d)

Sa~e.ty Functioan

4. RCS Pte.6.6wte Con-t'wZ

Accptanne CAitex.a

4.a. If pressurizer pressure is great-

er than or equal to [1600 psia],

Then pressurizer heaters and

spray are being operated

automatically or mahually to

maintain or restore pressurizer

pressure within the limits of

Figure 7-1.

7-

b. If pressurizer pressure is less

than [1600 psia], Then [all

available charging pumps are

operating and] the SIS pump(s)

are injecting water into the RCS

per Figure 7-3 (unless SIS

termination criteria are met).

5. Cot~e He~a.t RemovaZ 5.a. TH RTD [and Core Exit Thermo-

couple] temperatures less than

[600°F].
and

b. The RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled.

ESDE. -= 
7-20 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION FNGNEERING TITLE EXCESS STEAJ'1
L. DEMAND EVENT RECOVERY

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page2L. of 2_ Revision 02

SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Saf~etyg Funct-Lon

6. RCS Hea~t Removat

Acceptance Ctite.ia

6.a. The unaffected steam generator

has level:

i) within the normal level band

with feedwater available to

maintain level*

or

ii) being restored by feedwater

flow greater than [150 gpm]

and

b. RCS Tave is less than C5250 F] and

controlled.

.5'

7. Con~tainme~nt 1.6ot~a~tiok 7.a. i') Containment pressure less

than [4 psig]

and

ii) No containment area radia-

tion monitors alarming.

and

iii) No steam plant activity

monitors alarming.

ox

b. CIAS present or manually initi-

ated.

A

0*

ESDE 7-21 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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S
C, TCN Z~iG;• F. T]TL.r EXCESS STEPM

DEMAND EVENT RECOVERY
E P% EG ENCY FRGCCEDUR2

GU IDL NES Page2... of L.. Revision '2

SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Acce~pta~nce CA-iteti~a

8. Containmen~t Temipe.a.tuLe. and
T'tezwxe Cont'otoZ

8.a. i) Containment temperature less

than [240°F]

and

ii) Containment pressure less

than [10 psigi'

OX

b. Containment spray flow greater

than C1500 gpm].

S

0

9. Containmient Combu,6tibZe.
G"~ Con~tkwz

9. H2 concentration less than [2%].

ESDE 7-22 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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B-ASES

The bas-es section of the Excess Steam Demand Event (ESDE) recovery guideline

describes the ESDE transient in relation to the actions which the operator

takes during an ESDE. The purpose-of the bases section is to provide the

operators with information which will enable them to understand the reasons

for, and the consequences of, the actions they take during an ESDE.

Chaeotanration oj an FES

An Excess Steam Demand Event (ESDE) is any event which leads to an unexpected,

rapid increase in steam generator steam flow or loss of steam gdnerator

inventory that requires and/or results in a reactor trip or exceeds the

control capability of the reactor regulating system, pressurizer pressure

control system and/or pressurizer level control system. Some of the possible

causes include:

a) Rupture or break in a main steam line.

b) Rupture or break of a main, or auxiliary, feedwater line downstream of
the last check valve (break upstream of the last check valve in a feed-

water line is considered a loss of feedwater event).

c) Inadvertent opening of main steam system valve(s) (i.e., atmospheric

dumps, turbine bypass, etc.).

d) Stuck open steam generator safety valve.

The following parameters usually characterize an ESDE:

a) Increased steam flow from the steam generators.

b) Decreasing steam generator pressure and water level (initially, there may

be level swell).

ESDE 7-23 ........ 3CEN-152 Rev. 02



c) Decreasing RCS averace'termperature causing a decrease in pressurizer

pressure and water level.

d) Reactor trip caused by [thermal margin or CPC], high core power, low

steam generator water level, low pressurizer pressure, low steam generator

pressure, or high containment pressure (if ESDE within containment).

e) SIAS may be generated from low pressurizer pressure or high containment

pressure (if ESDE within the containment).

f) A CIAS, CSAS, and MSIS may be generated on high containment pressure (if

ESDE.within the containment).

g) Possible increase in containment pressure, temperature, humidity, or

containment sump level.

A

0*.
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Safety F ncti6hiý Allected

An excess steam demand event, depending on the cause, will mostly affect the

safety functions reactivity control, RCS heat removal, and containment temper-

ature and pressure control (for events inside containment). However, all

safety functions should be monitored to assure public.safety, or to detect

failures which might lead to unsafe conditions.

A significantly large ESDE usually results in excess steam flow on the second-

ary side which will lead to a reactor trip. This decrease in reactor heat

input (due to reactor trip), combined with the increase in steam generator

heat removal due to the excess steam flow, rapidly reduces. RCS temperature. A

reduction in RCS temperature causes an apparent inventory decrease due to

volume contraction, a system pressure decrease, and possible RCS voiding. The

inventory shrinkage will usually cause an SIAS if the pressurizer empties.

This shrinkage will be restored by subsequent RCS heatup and/or the safety

injection system and charging pumps. Care should be taken while the inventory

is being increased that the RCS does not go solid.

If a significant ESDE occurs inside containment, the steam flow will result in

an increase in containment pressure and temperature. The threat to contain-

ment integrity is mitigated by a CIAS when pressure exceeds [4 psig] and a

CSAS when pressure exceeds [10 psig]. If containment isolation and contain-

ment spray do not occur automatically, they are initiated manually after an

evaluation of cofftainment conditions (i.e., containment pressure and tempera-

ture) is made.

As.steam generator pressure decreases due to the energy loss, an MSIS will

occur and isolate the main steam line from the steam generator. If the event

is occurring downstream of the MSIVs, then the blowdown will be terminated.

ESDE -- 7-2.5 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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ReatctoL Powe.A (F"-ZRký "7-6)

In response tO'the reduction in moderator temperature, reactor power will
initially increase' until an RPS setpoint is reached by one of the following:

[thermal margin or CPC), low steam generator pressure, high containment
pressure, low steam generator water level, or low pressurizer pressure. As

the steam generator blowdown continues to reduce moderator temperature, there

exists a possibility of a return to criticality.

RCS Tempewatu~e' (FiWuAe 7-7. and 7-8) "

Prior to the reactor trip, RCS temperature will decrease because heat removed

by the ESDE and the turbine exceeds heat produced by the core. After the

reactor has tripped, heat removal by the ESDE will exceed decay heat, causing.
further cooling of the RCS.

Przauwizer Pxezvu~t (Figu~te 7-9)

Pressurizer pressure.will decrease after the ESDE due to the decrease in RCS
temperature and the corresponding RCS volume contraction. Pressure may

decrease to hot leg temperature saturation pressure depending on the magnitude

of the RCS cooldown.

P'%ezuvizL LiE--etJ (F4i..gu,'%e 7-10)

Pressurizer level will decrease due to lower RCS temperature after the Reactor

Trip. For-large excess steam demands the pressurizer may empty completely

before inventory control can be regained.

R1e.actr Ve66et Levet (F.(uAe 7-171

Void formation can occur in the RVUH for ESDE or other overcooling events

which are large enough to cause the pressurizer to empty. When the pressur-

izer empties, pressurizer heaters are deenergized and voids begin forming in

ESDE ... 7-26 CEN-152 Rev. 02



the RVUH. The RCS pressure decreases until it eauals the saturation pressure

associated with the hottest point in the RCS (which is the RVUH). Saturated

liquid in the RVUH will continue to flash to steam until the affedted steam

generator experiences dryout and RCS repressurization is established. For the

most severe excess steam demand events the rate of RCS cooldown can be severe

enough so that RVUH .voids are formed befure the pressurizer empties.

Steam Gene'uato. Pxouzx. (Figuxu 7-12 and 7-73)

Following an ESDE, the pressure in the affected steam generator will decrease

due to the decrease in resistance caused by the break. The pressure in the

unaffected steam generator will initially increase after the MSiS and then

decrease as RCS temperature decreases. If the cause of the ESDE.is located

downstream of the MSIVs, the pressure in both steam generators will equalize

after an MSIS.

Steam Generator Level (FiguAe6 7-14 and 7-15)

Following an ESDE, the level in both the affected and unaffected steam

generators will initially increase due to swell and then decrease, as the

feedwater level conitrol system will not be able to keep up with steam flow.

Following an MSIS the level in both steam generators will increase if the ESDE

occurred downstream of the MSIV. If the ESDE occurred upstream of the MSIV,

the level in the affected steam generator will continue to decrease while the

level in the unaffected steam generator increases. If the event is a

feedwater line break, steam generator water level decreases in the affected

steam generator without an initial swell [until the feedring is uncovered]
while the unaffected steam generator level will usually remain relatively

constant.

7
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FIGURE 7-6
REPRESENTATIVE MSLB OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM OF MSIV
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FIGURE 7-7

REPRESENTATIVE MSLB OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM OF MSIV
UNAFFECTED LOOP RCS WIDE RANGE TEMPERATURES
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FIGURE 7-8"
REPRESENTATIVE MSLB OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM OF MSIV
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FIGURE 7-9

REPRESENTATIVE MSLB OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM OF MSIV
PZR WIDE RANGE PRESSURE
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FIGURE 7-10

REPRESENTATIVE MSLB OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM OF MSIV
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FIGURE 7-11
REPRESENTATIVE EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT
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FIGURE 7-12
REPRESENTATIVE MSLB OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM OF MSIV
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FIGURE 7-13
REPRESENTATIVE MSL3 OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM -F MSAV
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F!"GURE 7-14
REPRESENTATIVE MSLB OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM OF MSIV
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FIGURE 7-15
REPRESENTATIVE MSLB OUTSIDE CONT. UPSTREAM OF MSIV
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GuideLine.Stxate.q and Tln.'untion FZow

Figure 7-16 provides a summary description of the ESDE Recovery Guideline's

strategy and information flow. Prior to implementing the actions provided in

the ESDE Recovery Guideline, the operator would have performed the standard
post trip actions *and diagnosed the event. The first actions encountered in

the ESDE Recovery Guideline require a verification that these actions have

taken place and require the operator to use the safety-function status check

to confirm that the plant is recovering. The next steps provide instructions

on establishing those conditions necessary for effectively recovering from an

ESDE. The operator makes an identification of the affected stealn generator

and attempts to isolate it.

The next group of steps provide instructions-on SIS, stabilizing RCS tempera-

ture, and containment isolation. These steps are illustrated on Figure 7-16.

Following these instructions, the flow of information proceeds towards regain-

ing control and stabilizing RCS pressure, inventory and heat removal. The

necessity of a cooldown is determined next. Once this is done the flow of

information breaks into two paths. One path addresses maintaining plant

conditions while the other path provides information on performing a plant

cooldown.

A more detailed chart illustrates the recovery guideline strategy and lists

the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objective. Refer to

Figure 7-19.

ESDE 7-38 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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FIGURE 7-16

EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT RECOVERY STRATEGY CHART
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The operator actions are directed toward determining the cause of the excess

steam demand event (ESDE), isolating that part of the system, and returning

the plant to a stable, controlled condition.

1. ExeCution of all standard post trip actions is verified. This assures

that all safety functions have been initially attended to.

2. The diagnosis of an Excess Steam Demand Event should be confirmed using

[the Break Identification Chart (Figure 7-2), and the safety functions

must be verified by comparing control board parameters to the acceptance

criteria in the Safety Function Status Check. In particular, the opera-

tor should note the status of RCS subcooling and containment and steam

plant activity. These parameters provide a means of discriminating

between ESDEs and LOCAs/SGTRs. For ESDEs, neither'steamplant or contain-

ment activity monitors should be alarming. ESDEs which occur in plants

S with existing S/G tube leakage, or which cause a concurrent S/G tube

rupture, may result in-steam plant or containment activity alarms,

depending on the location of the event, For mont LOCAs, containment

activity monitors may be alarming but steam plant activity monitors

should not be alarming. For an SGTR, steam plant activity monitors may

be alarming but containment activity monitors should not be alarming.

These actions ensure the proper guideline is being used to mitigate the

effects of an ESDE and that all safety functions are being satisfied].

3. Sample both steam generators for activity. This will assist in confirm-

ing the diagnosis made in step 2.

4. If the Break Identification Chart indicates that an SGTR or an LOCA has

occurred, then the ESDE Recovery Guideline is exited and, the actions of

the proper guideline are implemented. This allows the operator to switch

to the proper guideline for those events similar to ESDE which may be

occurring. LOCAs, ESDEs, and SGTRs have similar initial symptoms and

*. could be confused early in the event.
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5. If the initial diagnosis of an ESDE is confirmed, then the operator

continues with the actions of this guideline. If a correct diagnosis is

not confirmed, then the operation is directed to implement the Functional

Recovery Guideline. The Functional Recovery Guideline is functionally

oriented and-will ensure that all safety functions-are attended to

regardless of what event(s) is occurring.

6. Steps 6 and 7 contain guidance regarding the RCP operating strategy for

an ESDE. (Figure 7-17). A generic RCP trip strategy has been developed

which results in the tripping of all four RCPs for depressurization

events determined to be LOCAs, but allows the continued operation of two

RCPs (in opposite loops) for diagnosed, non-LOCA, depressu~ization

events. For undiagnosed events, where the Functional Recovery Guideline

is implemented, the RCP trip strategy is identical to that followed in

the LOCA guideline.

There are two significant operational aspects regarding the RCP trip

scheme for an ESDE.. The first results in the operator tripping two RCPs
(in opposite loops) if'pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300

psia] following an SIAS. This may occur in the Standard Po-st Trip

Actions and, in this case, the operator would simply verify that two RCPs

(in opposite loops) have been tripped. If the operator cannot confirm

that an ESDE has occurred, and the Functional Recovery Guideline is

implemented, then the RCP trip strategy is identical to that followed in

the LOCA guideline (i.e., if in the FRG and pressurizer pressure decreas-

es to less than [1300 psia] following an SIAS, then all four RCPs must be

tripped). If the depressurization event can be diagnosed and is deter-

mined to be other than an LOCA (i.e., ESDE or SGTR), then only two RCPs

(in opposite loops) are required to be tripped. This gives the operator

maximum flexibility in plant control (because a normal plant cooldown can

be performed) while still ensuring a conservative approach to event

recovery.
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Figure 7-17a
RCP TRIP STRATEGY FOR ESDE
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FIGURE 7-17b
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7. [The secondaspect of the RCP operating strategy results in tripping the

final two RCPs if RCP operating limits are not satisfied. The RCPs may

be operating in a pressure-reduced RCS and, in some cases; degraded

containment conditions are also possible. This could result in the loss

of vital RCP.auxiliaries. The operator must continuously monitor RCP

operating limits (e.g., temperatures, seal flow, oil pressures, NPSH,

motor amperage, vibration) and trip the remaining two RCPs if concerned

about RCP operating equipment integrity. Plant specific RCP operating

limits should appear in this step, either directly or, by referenicing the

applicable operating instruction].

8. The operator is required to continually verify that all relevant safety

functions are being satisfied by comparing control board parameters to

the criteria of the Safety Function Status Check. This ensures that

safety ft-uCtions are being satisfied and the core is being adequately

cooled.

9. If all of the safety functions from the Safety Function-Status Check are

satisfied, then this procedure is adequately mitigating the effects of

the ESDE which is occurring. Therefore, the implementation of the

remaining.*Aýtions of this guideline is continued.

If the safety functions are not being satisfied, then the procedure is

not adequately mitigating the occurring event. The operator is required

to leave the ESDE recovery guideline and implement the Functional Recov-

ery Guideline. This guideline is functionally oriented and will ensure

all safety functions are attended to regardless of what event(s) is

occurring.

10. Identify the affected steam generator by comparison of steam pressures,

cold leg temperature differences and steam generator level. If the ESDE

is not isolable (e.g., a break inside containment will still be producing

steam flow after the MSIVs are shut), the steam generator with the

reduced loop Tc, lower steam pressure, and lower steam generator level is

Am= the affected steam generator. These differences between affected and
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unaffected steam generators will be more pronounced after MSIS isolation.

If the ESDE is' downstream of the MSIVs and the MSIS occurs, both steam

generators *pressure and loop temperatures should approach approximately

the same values and then start to increase.

11. isolate the affected steam generator to stop the uncontrolled plant

cooldown and to stabilize the plant.

The affected steam generator is isolated as follows:

a.) the main steam isolation valve is closed and the main ,steam isola-

tion valve bypass valve is verified closed

b) the atmospheric dump valve(s) on the affected steam generator is

verified closed -

c) feedwater isolation valves are closed

d) steam generator blowdown valves are closed

e) vent and drain valves are closed

f) [other plant specific information should be inserted here].

12. If both steam generators are found to be affected, then isolate the steam

generator with the worse ESDE, if it can be determined, and attempt to
maintain RCS heat removal capability via one steam generator. This

action is designed to mitigate the uncontrolled cooldown and ready the

plant for event recovery.

13. Significant ESDEs may reduce RCS temperature by as much as [Z50°F] due to

increased RCS heat removal. Due to the effects of the moderator temper-

ature coefficient, this cooldown adds positive reactivity to the core and

can possibly result in a return to criticality subsequent to the reactor
trip. To ensure that the core remains subcritical, it is necessary to

maximize RCS boration during the initial stages of severe ESDEs. The

charging and safety injection-systems should accomplish this automatic-

ally. An ESDE may result in the actuation of safety injection. If the

transient causes pressurizer level to go below [35"], then [all available

charging pumps should be operating and] the SIS pump(s) should be inject-
ing water into the RCS per Figure 7-3 (unless SIS termination criteria

are met).
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In attempting to maximize RCS .boration and to, restore pressurizer pres-

sure and le.el, the safety injection and charging systems should be

operating. The following steps will assist in eisuring proper system

operation:

a) verify electrical power to valves and pumps

b) verify correct SIS valve lineUp (if misaligned)

c) verify other necessary auxiliary systems operational

d) start idle SIS and charging pumps

It must be noted, however, that charging and safety injection can result

in excess RCS inventory, possible filling of the pressurizer to a solid

condition, and a PTS concern upon RCS heat up, fluid expansion, and

subsequent RCS pressure excursion. Operators must be aware of these

concerns and terminate the SIS when termination, criteria are met.

14. If an SIAS has been initiated, and the SIS is operating, then it must

continue to operate-at full capacity until SIS termination criteria are

met. Termination of SIS should be sequenced by stopping one pump at a ...

time while observing the termination criteria. Throttling of HPSI flow

is permissible if it is feasible. SIS termination criteria are:

a) RCS is at least [200F] subcooled (Figure 7-1). Establishing [200F]

of subcooling ensures the fluid surrounding the core is subcooled

and provides, margin for reesta6lishing flow should the [200F] of

subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

some parts of the RCS (e.g., reactor vessel head), but these are

permissible as long as core heat removal-is maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and not decreasing. A

pressurizer level greater than [100"] and not decreasing, in con-

junction with criterion a) above, is an indication that RCS inven-

tory control has been established.
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c) At least-one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS. -St&am generator availability requires having feed flow and

steam flow, which are indications that primary to secondary heat

removal is possible.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core

coverage, in conjunction with the above, serves as an additional

indication that RCS inventory control has been established.]

15. If the criteria of step 14 cannot be maintained, then the SIS pumps must

be restarted in order to satisfy the criteria.

16. RCS temperature is stabilized (i.e., no heatup or cooldown) using the

turbine bypass system (the preferred method if the turbine bypass system

and the main condenser are available) or the atmospheric steam dump
valves to control RCS temperature. This action leads to-control.of RCS

and core heat removal in order to preclude heatup. and repressurization of

the RCS for PTS consriderations and to minimize or secure any further

cooldown of the RCS in'excess of Technical Specification limits.

17. The operator verifies that containment is isolated at the appropriate

automatic setpoints if containment conditions require. Each plant should

develop criteria for containment isolation to be identified in the
procedure. Operators should be alert to the loss of auxiliaries to the

containment (in particular RCP cooling water) which may occur with

containment isolation. Reestablishing letdown should also be considered

if it is available. This will enable the operator to better control RCS

inventory during a possible RCS heatup and subsequent fluid expansion.

This action can minimize the possibility of PTS.

18. Before terminating containment spray, the operator must verify that

containment pressure is below [7 psig]. Termination may be useful to

recover from the ESDE since continuous use of the containment sprays may

impact the operation of equipment inside containment.

0
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19. Pressurizer heaters and main (preferred), or auxiliary spray, are oper-

ated manually to control pressurizer pressure within the limits of Figure

7-1. As a result of the initial transient, the RCS may be outside the

limits of Figure 7-1. The operator must restore the RCS to within these

limits. This action attempts to establish RCS pressure control, allows

for adequate cooling and minimizes the PTS concern.

20. The PLCS is verified to be automatically maintaining or restoring pres-

surizer level. If not, charging and letdown are operated manually to

ensure pressurizer level is being maintained. This action is designed to

reestablish RCS inventory control.

21. Steam generator level is maintained or restored in the unisolated steam

generator. This provides a means of maintaining core cooling and, if

necessary, cooling down the reactor.

22. The plant must be maintained in a stable condition based on auxiliary

systems availability.. One concern the operator must have is the remain-

ing supply of feedwater. If the available condensate appears. to be

marginally adequate, a plant cooldown within Technical Specification

Limitations should be commenced immediately in order to avoid running out

of existing condensate before the shutdown cooling system can be placed

into operation. The condensate required may be determined from Figures

7-4 and 7-5. The cooldown is performed according to steps 23 through 37.
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23. The plant should be borated per Technical SceciFication limits for

reactivity control purposes. If letdcwn "s cct available, it may not be

possible to borate the RCS to the cold shutdown RCS boron concentration

prior to commencing the cooldown if there is limited makeup space avail-

able in the pressurizer. If this is the case, the operator should borate

the. RCS to the minimum shutdown margin corresponding to Tc (per Technical

Specifications). During the cooldown, as RCS shrinkage provides more

space in the pressurizer, the operator should borate to maintain the

minimum shutdown margin until the cold shutdown boron concentration is

achieved. Note that if a 75°F/hr. cooldown rate is maintained, charging

capacity [3 pumps running] will not be able to keep pressur~izer level

constant during the initial stages of the cooldown. Therefore, pressur-

izer level will lower and additional space will be available in the RCS

for boration.

24. The preferred method of cooling an isolated steam generator is to start

one RCP in each loop. Forced reactor coolant circulation through an

isolated steam generator will provide adequate heat transfer to maintain

the isolated steam generator's temperature approximately the same as the

operating steam generator's temperature.
.C

If all RCPs have been stopped, then operation of two RCPs (in opposite

loops) should be attempted to ensure continued forced circulation of

coolant through the core, cooling of the RV head region, provides the
.capability for the normal mode of pressurizer spray, condenses RCS steam

voids, and removes non-condensible gases from the S/G tube bundle.

Furthermore, this action enhances the strategy to obtain an uncomplicated

cooldown, since a forced circulation cooldown is 'preferred to a natural

circulation cooldown whenever possible during a recovery from an ESDE.

However, only one reactor coolant pump in each loop should be operated to

minimize heat in put to the RCS.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) The unaffected steam generator (or least affected, if both steam

generators are affected) is available for removing heat from the

RCS. A steam generator having feed flow and removing heat from the
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RCS. is an indication that primary to secondary heat removal is being

maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing. A

pressurizer level above [200"] provides the operator with a margin

for maintaining plant control during an ESDE. A level of [200"]

provides a margin above the heaters to offset the possible pressur-

izer level decrease due to loop shrinkage and/or steam void conden-

sation.

c) The RCS is greater than or equal to [20°F] subcooled. A subcooled I

condition, taken in conjunction with (b) above, indicdtes that

inventory control has been established.

d) [All plant specificRCP operating criteria should be satisfied

before the RCPs are restarted to prevent damage to RCPs. Following

automatic or operator initiated containment isolation, reinstatement

of component cooling water to the RCPs should be considered in order

to ensure adequate RCP cooling.]

25. Upon restarting two RCPs in opposite loops, pressurizer level and pres-

sure may decreasedue to loop shrinkage and/or void condensation. It is

possible.that this action will drain the pressurizer. Steam voids

present in the reactor vessel will condense upon restarting RCPs. [The

RVLMS should be monitored for the trending of reactor vessel liquid

level. This trending information may be correlated to pressurizer level

decrease.] RCP operation with a drained pressurizer may continue pro-

vided certain actions are taken and certain criteria are satisfied.

The following constitute the actions to be taken, and the criteria to be

satisfied, when restarting RCPs:

a) Start one RCP in each loop.

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 7-1].
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0P, c) Operate HPSI pumps, charging pumps, and letdown as necessary to

maintain pressurizer level [100 to 200"]. This action will ensure

that pressurizer heaters remain covered but will minimize the amount

of water.added to the RCS.

26. If all RCP operation is terminated and when inventory and pressure are

controlled, then natural circulation is monitored by heat removal via the

unaffected steam generator. Natural circulation flow should occur within

5-15 minutes aftdr the RCPs were tripped if there is adequate inventory

in the RCS....

The RCS temperature response during natural circulation will be slow

(5-15 minutes) as compared to a normal forced flow system response time
of 6-12 seconds, since the coolant loop cycle time will be significantly

larger.

When single phase natural circulation flow is established in at least one.

loop, the RCS should indicate the following conditions:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing steadily

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs [and core exit thermo-

couples]. Hot leg RTD temperature should be consistent with the

[core .exit thermocouples]. Adequate natural circulation flow

ensures that [core exit thermocouple] temperatures will be approxi-

mately equal to the hot leg RTDs temperature within the bounds of

the instrument's inaccuracies. An abnormal difference between TH
[and the CETs] is greater than [10F].

Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,

primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flow resistance, and voiding.

Component elevations on C-E plant are such that satisfactory natural

circulation decay heat removal is obtained by fluid density differences
between the core region and the steam generator tube sheet.
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27. If the criteria listed in Step 26 are not met, then natural circulation

in the RCS is not effectively transferring heat from the core to the

steam generators. Both RCS and Core Heat Removal Safety Functions may

become jeopardized if any of the above criteria continue to be violated.

Operators should ensure that RCS pressure and inventory, and S/G steaming

and feed, are being controlled properly to prevent violation of a safety

function, which would require a transfer from this guideline to the

Functional Recovery Guideline.

28. The RCS cooldown should be commenced by performing steps a) or b) below:

a) The preferred method for cooling down the RCS is by feeding the

steam generators with [main or auxiliary] feedwater and discharging

steam using the turbine bypass system. This method can only be

implemented if the condenser is available.

b) If the condenser is not available, an RCS cooldown should be com-

menced using [main or auxiliary] feedwater and dumping steam using

the atmospheric steam dump valves. Using atmospheric dump-valves to

cooldown a steam generator with a leaking tube(s) is undesirable due

to the releases of radioactivity to atmosphere..

The cooldown proceeds to at least [3000 F] at a rate within Technical

Speci ficat-ion L imi ts.

29. Depressurize the RCS to at least [300 psia] while maintaining the RCS

pressure and temperature within the acceptable range of the P/T limit

curve (Figure 7-1). This will ensure adequate core cooling but allow for -•

operator actions (such as termination of HPSI or charging flow) which
prevent excessive repressurization of the RCS and may lead to a pressur-

ized thermal shock (PTS) concern. The operator has two basic methods to
maintain RCS pressure and temperature within the acceptable range of the

P/T curve. These methods are (1) control the RCS heat removal (i.e.,

cooldown rate) and (2) control RCS pressure using pressurizer heaters and

spray, charging and letdown, HPSI pumps and/or [PORVs].
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0
The operator will choose which method, or combination of methods,, is to

be-used based on existing plant conditions as no two events are likely to

follow the same scenario. For example, if the main condenser were not

available and the only method for RCS heat removal was the atmospheric

dump valves,.then the choice woul~d be to remove RCS heat at the rate

consistent with the atmospheric dump valve capacity within Technical

Specification limits. On the other hand, if the main condenser is

available, then the preferred method would be to control the RCS heat

removal using the TBS at the cooldown rate specified per Technical

Specification. RCS pressure would be controlled by using pressurizer

heaters and spray to maintain RCS pressure within acceptable P/T curve

limits. As many variables will exist, the operator must u~e judgement

based on the existing plant conditions as to the best method to maintain

the RCS within the desired P/T curve limits to minimize PTS concerns and

provide for adequate core cooling.

30. The available condensate inventory should be monitored and replenished

from available sources as necessary to continually provide a source for a

secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are

non-seismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks,etc.

Plant specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

cited in the procedure. The condensate required to either maintain the

.. plant at hot standby or cooldown may be determined from Figures 7-4 and

7-5.

31. During a controlled cooldown and depressurization, the automatic opera-

tion of certain safeguard systems is undesirable. [If they have not

already actuated, the setpoints of SIAS, CSAS, CIAS and MSIS should be
manually reset (lowered) as the cooldown progresses to ensure that

automatic engineered safeguards protection remains available until the

RCS is cooled down and depressurized.]

32. The pressurizer level should be maintained [35 to 245"] throughout the

cooldown by the following methods:
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a) Preferentially, the pressurizer level is maintained by control of

charging and letdown.

b) Operation of the HPSI pumps is the next order of priority for

maintaining pressurizer level.

If the normal shutdown reference level is not maintained, a pressurizer

level of [35 to 245"] along with RCS su.bcooling ' [2O0 F] should be

maintained to avoid losing pressure control with the saturated bubble in

the pressurizer. If the pressurizer level drops below the top of the

pressurizer heaters, pressurizer heater operation will be interlocked off

for overheating protection. A plant cooldown can be perforpned without a

pressurizer level within the above preferred level indicatfons as long as

adequate primary pressure control is being maintained. However, pressur-

izer level should be brought back to normal as soon as possible.

Once the pressurizer water temperature varies from the normal hot standby..

temperature, the instrument indication on the normal pressurizer level

channel will begin to deviate (i.e., decalibrate) from the true pressur-

izer level. At this time, the operator should use plant cooldown correc-

tion curves to determine the true pressurizer water level. A cold .

calibrated pressurizer instrument channel is provided. This channel can

be used as a quick reference during the plant cooldown. The actual

pressurizer water level during pressurizer cooldown will be between the

level indicated on the cold calibrated channel (which reads low) and the

level indicated on the hot calibrated channel (which reads high).

33. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, then a void should be

suspected. Any time it is found that voiding inhibits RCS depressuriza-

tion to SCS entry pressure, when SCS operation is desired, then an

attempt at elimination of the voiding should be made.

The operator should monitor for the presence of voids. Voiding in the

RCS may be indicated-by any of the following indications, parameter

changes, or trends:
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a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel),

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) If desired, a confirmation of the results obtained from the above,

or a first check for voiding in the RCS, may be obtained by perform-

ing the following test. This test is a good indication of voiding

for a closed RCS (i.e., no leaks). It may not be possible to

perform every step of the voiding test due to system availability,

loss of electrical power, etc. In all cases, the operators must

determine the validity of the test based upon their knowledge of

plant operation and system response. Pressurizer level and pressure

must be stabilized prior to performing the following test in order

to provide valid results.

i) Start an additional charging pump to demonstrate that pressur-

izer level responds as expected:

increase of [2 inches/min.] per charging pump (approximately)

ii) Activate pressurizer heaters and demonstrate that the pressur-

izer pressure instrumentation responds as expected:

increase of [15 psi/min] (approximately)

iii) Activate pressurizer spray and demonstrate that the pressurizer

instrumentation responds as expected.

decrease of [26 psi/min] (approximately)

rf pressurizer parameters meet the above criteria and subco.oling is

within the limits of Figure 7-1 then significant voiding does not

exist. If pressurizer parameters do not meet the above criteria,

Sthen voiding is indicated.
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3A.. If voiding should be eliminated, then proceed. as follows:

a) Letdown is isolated or verified to be isolated to minimize further

inventory loss,

b) The depressurization Is stopped to prevent further growth of the

void and, if required, the RCS is repressurized to >[200 F] subcool-

ing,

c) Pressurizing and depressurizing the RCS within the limits of Figure

7-1 may condense the void. Pressurizing and the effect of filling
the voided portion of the RCS with cooler fluid which will remove

heat from the region. Subsequent depressurization and a repeating

of this process several times will cool and condense the steam void.

In the case of a void in the reactor vessel, the pressurization/
depressurization on cycle will produce a fill and drain of the

reactor vessel. The pressurization/depressurization cycle may be

S accomplished us.ing pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method)

or the SIS/charging system (alternative method). Monitor pressur-

izer level [and the RVLMS] for tren~ding of RCS inventory. This will

assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness of void elimin-

ation.

d) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the tube bundle void. This will be effective

for condensing steam voids but will not have an effect on non-con-

densible gases trapped in the tube bundle. A buildup of non-con-

densible gases in the tube bundles will not hinder natural circula-

tion even with a large number of the tubes blocked. This is due to

the small amount of heat transfer area required for the removal, of
decay heat. Monitor pressurizer level for trending of RCS inven-

tory. This will assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness

of void elimination.
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e) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then voiding

may be caused by non-condensible gases. [Operate the pressurizer

vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to clear trapped non-con-

densible gases.] Monitor pressurizer level [and/or the RVLMS] for

trending of RCS inventory. This will assist the operator in assess-

ing the effectiveness of void elimination.

35. When SCS entry conditions (RCS pressure <.[300 psia] and RCS TH : [300°F)

are established, the SCS is placed in service.

36. The safety injecton tanks must be vented or drained, or their discharge

valves shut at an RC5 pressure of [250 psia] to prevent thd nitrogen

cover gas from discharging into the RCS when the RCS pressure is reduced.

37. [LTOP protectiQn is instituted below 2750 F to protect the primary pres-

sure boundary from low temperature brittle fracture.]

0
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Figure 7-18 provides the bases for the ESDE Safety Functicn Status-C,.eck. The

Safety Function*Statut Check is designed to ensure that the operator is using

the correct procedure, and the actions of that procedure are satisfying all

relevant safety fuhctions and maintaining adequate core cooling.

The safety function status check provides a systematic approach to determine

if the ESDE Recovery Guideline is appropriate and, more importantly, if the

plant condition is sat-isfactory. Safety functions have been used throughout

the guideline system as a structure for storing and using operational informa-

tion. When the plant is in a normal condition each safety function can be

explicitly shown to be satisfied. For example, inventory control can be

demonstrated by conducting simple tests with charging and pressurizer spray

and heaters. The safety function status check acceptance criteria for inven-

tory control when the plant is normal can be direct and explicit. When the

plant-has been damaged, some of the safety functions are not as easily shown

9 to be under control. For example, inventory control ddring an LOCA is not as
easily tested for as it is When the plant is normal. The safety function

status check acceptance criteria for inventory control in a LOCA relies on

implicit information. Since tests with charging, pressurizer spray and

heaters would not be valid, the inventory control acceptance criteria is based

on knowing that the systems intended to provide inventory control (i.e., the

SIS) are functioning. In addition, the acceptance criteria for other func-

tions must be used in conjunction with the inventory control acceptance

criteria in order to arrive at the conclusion that the plant status is satis-

factory.
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En SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
M• EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT

Figure 7-18a

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are.those used to confirm the adequacy of the ESDE
Guideline in mitigating the event.

FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Reactivity Control Reactor Power Decreasing
and

[Negative Startup Rate]
and

Not more than 1 CEA Bottom
Light Not Lit or Borated
per Tech Specs.

Power Range [0-125%]

Power Rate

CEA Status
Display

[-1 + 7 dpm]

On/Off Light
for Each CEA

For all emergency events, the reactor lmutist
be shutdown.

The criteria that no more than onp CEA be
stuck out or the RCS borated observes'
typical technical specification require-
ments.

Maintenance of Vital
Auxiliaries (AC &
DC Power)

RCS Inventory Control

-< Plant Specific .......................-.....-.....---........ >]

If [35") • Pressurizer
Level < [245"]; Then:

charging and letdown are
being operated automatic-
cally or. manually to main-
tain or restore pressur-
izer level.

and
RCS > [200F] subcooled

and
[the RVLMS indicates the
core is covered]

or

Pressurizer
Level

[0"-350"] A value of [245"] (70%]) of range was
chosen as an upper limift for pressuý-izcer
level to account for instrum1ient dccuracies
and other uncertainties. A value of J35"]
(Q10%]) of range was chosen'as a lowe~r
limit to account for instrument accuracy.

A [200 F] subcooling margin coexisting with
a pressurizer level [35 to 245"1 indicates
adequate RCS pressure control via a satur-
ated bubble in the pressurizer.

C-)
hi

U,

C)

N~

[RVLMS] [0-100%]
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT
Figure 7-18b

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria
Guideline in mitigating the event.

are those used to confirm the adequacy of the ESDE

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Inventory
Control (Cont'd)

I

If Pressurizer Level <
[35"]; Then:

(the RVLMS indicates the
core is covered.]

and
[all available charging
pumps are operating, and]
the SIS pump(s) are inject-
ing water into the RCS per
Figure 7-3.

If Pressurizer Pressure >
[1600 psia], pressurizer-
heaters and spray are being
operated manually or auto-
matically to maintain or
restore pressurizer pres-
sure within the limits of
the P/T curves (Figure 7-1)

or

An RVLMS indication that the core is
covered, taken in conjunction with [204F]
subcooling, is an additional indication
that RCS inventory control has been
established.

RCS Pressure Control Pressurizer
Pressure

[1500 - 2500
sila/
0-1600 psia]

[1600 psia] is the SIAS setpoint. The range
of the selected events are very broad, there-
fore the acceptance criteria is written to
cover the expected range which may result
from the events noted.
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M SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT
Figure 7-18c

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria.are• those
Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of the ESDE

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Pressure
Control (Cont'd)

-4

0'i

If Pressurizer pressure <
[1600 psia], [at least one
charging pump is operating
and] the SIS pump(s) are'
injecting water into the
RCS per Figure 7-3, (unless
SIS termination criteria
are met).

TH RTDs'[and Core Exit.

Thermocouples] < [600°F]
Core Heat Removal [Core Exit [00 -1600 0 F]

Thermocouples]

TH RTDs [4650 -6650F]

The basis for the [CET] temperature limit durir
the use of optimal recovery procedures other
than LOCA is the indication that the event
specific recovery.strategy is not effective.
The value of [CET] temperature indicates core
heat removal performance. For.the optimal
recovery guidelines other than LOCA., heat is
normally removed from the RCS by the steam
generators. The value of the,[CET] temperattir
will be governed by steam generator couidi-
t0ons (i.e., pressure and temperature). III
general Tc ; TSG and [CET] temperature will bt
Tc + core AT. Normally this.core AT is
expected to be approximately 25'F during
single phase natural circulation conditions.
For forced RCS flow conditions T SG Tc
TH [ (CET] temperature.

C-)M
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT

Figure 7-18d

tn

rn

The safety functions listed below and their respective crite~rla
Guideline in mitigating the event.

are those used to confirm the adequacy of the ESDE

bAtLI T
FUNCTION

ALLUJ I IMLt
CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Core Heat Removal
(Cont'd)

and

The RCS > [20'F] subcooled rSubcooled
Margin
Monitor]

[00 - 1000 F]

!

RCS Heat Removal The unaffected S/G has
level:

a) within the normal level
band with feedwater
available to maintain
the level

or
b) being restored by a

feedwater flow > [150
gpm]

and
RCS Tave is <-T525°F]
and coqtrolled

Steam Gener-
ator Level

+63.5" -

The design secondary system pressure is
(1100 psia]. The corresponding saturation
temperature is.556.30 F. By adding 43.7uF
to account for thermocouple inaccuracy and
the AT between..'Tc and [CET], the value of
[600*FJ is reached.

The value of [200 F] subcooling is based. on
keeping the core covered and thus ensuring
adequate core cooling. If the core is cov-
ered with fluid, the RCS will indicate
subcooled conditions.

Decay heat levels may not be high enough to
require a feedwater flow of [150 .gpm].

Once steam generator'level is returned to
the zero power level'band and feedwater
remains available to maintain that leve:l,

then the SIS contribution to RCS. heat
removal is being satisfied.

[525°F] is based on not lifting a steaum
generator safety valve.

0
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

EXCESS STEAM.DEMIAND EVENT
Figure'7-18eI

The safety functions listed below and their respective-criteria
Guideline in mitigating the event. I

are those used to confirm the adequacy of the ESDE

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Containment Isolation

-.4
Gm

Containment pressure <
[4 psig]

and
No containment area radia-
tion monitors alarming

a:nd
No steam plant activity
monitors alarming

or
CIAS present or manually
initiated.

Containment
Pressure

Containment
Area Radia-
tion Monitors

Steam Plant
Act Monitors

Containment
Isolation
Valve Posi-
tion Indica-
tion

Containment
Temperature

Containment
Pressure

Containment
Spray Flow

[0-60 psig]

Alarnming/
Not Alarming

Alarming/
Not Alarming

During ESDEs, it is not expected that there
will be radiation inside containment or in
the steam plant.. The monitdrs should iiot
be alarming[4 psig] is the CIAS- setpoint..
If pressure goes 'above [4 psig], conlain-
ment isolation valves should shut (i.e.,
CIAS should be present).

Shut/Open

Containment Tempera-
ture and Pressure

Containment Temperature <
[2400F]

and
Containment Pressure
< [10 psig]

or
Containment Spray Flow
> [1500 gpm]

[500-300oF]

[0-60 psig]
[x-15 psig]

[0-5000 gpm]

C)
P1z
-a
01
r'3

0

0

[10 psig] is based on CSAS setpoint.,

[2400 F] corresponds to the saturation
temperature for [10 psig].

During the selected event, contaimitont
temperature and pressure may exceed thi:se
limits if the break is inside containmL•et.
If this happens, a CSAS should be 'pres(:nt
and the CSP should be injected spray solu-
tion at [1500 gpm]..

* I I'.
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT

Figure 7-18f

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria:.are' those used to confirm the adequacy of the ESDI
Guideline in mitigating the event.

bAftIY
FUNCTION

ACCEIPANCE
CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Containment
Combustible
Gas Control

H2 < [2%] -< ------- 7 --------------- Plant Specific ------------------------------

-4t
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T}his ect-ion~T--tOMTI the detailed ESDE recovery actions strategy flow. chart
Figure 7-19. The flow chart pictorially depicts the strategy around which the
ESDE guideline iss,built. It is intended to assist the procedure writer in
understanding the *intent of the guideline and for use in training. Operators
should understand the major objectives of the guideline in order to facilitate
their progress toward the guideline goals.

The strategy flow chart shows the recovery guideline strategy in detail and
lists the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objeptive. Some
steps in the guideline may be performed at any time during the dourse of an
event. Those steps which have an asterisk next to the step number can be
performed at any time during the event.

0
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FIGURE 7-19a
STRATEGY CHART FOR EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT
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FIGURE 7-19b
STRATEGY00CHART FOR .E, %CES3 STEAiM DEMAND EVENT
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FI GURE 7- 19ic
STRATEGY CHART FC.9 £-XCESS STVEAMA DEMANIDN") 7'`17T
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FIGURE 7-19d

STRATEGY CHART FOR EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT
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Pu.pohe .- ..

This guideline provides operator actions which must be accomplished in the
event of a Loss of Feedwater (LOF). The actions in this guideline are neces-

sary to ensure the plant is placed in a stable, safe condition. This guide-

line provides technical information to be used by the utilities in developing

a plant specific procedure.

En~tky Contd.Ltion

1. The Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed

and

2. Plant conditions indicate that a Loss of Feedwater event has occurred.

Any one or more of the following may be present.

a.
b.

C.

d.
e.

Decreasing steam generator water level or alarm.

Main feedwater pump trip alarm.

Low main feedwater pump flow (possible high flow

line break).

Low main feedwater pump suction pressure.

[Other plant specific symptoms, insert here.]

for a feedwater

LOF 8-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02 k •
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OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Verify that the Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed.

2. Confirm the diagnosis of an LOF event by [verifying the Safety Function

Status Check acceptance criteria are satisfied].

*3. If the diagnosis of an LOF is confirmed, Then continue with the actions

of this guideline.

If not, implement the Functional Recovery Guideline.

4. [Trip two RCPs (in opposite loops)].

5. Determine whether the.cause of the loss of feedwater is a result of a

feedwater line break or a feedwater system abnormality by monitoring

steam generator pressure and level.

If a feedwater line break is suspected, Then attempt to isolate the

break.

a) If the feedwater line break is unisolable from the steam generator,

then exit this guideline and implement the Excess Steam Demand Event

Guideline.

b) If the feedwater line break has been isolated, then proceed with the

actions within this guideline.

c) If a feedwater system abnormality exists, then continue with this

guideline.

*6. Verify that the safety functions are being satisfied by comparing control

board parameters to the acceptance criteria in the Safety Function Status

Check.

* Step performed continuously.

LOF 8-3 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*7. If all safety functions from the Safety Function Status Check are

satisfied, Then continue with the recovery actions of this guideline.

If not, implement the Functional Recovery Guideline.

*8. Take actions to restore the [main or auxiliary] feedwater system to

operation.

*9. [If the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) is started, Then perform the

following to prevent steam generator feed ring damage:

a) If S/G water level is above the feed ring, Then stop redundant AFW
pumps, restore S/G level, and maintain it in the normal level band.

b) If indicated steam generator water level is below the feed ring,
Then:

i) Stop redundant AFW pumps and limit feedwater flow rate to 15.0

gpm per affected steam generator until an increase in S/G level
has been observed, or until continuous feedwater flow to the

S/G has been maintained for five minutes.

ii) Modulate AFW flow rate as necessary to restore and maintain S/G

water level in the normal level band.]

10. If feedwater has been restored, Then perform steps 12 through 17.

11. If feedwater has not been restored, Then perform steps 18 through 29.

12. Verify turbine bypass valves are controlling steam generator pressure at
[900 psia], or lower, depending on RCS conditions.

If condenser vacuum is lost, or the turbine bypass system is unavailable,

or if the MSIVs are closed, Then the atmospheric dump valves must be used
to control steam generator pressure.

* Step performed continuously.

LOF 8-4 CEN-152 Rev. 02LOF 8-4 CtN-152 Rev. 02
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*13. Maintain or restore steam generator level to the normal, level band using

(main or auxiliary] feedwater.

14. If the auxiliary feedwater system is being used, Then ensure the conden-
sate inventory is adequate per Figures 8-3 and 8-4.

*15. Verify that the PPCS is automatically maintaining or restoring RCS

pressure within the limits of Figure 8-1.
If not, manually control pressurizer heaters and main spray (preferred),
or auxiliary spray, to restore pressurizer pressure.

*16. Verify that the PLCS is automatically maintaining or restoring pressur-

izer level in the hot zero power reference band.
If not, manually operate charging and letdown to restore and maintain T
normal pressurizer level.

*17. Maintain the plant in a stabilized condition and evaluate theneed for a

plant cooldown based on plant conditions, auxiliary systems availability
and condensate inventory (Figures 8-3 and 8-4).
If conditions require a cooldown, Then conduct a cooldown to SCS initia-
tion conditions per normal operating instructions.

*18. Ifall feedwater (main and auxiliary) is lost, Then conduct the following

actions:

a) Stop all RCPs
b) Isolate steam generator blowdown, secondary sampling and any non-

vital steam discharge.

* Step performed continuously.

LOF 8-5 CEN-152 Rev. 02 .1
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c) Continue actions to regain either main or auxiliary feedwater system

operation. If the auxiliary feedwater system is being used, Then

ensure that the condensate inventory is adequate.

d) [If other methods are available for steam generator heat removal,

then insert that information here]..

19. [If feed to at least one steam generator cannot be restored, Then estab- ..

lish once through cooling by:

a) starting all available charging pumps and the HPSI pumps aligned for

cold leg injection .41

b) opening the PORVs]. 1

20. If the.SIS is operating, Then it may be throttled or stopped, one. train

at a time, if the following conditions are satisfied:
-*1

a) The RCS is at least [20*F] subcooled (Figure 8-1),

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and not decreasing,

c) At least one steam generator is available (feed and steam flow) for

removing heat from the RCS,

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

*21. If the criteria of step 20 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

22. [If other methods are available for heat removal from the RCS, Then

insert that information here.]

23. If feedwater is regained, Then use either turbine bypass or atmospheric

dump valves to dump steam. Stop one-through-cooling if in use.

* Step perfohhed continuously.

LOF " 8-6 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*24. If all RCPs were stopped, Then two RCPs (in opposite loops) should be

restarted if possible.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator has feedwater restored and is available

to remove heat from the RCS,

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing,

c) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 8-7)

d) [Other criteria satisfied per RCP operating instructions].

*25. If RCP restart criteria are met, Then do the following:

a) Start one RCP in each loop

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 8-1]

c) Operate HPSI (Figure 8-2) and charging pumps until pressurizer level

is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

*26. .f-all RCPs have been stopped, Then verify natural circulation flow in at

least one loop. The following criteria must be met in order to demon-

strate adequate natural circulation flow:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than full power AT,

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing,

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing slowly,

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs [and core exit thermo-

couples].

40 *Step performed continuously.

LOF 8-7 CEN-152 Rev~ 02 *
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27. If the criteria of step 26 are not met, Then ensure RCS pressure (step

15) and inventory (step 16) are being controlled properly. Feedwater,

however, must be restored to at least one S/G for continued natural

circulation.

*28. Maintain the RCS within the acceptable Post Accident Pressure/

Temperature Limits (Figure 8-1) by using the following (listed in order

of preference):

C.A

a)
b)
c)

pressurizer heaters and main spray

pressurizer heaters and auxiliary spray

all available charging and HPSI pumps [and PORVs].

0
29. Maintain the plant in a stabilized condition and evaluate the need for a

plant cooldown based on plant conditions, systems availability and, if

feedwater is regained, condensate inventory (per Figures 8-3 and 8-4).

If required, conduct a plant cooldown within Technical Specification

Limits and enter shutdown cooling.

* Step performed continuously.

.o•

-.34
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-
tions, cautions, notes or in the EOP training program.

1. The operator should not add feedwater to a dry steam generator if another

steam generator still contains water. Re-establish feedwater only to the

steam generator that is not dry. If both steam generators become dry,

refill only one steam generator to reinitiate core cooling.

2. During all phases of the cooldown, monitor RCS temperature and pressure

to avoid exceeding a cooldown rate greater than Technical Specification

Limitations.

3. Do not place system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

4. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluating plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available.

5. If the initial. cooldown rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits,

there may be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the

reactor vessel. Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits of (Figure

8-1) should be maintained.

6. Solid water operation of the pressurizer should be avoided unless [20 0F]

of subcooling cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 8-1). If the RCS

is solid, closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or

cooldown to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

LOF 8-9 CEN-152 Rev. 02
LOF 8-9 CEN-152 Rev. 02 -
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7. Minimize the number of cycles of pressurizer auxiliary spray whenever the

temperature differential between the spray water and the pressurizer is

greater than [2000 F] in order to minimize the increase in the spray

nozzle thermal stress accumulation factor. Every such cycle must be

recorded in accordance with Technical Specification Limitations.

8. [Monitor quench tank parameters since any sustained operation of the

PORVs may burst the tanks rupture disc.]

ý.A

LO ,-1 E-12Re.0
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FIGURE 8-1

TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LIMITSW
21

~54

V_

u'Ja.

S1500

a,

uJ

N

- 1000

a-

4,

NOTES: (1) THIS CURVE SUPERSEDES THE 1000 F/HOUR COOLDOWN CURVE
ANYTIME THE RCS HAS EXPERIENCED AN UNCONTROLLED COOLDOWN
WHICH CAUSES RCS TEMPERATURE TO GO BELOW 5000 F

12) THESE CURVES MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR INSTRUMENT INACCURACIES
(3) COLOR CODE

RED - PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
ORANGE. PARAMETER IN DANGER OF EXCEEDING LIMITS
YELLOW- PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT

STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES

iOFi 8-11 iii l ev 0
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FIGURE 8-2

0

I

FLOW, GPM

NOTES: (1) SEE IMPLEMENTATION SECTION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SPECIFIC CURVE
(2) FOR HOT AND COLD LEG INJECTION MODE, THE LPSi PUMPS ARE NOT

RECLUIRED TO BE OPERATING.THE HPSI PUMP FLOW IS DIVIDED EQUALLY
BETWEEN THE HOT AND COLD LEGS

(3) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) PUMPS WILL BE
OPERATING BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE
FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF HEAD OF ANY SIS PUMP

(4) COLOR CODE
RED . PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
YELLOW. PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN. PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES

I.
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TYPICAL FEEDWATER CAPACITY vs TIME REMAINING UNTIL
SHUTDOWN COOLING REQUIRED

FIGURE 8-3
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK -'4,.

Scaj~Qtg Fun~c~tiLon

1. Reacavi~ty ContJkoZ

.Ap.cctcmnce C)WttcLa

T.a. Reactor power decreasing

and
b. [Negative Startup Rate]

and
c. Not more than 1 CEA bottom light

not lit or borated per Tech
Specs.

[,!

-4,

.4.

2. Mai.nte~nance o6 Vit2 Auy2Zaim
(AC and DC Powe.'zi

3. RCS Inven.tauj' ContAoZ

2. [Plant specific criteria, insert

here].

3.a. If pressurizer level is

[35 to 245"], Then:

i) charging and letdown are

being operated automatic-

ally, or manually, to main-

tain or restore pressurizer

level

and

ii) the RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled

and

iii) [the RVLMS indicates the

core is covered]

ox

0

.I' .
LOF 8-15 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd]

Sa.je~ty Function

3. RCS 'Tnve~nto~y Con~t'u,. (Convt'd)

Acceptance C'ittei.

b. If pressurizer level is less than

[35"], Then:

i) [the RVLMS indicates the
core is covered]

and
ii) [all available charging

pumps are operating and] the

SIS pump(s) are injecting
water into the RCS per

Figure 8-2.

4.a. If pressurizer pressure is less
than [2350 psia] and greater than
or equal to [1600 psia], Then

pressurizer heaters and spray are
being operated automatically, or

manually, to maintain or restore
pressurizer pressure*.

4. RCS Pxuz6uue Coatrot

Ol

6. If pressurizer pressure is less
than [1600 psia], Then [all
available charging pumps are

operating and] the SIS pump(s)
are injecting water into the RCS

per Figure 8-2 (unless SIS

termination criteria are met).

* Not applicable if in once-through cooling.

U
.~il
*10

LOF 8-1 CEN-15 Rev 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Sdae~ty Funtcion

5. CouL Hea-t Removat

Acceptanc~e CiteyLia

5.a. If not in once-through cooling,

Then:
i) RCS Tave less than [5450 F]

and

ii) the RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled

O•l

b. If in once-through cooling, Then
the RCS is at least [O°F]

subcooled.

6. RCS Heat Removat 6.a. RCS Tave is less than [5450F]*

and

b. Loop AT for at least one steam

generator is:

i) Less than [100F] for. forced

circulation*

or
ii) Less than [50 0 F]

circulation*

for natural

* Not applicable if in once-through cooling.

LOF 8-17 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETV FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

'I

Safety_ Funcwtion

7. Con~tainment 146otatiton

Ac ep.tance Cx,,tektia

7.a. Containment pressure less than

[1.5 psig]*
and

b. No containment area radiation
monitors alarming*.

and
c. No steam plant activity monitors

alarming.

l

i

8. Containmen~t Te ipe ot~e. and
PAe4.zw'e Cont'toz

8.a. Containment temperature less than

[2150F]*

and
b. Containment pressure less than

[1.5 psig]*

4

9. Containmnen~t CombwtitlZe.
Ga.6 Con~t'wt

9. Hydrogen concentration less than
[2%].

.4

* Not applicable if in once-through cooling.

LOF 8-18 CEN-3.52 Rev. 02LOF 8-18 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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BASES

The bases section of the loss of feedwater (LOF) recovery guideline describes

the LOP transient in relation to the actions which the operator takes during a
LOF. The purpose of the bases section is to provide the operators with

information which will enable them to understand the reasons for, and the

consequences of, the actions they take during a LOF.

Chacx-te~zatiZon b6 a Lozz o6 FeedwteA Euen~t

A loss of feedwater results from a loss of main feedwater, auxiliary feedwater
or both, to the steam generators. Some possible causes for a loss of feed-

water include:

a) Loss, or cavitation, of all main feedwater pumps.
b) Malfunction of the feedwater control system which closes the main feed-

water control valves.

c) Inadvertent isola'tion, or blockage, of the feedwater flow path.
* d) Malfunction of the condensate system.

e) Feedwater line break (loss of feedwater resulting from a feedwater line
break which is not isolable from the steam generator is covered under

excess steam demand event).

A loss of feedwater is characterized by specific parameters that may be
indicated in the control. room. Some of these indications are:

a) Decreasing steam generator water level. The existence of this condition

may be noticed by an alarm in the control room.
b) Increasing steam generator pressure before a reactor trip, followed by a

decreasing and stabilizing trend.

c) Increasing pressurizer level and pressure before a reactor trip, followed
by a decreasing and stabilizing trend.

d) Reactor trip generated on low steam generator water level.
e) Auxiliary feedwater actuation signal (AFAS) generated on low steam

generator water level.
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f) Turbine/generator tripped.
g) Low main feedwater pump flow/suction pressure, resulting in a main

feedwater pump trip alarm. (The main feedwater pump flow may possibly be
high if there is a feedwater line break.)

h) Containment pressure may increase if a feedwater line breaks inside
containment. In addition, possible increase in containment pressure,
temperature, humidity, or containment sump level.

i) A feedwater line break outside containment may be indicated by noise.
j) Possible equipment operational irregularities, such as a loss of feed-

water control indication, a failure of the feedwater flow control valves,
or a closure of a main feedwater system isolation valve.

k) Possible steam flow vs. feedwater flow mismatch noted.

,4)

0N

hg

S.
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Saje~ty Fu~nc~ton.6 Ai~ec.ted

A loss of all feedwater, if not corrected, results in a loss of the steam

generator's ability to remove heat from the RCS. Operator actions should be

directed towards conserving the available steam generator secondary water

inventory and reestablishing feedwater flow to the steam generators so that

RCS heat removal capability is maintained or restored. All safety functions

should be monitored to assure public safety, or to detect changes in the plant

conditions which could lead to unsafe conditions.

In addition to RCS heat removal, other safety functions may be affected in the

following manner. The loss of all feedwater flow to the steam generators

while steaming causes level in the steam generator to decrease. If the level

decreases below the top of the generator tube bundle, heat transfer in the
steam generator is progressively less and RCS temperature will begin to

increase. RCS temperature also increases because cooler feedwater is no

longer being-added to the steam generators, thereby raising overall steam

generator temperature. The rate of level decrease and RCS temperature in-

crease is a function of reactor power. The rate of decrease i.s also dependent

on the rate of feedwater loss or the size of the feedwater line break. As

water level decreases below the reactor trip setpoint, a reactor trip (reac-

tivity control) will occur, accompanied by a turbine trip, and rapidly de-

creasing RCS temperatures (to the hot zero power setpoint), pressurizer level

and pressure. At high reactor powers, the reactor trip will occur within

approximately 15-30 seconds after the loss of all feedwater. Following the

reactor trip, the turbine bypass valves (TBVs) will usually control steam

generator pressure at the hot zero power setpoint. If the TBVs are unavail-

able, steam pressure may be controlled by the ADVs (if they are automatically

actuated or if the operator opens them) or by the steam generator safety

T valves. RCS temperature will be controTled at a value slightly above that

corresponding to steam generator saturation conditions until a substantial

P • portion of the tube bundle in each S/G is uncovered. At this point, RCS

1ýf temperature will begin to increase. If the steam generators boil dry, RCS

temperature would rise rapidly. When saturation conditions in the RCS reach

' the setpoints for the pressurizer safeties, RCS inventory will be lost out of
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the safeties (loss of RCS inventory control). If RCS inventory loss continues

at a high pressure, core uncovery may occur with corresponding severe conse-

quences. The high pressure in the RCS will prevent RCS inventory replinish-

ment via the SIS, thus, operation of charging pumps will be the lone means of

injecting water into the RCS.

VixeMLZM10 o Key a,' teAz

Reacto' Power. (Fguze 8-5)

When the level in one or both steam generators falls below the reactor trip

setpoint, the reactor will trip. At high powers, this will occur in 15-30

seconds. -

The main turbine generator will trip concurrently with the reactor trip. If

the operator is able to conclude that a loss of feedwater has occurred before

the reactor has tripped, he/she should immediately trip the reactor, (even

before steam generator water level drops to the low level trip setpoint) in

order to conserve the available steam generator water inventory.

RCS TempvwutuMe (Figure 8-6)

RCS temperature may increase before the trip. After the trip, RCS tempera- 4

tures will usually decrease to approximately the hot zero power setpoint. If

steam generator water level begins to drop below the top of the heat transfer

tubes, the RCS heat transfer surface is reduced and RCS temperature increases.

If the generators boil dry, RCS temperature will increase dramatically.

PxesuUz)t Pxr 6u .(Figure 8-7)

Pressurizer pressure will initially increase prior to a reactor trip due to

the RCS heatup and then decrease after the trip.
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Prtezzuizexv Levet (Fi.W•e 8-8)

Coincident with RCS temperature increases prior to reactor trip there will be

an increased pressurizer level. The level will decrease post trip as heat is
removed from the RCS. When the S/Gs boil dry, RCS heat removal is no longer

being maintained and pressurizer level will increase in conjunction with RCS

temperature increases.

Re.a.ctor Vueze Leve2

Voiding is not expected to occur during Loss of Feedwater transients since the

RCS heats up and RCS inventory is not expected to be lost unless [PORVs] or
pressurizer safety relief valves open. If RCS inventory loss continues at a

high rate because of a loss of heat sink, voiding could eventually cause core

uncovery because system pressure is above HPSI shut off head. If feedwater is

restored, voiding should not occur.

SSteam GeneAa&rt Pxz e (Fgu,. 8-9)

Initially, the pressure in the steam generators will increase as feedwater
flow to the steam generators is lost because the heat required to heat the

cool feedwater now causes S/G temperature to increase. Following the reactor

trip, S/G pressure will usually go up to the TBV control setpoint. If steam-
ing continues with the steam vent path left open, and without feedwater, steam

generator pressure will eventually begin to decrease as the steam generator

boils dry.

Steam GenvLtot L eve2 (Figuwe 8-10)

A loss of feedwater to the steam generator will result in a decreasing steam

generator level. This decrease usually causes a reactor trip. If steaming

continues without feedwater, the S/G tube bundle will uncover and, eventually,

the steam generator will boil dry.
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FIGURE 8-5

REPRESENTATIVE TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER FLOW
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FIGURE 8,6

REPRESENTATIVE TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER FLOW
RCS TEMPERATURES vs TIME
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FIGURE 8,7
REPRESENTATIVE TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER FLOW

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE vs TIME
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FrGURE 8-8
REPRESENTATIVE TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER FLOW

PRESSURIZER LEVEL vs TIME
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FIGURE 8-9
REPRESENTATIVE TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER FLOW

STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE vs TIME
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FIGURE 8-10
TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER FLOW

STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL vs TIME
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GuideLine St'wtegy an~d ln~o.zmeztion FZow

Figure 8-11 has been included to provide the reader with a summary description
of the LOF Recovery Guideline strategy and information flow. Prior to imple-
menting the actions provided in the LOF Recovery Guideline, the operator would
have performed the standard post trip actions and diagnosed the event. The
first two actions encountered in the LOF Recovery Guideline require a verifi-
cation that these actions have taken place. The steps following the verifica-
tion are an attempt to restore a feedwater supply to the affected steam
generator(s).

The next group of steps provide instructions on RCP termination/restart and
natural circulation. These steps are illustrated in Figure 8-11. Subsequent

steps are split between two paths. The preferred path deals with recovery
after feed is restored. The other path provides instructions on cooling using
alternate means such as once-thru-cooling, charging, SIS, and [PORVs], while
continuing efforts to regain feedwater.

A more detailed chart (Figure 8-17) illustrates the recovery guideline strat-

egy and lists the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objective.
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FIGURE 8-11
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Baze6 Opex'utox Ac~tion.6

The operator actions are directed towards determining the cause of the loss of
feedwater, regaining feedwater system operation and, if this is not possible,

removing heat from the RCS and conducting an orderly cooldown.

1. The execution of all standard post trip actions is verified. This

assures that all safety functions have been Initially attended to.

2. The diagnosis of an LOF event is confirmed by [verifying that the Safety

Function Status Check. criteria are being satisfied. This action ensures

that the proper procedure is being used in mitigating the effects of an

LOF and all relevant safety functions are being satisfied].

3. If the diagnosis of an LOF is confirmed, then the operator continues with

the actions of this guideline. If a correct diagnosis is not confirmed,

then the operator is directed to implement the Functional Recovery

Guideline. The Functional Recovery Guideline is functionally oriented
0 and will ensure all safety functions are attended to regardless of what

event(s) is occurring.

4. [A loss of feedwater event may result in a reduction, or total loss of

the ability of the steam generator(s) to remove heat from the RCS. Heat

input to the RCS may be minimized by tripping two RCPs (in opposite
loops). This enhances the recovery from an LOF event in two ways.

Firstly, heat input to the RCS is minimized in an event in which RCS heat

removal is of prime concern. Secondly, the action allows for continued

operation of 2 RCPs in order to maintain normal pressurizer spray flow

and forced primary circulation which are preferred for efficient plant

cooldown once main or auxiliary feed flow is restored]. (Figure 8-12).
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FIGURE 8-12a
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FIGURE 8-12b
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5. If a main feedwater line break is suspected, then the operator should try
to isolate the feedwater line break from the steam generators by any
plant-specific methods possible (i.e., closing main feedwater isolation

valves, main feedwater regulating valves, etc.). A feedwater line break
upstream of the check valves at the inlet to the steam generator should
automatically be isolated from the steam generator.

If the feedwater line break cannot be isolated from the steam generator,

then it will continue to blowdown water until the steam generator boils
dry. This results in an uncontrolled cooldown of the RCS. When the
operator determines that a feedwater line break is unisolable, the Excess

Steam Demand Event Recovery Guideline should be immediately followed for
all further actions. If a main feedwater line break has not occurred, or
the break is isolated from the steam generator, then the operator should

proceed with the recovery actions of this guideline.

If the loss of feedwater flow is only partial and is discovered before
the reactor trip, then the operator may attempt to reduce reactor power
to a level within the reduced capacity of the operating feedwater supply

equipment. This course of action is allowable only if the operator has

positively concluded that the loss of feedwater is only partial. In this
case, the operator would be implementing the actions of an abnormal, not

an emergency, guideline.

6. The operator is required to continually verify that the safety functions

are being satisfied by comparing control board parameters to the criteria

of the Safety Function Status Check. This ensures that all relevant
safety functions are being satisfied and the core is being adequately

cooled.

7. If all the safety functions from the Safety Function Status Check are

satisfied, then this procedure is adequately mitigating the effects of
the LOF. Therefore, the implementation of the remaining action of this

guideline are continued.
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If all releO-nt safety functions are not being satisfied, then the
procedure is not adequately mitigating the occurring event. The operator
is required to leave the LOF guideline and implement the Functional
Recovery Guideline. This guideline is functionally oriented and will
ensure all safety functions are attended to regardless of what event(s)
is occurring.

8. The operator should attempt to restore the correct operation of the [main
or auxiliary] feedwater system by restoring electrical power, operating
valves, starting pumps or restoring other important auxiliary systems in
order to provide a primary decay heat sink for a controlled reactor
cooldown.

The steam generator level should be increased at a rate consistent with
both the decay heat removal rate and desired cooldown rate to prevent
exceeding Technical Specifications or causing an unnecessary depressuri-
zation. Because decay heat and power history will vary over core life,
the operator must use judgement in feeding the steam generator. If the
refill rate is too fast, the RCS temperature can easily be driven below
the desired no load value. Consequently, pressurizer level may fall to
the point where the pressurizer is drained and the safety injection
system is actuated.

9. [To avoid damage to the steam generator feed ring the operator should
control the auxiliary feedwater system, if it is started. If feedwater
flow has been interrupted and is regained and if steam generator level is
below the feed ring, the operator should limit feedwater flow to 150 gpm
for five minutes. Steam generator water level should be restored to the
normal*band as soon as possible.

There is not analytical correlation between feedwater flow rate and the
conditions to preclude feed ring failure. A flow rate of 150 gpm has
been recommended as a procedural limit based on the fact that no signif-
icant water hammer has been observed during testing or operation with
flow rates of that order. Additionally, 150 gpm has been traditionally
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accepted as a flow limit by industry and the NRC for water hammer protec-

tion. The five minute duration of this limited flow is conservatively

based on twice the refill time for the 350.gallon feed ring. In the

event that refilling of portions of the main feedwater piping must be

considered, this time would have to be adjusted accordingly.]

10. If feedwater has been restored, then go to step 12 and perform steps 12

through 17. These steps are directed at stabilizing the plant and

recovering from an LOF.

11. If feedwater has not been restored, then go to step 18 and perform steps

18 through 29. These steps are directed at combatting a total LOF.

12. Steam generator pressure should be controlled by the turbine bypass

system at [900 psia] or less depending on current RCS temperature. The

goal is to stabilize RCS temperature and remove decay heat. If condenser

vacuum is lost, the turbine bypass system is not available, or if the

MSIVs have closed, the atmospheric dump valves must be used to control

steam generator pressure. This action is performed to maintain steam

generator pressure below the secondary safety valve setpoints, preventing

them from opening, and allow a controlled RCS heat removal process using

the steam generators.

13. Steam generator level is controlled in the normal level band using [main

or auxiliary] feedwater to provide for RCS heat removal.

14. The auxiliary feedwater source is the condensate storage tank. If the

auxiliary feedwater system is being used, the inventory in the condensate

storage tank must be verified to be adequate. This can be determined

from Figures 8-3 and 8-4. Alternate sources of condensate must be

investigated. These alternate sources must be identified in plant

specific procedures. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are

non-seismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.

8
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15. The PPCS is verified to be automatically controlling or restoring RCS

pressure within the limits of Figure 8-1. If not, pressurizer heaters or

main spray (preferred) or auxiliary spray are operated manually to

control pressurizer pressure. This action verifies that the RCS pressure

control safety function is being satisfied.

16. The PLCS is verified to be automatically controlling or restoring pres-

surizer level in the hot zero power reference band. If not, charging and

letdown are operated manually to ensure pressurizer level is being

maintained. This action verifies that the RCS inventory control safety

function is being satisfied.

17. The plant should be maintained in a stable condition based on auxiliary

systems availability. One concern the operator must have, is the remain-

ing supply of feedwater. Condensate inventory adequacy is determined

according to Figures 8-3 and 8-4. If the available condensate appears to

be marginally adequate, a plant cooldown within Technical Specification

limitations should be commenced immediately in order to avoid running out

of existing condensate before the shutdown cooling system can be placed

into operation. Otherwise, a cooldown may be initiated at a time which

depends upon restoration of any other necessary vital auxiliaries.

Cooldown is conducted in accordance with the normal plant cooldown

procedure.

18. If all feedwater is lost (both main and auxiliary) to both steam genera-

tors, then certain actions should be performed to keep the plant in a

stable condition. These actions are:

a) To minimize heat input into the RCS, stop all RCPs.

b) If operating, the steam generator blowdown system, secondary sampl-

ing system or any other nonvital secondary discharge must be se-

cured. Until feedwater is reestablished, the steam generator water

inventories must be conserved.
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c) Continue to attempt to restore main or auxiliary feedwater system
operation. Such attempts may include restoration of vital auxil-

iaries like instrument air, electrical power, and/or instrumenta-
tion. They may also include manual operation of valves or other
equipment that is normally operated remotely.

d) If both main and auxiliary feedwater cannot be restored to either
steam generator, then all plant specific sources of feedwater which
could be made available to replace steam generator boil-off should
be implemented. Examples of alternate sources of feedwater are fire
pumps, condensate pumps, portable pumps, etc. When developing plant
procedures, alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

their use should be indicated in the procedures. Guidelines on
steam generator depressurization should be developed for those cases
when the operator is relying on low pressure sources of feedwater as

a backup feedwater supply. Figure 8-13 provides an example of the
type of information that must be developed on a plant specific
basis. The figure provides a typical required steam generator dump
area to remove heat from the steam generator for various times after
shutdown. The required heat removal, compared to the available heat
removal capacity (i.e., atmospheric dump valves), provides the

technical basis for which guidance may be developed on steam genera-
tor depressurization to permit use of alternate sources of feed-

water.

19. [As a last resort, cooling of the core is attempted by core flushing.
All available charging pumps are started, the SIS is aligned for cold leg
injection, and the PORVs are opened. Core flushing is from the cold
legs, through the core, and out the PORVs. It is most important to keep
the core covered in this mode of cooling. Core coverage Is indicated by
[the RVLMS], RCS subcooling i [OF] on RCS temperature indication (in
particular, the [CETs]). If superheat is indicated or approached, the
operator should attempt to maximize makeup to the RCS using charging and
SIS pumps. Lowering RCS pressure will usually increase SIS flow].

9
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20. If an 'IAS has Been initiated and the SIS is operating, then it must
continue to operate at full capacity until SiS termination criteria are

met. Termination of SIS should be sequenced by stopping one pump at a
time while observing the termination criteria. Throttling of HPSI flow

is permissible if it is feasible. SIS termination criteria are:

a) RCS is at least [20*F] subcooled (Figure 8-14). Establishing [200 F]

of subcooling ensures the fluid in the core is subcooled, and

provides sufficient margin for establishing flow should the [20 0 F]

subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

some parts of the RCS (e.g., reactor vessel head), but these are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [ 1 00 "] and not decreasing. A

pressurizer level greater than [100"] and not decreasing in conjunc-

tion with criterion a) above is an indication that RCS inventory

control has been established.

c) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS. Steam generator availability requires having feedwater flow
and steam flow which are indications that primary to secondary heat

removal is possible.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core

coverage in conjunction with the above, serves as an additional

indication that RCS inventory control has been established.]

If the criteria are met, then the operator may either terminate or

throttle the SIS. The operator may decide to throttle rather than'

terminate if the SIS is to be used to control pressurizer level or plant

pressure. A general assessment of the SIS performance can be made from

the control room. The operator should confirm that at least one train

and preferably both trains of SIS are operating and that system delivery

rate is consistent with RCS pressure as shown in Figures 8-14 or 8-15.

Injection flow rates to each cold leg should be approximately equal.
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FIGURE 8-14
TYPICAL SAFETY INJECTIO DELIVERY CURVES
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FIGURE 8-15
TYPICAL SAFETY INJECTION DELIVERY

FAILURE CONDITIONS - LOSS OF ONE EMERGENCY GENERATOR
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21. If the criteria of step 20 cannot be maintained after SIS termination,

then the SIS must be restarted.

22. [If other methods are available for RCS heat removal purposes, then they
should be appraised and if possible implemented. Examples might be
alternate once-through cooling paths such as drain valves, pressurizer

vents, etc. These should be indicated in the procedures.]

23. If feedwater is regained, then maintain RCS heat removal by removing
steam via the turbine bypass valves, or if the condenser is not avail-
able, via the atmospheric dump valves from at least one steam generator.

Once-through-cooling.(or plant-specific alternate cooling method) is
stopped as soon as RCS heat removal is established via at least one steam

generator and one steam generator has the capability of removing decay
heat.

24. If all RCPs have been stopped, then operation of two RCPs (in opposite
loops) should be attempted if feedwater can be restored to at least one
S/G. This will ensure continued forced circulation of coolant through

the core and will provide the capability for the normal mode of pressur-
izer spray. However, only one RCP in each loop should be operated to

minimize heat input to the RCS.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator has feedwater restored and is available

for removing heat from the RCS. A steam generator having feed flow
and removing heat from the RCS is an indication that primary to

secondary heat removal is being maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing. With

pressurizer level at the high end of the operating band, the possi-
bility of draining the pressurizer due to loop shrinkage and/or

steam void condensation is minimized and there is a greater likeli-
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hood of keeping the. pressurizer heaters covered. This will assist

in maintaining positive RCS pressure control., The criterion of

pressurizer level not decreasing implies that RCS inventory control

has been established.

c) The RCS is greater-than or equal to [200 F] subcooled. An RCS

*subcooled condition taken in conjunction with (b) above indicates
that inventory and pressure are being controlled.

d) [All plant specific RCP operating criteria are satisfied before the

RCPs are restarted to protect the RCPs from damage. Following

automatic or operator initiated containment isolation, reinstatement

of component cooling water to the RCPs should be considered in order

to ensure adequate RCP cooling.]

25. Upon restarting two RCPs in opposite loops, pressurizer level and pres-

sure may decrease due to loop shrinkage and/or void condensation. It is

possible that this action will drain the pressurizer. Steam voids, if
present in the reactor vessel, will condense upon restarting RCPs. [The

RVLMS should be monitored for the trending of reactor vessel liquid

level. This trending information may be correlated to pressurizer level

decrease.] RCP operation with a drained pressurizer may continue provid-

ed certain actions are taken and certain criteria are satisfied.

The following constitute the actions to be taken and the criteria to be

satisfied when restarting RCPS:

a) Start one RCP in each loop.

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 8-1.]

c) Operate all available HPSI and charging pumps until pressurizer

level is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

8E.
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26. If all RCP operation is terminated and when inventory and pressure are
controlled, then natural circulation is maintained by heat removal via at
least one steam generator. Natural circulation flow should occur within
5-15 minutes after the RCPs were tripped if there is adequate inventory
in the RCS.

The RCS temperature response during natural circulation will usually be
slow (5-15-minutes) as compared to a normal forced flow system response
time of 6-12 seconds, since the coolant loop cycle time will be signifi-
cantly larger.

When single phase natural circulation is established in at least one
loop, the RCS indicates the following conditions:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT
b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing
c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing slowly
d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs [and core exit thermo-

couples]. Hot leg RTD temperature should be consistent with the
[core.exit thermocouples]. Adequate natural circulation flow
ensures that core exit thermocouples temperatures will be approxi-
mately equal to the hot leg RTDs temperature within the bounds of
the instrument's inaccuracies. An abnormal difference between TH
and the [CETs] is [10"F].

Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,
primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flow resistance, and voiding.

.Component elevations on C-E plants are such that satisfactory natural
circulation decay heat removal is obtained by fluid density differences
between the core region and the steam generator tubes.

The operator has adequate instrumentation to monitor natural circulation
for the single phase liquid natural circulation process. The RCS temper-
ature instrumentation, namely loop AT can be used along with other
information to confirm that the single phase natural circulation process
is effective.

LOF 8-46 CEN-152 Rev. 02



27. If the criteria of step 26 are not met, then natural circulation is not

effectively transferring heat from the core to the steam generators. If

feedwater has been regained or sufficient inventory is available in at

least one S/G, then ensure RCS pressure and inventory are being control-

led properly. Feedwater, however, must be restored to at least one S/G

in order to establish or continue the natural circulation heat removal

process. Both the RCS and Core Heat Removal Safety Functions may be

jeopardized if the criteria of step 26 continue to be violated.

28. The bases for maintaining the RCS pressure and temperature within the

acceptable range of the P/T limit curve (Figure 8-1) is that it provides

for adequate core cooling by requiring the maintenance of minimum sub-

cooling and it minimizes the reactor vessel stresses of concern for
pressurized thermal shock by specifying a maximum subcooling value.

Operator actions such as termination of HPSI or charging flow may be

required to prevent the excessive repressurization (> [2000 F] subcooling)

of the RCS which is of concern for PTS.

29. The plant should be maintained in a stable condition. Based on auxiliary

systems availability and plant conditions, and, if feedwater is regained,

condensate inventory, evaluate the need for a plant cooldown. If re-
quired, conduct a plant cooldown within Technical Specification Limits

and enter shutdown cooling.

One concern the operator must have if feedwater is restored is the

remaining supply of feedwater. Refer to Figures 8-3 and 8-4. If the

available condensate appears to be marginally adequate, a plant cooldown

within Technical Specification Limitations should be commenced immedi-

ately in order to avoid running out of existing condensate before the

shutdown cooling system can be placed into operation. Otherwise, a

cooldown may be initiated in a more deliberate manner depending on the

restoration of desirable vital auxiliaries.

0
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Sajety Fu.nction Statu4 Check.6

Figure 8-16 provides a bases for the LOF Safety Function Status Check. The
Safety Function Status Check charts are designed to ensure that the operator
is using the correct guideline, and the actions of that guideline are
satisfying all relevant safety functions and maintaining adequate core
cooling.

The safety function status check provides a systematic approach to determine
if the LOF recovery guideline is appropriate, and more importantly, if the
plant conditions is satisfactory. Safety functions have been used throughout
the guideline system as a structure for storing and using operational
information. When the plant is in a normal condition each safety function can
be explicitly shown to be satisfied.

0
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
LOSS OF FEEDWATER

Figure 8-16a.

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the LOF
Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Reactivity Control Reactor Power Decreasing
and

[Negative 9tartup Rate]
and

Not more ta-an 1 CEA Bottom
Light Not Lit or Borated
per Tech. Specs

Power Range

Power Rate

CEA Status
Display

[0- 125%]

[-1 7 dpm]

On/Off Light
for each CEA

For all emergency events, the reactor must
be shutdown. The criteria that no more than
one CEA be stuck out or the RCS borated
observes typical technical specification
requirements.

To
(0

Maintenance of
Vital Auxiliaries
(AC & DC Power)

-< Plant Specific- ---------------------------------- >1

RCS Inventory
Control

If [35"] < Pressurizer Level
< [245"];-Then:

charging and letdown are
being operated manually or
automatically to control
pressurizer level

and
RCS > [200F] subcooled

and
[the RVLMS indicates the
core is covered]

or

Pressurizer
Level

E[ - 350"] A value of [245"] ([70%] of range) was chosen
as an upper limit for pressurizer level to
account for instrument accuracies and other
uncertainties. A value of [35"] ([10%] of
range) was chosen as a lower limit to account
for instrument accuracy.

A [200F] subcooling margin coexisting with a
pressurizer level between [35"] and [245"]
indicates adequate RCS inventory control via
a saturated bubble in the pressurizer.[RVLMS] [0 - 100%]
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'1 SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

'LOSS OF FEEDWATER
Figure 8-16b

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those:
Guideline in mitigating the event.

used to confirm the adequacy of the LOF

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Inventory
Control (Cont'd)

If Pressurizer Level <
[35"]; Then:

An RVLMS indication that the core is covered,
taken in conjunction with [200F] subcooling
is an additional indication that RCS inven-
tory control has been established.

0,

0

[The RVLMS indicates the core
is covered]

and
[all available charging pumps
are operating and] the SIS
pump(s) are injecting water
into the RCS per Figure 8-2.

If pressurizer pressure <
[2350 psia] and > [1600 psia]
then pressurizer-heaters and
spray are being operated
manually or automatically to
control pressurizer pressure*

RCS Pressure
Control

Pressurizer
Pressure

[1500-2500
psia]/

[0-1600 psia]

[2350 is the high pressure alarm setpoint.
Best estimate analysis shows that a LOF can
be maintained within the above range.

n

-I
'TI
M'

or
If PZR Pressure < [1600 psia];
Then all available charging
pumps are operating and] the
SIS pump(s) are injecting
water into the RCS per Figure
8-2 (unless SIS termination
criteria are met).

* Not applicable if in once-through cooling.

* **~. ¼~
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LOSS OF FEEDWATER
Figure 8-16c

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the LOF
Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Core Heat Removal If not in once-through
cooling, Then:
RCS T < [5450 F]*

and
RCS Subcooled > [20 °F]*

or
If in once-through cooling;
Then RCS Subcooling

> [QO]F[by CET]

RCS Tave

[Subcooled
Margin.
Monitor

[520 - 61

[o - 1000

[Core Exit [O-1600°F
Thermocouples]

OF] [545°F] is based on control program for ADVs
and steam dump bypass, and-best estimate

F] analysis values. [20°FJ subcooled margin is
based on engineering judgement to assure ade-
quate core cooling accounting for temperature
variations in the RCS. Best estimate analysis

:] shows that the noted events will fall in the
selected ranges. Subcooled margin > [OF] is
based on keeping the core covered wFile in
once-through cooling since superheat on the
[CETs] is indicative of core uncovery.

Loop AT on at least one operable steam gen-
erator which is appropriate for the existing
RCS flow mode is indicative of adequate S/G
heat removal.

RCS Heat Removal RCS Tave < [545°F]*
and

Loop AT in--t least one
S/G is:

TH

TC

C,m

(D

0

<[10°F] for forced circu-
lation*

or.

AT < [50'F] for natural
circulation*

* Not applicable if in once-through cooling.
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
LOSS OF FEEDWATER

Figure 8-16d

The safety functions listed below and their respectilvecriteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the LOF
Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Containment
Isolation

Containment Pressure < [1.5
psigl*

and

No containment area radiation
monitors alarming*

and

No steam plant radiation
monitors alarming

Containment Temperature <
[215 0 F]*

and

Containment
Pressure

Containment
Area Rad.
Monitors

[0 - 60 psig]
[0 - 15 psig]

Alarming/
Not Alarming

Steam Plant Alarming/
Rad. Monitors Not Alarming

[1.5 psig] is based on the containment pres-
sure alarm. It is not expected, for the
selected events, that containment pressure
will increase to the alarm setpoint. During
a LOF it is not expected that there will be
radiation inside containment or in the'steam
plant. The containment area monitors should
not be alarming (unless once-through cooling
is in use).

The maximum normal expected average-contain-
ment air temperature.

[1.5 psig] i's based on containment pressure
alarm. It is not expected for the selected
events that containment pressure will in-
crease to the alarm setpoint.

Containment
Temperature and
Pressure Control

Containment
Temperature

Containment
Pressure

[50-300°F]

[0-60 psig]
[0-15 psig]

Containment Pressure <
[1.5 psig]*

C-)
rrl

.31

Containment
Combustible
Gas Control

H2 < [2%] --Plant Specific ------------------------ >]

* Not applicable if in once-through cooling.



Even.t Stt egg

This section contains the detailed LOF recovery actions strategy chart (Figure

8-17). The chart depicts the strategy around which the LOF guideline is

built. It is intended to assist the procedure writer in understanding the

intent of the guideline and for use in training. Operators should understand

, the major objectives of the guideline in order to facilitate their progress

toward the guideline goals.

The strategy charts show the recovery guideline strategy in detail and lists

the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objective. Some steps

in the guideline may be performed at any time during the course of an event.

These steps are shown by affixed asterisks. The dashed boxes above the line

indicate the lead-in steps performed by the operator prior to entering this

recovery guideline. ..

0

0
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FIGURE 8-17a
STRATEGY CHART FOR LOSS OF FEEDWATER

I

SPTA IMPLEMENTED l

DIAGNOSTIC ACTIONS j-I ' SPTAs AND DIAGNOSTIC AIDS

,?

°•,,

E ISOLATE'0 r" D

SlS,

Y YES Ljisc on

STE

S IS LAT2
LOF No

I DI
YES SFSC CRITERIA NO

E PS 6 'i
SATISFIED?

r.<&

JIS 6,7

*PERFORMED CONTINUOUSLY

ATTEMPT TO RESTORE
MAIN OR AUXILIARY
FEED

STEP 8
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FIGURE 8-17b

STRATEGY CHART FOR LOSS OF FEEDWATER

CONTROL RCS HEAT
REMOVAL

STEPS 12, 13,14

SECURE NON-VITAL SECON-
DARY DISCHARGES

STEP 18

ATTEMPT TO RESTORE MAIN
OR AUX FEEDWATER

STEP 18

MAIN OR AUX
YES FEEDWATER TO AT NOLAST ONE SO .NO

MAINTAIN PLANT IN
STABLE CONDITIONS

STEP 17

CONTINUE COO LDOWN TO
SHUTDOWN COOLDOWN
ENTRY CONDITIONS

I I STEP 17

*PERFORMED CONTINUOUSLY
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FIGURE 8-17c
STRATEGY CHART FOR LOSS OF FEEDWATER

.:,-.

NATURAL CIRCULATION
MAINTAINED *

STEPS 26, 27

*PERFORMED CONTINUOUSLY

0
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FIGURE 8-17d
STRATEGY CHART FOR LOSS OF FEEDWATER

EVALUATE NEED FOR PLANT

COOLI)OWN TO $CS ENTRY
STEP 28

NO SCS REUIREYES

MAINTAIN PLANT IN CONTINUE
STABLE CONDITIONS SHUTDOW

STEP29ENTRY CO
,,,STEP 29 K

0

* COOLDOWN TO
N COO LDOWN
NOITIONS

OrEP 29
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.COMBUSTION ENGINEERING
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TITLE LOSS OF FORCED
CIRCULATION RECOVERY

Page 1. of .- L8 Revision 02
.-•.•

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ I-

PURPOSE

This guideline provides operator actions which
event of a Loss of Forced Circulation (LOFC).

are necessary to ensure the plant is placed in

guideline provides technical information to be

developing a plant specific procedure.

must be accomplished in the
The actions in this guideline
a stable, safe condition. This

used by the utilities in

ENTRY CONDITIONS

1. The Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed

and

2. Plant conditions indicate that a loss of forced circulation has occurred.

Any one or more of the following may be present:

' a.
b.

\c.

d.

e.

RCP trouble alarms

No RCP delta-P.

Low RCS flow indications.

Decreasing steam generator delta-P.

[Other plant specific symptoms, insert here.]

LOFC 9-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02
LOFC 9-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING ITITLE LOSS OF FORCED

I CIRCULATION RECOVERY

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE c_____AT______O__R_,
GUIDELINES Page... of 28 Revision 02

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Verify that the Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed. 4-

2. Confirm the diagnosis of an LOFC event [by verifying the Safety Function,,

Status Check criteria are satisfied]..

3. If the diagnosis of an LOFC event is confirmed, Then continue with the

actions of this guideline.

If not, implement the Functional Recovery Guideline.

*4. Verify that the safety functions are being satisfied by comparing controal;,, ,.... _•owit i
board parameters to the criteria of the Safety Function Status Check. fsc eV '

*5. If the..safety functions from the Safety Function Status Check are satis-

fied, Then continue with the actions of this guideline.

If not,- implement the Functional Recovery Guideline.

*6. With all RCPs stopped, Then two RCPs (in opposite loops) should be

restarted if po-fsible.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS,

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"1 and not decreasing,

c) The RCS is at least [20*F] subcooled (Figure 9-1),

d) EOther criteria satisfied per RCP operating instructions.)

* Step performed continuously.

LOFC9-3 EN-12 Re. 0
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*7. If RCP restart criteria are met, Thendo the following:

a) Start one RCP in each loop.

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 9-1.]

c) Operate HPSI and charging pumps until pressurizer level is greater
,., than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met. -.

S*8. If the SIS is operating, Then it may be throttled or stopped, one train

at a time, if the following conditions are satisfied:

a) The RCS is at least [20°FJ subcooled (Figure 9-1),

b) Pressurizer level is greater than £100"I and not decreasing,

c) At least one steam generator is available (feed and steam flow) for
removing heat from the RCS,

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

*9. If the criteria of step 8 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

*10. If RCPs are restarted, Then exit this guideline and go to the Reactorv

Trip Recovery Guideline.: - ;

*11. When all RCPs have been stopped, Then verify that natural circulation

flow is maintained in at least one loop. The following criteria must be

met to demonstrate adequate natural circulation flow:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT. '

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing.

**Step performed continuously.

LOFC 9-4 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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9

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) ore

decreasing.

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs [and core exit thermo-

couples].

*12. If the crit*ria listed in step 11 are not met, Then ensure RCS pressure

and Inveniry (steps 13 and 14) and S/G steap(ng and fee ing (step 15),

are being controlled properly.

13. Verify that the PPCS is automatically maintaining or restoring RCS

pressure within the limits of Figure 9-1.

If not, manually operate heaters or spray to control pressurizer pressure

within the limits of Figure 9-1.

14. Verify that the PLCS is automatically maintaining or restoring pressur-

izer level to the hot zero power band.

If not, manually operate charging and letdown to restore and maintain

normal pressurizer level.." -

15. Maintain RCS cooling by supplying [main or auxiliary] feedwater to the
'\%"ý team generators and discharging steam preferrably to the condenser via v

the turbine bypass valves, or if the condenser is unavailable, to atmos-

phere via the atmospheric dump valves.

16. Evaluate the need for a plant cooldown based on plant status, auxiliary

systems availability, and condensate inventory (Figures 9-3 and 9-4).

If conditions require a cooldown, Then conduct a plant cooldown to SCSV

initiation conditions as addressed In steps 17 through 29.

If a cooldown is not required, Then maintain the plant in a stabilized

condition.

• Step performed continuously.

LO FC 9-5 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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17. Commence an RCS cooldown in accordance with Technical Specification
Limitations by performing one of the following (listed in order of
preference):

a) If the condenser and turbine bypass system are available, Then
commence the cooldown using the turbine bypass system and [maifn or- 2
auxiliary] feedwater.

b) If the condenser of the turbine bypass system are not available,
Then commence the cooldown using the atmospheric dump valves and
[main or auxiliary] feedwater.

'*18. Verify natural. circulation flow in at least one loop throughout the•5$FSC.

cooldown process. Refer to steps 11 and 12.
E( TC5.

*19. Borate the pltnt in accordance with Technical Specification Limitations', I

If letdown is noperable, Then it may not be possible to borate to the
lcý shutdown'lRCSm boron concentration. In this case borate to the

minimum shutdown margin required by Technical Specifications. Periodic--x
,)-'ally borate-dur!ig the cooldown as necessary to maintain adequate shut-

If H-5D >)C. V down margin. - m

~ I• / 20. Perform one of.the following steps to avoid RCS boron dilution and loss
yok Iew of shutdown margin by pressurizer outsurge during the cooldown (listed in

E uii m order of preference):

&S a) Calculate and add sufficient boron to the RCS tora_ the entire
RCS (including the mass in the pressurizer) to cold shutdown condi-
tions.

*Step performed continuously.

LO F 9-6CEN-52 Rv. 0
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&p b) n use auxiliary spray to increase and
maintain pressurizer boron concentration to within [50 ppm] of RCS
concentration using heaters to control pressurizer pressure.

c) If letdown is not available, Then use auxiliary spray and pressur-
izer heaters to control pressurizer pressure and increase RCS boron
concentration to [50 ppm] greater than that required for minimum
shutdown margin.

21. Maintain the RCS pressure within the acceptable Post Accident Pressure/
Temperature Limits (Figure 9-1) during the cooldown by:

a) Controlling RCS heat removal via the steam generators
1,ý 4-and

b) Controlling RCS pressure using (listed in order of preference):

I) Pressurizer heaters and auxiliary spray
ii) Charging and letdown

iII) HPSI pumps
iv) [Pressurizer fill and drain method] s)t' " /

If22. Patondit ns permit, Then bypass automatic initiation of [MSIS,

t_ IASCS~Aand SiAS by lowering the setpoint] as the cooldown and depres-
surization proceeds.

*23. Monitor the available condensate inventory (Figures 9-3 and 9-4), during

the cooldown and replenish from alternate sources as required.

24. Maintain pressurizer level in the range [35 to 245"), unless solid
operation is necessary to restore RCS subcooling. This should be
accomplished by (listed in order of preference):

• Step performed continuously.

LOFC 9-7 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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25. If a steam generator was isolated, Then cool the isolated steam generator

as necessary to prevent isolated loop void formation by:

a) Feeding and bleeding the isolated steam generator with feedwater,

or

b). Feeding and steaming the isolated S/G to the condenser (preferred)

or to atmosphere.

*26. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, Then a void should be

suspected. The operator should monitor for the presence of voids.

If voiding inhibits RCS depressurization to SCS entry pressure, Then an

attempt at eliminating the voiding should be made.

Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications,

parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) CHJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) [other indications insert here].

*27. If voiding should be eliminated, Then proceed as follows:

a) verify letdown is isolated,

b) stop the depressurization and, if required, repressurize the RCS to

> [2OF] subcoollng,9• Step performed continuously.

LOFC 9-8 CEN-152 Rev. 02A
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c) pressurize and depressurize the RCS within the limits of Figure 9-1

by operating pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method) or

HPSI and charging pumps (alternative method). Monitor pressurizer

level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

d) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the steam-generator tube bundle void. Monitor

pressurizer level for trending of RCS inventory.

e) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then [operate

the pressurizer vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to) clear

trapped non-condensible gases. Monitor pressurizer level land/or

the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

28. When SCS entry conditions (RCS pressure < [300 psia] and RCS TH 1 [300°F]
are established, Then initiate SCS operation per operating instructions.

/ 29. [Initiate the low temperature overpressurization (LTOP) system at 275 0 F.]

30. [Isolate, vent, or drain the safety injection tanks (SITs) at 250 psia

RCS pressure.]

LOFC 9-9 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORATION

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs
and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-
tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Natural circulation flow cannot be verified until the RCPs have stopped

coasting down after being tripped. 10 ?oe-V

2. Verification of an RCS temperature response to a plant change cannot be
accomplished until approximately 5 to 15 minutes following the action due
to increased loop cycle times during natural circulation.

3. After the required shutdown boron concentration is attained in the RCS,

makeup water added to the RCS during the cooldown should be at least the

same boron concentration as in the RCS to prevent any dilution of RCS "

boron concentration.

4. <.r.Once the pressurizer cooldown has begun, pressurizer level indication
.',..-decalibration will occur. The indication on the normal pressurizer level

... indication will begin to deviate from the true pressurizer level. The
operator should use correction curves to find the true pressurizer water
level. A cold calibrated pressurizer level indication is also available

for lower pressurizer temperatures.

5. Minimize the number of cycles of pressurizer auxiliary spray whenever the
temperature differential between the spray water and the pressurizer is
greater than [2000 F] in order to minimize the increase in the spray
nozzle thermal stress accumulation factor. Every such cycle, must be

recorded in accordance with Technical Specification Limitations.

LOFC 9-10 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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6. If cooling down by natural circulation with an isolated steam generator,

an inverted AT (i.e., Tc higher than TH) may be observed in the idle

loop. This is due to a small amount of reverse heat transfer in the

Isolated steam generator and will have no affect on natural circulation

flow in the intact steam generator.

7. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluating plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings should be corroborated when one

or more confirmatory indications are available.

8. When a void exists in the reactor vessel and RCPs are not operating, the

RVLMS provides an accurate indication of reactor vessel liquid inventory.

When a void exists in the reactor vessel and RCPs are operating, it is

not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

due to the effect of the RCP induced pressure head on the RVLMS. The

indicated level also differs for different RVLMS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending may still be discerned. However, the operator is cautioned not

to rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating.

9. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened.

Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and C

inventory control are not lost.

0 ,
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FIGURE 9-1

TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LIMITS(2)

0.

el.

300 400
RCS TEMPERATURE, OF

600

NOTES: (1) THIS CURVE SUPERSEDES THE 100°F/HOUR COOLDOWN CURVE
ANYTIME THE RCS HAS EXPERIENCED AN UNCONTROLLED COOLDOWN
WHICH CAUSES RCS TEMPERATURE TO GO BELOW sa 00F

(2) THESE CURVES MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR INSTRUMENT INACCURACIES
(3) COLOR CODE

RED - PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
ORANGE- PARAMETER IN DANGER OF EXCEEDING LIMITS
YELLOW. PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT

STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES
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FIGURE 9-2
TYPICAL ACCEPTABLE SIS FLOW vs RCS PRESSURE 1')

INJECTION MODE(2M

t

:1

FLOW, GPM

NOTES: (1) SEE IMPLEMENTATION SECTION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SPECIFIC CURVE
(2) FOR HOT AND COLD LEG INJECTION MODE, THE LPSI PUMPS ARE NOT

REQUIRED TO BE OPERATING.THE HPSI PUMP FLOW IS DIVIDED EQUALLY
BETWEEN THE HOT AND COLD LEGS

(3) BELOWSIAS PRESSURE,SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) PUMPS WILL BE
OPERATING BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE
FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF HEAD OF ANY SIS PUMP

(41 COLOR CODE
RED - PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
YELLOW- PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN- PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES

I
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TYPICAL FEEDWATER CAPACITY vS TIME REMAINING UNTIL
SHUTDOWN COOLING REQUIRED

FIGURE 9-3
400

WE-

x

0
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0 4 8 12 -' 1 20 24
TIME REMAINING UNTIL SHUTDOWN

COOLING REQUIRED (HRS)

28 32
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FIGURE 9-4

TYPICAL FEEDWATER REQUIRED FOR SENSIBLE HEAT REMOVAL
TCOLD (REQUIRED) vs TCOLD (INITIAL)
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SAFETV FUNCTWON STATUS CHECK

Sajyet Functi.on

1. Rec.tivityj ContwZt

Acc~ep.taice CxrJZter~ia

I.a. Reactor power decreasing
and

b. [Negative Startup Rate]

and
a. Not more than I CEA bottom light

not lit or borated per Tech
Specs.

0
2. MaiZntena~nce. o6 Vita.Z Awcii~aoxi

(AC and DC Powea)

3. RCS Inven-to~y Cont'wt

2. [Plant specific criteria, insert

here].

3.a. Pressurizer level is [35" to

245"],

and

b. Charging and letdown are being

operated automatically or

manually to maintain or restore

pressurizer level

and

c. The RCS is at least [20F]

subcooled

and

d. [The RVLMS indicates the core is

covered].

iiOIC I-1 IE-5 RIvII
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

,cj

Sajety FuLnc~tion

4. RCS ?4e4u4 wre CoWLot

Acep~tance C4'cvtia.

4.a. Pressurizer pressure is [1600 to" ,

2350 psia]

and

b. Pressurizer heaters and spray are
being operated automatically or

manually to maintain or restore

pressurizer pressure within the

limits of Figure 9-1.

0

5. Core Hea~t RemovaL

6. RCS He~at RemovaZ

5.a. RCS Tave less than [545°F]

and

b. The RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled.

6.a. At least one steam generator has

level:

I) within the normal level band

with feedwater available to

maintain level

or

ii) being restored by feedwater

flow greater than [150 gpm]

and

b. RCS Tave is less than [545°F] and

controlled.

'1

LOFC 9-17 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

Saýte• g Function

7. Con-taiZnment 16otati~on

Acceptxwee Cr-ZteAi

7.a. Containment pressure less than

(1.5 psig]

b. No containment area radiation

monitors alarming.
and•

c. No process radiation alarms.

and

d. No steam plant activity monitors

alarming.

8. Containment Tempveatwte and

PrUeWuAe Con~tot

8.a. Containment temperature less than
[1200 F]

and
b. Containment pressure less than

(1.5 psig]

9. Containment CombuztibZe

Gao Con-t'wZ

9. Hydrogen concentration less than

[2%3.

I O FC 9-8CN15 e.
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BASES

The bases section of the loss of forced circulation (LOFC) recovery guideline

describes the LOFC transient in relation to the actions which the operator

takes during an LOFC. The purpose of the bases section is to provide the

operators with information which will enable them to understand the reasons

for, and the consequences of, the actions they take during an LOFC.

Cha~t.,tea.•.•ation oj a Lo6 oj Foxc.ed CguZjt4tion

A loss of forced circulation will result from a loss of one or more reactor

coolant pumps (RCPs). An RCP failure could result from any number of mechan-

ical failures in the pump or motor, from a loss of electrical power, or the

RCP may be manually tripped for pump protection purposes. This guideline is

designed to provide guidance for complete loss of forced circulation. A

partial loss of forced circulation is covered by the Reactor Trip Recovery

Guideline.

RCP forced circulation and heat transfer from primary to secondary via the

steam generators is the preferred method of residual heat removal whenever

plant temperatures and pressure are above the shutdown cooling system entry

conditions* If the RCPs are unavailable, the natural circulation capability

of all C-E plants provides a backup means for core cooling using the steam

generators.

A complete loss of RCP flow can be characterized by reactor turbine and

generator trips accompanied by low steam generator APs or RCP OPs in the

affected loops. Depending on the type of failure, there will also be RCP

trouble alarms or abnormal RCP motor currents. The RCS primary loop flow

meters will indicate low RCS flow.

SaeyFw..t.Lo A~jec.ted

While no safety functions are directly challenged for an uncomplicated loss of

forced circulation, all safety functions must be maintained while establishing

LOFC 9-19 CEN-152 Rev. 02



O and maintaining. natural'circulation core cooling in hot standby conditions or
during a natural circulation plant cooldown. Particularly important are
reactivity control, RCS pressure control, RCS inventory control, core heat
removal, and RCS heat removal. Failure to maintain any one of these safety
functions could lead to an interruption of adequate natural circulation flow
or core cooling.

T.'enýn. o4 Key PakmemteA

Rear-to4 Powe. (FiguWe 9-5)

Immediately following the failure of one or more RCPs, a reactor and turbine
trip will be initiated due to a low reactor coolant flow trip at [95%] flow.
The reactor trip causes power to decrease.

RCS Tempeatake (F.igute 9-6)

The reactor trip will cause a reduction in RCS temperatures, because RCS heat

generation (decay heat) is less than heat removal by the steam generators.

Px'ezzwtza Prezwuve (Figure 9-7)

Pressurizer pressure will decrease following the low flow reactor trip due to
decreasing RCS temperature.

Pxe4.6uwizeA Level (FruAe 9-8)

Pressurizer level will decrease also following the low flow reactor trip.
This is due to RCS inventory shrinkage and pressurizer outsurge due to decreas-
ing RCS temperature.

Reactot VezeX Levet

No reactor vessel voiding is expected to occur during a loss of forced circu- 4
*lation accident as long as plant control is maintained.

LOFC 9-20 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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S.teamn Gene~'ato.lt Pxeus6ske. (FiZgwue 9-9)

44

Once the turbine control valves go shut following the turbine trip, steam
generator pressure increases rapidly. With the turbine control valves shut

steam demand by the turbine ceases. Pressure will continue to increase until
the steam generators achieve equilibrium with the RCS at the setpoint of the
Turbine Bypass Valves.

Steam Gene-atofr. Levet (FiguAe 9-10)

The main feedwater system will ramp down to [5%] flow to prevent overfilling
the steam generators. Steam generator level will begin to decrease rapidly to
the zero power band because of the shrinkage which occurs after the closure of
the turbine stop valves following the turbine trip.

.i'

LOFC 9-21 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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FIGURE 9-5

REPRESENTATIVE LOFC
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FIGURE 9-8
REPRESENTATIVE LOFC
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FIGURE 9-9
REPRESENTATIVE LOFC

STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE
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FIGURE 9-10
REPRESENTATIVE LOFC
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GuiZdeine. Stw~.tepg

Figure 9-11, provides a summary of the LOFC Recovery Guideline's strategy.

Prior to implementing the actions provided in the LOFC Recovery Guideline, the

operator would have completed the standard post trip actions and diagnosed the

event. In the LOFC Recovery Guideline the operator begins by using the safety

function status check to confirm that the plant is recovering. The next group

of steps provide instructions on RCP restart criteria, SIS termination/restart

and natural circulation. These steps are illustrated on Figure 9-11.

Following the instructions on RCPs, SIS, and natural circulation, the flow of

information proceeds toward stabilizing plant conditions. Once a determina-

tion is made on SCS operation, the flow of information breaks into two paths.

One path addresses maintaining plant conditions while the other provides

information on performing a natural circulation cooldown.

A more detailed chart illustrates the recovery guideline strategy and lists

the guideline steps which correspond to each strategy objective. Those steps

which are performed at any time during the course of the event are shown by

affixed asterisks. Refer to Figure 9-14.

LOFC 9-28 CEN-152 Rev. 02



FIGURE 9-11
LOSS OF FORCED CIRCULATION STRATEGY CHART

STANDARD POST TRIP
IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

L IMPLEMENTED _

I---- • -- I''""

L._DIAGNOSIS L0FC I

SPTAs AND DIAGNOSTIC AIDS

LOFC ORG

YES LOFC DIAGNOSIS NO

YES >IRCULAT

INRSTARUCTI N INSTRUCTIONS ON NF

REACTOR TRIP CONTROL RCS INVENTORY,
RECOVERY GUIDELINE PRESSURE, AND HEAT

CIRCULATIONCOLONTAL NDTN
AVAILA13L
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&x.zez Opema.to't Action.6

The operator actions are directed at achieving two objectives:

a) establishing, maintaining and verifying natural circulation condi-

tions in the RCS if all RCPs are stopped;

b) if necessary, performing a natural circulation cooldown.

1. The execution of all standard post trip actions is verified. This

assures that all safety functions have been initially attended to.

2. The diagnosis of an LOFC event is confirmed [by verifying hZth&Safety

.FufiitinStatus-Chec-k_-criteriaare b-eingimet]. This action ensures the
procedure being used is mitigating the effects of an LOFC and all rele-

vant safety functions are being satisfied.

3. If the diagnosis of an LOFC is confirmed, then the operator continues

*with the actions of this guideline.

If a correct diagnosis is not confirmed, then the operator is directed to

implement the Functional Recovery Guideline. The Functional Recovery

Guideline is functionally oriented and will ensure all safety functions

are attended to regardless of what event(s) is occurring.

4. The operator is required to continually verify that the safety functions

are being satisfied by comparing control board parameters to the criteria

of the Safety Function Status Check. This verifies that all relevant

safety functions are being satisfied and the core is being adequately

cooled.

5. If all the safety functions from the Safety Function Status Check are

satisfied, then this guideline is adequately mitigating the effects of
the LOFC which is occurring. Therefore, the implementation of the

remaining actions of this guideline is continued.

0
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If all relevant safety functions are not being satisfied, then the
guideline is not adequately mitigating the occurring event. The operator
is required to leave the LOFC guideline and implement the Functional

Recovery Guideline. This guideline is functionally oriented and will

ensure all safety functions are attended to regardless of what event(s)

is occurring.

6. With all RCPs stopped, then operation of two RCPs (in opposite loops)
should be attempted if the RCP restart criteria are met. Only one
reactor coolant pump in each loop needs to be operated to minimize heat

input to the RCS.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS. A steam generator having feed flow and removing heat from the
RCS is an indication that primary to secondary heat removal is being

maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing. -A

higher pressurizer level w.ill -mi.inmize the:po sibiltty of dra ning:.

thg.-s p-r the.pres5surizer due7.tQoloop..0shrinkage and/or steam void condensation

,CJ M A + -k. is minimized and there is a greater likelihood of keeping the
• ~..e.-- c(A•c% pressurizer heaters covered. This will assist in maintaining

Ce r,1tVOC 1+, positive RCS pressure control. The criterion of pressurizer level
not decreasing implies that RCS inventory control has been estab-

lished.

c) The RCS is greater than or equal to [20°F] subcooled. A subcooled
condition taken in conjunction with (b) above indicates that inven-

tory control has been established.

d) [All plant specific RCP operating criteria are satisfied before the

RCPs are restarted to prevent damage to RCP operation and damage
resulting from abnormal operating conditions. Following automatic

LOFC 9-31 CEN-152 Rev. 02



.- a.

or operator initiated containment isolation, reinstatement of

component cooling water to the RCPs should be considered in order to

ensure adequate RCP cooling.]

0

7. Upon restarting two RCPs in opposite loops, pressurizer level and
pressure may decrease due to loop shrinkage and/or void condensation. It
is possible that this action will drain the pressurizer. Steam voids
present in the reactor vessel will condense upon restarting RCPs. [The

RVLMS should be monitored for the trending of reactor vessel liquid
level. This trending information may be correlated to pressurizer level
decrease.] RCP operation with a drained pressurizer may continue
provided certain actions are taken and certain criteria are satisfied.

The following constitute the actions to be taken and the criteria to be
satisfied when restarting RCPs:

a) Start one RCP in each loop.

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump
NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding
Tc on Figure 9-1.]

c) Operate all available HPSI and charging pumps until pressurizer
level is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

8. If the SIS is operating, then it must continue to operate until SIS
termination criteria are met. Termination of SIS should be sequenced by
stopping one pump at a time while observing the termination criteria.
Throttling of HPSI flow is permissible if it is feasible. SIS
termination criteria are:

a) RCS is at least [20*F] subcooled (Figure 9-1). Establishing [200F]
of subcooling ensures the fluid surrounding the core is subcooled
and provides margin for reestablishing flow should the [20*F] of

LOFC 9-32 CEN-152 Rev. 02



subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

some parts of the RCS (e.g., reactor vessel head), but these are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and constant or increasing.

A pressurizer level greater than [100"] and constant or increasing

in conjunction with criterion a) above is an indication that RCS

inventory control has been established.

c) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS. Steam generator availability requires having feed flow and

steam flow which are indications that primary to secondary heat

removal is possible.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core

coverage, in conjunction with the above, serves as an additional

indication that RCS inventory control has been established.]

9. If the criteria of step 8 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, then the SIS must be restarted.

10. If RCPs are restarted, then the natural circulation guidance contained in

this guideline is no longer required. The operator should go to the

Reactor Trip Recovery Guideline.

11. With all RCP operation terminated, inventory and pressure being control-

led, and the steam generator(s) being used for heat removal, then natural

circulation is maintained by heat removal via at least one steam genera-
tor. Natural circulation flow should occur within (5-15 minutes) after

the RCPs were tripped if there is adequate inventory in the RCS.

When single phase liquid natural circulation flow is established in at

least one loop, the RCS indicates the following conditions:

LOFC 9-33 CEN-152 Rev. 02



a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT;

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing;

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing slowly;

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs [and core exit thermo-

couples].

Hot leg RTD temperature should be consistent with the [core exit thermo-

couples]. Adequate natural circulation flow ensures that [core exit

thermocouple] temperatures will be approximately equal to the hot leg

RTDs temperature within the bounds of the instruments' inaccuracies. An

abnormal difference between TH [and the CETs] is greater than [I10F]..

Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,

primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flow resistance, and voiding.

Component elevations on C-E plants are such that satisfactory natural

circulation decay heat removal is obtained by density differences between

the bottom of the core and the top of the steam generator tube sheet. An

additional contribution to natural circulation flow rate is the density

difference obtained as the coolant passes through the steam generator

U-tubes. Figure 9-12 depicts reactor vessel upper head voiding under

natural circulation conditions. If voiding inhibits RCS depressurization

to SCS entry conditions, then refer to steps 26 and 27.

12. If the criteria listed in step 11 are not met, then ensure that the

systems required to support natural circulation are functioning properly.

Specifically, verify that RCS inventory (step 13), RCS pressure (step
14), and S/G steaming and feeding (step 15) are being controlled proper-

ly.

13. The PPCS is verified to be automatically maintaining or restoring RCS

pressure within the limits of Figure 9-1 (Post Accident Pressure/Tempera-

ture Limits). If not, heaters or auxiliary spray are manually controlled

to restore pressurizer pressure. The intent of this action verifies that

a safety function is being performed: controlling RCS pressure. Main-

taining RCS pressure and temperature within the limits of Figure 9-1

allows for adequate core cooling and minimizes the PTS concerns.
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14. The PLCS is verified to be automatically controlling or restoring pres-
surizer level to the hot zero power band. If not, charging and letdown
are operated manually to ensure pressurizer level is being maintained.
This action verifies that the RCS inventory control safety function is
being performed. Pressurizer level should normally be maintained at the
normal shutdown reference level throughout the plant cooldown if a
cooldown is necessary. The normal shutdown reference level (plant
specific) may or may not be the same as the hot zero-power pressurizer

reference level. If letdown is not available, pressurizer level may be
allowed to vary over the full range ([35 to 245"]) of the pressurizer as
long as care is taken not to go solid. A [200 F] subcooling margin should

coexist with a pressurizer level of [35 to 245"] to assure adequate RCS
pressure control via a saturated bubble in the pressurizer. Level should
be maintained above [100"1 if possible to permit pressurizer heater
operation.

If pressurizer level drops below the top of the pressurizer heaters, then
pressurizer heater operation will be interlocked off for overheating

protection. It may be necessary to exceed [245"3 pressurizer level if
the operator is attempting to restore RCS subcooling since pressurizer
heaters may be unavailable or solid water operation may be necessary to

achieve subcooling.

15. Maintain or restore steam generator level in the steam generators in the
hot zero power band using the [main or auxiliary] feedwater system. This

provides for RCS heat removal and a means of cooling down the RCS. Steam
generator pressure should be controlled by the turbine bypass system. If
condenser vacuum is lost, the turbine bypass system is not available, or
if the MSIVs have closed, the atmospheric dump valves must be used to
control steam generator pressure. This action prevents the secondary
safety valves from opening and is also necessary for maintaining RCS heat
removal.

16. The plant should be maintained in a stable condition based on auxiliary

systems availability. One concern the operator must have is the remain-
ing supply of feedwater. If the available condensate appears to be
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marginally adequate, a plant cooldown within Technical Specification

Limitations should be commenced immediately in order to avoid running out

of existing condensate before the shutdown cooling system can be placed

into operation. The condensate required may be determined from Figures

9-14 and 9-15. If necessary a natural circulation cooldown to SCS

initiation conditions is conducted. Perform steps 14 through 26.

17. The RCS cooldown should be commenced in accordance with Technical Speci-

fication limits by performing step a) or b) below (listed in order of

preference):

a) The RCS is cooled down by feeding the steam generators with [main or

auxiliary] feedwater and discharging steam using the turbine bypass

system. This method can only be implemented if the condenser is

available.

b) If the condenser is not available, then an RCS cooldown should be

commenced using [main or auxiliary] feedwater and dumping steam

using the atmospheric steam dump valves. Using atmospheric dump

valves to cooldown a steam generator causes a depletion of conden-

sate and, therefore, it could be more limiting than using the

turbine bypass system.

18. During the cooldown, adequate natural circulation flow in at least one

loop should be verified. Refer to steps 11 and 12.

19. The plant should be borated to Technical Specification Limitation for

reactivity control purposes. If letdown is not available, it may not be

possible to borate the RCS to the cold shutdown RCS boron condition prior

to commencing the cooldown due to the limited makeup space available in

the pressurizer. If this is the case, the operator should borate the RCS

to the minimum shutdown margin corresponding to Tc (per Technical Speci-

fications). During the cooldown, as RCS shrinkage provides more space in

the pressurizer, the operator should continuously or periodically borate

to maintain the minimum shutdown margin until the cold shutdown boron
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concentration is achieved. Note that if a 750F/hr. cooldown rate is
maintained, charging capacity (3 pumps running) may not be able to keep
pressurizer level constant during the initial stages of the cooldown.

20. During the cooldown, shrinkage of RCS inventory due to cooling may cause
outsurge of pressurizer fluid. Since this fluid is not directly borated
by charging flow, it may be at a lower boron concentration than the RCS
loops and therefore may dilute the loops and the vessel somewhat. In

order to avoid this possible loss of shutdown margin, perform the follow-
ing actions (listed in order of preference):

a) Sufficient boron is added prior to commencing the cooldown to borate
the entire RCS (including the mass in the pressurizer) to cold

shutdown boron concentration (per Technical Specifications).
Therefore, even if the pressurizer is relatively dilute and out-

surges into the RCS loop, boron concentration will not drop below

the cold shutdown concentration.

b) If letdown is available, then sufficient heaters are energized to
permit continuous auxiliary spray into the pressurizer without

dropping RCS pressure. With pressurizer level head constant by

letdown, the pressurizer is borated to within [50] ppm of RCS loop

concentration using auxiliary spray.

c) If letdown is not available, then the RCS is borated to [50 ppm]

greater than the minimum shutdown margin corresponding to Tc (per

Technical specifications). As space becomes available in the
pressurizer due to RCS cooldown shrinkage, additional boron is

charged to the RCS to maintain minimum shutdown margin corresponding
to Tc. Of course, the use of auxiliary sprays to depressurize will

also increase pressurizer boron concentration.

21. The bases for maintaining the RCS pressure and temperature within the
acceptable range of the P/T limit curve (Figure 9-1) during the cooldown

is that it will allow the operator to ensure adequate core cooling by

maintaining minimum subcooling and will also require operator actions
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(such as termination of HPSI or charging flow) which prevent excessive

repressurization of the RCS. Excessive repressurization (i.e.,.> [2000 F]

subcooling) may result in reactor vessels stresses in the range of

concern for pressurized thermal shock.

Maintaining pressurizer pressure as high as possible within the limits of

Figure 9-1 will minimize the chances of void formation in areas of low

flow. The operator has two basic methods to maintain RCS pressure and

temperature within the acceptable range of the P/T curve. These methods

are: (1) control RCS heat removal (i.e., cooldown rate) and (2) control

RCS pressure suing pressurizer heaters and spray, charging and letdown,

and [pressurizer fill and drain].

The operator will choose which method or combination of methods to be

used based on existing plant conditions, as no two events are likely to

follow the same scenario. For example, if the main condenser was not

available and the only method for RCS heat removal is the atmospheric

dump valves, then the choice would be toe remove RCS heat at the rate

consistent with technical specifications and the atmospheric dump valve

capacity. Pressurizer pressure would be controlled by use of pressurizer

heaters and auxiliary spray (preferred) or by maintaining the required

HPSI or charging pump flow rate to maintain the RCS pressure within

acceptable P/T curve limits.

On the other hand if the main condenser is available the preferred method

would be to control the RCS heat removal at a rate allowed by Technical

Specification Limits using the turbine bypass valve. At the same time

RCS pressure would be controlled by using auxiliary spray (preferred) and

pressurizer heaters or a combination of HPSI and charging pumps to obtain

a RCS pressure within acceptable P/T curve limits.

As many variables will exist, the operator must use judgement based on

the existing plant conditions as to the best method to maintain the RCS

within the desired P/T curve limits to minimize PTS concerns and provide

for adequate core cooling.
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22. During a controlled cooldown and depressurization the automatic operation
of certain safeguard systems is undesirable. [Therefore, the setpoints

of SIAS, CSAS, CIAS and MSIS must be manually reset (lowered) as the
cooldown progresses to ensure that automatic engineered safeguards

protection remains available until the RCS is cooled down and depressur-
ized.]

23. Throughout the cooldown, the available condensate inventory should be

monitored and replenished from available sources to provide a source for
a secondary heat sink. Condensate inventory requirements should be
determined according to Figures 9-3 and 9-4. Examples of alternate

sources of condensate are non-seismic tanks, fire mains, ultimate cooling
water supplies, potable tanks, etc. Plant specific alternate sources of
feedwater should be identified and cited in the guideline.

24. The pressurizer level should be maintained in the normal shutdown refer-
ence band [35 to 245"] throughout the cooldown by the following methods:

a) Preferentially, the pressurizer level is maintained by control of
charging and letdown.

b) Operation of the HPSI pumps is the next order of priority for
maintaining pressurizer level.

If the normal shutdown reference level is not maintained, a pressurizer
level of [35 to 245"] along with RCS subcooling.! [20'F] should be
maintained to avoid losing pressure control with the saturated bubble in
the pressurizer. If the pressurizer level drops below the top of the
pressurizer heaters, pressurizer heater operation will be interlocked off

for overheating protection. A plant cooldown can be performed without a
pressurizer level within the above preferred level indications as long as

adequate primary pressure control is being maintained. However, pressur-
izer level should be brought back to normal as soon as possible.
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Once the pressurizer water temperature varies from the normal hot standby

temperature, the instrument indication on the normal pressurizer level

channel will begin to deviate (i.e., decalibrate) from the true pressur-

izer level. At this time, the operator should use plant cooldown correc-

tion curves to determine the true pressurizer water level. A cold

calibrated pressurizer instrument channel is provided. This channel can

be used as a quick reference during the plant cooldown. The actual

pressurizer water level during pressurizer cooldown will be between the

level indicated on the cold calibrated channel (which reads low) and the

level indicated on the hot calibrated channel (which reads high).

25. Equipment malfunctions may require that one steam generator be isolated

continuously from the RCS, as a heat sink (i.e., all feedwater and steam

flow in and out of that steam generator stopped). During forced flow

conditions when one steam generator must &isolated as a heat sink,

sufficient heat transfer occurs to maintain the isolated steam generator

at the same relative temperature a the operating RCS loop. However, with

no RCPs operating, conditions may result which can stop natural circula-

tion flow through the isolated steam generator and RCS loop, leaving

those components in a hot stagnant condition. This condition by itself

will not necessarily affect core cooling via natural circulation int he

unisolated steam generator. As long as reactivity control, RCS pressure

control, RCS inventory control, and RCS heat removal are properly main-

tained in the operating loop, sufficient natural circulation flow will be

maintained through the core and operating loop.

However, a hot isolated steam generator presents an undesirable situation

when trying to depressurize the RCS (e.g., to initiate shutdown cooling).

Depressurization of the RCS below the isolated steam generator's satura-

tion pressure could void portions of the isolated RCS loop which could

cause the isolated steam generator to act like a pressurizer and hinder

the depressurization to the shutdown cooling initiation pressure. Thus,

an isolated steam generator should usually be cooled down along with the

RCS.
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26. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, then a void should be

suspected. Any time it is found that voiding hinders RCS depressuriza-

tion to SCS entry pressure, when SCS operation is desired, then an

attempt at elimination of the voiding should be made.

The operator should monitor for the presence of voids. Voiding in the

RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications, parameter

changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) Ethe RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) £HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) If desired, a confirmation of the results obtained from the above,

or a first check for voiding in the RCS, may b obtained by perform-..

ing the following test. This test is a good indication of voiding

for a closed RCS (i.e., no leaks). rt may not be possible to

perform every step of the voiding test due to system availability,

loss of electrical power, etc. In all cases, the operators must

determine the validity of the test based upon their knowledge of

plant operation and system response. Pressurizer level and pressure

must be stabilized prior to performing the following test in order

to provide valid results.

i) Start an additional charging pump to demonstrate that

pressurizer level responds as expected:

increase of C2 inches/min.] per charging pump (approximately)

ii) Activate pressurizer heaters and demonstrate that the

pressurizer pressure instrumentation responds as expected:

increase of [15 psi/min] (approximately)
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iii) Activate pressurizer spray and demonstrate that the pressurizer

Instrumentation responds as expected.

decrease of [26 psi/min] (approximately)

If pressurizer parameters meet the above criteria and subcooling is

within the limits of Figure 9-1, then significant voiding does not
exist. If pressurizer parameters do not meet the above criteria,

then voiding is indicated.

27. If voiding should be eliminated, then proceed as follows:

a) Letdown is isolated or verified to be isolated to minimize further

inventory loss,

b) The depressurization is stopped to prevent further growth of the

void and, if required, the RCS is repressurized to > [20°F]

subcooling,

c) Pressurizing and depressurizing the RCS within the limits of Figure

9-1 may condense the void. Pressurizing has the effect of filling
the voided portion of the RCS with cooler fluid which will remove

heat from the region. Subsequent depressurization and a repeating

of this process several times will cool and condense the steam void.
In the case of a void in the reactor vessel, the pressurization/

depressurization on cycle will produce a fill and drain of the

reactor vessel. The pressurization/depressurization cycle may be

accomplished using pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method)

or the SIS/charging system (alternative method). Monitor

pressurizer level [and the RVLMSJ for trending of RCS inventory.
This will assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness of void

elimination.

d) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is
suspected to exist -in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

0 cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or
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feeding) to condense the tube bundle void. This will be effective

for condensing steam voids but will not have an effect on

non-condensible gases trapped in the tube bundle. A buildup of

non-condensible gases in the tube bundles will not hinder natural

circulation even with a large number of the tubes blocked. This is
due to the small amount of heat transfer area required for the
removal of decay heat. Monitor pressurizer level for trending of

RCS inventory. This will assist the operator in assessing the

effectiveness of void elimination.

e) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then voiding

may be caused by non-condensible gases. [Operate the pressurizer -,

vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to clear trapped

non-condensible gases.] Monitor pressurizer level rand/or the

RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory. This will assist the operator

is assessing the effectiveness of void elimination.

28. When SCS entry conditions (RCS pressure < [300 psia] and RCS TH : [300*F]
0are established, then the SCS is placed in service.

29. [LTOP protection is instituted below 275OF to protect the primary

pressure boundary from low temperature brittle fracture.]

30. [The safety injection tanks must b vented or drained, or their discharge
valves shut as an RCS pressure of 250 psia to prevent the nitrogen cover

gas from discharging into the RCS when the RCS pressure is reduced.]
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Sa~et~y Functi~on Statu4 Ch.c~U

Figure 9-13 provides a bases for the LOFC Safety Function Status Check.
Safety Function Status Check is designed to ensure that the operator is
the correct guideline, and the actions of that guideline are satisfying

relevant safety functions and maintaining adequate core cooling.

The

using

all

The safety function status check provides a systematic approach to determine
if the LOFC EPG chosen is appropriate and, more importantly, if the plant

condition is satisfactory.
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"11C-D SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

LOSS OF FORCED CIRCULATION
Figure 9-13a

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the LOFC
Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

I0

Reactivity Control

Maintenance of
Vital Auxiliaries
(AC & DC Power)

RCS Inventory
Control

Reactor Power Decreasing
and

[Negative Startup Rate]
and

Not more than I CEA Bottom
Light Not Lit or Borated
per Tech Specs

Power Range

Power Rate

CEA Status
Display

[0 - 125%]

[-I + 7 dpm]

On/Off Light
for each CEA

For all emergency events, the reactor must
be shutdown. The criteria that no more than
one CEA be stuck out or the RCS borated
borated observes typical technical specifi-
cation requirements.

[ -------------------------------------- Plant Specific ---------- ' -i .... >]

(35"] :S Pressurizer Level Pressurizer [0 - 350"1] A value of [245"1] ([70%]) of range was chosen
< [245"] Level as an upper limit for pressurizer level to

and account for instrument' accuracies and Qqtr
charging and Tetdown are uncertainties. A value of [35"] ([10%]) of
being operated manually or range was chosen as a lower limit to account
automatically to maintain for instrument accuracy.

rr-

(I1

or restore pressurizer
level

and
RCS > [200F] -iu-bcooled

and
[The RVLMS indicates the
core is covered]

[RVLMS] [0 - 100%]

A [200F] subcooling margin coexisting with a
pressurizer level between [35"] and [245"]
indicates adequate RCS inventory control via
a saturated bubble in the pressurizer.

An RVLMS indication that the core is covered,
taken in conjunction with [200 F] subcooling
is an additional indication that RCS inven-
tory control has been established.

0

*~A*~
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n- SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

LOSS OF FORCED CIRCULATION
Figure 9-13b

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the LOFC
Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Pressure
Control

!

[1600 psia]_• Pressurizer
Pressure < [2350 psia],

and
pressurizer heaters and
spray are being operated
manually or automatically
to maintain or restore
pressurizer pressure within
the limits of the P/T
curves, Figure 9-1.

RCS Tave < [5450F]

and

RCS > [20'F] subcooled

Pressurizer
Pressure

RCS Tave

[Subcooled
Margin
Monitor]

[1500 - 2500
psia]/

[0-1600 psia]

[520 0-610 0F]

[00 - 100°F]

Core Heat Removal

[2350 psia] is the high pressure alarm set-
point. Best estimate analysis shows that
the selected events will fall within the
above range.

[545 0F] is based on not lifting the steam
generator secondary safety valves.

[20°F] subcooled margin is based on engin-
eering judgement to assure adequate core
cooling accounting for temperature variations
in the RCS. Best estimate analysis shows
that the noted events will fall in the sel-
ected ranges.

Decay heat levels may not be high enough to
require a feedwater flow of [150 gpm]. If
this is the case, once steam generator level
is returned to the zero power level band and
feedwater remains available to maintain that
level, then RCS heat removal is being satis-
fied,

C,

Cii

RCS Heat Removal At
i)

least one S/G has level:
within the normal level
band with feedwater
available to maintain
level

or
ii) being restored by a

feedwater flow >
[150 gpM]

and

Steam Gener- [+63.5 -
ator Level (1) 116.5"]
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C-) SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

LOSS OF FORCED CIRCULATION
Figure 9-13c

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the LOFC
Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

RCS Heat Removal
(Cont'd)

RCS Tave is < [545*F] and

controlled.

Containment Pressure < [1.5
psig]

[545°F] is based on
generator secondary

not lifting the steam
safety valves.

Containment
Isolation

Containment
Pressure

co
and

No Containment Area Radia-
tion Monitors Alarming

and

C-,
p1
z
-l
U.,

'C

0

No Process Area Radiation
Monitors Alarming

and

No Steam Plant Activity
Monitors Alarming

Containment Temperature
< [215°F]

and
Containment Pressure < [1.5
psig]

Containment
Area Radia-
tion Monitors

Process
Radiation
Monitors

Steam Plant
Radiation
Monitors

Containment
Temperature

Containment
Pressure

[0-60 psig]

[0-15 psig]

Alarming/
Not Alarming

Alarming/
Not Alarming

Al armi ng/
Not Alarming

[500-300°F]

[0-60 psig]

[0-15 psig]

Containment
Temperature and
Pressure Control

[1.5 psig] is based on the containment pres-
sure alarm. It is not expected for the sel-
ected events that containment pressure will
increase to the alarm setpoint.

During an LOFC it is not expected that there
will be radiation inside containment or
detected on the process radiation monitors.
The monitors should not be alarming.

Steam plant activity is an indication of an
SGTR and is not anticipated for an LOFC.

[215°F] is the maximum normal expected av-
erage containment air temperature.

[1.5 psig] is based on containment pressure
alarm. It is not expected for the selected
events that containment pressure will in-
crease to the alarm setpoint.
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Z-I SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

LOSS OF FORCED CIRCULATION
Figure 9-13d

The safety functions listed below and their respective criteria are those used to confirm the adequacy of the LOFC
Guideline in mitigating the event.

SAFETY ACCEPTANCE
FUNCTION CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

Containment
Combustible
Gas Control

H2 < (2%] -< ----------------------- Plant Specific ------------------------ >

to

r-0

-0

0ý

I
M



Event S-ta~tegy

This section contains the detailed LOFC recovery actions strategy charts
(Figure 9-14). The chart depicts the strategy around which the LOFC guideline

is built. They are intended to assist the procedure writer in understanding

the intent of the guideline and for use in training. Operators should under-
stand what the major objectives of the guideline are in order to facilitate
their progress toward the guideline goals.

The strategy charts show the recovery guideline strategy in detail. Steps of

the guideline which may be performed at any time during the course of an. event
are shown by affixed asterisks. The dashed boxes above the line indicate the
lead-in steps performed by the operator prior to entering this recovery

guideline.
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FIGURE 9-14a
STRATEGY CHART FOR LOSS OF FORCED CIRCULATION
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FIGURE 9-14b

STRATEGY CHART FOR LOSS OF FORCED CIRCULATION
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FIGURE 9-14c
STRATEGY CHART FOR LOSS OF FORCED CI RCULATION. (Contihued)
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page... 2.. of .. Revision 02

PURPOSE

This guideline provides systematic operator actions for events in which a
diagnosis is not possible, or for which emergency guidance is not available.

The actions of this guideline are necessary to ensure that the plant is placed

in a-stable, safe condition. This guideline provides technical information to

be used in developing a plant specific functional recovery procedure.

ENTRY CONDITIONS

1. The Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed

and

2. Any of the following conditions may be present:

a. A reactor trip, and unusual concurrent symptoms, with no immediately

apparent diagnosis or cause.

b. Any condition, or. pattern of symptoms, which the operator considers

serious and, for which abnormal, or emergency guidance cannot be

identified.

c. Actions taken in an Optimal Recovery Guideline are not satisfying

the acceptance criteria in the safety function status check.

F RG 10-2 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Verify that the Standard Post Trip Actions have been performed.

2. Identify the status of safety functions using the Safety Function Status

Check. This is done by identifying the success path(s) currently in use

for each safety function and then checking the appropriate acceptance

criteria.

3. Assess all safety functions before going to Resource Assessment Trees.

*4. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an

SIAS, Then ensure all RCPs are tripped.

*5. Assess the status of each safety function whenever the Functional Recov-

ery Guideline is in use. Verify that all safety functions are being

satisfied, or identify those in jeopardy, by comparing control board

parameters to the acceptance criteria of the Safety Function Status

Check.

*6. Identify plant resources, or success paths, which can be used to fulfill

each safety function that is not being satisfied. Refer to Figures 10-8

through 10-15.

7. If the first success path is being used for all safety functions of the

Safety Function Status Check, and the acceptance criteria for all paths

are satisfied, Then implement the Reactor Trip Recovery guideline.

* Step performed continuously.

NZ

FRG 10-3 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*8. Perform the appropriate operator action guidelines associated with the

identified success path.

9. Implement the Long Term Actions when all safety functions are being
satisfied.

* Step performed continuously.

FRG 10-4 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LIMITS(2 )

2500

2400

2300

2000

• 1500

La

- 1000

500

NOTES: (1) THIS CURVE SUPERSEDES THE 100 0 F/HOUR COOLDOWN CURVE
ANYTIME THE RCS HAS EXPERIENCED AN UNCONTROLLED COOLDOWN
WHICH CAUSES RCS TEMPERATURE TO GO BELOW 5000 F

(2) THESE CURVES MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR INSTRUMENT INACCURACIES
(3) COLOR CODE

RED - PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
ORANGE- PARAMETER IN DANGER OF EXCEEDING LIMITS
YELLOW . PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT

STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES

..R. III-I IEI-II2IRIlilll
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0

BREAK IDENTIFICATION CHART

PRESSURIZER LEVEL CHANGING AND

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE RAPIDLY DECREASING

*IN ONE OR BOTH STEAM
GENERATORS

+MAY DECREASE SLIGHTLY--
AFTER TRIP

oMAY BE SLOW IN THE CASE
OF SMALL BREAK LOCA IN
CONTAINMENT OR STUCK
OPEN PORV

I EXCESS STEAM
!DEMAND EVENT
, (ESDE)

0 ESDE OUT OF
CONTAINMENT
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TYPICAL ACCEPTABLE SIS FLOW vs RCS PRESSURE(il
INJECTION MODEM

21

p.

2300

2200

2100

2000

1000

1800

1700

1600

1500

e 1400

S1300

u 1200

ec 1100

NE.t1000

9g00

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

a
200 400 600 800 1D000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600

FLOW, 9PM

NOTES: (1) SEE IMPLEMENTATION SECTION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SPECIFIC CURVE
(2) FOR NOT AND COLD LEG INJECTION MODE,THE LPSI PUMPS ARE NOT

REGUIRED TO BE OPERATING. THE HPSI PUMP FLOW IS DIVIDED EDUALLY
BETWEEN THE HOT AND COLD LEGS

(3) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) PUMPS WILL BE
OPERATING BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE
FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF HEAD OF ANY SIB PUMP

(4) COLOR CODE
RED PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
YELLOW. PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN. PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES

L
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0•. ;

TYPICAL FEEDWATER REQUIRED FOR SENSIBLE HEAT REMOVAL
TCOLD (REQUIRED) V5TCOLD (INITIAL)

50

w

U.

560 520 480 440 400 360 320

INITIAL TCOLD(°F)

280
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1. The execution of all standard post trip actions is verified. This

assures that all safety functions have been initially attended to.

2. A basic strategy flow chart for the functional recovery guideline is ý;A

shown in Figure 10-6. The entry point to the FRG is the Safety Function

Status Check. The primary purpose of this check is to provide an

assessment of all relevant safety funtions. Since the FRG may be used

for a wide variety of events, it is not possible to know in advance which

success path will be the primary one for each safety function or which I

safety function will be most affected. Since more than one path may be

in use for each safety function, the operator should use the acceptance
criteria for the highest numbered path in use (e.g., if RCS Inventory

Control success paths IC-1 (CVCS) and IC-2 (SIS) are both in use, then

the acceptance criteria for IC-2 must be satisfied).

3. All of the safety functions are assessed before any other actions are

taken. By using the Safety Function Status Check to check all safety

functions, the operator identifies the plant status and trends in the

following manner. Safety functions are assessed in order of their

priority as discussed previously. The acceptance criteria which are used

to judge the status of each safety function are organized around the
success paths for each function. Since each path uses, or may use,

different technical means of achieving a safety function, the criteria 'Q

for judging the success of that path are specific to the technical means.
Also, in order to facilitate operator use, the criteria chosen are

parameters which can be read directly from the control board. Thus,

reactivity control criteria related to CEAs uses CEA bottom lights and

that related to borating uses indications of reactor power and boron

addition rate.

If it is found that the lowest numbered success path is adequately

maintaining control for each safety function (in other words, the accept-

_ance criteria are being met), then the operator may exit the functional

FRG 10-10 CEN-152 Rev. 02



FIGURE 10-6
STRATEGY CHART FOR FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY GUIDELINE

S S TANDARD PO"ST TRIP
I IMMEDIATE ACTIONS I
L IMPLEMENTED J

L DIAGNOSTIC ACTIONS

-•" - - - - - - -- SPTAs AND DIAGNOSTIC AIDS - - -

FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY GUIDELINE STRATEGY

IDENTIFIED?

FAPPROPRIATE ORG

N #ORG SAFETY

F• W, , NO FUNCTION STATUS, YES
*--CHECK SATISIFIED

[ PERFORM FUNCTIONAL
SAFETY FUNCTION
$STATUS CHECK

DETERMINE PLANT
RESOURCES AVAILABLE
(RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
TREES)

IMPLEMENT RECOVERY
ACTIONS FOR SAFETY
FUNCTIONS IN JEOPARDY

ATTEMPT DIAGNOSIS
DETERMINE LONG
TERM ACTIONS

SNO DANSS YES

FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY RECOVERY GUIDELINE
,GUIDELINE
I r - B
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recovery guideline and implement the reactor trip recovery guideline.

This is possible because the criteria for those success paths bound the

expected parameters for an uncomplicated reactor trip.

4. This step contains guidance regarding the RCP operating strategy when
implementing the Functional Recovery Guideline (FRG). The generic RCP

trip strategy which follows is identical to the guidance provided for RCP

operation during an LOCA. (Figure 10-7).

Once the operator implements the FRG, if pressurizer pressure goes below

[1300 psia] following receipt of an SIAS, then all four RCPs must be

tripped. Two RCPs may have been tripped already in the Standard Post
Trip Actions. In this case, the operator would simply trip the remaining

two RCPs. Since prolonged RCP operation during LOCAs of certain size and
location could result in increasing the severity of the event, tripping

all four RCPs ensures a conservative approach to event recovery. This is
due to the fact that when the operators implement the FRG they have not

determined what event is occurring. An LOCA may be the lone event which

is occurring or it may be occurring in conjunction with other event(s).

Since operators cannot be sure what event is occurring, they are instruct-
ed to trip all RCPs whenever implementing the FRG and pressurizer pres-
sure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an SIAS. This is a

conservative approach designed to satisfy worst case analysis.

5. The operator is required to continually verify that all relevant safety

functions are being satisfied by comparing control board parameters to

the acceptance criteria of the Safety Function Status Check. This

ensures that the status of all relevant safety functions is being moni-

tored and that the appropriate success path acceptance criteria are being
used as the plant lineup and conditions change.

If all safety functions are satisfied, then the success paths in use are

adequately mitigating the effects of the event which is occurring.

Therefore, the implementation or use of those success paths is continued.

FRG 10-12 CEN-152 Rev. 02



FIGURE 10-7a

RCP TRIP STRATEGY FOR FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

7,

I
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I
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FIGURE 10-7b
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6. If all safety functions are not being satisfied, then the success path in

use is not adequately mitigating the occurring event. The operator is

required to refer to the resource assessment tree for the function in

Jeopardy and attempt to use the next success path available for the

unsatisfied function in order to mitigate the effects of the event.

For each safety function not being satisfied, the operator can identify

plant resources or success paths by referring to the resource assessment

trees. The resource assessment trees (Figures 10-8 through 10-15)

provide information to the operator to assist in a determination of the

availability of plant resources to be used to satisfy safety functions.

The resource assessment trees provided are structured to show the in-

tended priority (left to right) for implementation of success paths.

Note, that more than one success path may be employed for each safety

function in order to satisfy the acceptance criteria of the highest

numbered success path in use. Each plant resource assessment tree

pictorializes all of the generic resources available for fulfilling a

safety function. Limits have been developed for each component of the

success path which permit the operator to interrogate the control board

to decide if that success path is available. Once an available path has
been identifed, the tree refers the operator to an operator action

guideline.

7. If equipment restoration or repair, or changes in plant status permit the

use of the first success path then the operator may elect to implement

them. If the acceptance criteria for all success paths are satisified

and the lowest numbered success paths are the only currently in use then,

the RT Recovery Guideline should be implemented.

The format provided by Figures 10-8 through 10-15 is not meant to be

prescriptive.- Implementation of the information provided by the figures

will vary according to individual utility needs and desires. Certain
principles were applied in generating each of the resource assessment

trees. These are explained in greater detail in section 1.0.

FRG 10-15 CEN-152 Rev. 02



8. The operator performs the operator action guidelines for the success

paths to be implemented in order to satisfy the safety functions in

jeopardy.

The success path operator actions sections contains specific actions to

implement success paths for each safety function. Also provided are

acceptance criteria for safety functions and specific supplementary

information. Additional contingency guidance is provided for situations

where the safety functions are not being satisfied even after implement-

ing the available success paths (plant resources). The bases for the

operator action guidelines for each success path follow their corres-

ponding operator actions section.

The operator actions guidelines provide step-by-step operational guid-

ance, acceptance criteria for determining the successful control of a

safety function, and associated supplementary information, all of which

are necessary to implement the success paths identified on the resource

assessment trees. Each operator action guideline contains all the

actions necessary (on a generic basis) for recovering control of a

jeopardized safety function. Acceptance criteria are included for

determining the degree of success achieved. Additional guidance is

provided which aids the operators in determining their next course of

action. For instance, if control of the safety function is achieved,

they may be instructed to proceed to the next safety function in Jeop-

ardy. Alternatively, they may be told to implement another success path

in the case when the current path is inadequate. If all safety functions

are being fulfilled, they may choose to go to the Long Term Actions

section of the Functional Recovery Guideline. Supplementary information

which applies to the particular operator action guideline in use are

listed at the end of each section.

9. When all safety functions are satisfied the operator implements the Long

Term Actions and attempts to systematically evaluate the plant status to

determine, if possible, what the cause of the emergency was, what course

of action to take (e.g., proceed to cold shutdown) and what further

emergency operating guidance is available.

FRG 10-16 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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In the Long Term Actions, the operator continues to verify the adequate

maintenance of safety functions, assesses the status of the plant and if

possible, implements an optimal recovery guideline.

FRG 10-17 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK

&tdetyj. Functioan A,6,oc&Lated Re.owzce. Tuee

1. REACTIVITY CONTROL ---------------------------- Tree A

Sucr.c.e,6 P.ath
Cu..vtvztyq In We Ac~ceptaznce C~'rtevia

* *LI

a. CEA Insertion a.i) Not more than 1 CEA bottom light

not lit.

and

Reactor Power Decreasing

o0

ZEL] Reactor power less than

than [10(-X)%] and constant or

decreasing

b. Boration Using CVCS b.i) Boron addition rate greater than

[40 gpm]

and

Reactor Power
04

,U) Reactor power

[ 10 -(X)%] and

decreasing

Decreasing

less than

constant or

0

FRG 10-18 CEN-15~ Rev. 02
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SAFET FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'dl

'~. K Saj.e.ty Funq.ct0n A,,ocia.te~d Re4oWLce Tkee

1. REACTIVITY CONTROL (Cont'd) ---------------------- Tree A

Succee. Path
Cwuventt, In Wes Accep~tance CiLtJt a

e. Boration Using SIS c.i) Boron addition rate greater than

[40 gpm]

and

Reactor power decreasing

Olt

ii) Reactor power less than

[oX)O]' ' and constant or de-

creasing

d. CEA Drive Down d.i) Not more than
not lit

and
Reactor power

OiL

ii) Reactor power

[10-(X)%] and
creasing

I CEA bottom light

decreasing

less than

constant or de-

S

FRGI 10-1 CEI5 Rev 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd]

Sa~e~ty Func.tion A.6ocia.tged ReoAowce T-'xee.

2. MAINTENANCE-OF VITAL AUXILIARIES ----------------- Tree B
(AC & DC POWER)

Su~cc~e,6 Pa.th
Cu~e~t~gIn Uhe.Accep-tance CJL.tvUia

[< ----------------------- Plant Specific Information ------ ---------------

0
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SAFETV FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Con~t'd)

Saje~ty Func.tiZon A.6hcioated Re~outce. Thue~

3. RCS INVENTORY CONTROL ------------------------------ Tree C

Suc~c!~e4 Path
CuL~VeKntty In We Accep~tance. C,%itvda&

a. CVCS a.i) Pressurizer level is [35 to
245"1*]

P

S-.

and
ii) The RCS is at least [200 F] sub-

cooled [by CET]
and

iLL) [The RVLMS indicates the core is
covered].

b. SIS b.il [All available charging pumps are
operating and] the SIS pump(s)
are injecting water into the RCS
per Figure 10-3 (unless SIS
termination criteria are met).

and

i) [The RVLMS indicates the core is
covered].

* If the RCS is in a solid condition, for pressure control, then the limit

of [245"] may be exceeded.

FRG 10-2 1 CEN-152 Rev. 02FRG 10-21 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

A-6,oci~ated Ruoue.Le. Ttee

4. RCS PRESSURE CONTROL --------------------------- Tree D

SuC.e.6.6 Path
Cwuxenatty In Lt6e Acceptance. CA'tei.ea

a. Manual Control of Pressurizer

Heaters and/or Spray
a. Pressurizer pressure is within

the limits of the Post Accident
Accident P-T Curves (Figure
10-1).

b. CVCS b. Pressurizer pressure is within
the limits of the Post Accident

P-T Curves (Figure 10-1).

C. SIS a. [All available charging pumps are

operating and] the SIS pump(s)

are injecting water into the RCS

per Figure 10-3 (unless SIS

termination criteria are met).

FRG 10-22 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETV FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

Sajetya Fwu.ct..on A.66cciated Rezowrkee T,%ee

4. RCS PRESSURE CONTROL (Cont'd) ----------------------- Tree D

SucceA.6 PathCU•..ntty In Us6e

d. Forced Circulation with ADV
or TBS Control.

e. Natural Circulation with ADV

or TBS Control

Acceptance Critetra

d. Pressurizer pressure is within
the limits of the Post Accident

P-T Curves of Figure 10-1.

e. Pressurizer pressure is within

the limits of the Post Accident

P-T Curves of Figure 10-1.

iJ. CPORVS] f. [Pressurizer pressure is:

i) less than 2340 psia

and

ii) within the limits of the

Post Accident P-T Curves of

Figure 10-11.

FRG III3ICE-I2 Iev 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

Saetye~t Func~tion A46.oc~ated Ruow~ce. Tte~e

5. RCS AND CORE HEAT REMOVAL ------------------------ Tree E

n Ucceptn6 Path
CuAAen-ty In We Acc~eptance. Citvcioa

a. Forced Circulation,

No SIS Operation

0

S

a.i; At least one S/G has level:

- within the normal level band

with feedwater available to

maintain the level

or

- being restored by a feedwater

flow greater than [150 gpm].

and

.i) TH - Tc is less than [10 0F] and

not increasing

and

£L.L) Tave is less than [5450 F) and not

increasing

and

iv) The RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled [by CET]

and
v) [No reactor vessel voiding as

indicated by the RVLMS].

FRG 10-24 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETV FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

Scje~ty Function Azzociaoted Rez6owxce Ttee.

5. RCS AND CORE HEAT REMOVAL (Cont'd) ----------------- Tree E

Succue6 Path
CuwAentty In U6se Accptance CAite&ia

b. Natural Circulation,
No SIS Operation

b.i) At least one S/G has level:

- within the normal level band

with feedwater available to
maintain the level

or
- being restored by a feedwater

flow greater than [150 gpm].
and

LU) TH - Tc less than [50*F] and not

increasing

and
ZU) Tave is less than

increasing
[545°F] and not

and
iv) The RCS is at least [200 F]

subcooled [by CET].
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cort'd)

Su.~e.ty Function Azzocia~ted Re..owt.ce TQee

5. RCS AND CORE HEAT REMOVAL (Cont'd) ------------------- Tree E

Sucn.l Path.
Ctuen-ttj In We Acc~ep~tance Ckte'iZa~

C. S/G Heat Sink with

SIS Operating
e.X) At least one S/G has level:

- within the normal level band

with feedwater available to

maintain the level

or

- being restored by a feedwater

flow greater than [150 gpm].

and

UJ) ECET] temperature less than

[7000 F] or decreasing

and

LLZ) [All available charging pumps are

operating and] the SIS pump(s)

are injecting water into the RCS

per Figure 10-3 (unless SIS

termination criteria are met).

0
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

Sat~ety Func~tion Azzocia.ted Reuowwe T-'te

5. RCS AND CORE HEAT REMOVAL (Cont'd) ---------------- Tree E

Suacica Path
CJcently In Use Acceptance CWteiia.

d. Once-Through-
Cooling

d.i) [CET] temperature less than
[700*F] or decreasing

and
ii) [All available charging pumps are

operating and] the SIS pump(s)
are injecting water into the RCS

per Figure 10-3 (unless SIS
termination criteria are met).

and
.ZZ) Pressurizer pressure is less than

[1300 psia] or decreasing.

e. Shutdown Cooling System e. Normal SCS Parameters

FRG 10-27 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cort'd)

Sa~e~ty Function A.6,6ociated Re..6ouce. Tkee.

6. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION -------------------------- Tree F

Suwe.66 Path
Cu4enty In Wse Acceptance Cxitev.a

'4.

a. Manual Isolation a.i) No steam plant activity alarms

and

No containment radiation'alarms

and

Containment pressure less than L4
psig]

ok

U) Each containment penetration not
required to be open has an

isolation valve closed.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURER
GUIDELINES Page 12 of ._. Revision 02

SAFETV FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

Sa~je~ty Function A.6.6oaa.ted Rezeowwce. lxee.

7. CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURE ------------------------ Tree G

& PRESSURE CONTROL

Szcca. Path
CuwAxntq In Use

a. Containment Fans

Acceptance CrL-tetdia

a.i) Containment temperature less than

[2400F]
and

,U) Containment pressure less than
[1.5 psig]

b. Containment Spray b.i) Containment spray flow greater

than [1500 gpm] (per spray
header)

and
iL) Containment temperature and

pressure constant or decreasing

F RG 10-29 CEN-l.52 Rev. 02
FRG 10-29 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page -L3- of .3 Revision o-L

SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK (Cont'd)

Saiety Function Azoaated Re4

8. CONTAINMENT COMBUSTIBLE --------------------------- Tree H
GAS CONTROL

•ouw'4e Ttee

Succu6 Path
CuwxentJt In Ue

a. [Plant specific methods,

insert here]

AcceptuneC.e CAi Za

a. Hydrogen concentration less than

[2%].

FRG 10-30 CEN-152 Rev. 02FRG 10-30 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

"11
SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES

CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

1. SAFETV FUNCTION. REACTIVITY CONTROL

A) CEA Insertion

8) Boration using CVCS

Not more than I CEA bottom CEA Status Display
light not lit

and'
Reactor power Is de-

A) creasing.
orRx power'-c [10'(X)%3

and constant or de-
creasing

Boron addition rate > CVCS Flowrate
[40 gpm.]

and
Reactor power is de- Power Range

B) creasing.
or

Rx power - [< -'I%]
and constant or de-
creasing

On/Off Light for
each CEA

[0-150 gpm]

10-7 _ 10o2%1

The criteria here reflect the Tech Spec require-
ment that no more than one CEA be stuck out.
This criterion, occurring with decreasing reactor
power ensures that reactivity is under control.

Reactor shutdown may also be assured by the min-
imum boration rate accompanied by decreasing
reactor power or a constant reactor power less
than that at the maximum expected sub-critical
multiplication level. Since procedures require
boration prior to cooldown, these criteria are
adequate to ensure shutdown.F

._m

rn

0~

0

0

Boron addition rate •
[40 gpm]

and
Reactor power is de-

C) creasing
or

Rx power- [10-(X)%] and
constant or decreasing

HPSI Flowrate (0-300 gpm.)

C) Boration using SIS
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

-11

SUCCE•S PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES
CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

1. SAFETY FUNCTION: REACTIVITY CONTROL (CONT'D)

0) CEA Drive Down

Not more than I CEA bottom
light not lit.

and
Reactor power is de-

D) creasing
or

Rx power-c [o10 (X)%] and
constant or decreasing

C

N

2. SAFETY FU•CTILOz MAINTENACE OF VITAL AUXILIARIES (AC & OC POWER)

[< ----------------------------------------------------------- Plant Specific Information ----------------------------------------------------------- >]

3. SAFETY FUNrCTION: RCS INVENTORY CONTROL

A) CVCS

[ 3 5"] < Pressurizer
Level _ [245]*

and
A) The RCS is --least [20'F] Pressurizer Level

subcooled [by CET]
and

[The RVLMS T-dicates the
the core Is covered]

[0-350-1

A value of [245") of range was choosen as an
upper limit for pressurizer level to account for
instrument accuracies and other uncertainties.
A value of [351" of range was chosen as a lower
limit to account for instrument accuracy. These
values bound the limits of best estimate anal-
ysis.

C,
rvl

U'

N

4,

C
N

*If the RCS is in a solid condtlon for pressure control, then the limit of [245"] may be exceeded.

.•.• 4,• .-••
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

"11
SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE

CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA INDICATION RANGE BASES

3. SAFETY FUNCTION; RCS INVENTORY CONTROL (CONT'D)

B) SIS

(All available charging
pumps are operating and]
SIS pump(s) are injecting

B) water Into the RCS per Fig.
10-3 (unless SIS termina-
tion criteria are met).

and
[The RVLA1-indicates the
core is covered]

[Core Exit Thermo-
couples]

Pressurizer
Pressure

[0-1600°F]

[1500-2500 psia]
[0-1600 psia]

HPSI [0-300 gpm]
LPSI [0-2000 gpm]

[0-100%]
C.,C.

SIS Flow

(RVLMS]

The value of [20°F] subcoollng is based on
keeping the core covered and thus ensuring
adequate core cooling. If the core is covered
with subcooled fluid, the RCS will not indicate
super-heated conditions.

When the SIS is operating, its performance
adequacy Is judged by observing its delivery
flow versus RCS pressure.

An RVL14S indication that the core is covered,
taken in conjunction with the other criteria,
serves as an additional Indication of adequate
RCS inventory control.

RCS subcoollng of at least [200 F] ensures a
liquid state of the coolant for effective heat
removal properties.
When the SIS is operating, its performance ade-
quacy is Judged by observing its delivery flow
versus RCS pressure.

4. SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS PRESSURE CONTROL

A) Manual Control of
Pressurizer Heaters
and/or Spray

B) CVCStoJ

XI

Pzr Pressure is within (Subcooled Margin
the limits of the Post Monitor]

A) Accident P-T Curves.
(Figure 10-1)

Pzr Pressure is within
B) the limits of the Post (Core Exit Thermo-

Accident P-T Curves. couples]
(Figure 10-1)

[0-IOO011

(0-1600-F]
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SAFETY FqNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES
CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

4. SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS PRESSURE CONTROL (CONT'D)

C) SIS

[All available charging
pumps are operating and]
the SIS pump(s) are inject-

C) lng water into the RCS
per Figure 10-3 (unless
SIS termination criteria
are met).

SIS Flow HPSI C0-300 gpm]
LPST [O-2000 gpm]

1500-2500 gm]0-1600 psia-

a

.p.

0) Forced Circulation
with ADV or TBS Control

E) Natural Circulation
with ADV or TBS Control

Pressurizer pressure is Pressurizer
D) within the limits of the Pressure

Post Accident P-T curves
of Figure 10-1.

rq1

M

F) [PORVs]

Pressurizer pressure is
E) within the limits of the

Post Accident P-T curves
of Figure 10-1.

[Pressurizer pressure is:
less than 2340 psia and
constant or decreasing

F) and
Within the T~mits of the
Post Accident P-T curves
of Figure 10-1].

r

[2340 psia] is 10 psi below the high pressure
alarm setpoint. A review of best estimate
analysis shows that the selected events will
fall below [2340] psia.

Maintaining the RCS within the P-T curves
ensures adequate core cooling and minimizes
the chance of PTS.



SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

"11

SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES
CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

5. SAFETY FUNCTION. RCS AND CORE HEAT REMOVAL

At least one S/G has level:
within the normal level
band with feedwater
available to maintain
the level

Steam Generator
Level

T
ave

or TH
being restored by a feed-
water flow > [150 gpmJ Tc

+163.5 -
-)116. 5)"

[620-610-FJ

[515-616-F]

[515-615-F)

(0-1500 gpo']

[0-100-F3

A) Forced Circulation,
No SIS Operation

A)

0
I"

ea,

and

Th-Tc < [1O0F] and not

increasing

and

Tare ' [5450F] and not

increasing

and

The RCS is at least [20°F]
subcooled [by CET]

and

Feed Flow

[Subcooled Margin
Monitor)

Decay heat levels may not be high enough to
require a feedwater flow of [150 gpo]. If this
is the case, once steam geperator level is
returned to the normal level band and feedwater
remains available to maintain that level, then
the S/G contribution to RCS heat removal is
being satisfied.

[]50 gpm] feed flow is based on operating exper-
ience. Feed flow is used instead of a minimum
level since even on an uncomplicated reactor
trip level may go below the instrument ranges.
Operators use flow, S/G pressure and RCS temper-
atures to verify the S/G is intact and that
level will recover.

AT < [100F] is verified by best estimate analysis
to be the maximum AT expected for minimum forced
circulation with maximum decay heat.

RCS subcoollng of at least [200F) ensures a
liquid state of the coolant for effective heat
removal properties. Subcooling of (200 0 F) is
based on PTS criteria.

[545*F] is based on control program for ADVs
and steam generator dump bypass valves and
best estimate analysis.

C)
frl

CA1

'3

0Q

(No reactor vessel voiding [RVLNS]
as indicated by the RVLMS]

[0-100%)



SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

-Wi SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES
CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

5. SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS AND CORE HEAT REMOVAL (CONT'D)

B) Natural Circulation,
No SIS Operation

At least one S/G has level:

within the normal level
band with feedwater avail-
able to maintain the level

or
being restored by a feed-
water flow > [150 gpm]

B) and
TH-Tc < [WFI and not

increasing

and

Tave < [5450F] and not

increasing

and

The RCS is at least [20°F]
subcooled [by CET].

Steam Generator
Level

Feed Flow

0

An RVLMS indication of no reactor vessel voiding
taken In conjunction with other criteria, serves
as an additional indication of adequate RCS and
core heat removal.

163.5 - Decay beat levels may not be high enough to
-)116.51" require a feedwater flow of [150 gpm]. If this

is the case, once steam generator level Is
returned to the normal level band and feedwater

(0-1500 gpm] remains available to maintain that level then
RCS heat removal is possible.

[500 F] is based on best estimate analysis which
reveals that [50°F] AT will not be exceeded for
for cooldown with maximum decay heat and one
steam generator isolated with cooldown rate
< 75°F/hr.

(545°F] is based on control program for ADVs
and steam generator dump bypass valves and best
estimate analysis.

Subcooling > [20*F] is necessary to assure an
adequate me~ium for core heat transfer. [200°F1
is a limit based on PTS considerations.

CD
Mt

C2

ýý I
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES
"I"1

SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES
CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

5. SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS AND CORE HEAT REMOVAL (CONT'D)

At least one S/G has level:

within the normal level
band with feedwater
available to maintain
the level

or

Pressurizer
Pressure

Steam Generator
Level

[1500-2500 psia]
[0-1600 psia]

[163.5-(-)116.5"1

Adequate S/G performance is indicated by level-
in the normal band or being restored with feed-
water available.

When SIS is operating, Its performance adequacy
is judged by comparing expected to observed
delivery flow versus RCS pressure.

Cý.

C) S/G Heat Sink with
SIS Operating

C)

being restored by a
feedwater flow > [150
gpm]

and

[CET] temperature <
[700°F] or decreasing

Feed Flow

[0-1500 gpm3

[Core Exit Thermo-
couple]

and

[All available charging
pumps are operating and]
the SIS pump(s) are in-
jecting water into the
RCS per Figure 10-3
(unless SIS termination
criteria are met).

0

0

[0-16000 F]

SIS Flowrate

HPSI [0-300 gpm]
LPSI (0-2000 gpm]



SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

"11

SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES
CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

5. SAFETY FUJNCTION: RCS AND CORE HEAT RENOVAL (CONT'D)

D) Once-Through-Cooling

[CET] temperature < [700*F]
or decreasing

and
[All avaIT-le charging
pumps are operating and]

D) the SIS pump(s) are in-
jecting water into the
RCS per Figure 10-3
(unless SIS termination
criteria are met).

and

RCS pressure < [1300 psia]
or decreasing.

E) Normal SCS parameters

Pressurizer
Pressure

[Core Exit

Thermocouples]

SIS Flow

11500-2500 psia]0-1600 psia]

[0-16009F)

BPS! (0-300 gpm]
LPSI [0-2000 gpm]

40

[7000 F] is the plant specific temperature as
read on the TH RTDs [and core exit thermocouples
[CETs)] which represents the maximum temperature
anticipated during accident mitigation for an
LOCA with no multiple equipment failures.
Temperatures greater than [700°F] on the CETs
represent a superheat condition in the RCS which
can only occur with core uncovery. Short term
core uncovery is predicted for worst case scen-
arios. Hence [7000 F] may be expected in an
accident scenario, but recovery actions either
manual or automatic being maximized will result
in decreasing core temperatures.

When cooling by once through cooling through the
[PORVs], RCS pressure should be less than the
shutoff head of the HPSI pumps ([1300 pslal). If
greater than [1300 psia], then a decreasing trend
indicates theat pressure should drop below [1300
psia]

When SIS is operating, its performance adequacy
Is judged by comparing expected to observed
delivery flow versus RCS pressure.

E) Shutdown Cooling
System

C)
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

;0) SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES
CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

6. SAFETY FUNCTION: CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

A) Manual Isolation

No steam plant activity Containment
alarms Pressure

and
No containment radiation Containment Iso-
alarms lation valve

and Position Indi-
A) Containment Pressure < cation

[4 psig]
or

Each containment Containment Radi-
penetration not required ation alarms
to be open has an isolation
valve closed. Steam Plant Radi-

ation Alarms

0-60 psig]
0-15 psig]

Open-Shut

Alarming/Not
Alarming

Alarming/Not
Alarming

[4 psig) is the CIAS setpoint. If pressure goes
above [4 psigJ, containment isolation valves
should shut (i.e., CIAS should be present).

Radiation alarms may also indicate the need for
containment Isolation. Steam plant activity
alarm may indicate a steam generator tube
rupture and require isolating a SIG.

7. SAFETY FUNCTION: CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE CONTROL

A) Containment Fans.

Containment Temperature <
[240°F]

A) and
Containment-ressure <
[1.5 psig]

Containment Dome
Temperature

Containment
Pressure

[50-300°F]

0-60 psig
0-15 psig]

[1.5 psig] is based on containment pressure alarm
It is not expected for the selected events that
containment pressure will increase to the alarm
setpoint unless there is an energy release into
containment.
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SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS CHECK BASES

"11
SUCCESS PATH ACCEPTANCE INDICATION RANGE BASES

CURRENTLY IN USE CRITERIA

7. SAFETY FUNCTION: CONTAIN4ENT TENPERATURE AND PRESSURE CONTROL (CONT'D)

B) Containment Spray

Containment spray flow >
[1500 gpm] (per spray
header)

B) and
Containment temperature and
pressure constant or
decreasing

Containment Spray
Flow

[o-5000 gpm] (240*F] is the maximum expected contairment
temperature for the selected events. It is not
expected that containment temperature will
increase to [240°F] unless there is an energy
release.

During the selected event, containment temper-
ature and pressure may exceed these limits if
the break is inside containment. If this
happens, a CSAS should be present and the CSPs
should be pumping spray solution at (1500 gpm].

8. SAFETV FUNCTION: CONTAINMENT CONBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL

A) [Plant specific
methods, insert here]

A) H2 < [2%] H2 Analyzer [Plant Specific] H2 in the containment is indicative of a primary

system leak to containment and my be indicative
of core damage. The explosive hazard which may
exist in the containment may present a threat to
containment integrity.

2% H2 is 50% of the flammability concentration

in air.
C)
P1

Cl'

'U

0
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FIGURE 10-9

RESOURCE

TREE B

FUNCTION MAINTENANCE OF
VITAL AUXILIARIES,
(AC AND DC POWER)

I

MODE

CONDITIONS

SOURCE

MOTIVE

PATH

SUCCESS

GUIDELINE

[PLANT SPECIFIC
METHODS INSERT

HERE]

'PLANT
SPECIFIC CRITERIA

INSERT HERE!
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A

RESOURCE
TREE E

SIG LEVEL IS EITHER
at WITHIN THE ZERO

POWER LEVEL BAND
WITH FEEDWATER
AVAILABLE TO
MAINTAIN TIlE LEVEL

OR
b) BEING RESTORED BY

A FEEDWATER FLOW
?' 1151~ 211.M K

FIGURE 10-12

ITRESOURCE. -
TREE - E1



RESOURCE
FIGURE 10-13

TREE F

NCTION

MODE

CONDITIONS

SOURCE

0

MOTIVE

I'

PATH

WRi rE4i-A

Al NO STEAM PLANT
ACTIVITY ALARMS

AND
NO CONTAINMENT
RADIATION ALARMS

AND
CONTAINMENT PRESS

:41 PSIG

B EACH CONTAINMENT
PENETRATION NOT
REQUIRED TO BE OPEN
HAS AN ISOLATION
VALVE CLOSED

I SOL TIO

ý"I' ON52Ie%;

10-46



RESOURCE
FIGURE 10-14 TREE G

CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURE
AND PRESSURE CONTROLFlNCTION

CONDITIONS

SOURCE

0

MOTIVE

PATH

. SUCCESS
CRITERIA

CONTAINMENT SPRAY
CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURE FLOW > 11500! GPM< 1240] OFAN
<O2A4 N DN CONTAINMEITYEMPERATURE

CONTAINMENTRESSURE AND PRESSURE CONSTANT
<11.5 PIG IA OR DECREASING

I CTPC, I CTPC-.2J

RESOURCETREE- G

CONTAINMENT
TEMPERATURE
AND
PRESSURE
CONTROL

1)-47 19C' '.11- 13 2 ý*' ,v 32



FIGURE 10-15

RESOURCE

TREE H

FUNCTION CONTAINMENT
COMBUSTIBLE
GAS CONTROL

11111
[PLANT SPECIFIC
METHODS INSERT

HERE)

MODE

II

CONDITIONS

SOURCE

MOTIVE

PATH

I',

I1 p

SUCCESS

GUIDELINE

(H2 1 ": [2%1

I CL2 I
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- COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page._I of -1-4 Revision 02

SAFETV FUNCTION: Reactivity Control

SUCCESS PATH: CEA Insertion; RC-1

RESOURCE TREE: Tree A

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Maintain RCS temperature constant (if possible), unti-l reactivity control

is established, in order to prevent power increases following the initial

transient.

2. Attempt to manually insert the CEAs into the core by the following:

a) Push all manual CEA trip buttons

b) Open all CEA trip breakers

c) Deenergize all CEA drive motor generators

d) [Other plant specific methods, insert here].

Acceptance CZteWta Ao. Succezz Path: RC-1

1. Reactivity Control is satisfied if:

a. Not more than 1 CEA bottom light is not lit

and

Reactor power is decreasing

OI

b. Reactor power is less than [1io0XJ%] and constant or decreas-

ing.

If the above criteria are met Then proceed to the next safety function in

jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate

success path on Resource Tree A.

FRG 10-49 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page .2 of 14 Revision .. 02

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: RC-1

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

,1. All available indications should be used to aid in an evaluation of plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available.

-2. It may not be possible to control other safety functions if reactivity

control is in jeopardy.

3. Changes in RCS temperature affecting reactivity must be minimized until a

shutdown margin per Technical Specification Limits is achieved in order

to prevent core restart.

4. After required shutdown boron concentration is attained in the RCS,

makeup water added to the RCS should be at least the same boron concen-

tration as in the RCS to prevent RCS dilution.

5. Main or auxiliary pressurizer spray should be used as necessary to

equalize the pressurizer and RCS loop water boron concentration as a

change is made to the RCS boron concentration. If pressurizer spray is

not available, RCS boron concentration should be increased. This avoids

an RCS dilution below minimum shutdown requirements caused later by a

possible pressurizer outsurge.

6. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [20'F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown

to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

FRG 10-SO CEN-l.52 Rev. 02
FRG 10-50 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE
GUIDELINES APage=_3 of -L4 Revision 029

-"7 If an initial cooldown rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there

may be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor

vessel, unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained

(Figure 10-1).

FRG 10- 1 CE I1.... e . .. 2
FRG 10-51 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page_. 4 of -L4 Revision 02

SAFETV FUNCTION:

SUCCESS PATH:

RESOURCE TREE:

Reactivity Control

Boration using CVCS; RC-2

Tree A

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Maintain RCS temperature constant (if possible), until reactivity control

is established, in order to prevent power increases following the initial

transient.

2. Commence maximum boration using the CVCS to achieve shutdown margin in

accordance with Technical Specification Limits. Perform the following

actions:

a) Align all available charging pumps to take a suction from the [boric

acid makeup tanks using either gravity feed or the boric acid makeup

pumps, or from the RWT or spent fuel pool using gravity feed].

b) Charge to the RCS using the normal charging

charging lines are not available, then line

through the HPSI header.

lines. If the normal

up to charge to the RCS

c) Manually operate charging pumps and letdown to maintain pressurizer
level [35 to 245"].

Accept.nc iteACctv tor Suc.&,e Path: RC-2

1. Reactivity Control is satisfied if:

a. Boron addition rate is greater than [40 gpm]

and
Reactor power is decreasing.

ox

b. Reactor power is less than [ 10-(X)%] and constant or decreasing

FRG 10-52 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG 10-52 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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C coMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

GUIDELINES Page 5 of 14 Revision 02

If the above criteria are satisfied, Then proceed to the. next safety

function in Jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term
Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate

success path on Resource Tree A.

'9

9
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: RC-2

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

I. Changes in RCS temperature affecting reactivity must be minimized until a

shutdown margin per Technical Specification Limits is achieved in order

to prevent core restart.

2. After a shutdown boron concentration is attained in the RCS, makeup water

added to the RCS should be of at least the same boron concentration in

the RCS in order to prevent RCS dilution.

3. Main, or auxiliary, pressurizer spray should be used as necessary to

0 equalize the pressurizer and RCS loop water boron concentration as a

change is made to the RCS boron concentration. If pressurizer spray is

not available, RCS boron concentration should be increased. This avoids

an RCS dilution below minimum requirements caused later by a possible

pressurizer outsurge.

4. All available indications should be used to aid in an evaluation of plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available.

5. It may not be possible to control other safety functions if reactivity

control is in jeopardy.

6. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [200 F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown

in order to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

iR 105 Ci N5 Rev,0
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7. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a
heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may
be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel

unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure

10-1).

8. Charging from the concentrated boron source should not continue past [I

hour] after event initiation unless required for reactivity control.
This is to preclude boron precipitation in the core. Suction should be

shifted to the lower concentration source.

A

0

•..
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SAFETV FUNCTION:

SUCCESS PATH:

RESOURCE TREE:

Reactivity Control

Boration using SIS; RC-3

Tree A

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Maintain RCS temperature constant (if possible), until reactivity control

is established, in order to prevent power increases following the initial

transient.

2. If pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600 psia, or if containment

pressure increases to 4 psig], Then verify initiation of an SIAS. If

necessary, manually initiate an SIAS and/or depressurize the RCS to

permit SIS injection. This action is primarily to ensure that RCS

inventory, pressure, and heat removal are being maintained. However,

this will also provide another method of boration at reduced RCS pres-

sures:

a)
b)
c)

[If RCS pressure

[If RCS pressure

[If RCS pressure

01300 psia, then the HPSI pumps may be effective]

<276 psia, then the CS pumps may be effective]

<180 psia, then the LPSI pumps may be effective].

3. If the Technical Specification shutdown margin is achieved, Then the SIS

may be throttled, or stopped one train at a time, if the following

conditions are also satisfied:

a) RCS is at least [20*F] subcooled (Figure 10-1),

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and constant or increasing,
c) At least one steam generator is available (feed and steam flow) for

removing heat from the RCS

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

4. If the criteria of step 3 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

FRG 10-56 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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Acceptance Cx•L•teia 4oA Succu.s Path: .. RC-3

1. Reactivity Control is satisfied if:

a. Boron addition rate is greater than [40 gpm]

and

Reactor power is decreasing
04

b. Reactor power is less than [10(X)%] and constant or decreasing

If the above criteria are satisfied, Then proceed to the next safety

function in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not satisfied, Then proceed to the next

appropriate success path on Resource Tree A.

I-_
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: RC-3

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precautions,
cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluation plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available. Hot and cold leg RTDs may

be influenced by the cooler SIS injection and should be checked against

each other.

2. It may not be possible to control other safety functions if reactivity

control is in jeopardy.

3. Do not place system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

4. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a

heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may

be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel

unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure
I10-1).

5. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make is difficult to control

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [20*F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown

to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursion.

F R 1 -5 IIEIIII 5 iRev i 02 I I
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6. Changes in RCS temperature affecting reactivity must be minimized until a

shutdown margin per Technical Specification Limits is achieved in order

to prevent core restart.

7. Main or auxiliary pressurizer spray should be used as necessary to

equalize the pressurizer and RCS loop water boron concentration as a

change is made to the RCS boron concentration. If pressurizer spray is
not available, RCS boron concentration should be increased. This avoids

an RCS dilution below minimum shutdown requirements by a possible pres-

surizer outsurge.

8. After a shutdown boron concentration is attained in the RCS, makeup water

added to the RCS should be at least the same boron concentration as the

RCS to prevent RCS dilution.

FRG 10-59 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION: Reactivity Control

SUCCESS PATH: CEA Drive Down; RC-4

RESOURCE TREE: Tree A

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Maintain RCS temperature constant (if possible), until reactivity control

is established, in order to prevent power increases following the initial
transient.

2. [Re-energize the CEA drive mechanisms and manually jog and/or drive the
CEA's into the core using the normal rod motion controls.]

Acceptanc Criteria 6o& Succuz Path: RC-4

1. Reactivity Control is satisfied if:

a. Not more than 1 CEA bottom light is not lit

and

Reactor power is decreasing

or

b. Reactor Power is less than [10-(X)%] and constant or decreasing

If the criteria above are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the Continuing Actions
for Reactivity Control.

0
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: RC-4

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluation plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available.

2. It may not be possible to control other safety functions if reactivity

control is in jeopardy.

- a

S
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Con~tinuing Ac-tiona 6o,% Reac~tivity ContxwZ

If the acceptance criteria are not met, Then reactivity control is still in

jeopardy. THE OPERATOR SHOULD NOT LEAVE REACTIVITY CONTROL UNTIL THIS SAFETY

FUNCTION IS FULFILLED. The operator may, if necessary, pursue other urgent

safety functions but must continue to attempt to establish reactivity control

using the following:

a) Attempt to energize, or restore, other vital auxiliaries to necessary

components on the reactivity control success paths.

b) Attempt manual operation of inoperative valves.

c) Attempt to lower plant pressure to permit SIS pump injection of boric

acid. Consideration should be given to the effect on RCS subcooling and

core cooling which such an action will cause.

9
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Baiez 6ox Rea~c.tivtyt Con.t'wo.

A loss of reactivity control can be characterized by the insertion of inade-
quate negative reactivity to shutdown the reactor. This loss may be identified
by indication on two or more safety grade instrument channels that a plant

parameter has exceeded its normal reactor trip setpoint. This requires a
manual or an automatic trip. If an automatic trip has not been initiated,

then manual insertion of all of the CEAs is attempted. Specific symptoms for
a loss of reactivity control depend on what actions are being taken to obtain
reactivity control, and include any one, or a combination of the following:

a) more than 1 CEA bottom light not lit
b) reactor power not decreasing as expected.

c) startup rate indication > 0 DPM
d) boron concentration less than required per Technical Specifications

e) RCS temperature increasing more rapidly than expected for decay heat

production

The cause of the loss of reactivity control may range from a Reactor Protec-
tion System (RPS) failure in automatically initiating a reactor trip when
required, to the inability to manually insert the CEA's, or to a failure in
controlling reactivity through the use of boration (possibly due to a boration

equipment malfunction). Failure of the RPS to cause a reactor trip has
traditionally been referred to as "Anticipated Transient Without Scram"
(ATWS). Analysis has shown that the sooner operator actions are taken to
restore reactivity control, the more beneficial they will be towards mitigat-

ing the consequences of such an event.

The loss of reactivity control may affect other safety functions. Because
insufficient negative reactivity is added to the core following the Initiating
event, heat in excess of the decay heat being produced will continue to be

A• added to the RCS. For example, the RCS heat removal safety function can be

affected by continued heat addition if an adequate heat sink is unavailable.

9
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If main feedwater has been lost, the auxiliary feedwater flow (which is

generally sized for decay heat only) may not be sufficient to maintain steam

generator level. Continued steaming of the steam generators via the turbine,

the ADVs, the turbine bypass valves, and/or the steam generator safety valves

may result in steam generator dry out and subsequent loss of heat sink.

There are a large number of scenarios which may occur concurrently with a loss

of reactivity control. The operator may be faced with the loss of one, or a

combination of other safety functions. The most limiting case analyzed

involves an ATWS event with a continuing loss of feedwater. Since the second-

ary system can no longer remove all of the heat generated in the reactor core,

the RCS temperature and pressure will increase. If the steam generator

secondary water inventory can be restored during the event, the RCS tempera-

ture and pressure excursion can be minimized. However, if it can be avoided,

the steam generator should not be steamed to control RCS temperature and

pressure in the early stages of this event. Steaming will increase the rate

of steam generator dry out if feedwater is not available. The resulting RCS

pressure excursion will be more severe since the dry out occurs earlier in the

transient. Increasing temperature and pressure may result in the pressurizer
relief and/or safety valves opening. Further increases in RCS temperature can

cause expansion of the reactor coolant which will increase pressurizer level

and may cause the plant to go solid. RCS pressure may increase enough to

allow coolant leakage through the reactor vessel flange "0" ring seal.
Reactor power is reduced due to the negative moderator coefficient feedback

caused by the increasing RCS temperature and significant decrease in moderator

density. This negative reactivity addition is what limits the consequences of

a loss of reactivity control event coincident with a loss of feedwater.

The following success paths are directed at placing the plant in a stable,

safe condition following a loss of reactivity control. Reactivity control may

be accomplished by any of the following methods:

RC-1: Reactivity Control via CEA Insertion

RC-2: Reactivity Control via Boration Using CVCS

RC-3: Reactivity Control via Boration Using SIS

RC-4: Reactivity Control via CEA Drive Down

FRG 10-64 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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The bases for the operator actions required for implementing each of the above

success paths are detailed as follows:

RC-1: ReaJvi Con-tAot uvia CEA WeAton

Inserting the control rods into the core is the preferred method of reactivity

control. If the CEA's have not been inserted automatically, then methods

available to manually insert the CEA's must be exercised. Reactivity control

is regained in the shortest time frame possible by a rapid insertion of the

CEAs.

Opmatot Action4

1. To prevent reactor power increases following the initial transient, RCS

temperature is maintained constant (if possible) until reactivity control

is satisfied. Temperature is maintained constant, instead of being

reduced, to prevent reactor power increases due to the negative moderator

* temperature coefficient.

2. An attempt is made to manually insert the CEAs into the core. This is

done by performing the following:

a) Manual trip buttons are pushed

b) CEA trip breakers are opened

c) Control rod drive motor generators are deenergized

d) [If other methods are available to insert CEAs, that information is

inserted here].

These actions are performed to deenergize the CEA's.

.4.
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After implementing the above actions, reactivity control is satisfied if:

a. Not more than one CEA bottom light is not lit

and
Reactor power is decreasing

or
b. Reactor power is less than [1o-•Xý%] and constant or decreasing

For all emergency events, the reactor must be shutdown. The Technical Specd-
fication requirement is that not more than 1 rod be stuck out. If more than 1
rod is stuck out, the RCS must be borated to compensate. Boration is also
necessary to assist the CEAs if RCS cooldown has occurred. Reactivity control

using boration is identified and discussed in the next two success paths, RC-2
and 3. Insertion of CEAs is adequate to keep the reactor shutdown even after
some cooldown. Decreasing reactor power is a second positive indication of
reactivity control. Constant reactor power at less than [10"(X)%], or de-
creasing reactor power, acknowledges that power will only decrease until the
subcritical multiplication level is reached, then it will decrease very
slowly. [10'(X)%] is the plant specific maximum value expected for subcrit-
ical multiplication level following extended full power operation.

* -g
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RC-2: Reffxc..tyutCon~t'tZ via 8o'wtion Uzing CVCS

In the case where the control rods do not insert, or where additional negative

reactivity Is needed to compensate for temperature effects, reactivity control

can be accomplished by boron injection. Borated water can be added to the RCS

using the charging and boric acid addition portions of the CVCS.

Operato. Act.Lonz

1. To prevent reactor power increases following the initial transient, RCS

temperature is maintained constant (if possible) until reactivity control

is satisfied. Temperature is maintained constant, instead of being

reduced, to prevent reactor power increases due to the negative moderator

temperature coefficient.

2. Maximum boration is commenced using the CVCS to achieve shutdown margin

in accordance with Technical Specification Limits. The following actions

*are performed.

a) All available charging pumps are aligned to take a suction from the

[boric acid makeup tanks using either gravity feed or the boric acid
makeup pumps, or from the RWT or spent fuel pool using gravity

feed].

b) The charging pumps are aligned to the normal charging header. If

the normal charging lines are not available, line up to charge to
the RCS through the HPSI header.

c) Charging pumps and letdown are manually operated to maintain pres-

surizer level [35 to 245"].

The charging pumps are aligned to discharge the contents of the [boric

acid makeup tanks] (primary source of boric acid to the RCS and core).

The [boric acid makeup tank] contents may reach the suction of the

charging pumps via gravity feed or via the boric acid makeup pumps.

FRG 10-67 CEN-152 Rev. 02



These sources should usually not be used past [I hour] after event

initiation (unless required for reactivity control) to prevent boron

precipitation. Boron precipitation is only a concern if charging from

the concentrated source has been continuous since event initiation. This
is the preferred method for boron addition. Alternative sources for
boron are the [RWT] and the [spent fuel pool]. If the normal charging
path is unavailable, the charging pumps may be lined up to discharge to
the RCS through the HPSI header. Pressurizer level should be maintained

throughout by regulating charging into the RCS (manual operation of
charging pumps) and bleed off from the RCS (letdown line).

Operation of the charging system also affects RCS inventory and pressure

control. When operating the charging system, the operator should main-
tain plant pressure and temperature within the limits of Figure 10-1.

During a cooldown, shrinkage of RCS inventory due to cooling may cause

outsurge of pressurizer fluid. Since this fluid is not directly borated
by charging flow, it may be at a lower boron concentration than the RCS
loops and/or therefore, may dilute the loops and the reactor vessel. This
same concern exists during a natural circulation cooldown with respect to

the reactor vessel upper head. With no RCPs operating, there is little
interaction between RCS fluid and coolant in the upper head. The boron
concentration may be lower in the upper head causing loop and vessel
dilution if voiding occurs. In order to avoid this loss of shutdown

margin, one of the following actions should be accomplished (listed in

order of preference):

a) Sufficient boron is added prior to commencing the cooldown to borate

the entire RCS (including the mass in the pressurizer) to cold

shutdown boron concentration (per Technical Specifications).
Therefore, even if the pressurizer (or reactor vessel upper head

region) is relatively dilute and outsurges into the RCS loop, boron

concentration will not drop below the cold shutdown concentration.

0
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b) If letdown is available, then sufficient heaters are energized to

permit continuous auxiliary spray into the pressurizer without

dropping RCS pressure. With pressurizer level held constant by

letdown, the pressurizer is borated to within [50 ppm] of RCS loop

concentration using auxiliary spray is shown by RCS sampling.

c) If letdown is not available, then the RCS is borated to [50 ppm]

greater than the minimum shutdown margin corresponding to Tc (per

Technical Specifications). As more volume becomes available in the

pressurizer due to RCS cooldown shrinkage, additional boron is

charged to the RCS to maintain minimum shutdown margin corresponding

to Tc. The use of pressurizer spray to depressurize will also

increase pressurizer boron concentration.

After implementing the above actions, reactivity control is satisfied if:

a. Boron addition rate is greater than [40 gpm]

and

Reactor power is decreasing

or

b. Reactor power is less than [ 10-(X)%] and constant or decreasing.

S;
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RC-3: Reactiv-L~ty ContAoZ viat Boation U.6ing SIS

In the case where the control rods do not insert or where additional negative
reactivity is needed to compensate for temperature effects, reactivity control

can be accomplished by boron injection. The safety Injection system can add
borated water to the RCS from the RWT when pressure is less than the shut off
head for the SIS pumps. (HPSI pump [1300 psia], [CS pump 276 psia], LPSI pump
[180 psia]).

Opvwto. Acti.oz

1. To prevent reactor power increases following the initial transient, RCS
temperature is maintained constant (if possible) until reactivity control

is satisfied. Temperature is maintained constant, instead of being
reduced, to prevent reactor power increases due to the negative moderator
temperature coefficient.

2. If pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600 psia, or If containment
pressure increases to 4 psig], then initiation of an SIAS must be veri-

fied. If necessary, SIAS is manually initiated. This action is prim-
arily to ensure that RCS inventory, pressure, and heat removal are being
maintained. However, this will also provide another method of boration

at reduced RCS pressure:

a) [If RCS pressure <1300 psia, then the HPSI pumps may be effective]
b) [If RCS pressure < 276 psia, then the CS pumps may be effective]

c) [If RCS pressure < 180 psia, then the LPSI pumps may be effective]

3. If an SIAS has been initiated and the SIS is operating, then it must
continue to operate at full capacity until the Technical Specification

shutdown margin is achieved and SlS termination criteria are met. Early
termination is expected only for steam line breaks, a spurious SIAS, or
if an RCS leak is identified and promptly isolated (e.g., a stuck open
PORV is blocked). Termination of SIS should be sequenced by stopping one
pump at a time while observing the termination criteria. Throttling of
HPSI flow is permissible if it is feasible. SIS termination criteria

are:
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a) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 10-1). Establishing
0• [20*F] of subcooling ensures the fluid in the core is subcooled, and

provides sufficient margin for establishing flow should the [20*F]

subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

some parts of the RCS (e.g., reactor vessel head), but these are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"], and constant or increas-

ing. A pressurizer level greater than [100"] and constant or

increasing in conjunction with criterion a) above Is an indication

that RCS inventory control has been established.

c) At least one steam generator is available of removing heat from the
RCS. Steam generator availability requires having feed flow and

steam flow, which are indications that primary to secondary heat

removal is possible.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core

coverage, taken in conjunction with the above, serves as an addi-

tional indication that RCS inventory control has been established].

If the above criteria are met, the operator may either terminate or

throttle the SIS. The operator may decide to throttle rather than
terminate if the SIS is to be used to control pressurizer level or plant
pressure. A general assessment of the SIS performance can be made from

the control room. The operator should confirm that at least one train,

and preferably both trains of SIS are operating and that system delivery

rate is consistent with RCS pressure as shown in Figure 10-3. Injection
flow rates to each cold leg should be approximately equal. Departures

from this would indicate a closed flow path or some system spillage.
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4. If the criteria of step 3 cannot be maintained, then the SIS pumps must
be restarted.

After implementing the above actions, reactivity control is satisfied if:
-.•

a. Boron addition rate is greater than [40 gpm]

and
Reactor power is decreasing

or
b. Reactor power is less than [10-(X)%] and constant or decreasing.

0
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RC-4: Reactivity ContwZt via CEA Dkv~'e Down

41

C..

If reactivity control has not been regained by deenergizing the CEAs or by

boron addition, then re-energize the CEA's to manually drive them in.

Opetwtot ActLons

1. To prevent reactor power increases following the Initial transient, RCS

temperature is maintained constant (if possible) until reactivity control

is satisfied. Temperature is maintained constant, instead of being
reduced, in order to prevent reactor power increases due to the negative

moderator temperature coefficient.

2. The CEA drive mechanisms have been deenergized in RC-1 in an attempt to
quickly insert them. If this effort and boration have failed to gain

reactivity control, then re-energize the CEA drive mechanism and jog

and/or drive the CEAs into the core.

0

After implementation of the above actions, reactivity control is satisfied if:

a. Not more than

Reactor power

b. Reactor power

I CEA bottom light is not lit

and

is decreasing

or

is less than [ 10 "(X)%] and constant or decreasing

0
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*continuing Ac~tion& 6or. Reactivity ConWw

If reactivity control is not established, then the operator should continue to
work on establishing reactivity control. It may not be possible to control
other safety functions while reactivity contrtol is not established. However,
if other safety functions urgently need attention, then the operator may
attempt to satisfy them while continuing to work on reactivity control.

0

S
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GUIDELINES Page'... of 1. Revision 02

SAFETY FUNCTION:

SUCCESS PATH:

RESOURCE TREE:

Maintenance of Vital Auxiliaries (AC & DC Power)

[Plant Specific Method; Insert Here]; MVA-1

Tree B

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. [Plant Specific actions, insert here]

Ac•eptance C.iteAZa ýor Maintenance oj ViW Ae. 6 (AC i VC Power):

MVA-1

p

SL

1. [Plant specific criteria, insert here]

I- ~f3 10-75 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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&Bhe4 6o&r MaiZntenaznce oj Vi.to.Z Acuxitia&ie6 (AC 6 DC PoweA)

MVA-1: Maintenance oj Vi.tat Awx&Waie6 (AC 9 VC PoweA%)

The Maintenance of Vital Auxiliaries safety function supports all systems
which are utilized to satisfy the safety functions in the FRG Safety Function
Status Check. These support systems provide such services as instrument air
needed for opening and closing valves, electric power for valve operation,
pump and motor operation and instrument indication, and an ultimate heat sink
to which RCS and core heat can be transferred. Of greatest impact to operator
actions is vital AC and DC power. AC and DC power must be maintained in order
to continue to satisfy other safety functions.

Opewato4 Actionz

1. [Plant specific actions, insert here].

After implementing the above action(s), Maintenance of Vital Auxiliaries is
satisfied if:

[Plant specific criteria, insert here].

FRG 10-76 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE R .

GUIDELINES Page ..L of .± Revision 02

SAFETV FUNCTION: RCS Inventory Control -

SUCCESS PATH: CVCS; IC-1

RESOURCE TREE: Tree C

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Verify that the PLCS is functioning properly to restore pressurizer

level.

If not, manually operate charging and letdown to restore, and maintain,

pressurizer level.

2. If operating charging pumps to restore pressurizer level, Then verify

adequate suction sources.

If necessary, use the [VCT, boric acid storage tanks, spent fuel pool,

and RWT].4

3. If the high RCS inventory appears to be caused by excessive RCS voiding,

Then refer to the RCS and Core Heat Removal Safety Function.

Accept•ance Cite.ti 6o. Succe6 Path: IC-1

1. Inventory Control is satisfied if:

a. Pressurizer level is [35 to 245"*]

and

b. The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled [by CET]

and

c. [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

* If the RCS is in a solid condition for pressure control, then the limit

of [245") may be exceeded.

I- KUI 10Jl7 .. ...5 Re. 0
PRK• 10-77 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page....2 of-L.Revision 02

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.
If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate
success path on Resource Tree C.

0

0
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page 3 of 8. Revision 02

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: IC-1

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control

RCS pressure, and therefore should be avoided unless [200 F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If'the RCSis solid,'-

closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown

to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

2. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluating plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available.

3. Do not place system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

4. The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.

The operator should verify that RWT level has reached [10%] and that the

containment sump has adequate fluid for SIS suction before shifting to

recirculation. This manual action should not be taken unless an auto-

matic RAS is required.

5. Steam plant radiation alarms usually indicate a steam generator tube leak

which may result in loss of RCS inventory.

6. Charging from the concentrated boron source should not continue past [1

hour] after event initiation unless required for reactivity control.

This is to preclude boron precipitation. Charging pump suction should be

shifted to the lower concentration source.

FRG 10-79 CEN-152 Rev. 0
FRG 10-79 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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7. Indications of high RCS inventory may be caused by the

water from voided areas of the RCS. Operators must be

understand that operation of letdown in this situation

pressure and, subsequently, Increase RCS voiding.

displacement of

aware of this and

may lower RCS

8. When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are not operating, the

RVLMS provides an accurate indication of reactor vessel liquid inventory.

When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are operating, it is

not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

due to the effect of the RCP induced pressure head on the RVLMS. The

indicated level also differs from different RVLMS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending may still be discerned. However, the operator is cautioned not

to rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating.

Vi
3,

L

9. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened.

Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

C

11 FRG 10-80 CEN-152 Rev. 02C
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

* GUIDELINES Page..5 of _L Revision 02

SAFETV FUNCT1ON: RCS Inventory Control

SUCCESS PATH: SIS; IC-2

RESOURCE TREE: Tree C

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. If pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600 psia, or if containment

pressure increases to 4 psig], Then verify that an SIAS has been initi-

ated.

If an SIAS has not been initiated automatically, Then manually initiate

an SIAS.

*2. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an

SIAS, Then ensure all RCPs are tripped.

*3. If pressurizer level is less than [35"], Then take steps to ensure

maximum safety injection (Figure 10-3) and charging flow to the RCS by:

a) restoring electrical power to valves and pumps,

b) restoring correct SIS valve lineup if misaligned,

c) restoring other necessary auxiliary systems,

d) starting Idle SIS and charging pumps.

*4. If the SIS is operating, Then it may be throttled, or stopped one train

at a time, if the following conditions are satisfied:

a) RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 10-I),

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and constant or increasing,

c) At least one steam generator is available (feed and steam flow) for

removing heat from the RCS.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

** Step performed continuously.

FRG I 10- 1 CEN- 52IR v.I 0
FRG 10-81 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES Page. of .. Revision 02

*5. If the criteria of step 4 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

*6. Monitor the [refueling water tank] level.

If the refueling water tank level falls to [10%], Then verify automatic
actuation of recirculation.

If necessary, manually actuate recirculation one SIS train at a time [and

close RWT outlet valves to the safety injection system].

*7. If the HPSI pumps are delivering less than [30 gpm] per pump during

recirculation, Then turn off one charging pump at a time until the HPSI

pumps are delivering more than [30 gpm] per pump. If the minimum HPSI

pump delivery flow is still not met with all charging pumps off, Then

turn off the HPSI pump with the lower indicated flow.

*Acceptance Cite.'Wt Fox Succe,6. Pa~th: IC-2

1. Inventory Control is satisfied if:

a. [All available charging pumps are operating and] the SIS

pump(s) are injecting water into the RCS per Figure 10-3
(unless SIS termination criteria are met).

and

b. [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function
In jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the Continuing Actions

for Inventory Control.
Step performed continuously.

FRG 10-82 CEN- 152 Rev. 02
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RECOVERY GUIDELINE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: IC-2

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control
RCS pressure, and therefore should be avoided unless [200 F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown

to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

2. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluating plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

0more confirmatory indications are available. Hot and cold leg RTDs may

be influenced by cold SIS injection and should be checked against each

other.

3. Do not place system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

4. The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.

The operator should verify that RWT level has reached [10%] and that the

containment sump has adequate fluid for SIS suction before shifting to

recirculation. This manual action should not be taken unless an auto-

matic RAS is required.

5. Steam plant radiation alarms usually indicate a steam generator tube leak

which may result in loss of RCS inventory.

FR 10-83 Il I CEN-12 Rev 02
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ComtLnwtng Actinz 6ox Inventom Contot

If the acceptance criteria are not met, Then RCS inventory control is still in

jeopardy. The operator must continue attempting to establish RCS inventory

control while pursuing other jeopardized safety functions. Evaluate further

actions using the following:

a) Rate of change of inventory and potential for damage to the RCS

b) The urgency of other jeopardized safety functions

c) The feasibility of restoring function to a success path by:

i) restoring the vital auxiliaries necessary to operate components or

systems in the success paths

ii) manual operation of valves

iii) use of alternate components to implement a success path.

0
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Ba.6e, 6o&' RCS Invenvto'ty Con~t~.o

The purpose of maintaining RCS inventory control is to provide a medium for

the removal of decay heat. To do this, RCS inventory is maintained between

the minimum volume required to keep the core covered with an effective coolant
medium and the maximum level desirable for operational purposes (i.e., to
prevent solid plant operations with its attendant pressure control problems).

Many plant conditions may result in a loss of inventory control. A break in

the primary system piping, a stuck open relief valve, or a failure in the

system used for normal fluid addition to the RCS are some examples of possible
causes of low inventory. A high inventory situation may result from excessive

fluid addition from the .CVCS or SIS, RCS fluid expansion due to an uncontrol-

led heat addition, or from RCS voiding.

The methods available for RCS Inventory control also affect RCS pressure

control. For example, a high pressure situation may result from excessive RCS
* inventory. On the other hand, a high RCS pressure may hinder the achievement

of RCS inventory control since the SIS pumps (for most plants) are centrifugal
with relatively low shutoff heads.

To achieve control of RCS inventory, the following methods are available:

IC-i: RCS Inventory Control via CVCS

IC-2: RCS Inventory Control via CVC

The bases for the recovery actions required for implementing each of the

methods listed above are detailed as follows:

i
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IC-i: RCS Inven~toty Con~t~.ot viat CVCS

Opevuitor Act.onz

1. The PLCS is verified to be functioning to restore pressurizer level to

the hot zero power band. If not, charging and letdown are operated

manually to restore and maintain pressurizer level [35 to 24 5 "].

Limiting letdown while maximizing charging flow may be adequate to make
up for an insufficient RCS inventory condition. Conversely, maximizing
letdown and minimizing charging flow may suffice in lowering a high RCS

inventory condition.

It is necessary that the operator check that pressurizer level is within

an acceptable range, that there is adequate RCS subcooling, [and that
there is no significant reactor vessel voiding as indicated by the
RVLMS], to verify that RCS inventory is being controlled. If pressurizer
level is not being maintained automatically, the operator has an alter-

nate means of control by manually operating the charging pumps and
letdown flowrate to regulate inventory into and out of the RCS.

2. Adequate suction sources to the charging pumps are verified. If neces-
sary, the [VCT, boric acid storage tanks, RWT and spent fuel pool are

used].

The source(s) of water for use in controlling RCS inventory depend on the

total amount of fluid necessary for make up to the RCS and the time frame
over which the fluid must be introduced. The volume control tank is the

primary source of fluid for RCS makeup. If necessary, for the cases
where RCS inventory losses are being incurred, the contents of the [boric
acid makeup tanks, the refueling water tank and the spent fuel pool] may

be used as backup sources of makeup water.

FRG 10-86 CEN-152 Rev. 02



3. A high pressurizer level indication may be the result of RCS voiding. If

this is the case, the actions concerning letdown in Step 1 may either

have minimal effect on indicated pressurizer level or result in an even

higher indicated pressurizer level. (The void expands upon pressure

decrease with a resulting distribution of RCS fluid into the pressur-

izer). The presence of such an RCS void may be the result of inadequate

RCS/core heat removal or the presence of non-condensible gases. If a

high indicated RCS inventory appears to be caused by excessive RCS

voiding, then RCS/core heat removal is more in jeopardy than the RCS

Inventory Control Safety Function. The RCS and Core Heat Removal Safety

Function Success Paths should be referred to in order to eliminate the

voiding. [The RVLMS indication may provide confirmation of this voiding,

if voiding is present in the Reactor Vessel].

After implementing the above actions, RCS Inventory Control is satisfied if:

a. Pressurizer level is [35 to 245"]

and
b. The RCS is at least [200F] subcooled [by CET]

and

c. [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered]

*If the RCS is in a solid condition for pressure control, then the limit

of [245"] may be exceeded].

Successful control of RCS inventory may be verified by pressurizer level being

restored to [35 to 245"], RCS subcooling > [20'F], [and the RVLMS indicating

the core is covered]. The basis for meeting this acceptance criteria is

dependent upon whether a low or high inventory situation exists. For the low

inventory situation a value ofJ[5.]..-s chosen as a lower pressurizer level

I imit to ensure that leveli: .'b.6Is .g restored t oL . WIthithe.pros zl~vlU

itns~trum~en~tfi••.•_cat~ngra9e; It is normally desirable to maintain pressurizer

level >[100"] to allow for operation of pressurizer heaters. The value of

0
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Jand-ot•her-uN i ettds.. [200F] subcooling, pressurizer level [35" to 245"],
[and the RVLMS indicating core coverage], are indications of adequate RCS
inventory control. In some cases, it may be necessary to fill the pressurizer
solid in order to achieve subcooling. If such is the case, then the upper
limit on pressurizer level may be exceeded.

Once the pressurizer water temperature varies from the normal hot standby
temperature, the instrument indication on the normal pressurizer level channel
will begin to deviate (i.e. decalibrate) from the true pressurizer level. At
this time, the operator should use the 'plant cooldown correction curves to
determine the true pressurizer water level. A cold calibrated pressurizer
instrument channel is provided. This channel can be used as a quick reference
during the plant cooldown. The actual pressurizer water level during pressur-
izer cooldown will be between the level indicated on the cold calibrated
channel (which reads low) and the level indicated on the hot calibrated

* channel (which reads high).

FRG 10-88 CEN-152 Rev. 02



* IC-2: Inventory Conttoe via SIS

If charging flow and operation of letdown is not satisfying the acceptance

criteria of IC-I, then additional makeup fluid may be added by utilizing the

SiS.

OperatorL Actions

1. SIS operation must be verified if pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600

psia, or if containment pressure increases to 4 psig]. If safety injec-

tion system operation has not commenced automatically when RCS pressure

is below [1600 psia], it must be manually actuated. This action allows

the RWT inventory to discharge into the RCS. An insufficient RCS inven-

tory may be associated with a loss of coolant accident, a steam generator

tube rupture, a control system malfunction or an excessive heat removal

event. Operation of the SIS also affects RCS pressure. When operating

the SIS the operator must attempt to maintain or restore pressure to

within the limits of Figure 10-1. If at least [200 F] subcooling cannot

be maintained, the SIS is kept running for core cooling considerations
regardless of pressurizer level.

2. If pressurizer pressure goes below [1300 psia] following receipt of an

SIAS, then all four RCPs must be tripped. Two RCPs may have been tripped

already in the Standard Post Trip Actions. In this case, the operator

would simply trip the remaining two RCPs. Since prolonged RCP operation

during LOCAs of certain size and location could result in increasing the

severity of the event, tripping all four RCPs ensures a conservative

approach to event recovery. This is due to the fact that, when the

operators implement the FRG they have not determined what event is

occurring. An LOCA may be the lone event which is occurring or it may be

occurring in conjunction with other event(s). Since operators cannot be

sure what event is occurring, they are instructed to trip all RCPs

whenever they are implementing the FRG and pressurizer pressure decreases

to less than [1300 psia] following an SIAS. This is a conservative

approach designed to satisfy worst case analysis.

FRG .10-89 CEN-152 Rev. 02



3. If inventory control is not established (i.e., pressurizer level is less

than [35"]), then all available charging pumps and at least one train of

the SIS should be operating (until SIS termination criteria are met).

SIS flowrate will vary according to RCS pressure. SIS and charging pump

flowrates should be checked and SIS pump flowrates maximized relative to

RCS pressure to enhance RCS inventory replenishment and/or core heat

removal.

4. If an SIAS has been initiated and the SIS is operating, it must continue A

to operate at full capacity until SIS termination criteria are met. For All

most LOCAs the SIS will run continuously for a long period of time while
RCS inventory, pressure, and heat removal control are being regained. In

some cases control by normal means of these three functions is not

regained during the accident (i.e., largest breaks) and the SIS runs for

at/or least for the duration of the recovery period. Early termination

is expected only for small break LOCAs, for an excess steam demand event,

a spurious SIAS, or if any leak is identified and promptly isolated

(e.g., a stuck open PORV is blocked).

Termination of SIS should be sequenced by stopping one pump at at time

while observing the termination criteria. Throttling of HPSI flow is
permissible if it is feasible. SIS termination criteria are:

a) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 10-1). Establishing

[200 F] of subcooling ensures the fluid In the core is subcooled, and
provides sufficient margin for establishing flow should the [200 F]

subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

some parts of the RCS (e.g., reactor vessel head), but these are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"], and constant or increas-

ing. A pressurizer level greater than [100"] and constant or

increasing in conjunction with criterion a) above is an indication

that RCS inventory control has been established.

0
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c) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS. Steam generator availability requires having feed flow and
steam flow which are indications that primary to secondary heat
removal is possible.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core
coverage, in conjunction with the above criteria, serves as an
additional indication that RCS inventory control has been estab-
lished].

If the criteria are met, the operator may either terminate or throttle

the SIS. The operator may decide to throttle rather than terminate if
the SIS is to be used to control pressurizer level or plant pressure. A
general assessment of the SIS performance can be made from the control
room. The operator should confirm that at least one train and preferably

both trains of SIS are operating and that system delivery rate is consist-
ent with RCS pressure as shown in Figure 10-3. Injection flow rates to
each cold leg should be approximately equal; departures from this would
indicate a closed flow path or some system spillage that is in addition
to the LOCA.

5. If the criteria of step 4 cannot be maintained, then the SIS pumps must

be restarted.

6. If the [refueling water tank] level falls to [10%], then initiation of
recirculation should be verified. If necessary, recirculation should be

initiated manually one SIS train at a time. Recirculation is actuated
either automatically or manually in order to maintain a continuous flow

of safety injection fluid to the RCS (required for inventory control) and
a continuous flow of containment spray water (required for containment
temperature and pressure control). [If the automatic or manual initia-
tion of the RAS does not automatically close RWT outlet valves, these
must be manually closed to isolate the RWT from the SIS pumps. Further-
more, sump level should be checked prior to and during the transfer of
suction sources. An LOCA outside of containment could result in inade-

FRG 10-91 CEN-152 Rev. 02



quate containment sump inventory to allow recirculation. The operator

should monitor an increasing trend in containment sump level that corres-
ponds to the decreasing trend in RWT level. These actions prevent the

inadvertent air binding of the safety injection pumps.]

The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.
A possible.complication of a premature RAS is the pumps' suction being

aligned to a dry sump, consequently air binding the pumps and losing both

heat removal loops. In addition, for events where high containment
pressure is present, the check valves in the RWT outlet line may be

forced shut and the RWT fluid will remain unavailable while the contain-

ment is pressurized unless the containment can be isolated and the SIS

suction piping depressurized.

7. After the switch to recirculation, the HPSI pump flows are monitored in

order to ensure that HPSI pump miniflow requirements are met to avert

possible pump damage. If they are not met, the operator should turn off

the charging pumps one at a time until the miniflow requirements are met.
If they are still not met with all the charging pumps off and two HPSI
pumps are operating, the operator turns off the pump with the lower flow.

One HPSI pump should be left operating at all times, unless the criteria

of step 4 are met.

After implementing the above actions, RCS Inventory Control is satisfied if:

a. [All available charging pumps are operating and] the SIS pump(s) are
injecting water into the RCS per Figure 10-3 (unless SIS termination

criteria are met).

and

b. [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered]

These criteria ensure that the core is covered and that all possible means of

injecting water into the RCS are being implemented.

0
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Continuing Actionz FoxL Inve.n-to'u ConWrnt

If RCS Inventory Control is still in jeopardy, then the operator must continue
attempting RCS Inventory control while attending to other safety functions in
jeopardy. The evaluation of the urgency of RCS Inventory Control should be
based on rate of change of inventory and potential for damage to the RCS, the
urgency of other safety functions in jeopardy, and the feasibility of restor-
ing equipment to restore success paths. Clearly, if inventory trends are
threatening core uncovery, the operator must take all possible steps to
restore inventory. This may involve the manipulation of other safety func-
tions. (e.g., RCS pressure reduction, perhaps by RCS heat removal, to lower
RCS pressure below the shutoff hea'd of the SIS pumps).

0
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING: TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page..'.. of L2 Revision .2

SAFETY FUNCTION:

SUCCESS PATH:
RESOURCE TREE:

RCS Pressure Control

Manual Control of Pressurizer Heaters and/or Spray; PC-i

Tree D

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Manually operate pressurizer heaters and/or spray to restore pressurizer

pressure to within the limits of the Post Accident P-T Curves (Figure

10-1).

*2. If pressurizer pressure is restored to within the limits of Figure 10-1,

the normal pressure band is desired, and the PPCS is functioning proper-

ly, Then shift the PPCS to automatic control if desired.

Acgeptaee C4Litv•ia Jok Su•ee44 Path: PC-i

1. Pressure Control is satisfied if:

Pressurizer pressure is within the limits of the Post Accident P-T

Curves (Figure 10-1).

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.
If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate

success path on Resource Tree D.

*Step Performed Continuously

I- R~.i 10-94 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG• 10-94 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: PC-1

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a

heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may

be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel

unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure

10-1).

2. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluation of plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

0instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available.

3. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control

RCS pressure and, therefore, should be avoided unless [200 F] of subcool-

ing cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining, and any system heatup or cool-

down, to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

FRG 10-95 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG . 1 0 4 5 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS Pressure Control

SUCCESS PATH: CVCS; PC-2

RESOURCE TREE. Tree D

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Verify that the PLCS is automatical.ly maintaining, or restoring, pressur-

izer level.

If not, manually operate charging and letdown to restore, and maintain,

pressurizer level.

2. If RCS subcooling of at least [20'F] cannot be maintained, Then take the
pressurizer solid (if possible) to establish RCS pressure control.

3. Verify adequate suction sources from the (listed in order of priority)

VCT, [BAM.T, RWT, or Spent Fuel Pool] to the charging pumps.

Acceptance C'iZtvia Jot Suaca,6 Path: PC-2

1. Pressure Control is satisfied if:

Pressurizer pressure is within the limits of the Post Accident P-T

Curves (Figure 10-1).

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate

success path on Resource Tree D.

FR 09 E-5 e.0

FRG 10-96 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: PC-2

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Do not place systems in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation!

2. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluation of plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available.

* 3. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a

heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may

be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel

unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure

10-1).

4. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control

RCS pressure and, therefore, should be avoided unless [20*F] of subcool-

ing cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining, and any system heatup or cool-

down, to avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

0

FRG 1')-97 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG ' .10-97- CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION:

SUCCESS PATH:

RESOURCE TREE:

RCS Pressure Control

SIS; PC-3

Tree D

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. If pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600 psia, or if containment

pressure increases to 4 psig], Then verify that an SIAS has been initi-

ated.

If not, manually initiate an SIAS.

*2. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an

SIAS, Then ensure all RCPs are tripped.

*3. If the SIS is operating, Then it may be throttled or stopped, one train

at a time, if the following criteria are satisfied:

a) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and constant or increasing

c) At least one steam generator is available (feed and steam flow) for

removing heat from the RCS

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

*4. If the criteria of step 3 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

5. If RCS subcooling of at least [200 F] cannot be maintained, Then take the

pressurizer solid (if possible) to establish RCS pressure control.

* Step performed continuously.

FRG 0-98CEN-52 Rv. 0
FRG 10-98 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*6. Monitor [refueling water tank] level.

If the [refueling water tank] level falls to [10%], Then verify initia-
tion of recirculation.
If necessary, Then manually initiate recirculation one train at a time
[and close RWT outlet valves to the safety injection system].

*7. If theHPSI pumps are delivering
recirculation, Then turn off one

pump(s) are delivering more than

Iffthe minimum HPSI pump delivery

pumps qff, Then turn off, the HPSI

less than [30 gpm] per pump during

,harging pump at a time until the HPSI

[30 gpm] per pump.

flow is still not met with all charging

pump with the lower Indicated flow.

Acceptlance. Cxit.Z~tv I~Jo RCS PuzAeu'e Can~twZ: PC-3

1. Pressure Control is satisfied if:

[All available charging pumps are operating and] the SIS pump(s) are
injecting water into the RCS per Figure 10-3 (unless SIS termination

criteria are met).

If the above criterion is met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criterion is not met, Then proceed to the Continuing Actions
for RCS Pressure Control.

* Step performed continuously.

0

FRG 10-99 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG 10-99 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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0

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: PC-3

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-
tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Do not place system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is
apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

2. All available 1ndiaations should be-used to aid in the evaluation of
plant conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a partic-

ular instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when

one or more confirmatory indications are available. Hot and cold leg
RTDs may be influenced by the cooler SIS injection and should be checked

against each other.

3. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a
heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may
be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel

unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure

10-1).

4. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control
RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [200F] of subcooling
cannot be maintained in the RCS. If the RCS is solid, closely monitor

any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown to avoid any
unfavorable rapid pressure excursions.

5. The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.
The operator should also check containment sump level to verify adequate

suction for the SIS prior to shifting to recirculation.

FRG 1w-lou CEN- 152 Rev. 02
FRG 10-100 CEN-152 Rev. 02.
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

E M E R G E N C Y P R O C E D U R E ...... .

GUIDELINES Page-.! of L22 Revision 020
SAFETY FUNCTION:

SUCCESS PATH:

RESOURCE TREE:

RCS Pressure Control

Forced Circulation with ADV or TBS Control; PC-4

Tree D

0

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. Borate the plant as necessary, while cooling down, in order to-maintain
shutdown margin per Technical Specification Limits (refer to RC-2 and
RC-3).

2. Allow pressurizer level to lower (maintaining level [35 to 245"]) while
cooling down in order to aid the depressurization.

3. Perform an orderly plant cooldown/depressurization in order to meet the

acceptance criteria of this success path by performing one of the follow-
ing:

a) If the condenser, and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater systems
are available, then cooldown and depressurize using the turbine
bypass system

or

b) If the condenser or turbine bypass systems are not available, then

cooldown and depressurize using at least one steam generator via the

atmospheric dump valve(s) and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater.

*4. [If the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) is started, Then perform the

following to prevent S/G feed ring damage:

a) If S/G water level is above the feed ring, then stop redundant AFW

pumps, restore S/G level, and maintain it in the normal level band.

* Step performed continuously.

F I IRh 10-101 r -.. f'~FKG 10-101 UtN-L.') Kev. 04
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.b) If feedwater flow to an S/G has been interrupted, and indicated S/G

water level is below the feed ring, then:

i) Stop redundant AFW pumps and limit feedwater flow rate to 150
gpm per affected S/G until an increase in S/G level has been

observed, or until continuous feedwater flow has been main-

tained for five minutes.

ii) Modulate AFI flow rate as necessary to restore, and maintain,

S/G water level to the normal level band.]

*5. If all feedwater (main and auxiliary) is lost, Then conduct the follow-

ing:

a) Stop all RCPs

b) Stop the depressurization

c) Isolate steam generator blowdown, secondary sampling, and any non-
vital steam discharge.

d) Take actions to regain [main or auxiliary] feedwater system opera-

tion.

e) [If other sources of water are available for steam generator heat

removal, insert that information here.]

*6. If feedwater cannot be regained, and pressurizer sprays (main and

auxiliary) are not available, Then go to PC-6, RCS Pressure Control via
[PORVs].

*7. If the auxiliary feedwater system is being used, Then ensure an adequate

supply of condensate exists (refer to Figures 10-4 and 10-5).

* Step performed continuously.

F RA~ 1o-1o~ L.IN-±~ Key. u~FRPG 10-102 CEN-152 Kev. 04
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Acceptajne Ct•veAU Jo% RCS Prezzwse ContJwot: PC-4

1. Pressure Control is satisfied if:

Pressurizer pressure is within the limits of the Post Accident P-T

Curves of Figure 10-1.

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate

success path on Resource Tree D.

0

FRG 10- 103 CEN-152 Rev, 02
FRG 10-103 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SUPPLEMENTARV INFORMATION: PC-4

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The times should be implemented as precau-
tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Do not place systems in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

2. All available indications should be used to aid in the evaluation of
plant conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a partic-

ular instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when

one or more confirmatory indications are available.

3. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a

maximum heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limita-

tions. If the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits,

there may be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the

reactor vessel, unless Post-Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are

maintained (Figure 10-1).

4. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [20°F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown

to avoid any unfavorable pressure excursion.

5. The operator should not add feedwater to a dry steam generator if another

steam generator still contains water. Re-establish feedwater only to the

steam generator that is not dry. If both steam generators become dry,

refill only one steam generator to reinitiate core cooling.

I-Ki 0I0IU'-5 Iv. U
FRG• 10-104 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS Pressure Control

SUCCESS PATH: Natural Circulation with ADV or TBS control; PC-5

RESOURCE TREE: Tree D

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. Borate the plant as necessary, while cooling down, in order to maintain

shutdown margin per Technical Specification Limit (refer to RC-2 and

RC-3).

2. Allow pressurizer level to lower (maintaining level [35 to 245"]) while

cooling down in order to aid the depressurization.

x*3. Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least-one steam generator (feed and steam flow) is available for

RCS heat removal

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing,

c) The RCS is at least [20'F] subcooled (Figure 10-1)

d) [Other criteria satisfied per RCP operating instructions].

*4. If RCP restart criteria are met, Then do the following:

a) Start one RCP in each loop

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 10-1].

c) Operate HPSI (Figure 10-3) and charging pumps until pressurizer

level is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

* Step performed continuously.

0

FRG 10-105 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG 10 -10 5 CEN-152 Revý 02
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*5. If at least one RCP has been restarted in a loop with a S/G having feed

and steam flow capability, Then go to PC-4, Forced Circulation with ADV

or TBS Control.

*6. If all RCPs are stopped, Then verify that natural circulation is being

maintained in at least one loop by the following:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing
c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing slowly
d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and [core exit thermo-

couples].

*7. If the criteria of step 6 are not met, Then ensure RCS inventory, and S/G

steaming and feeding, are being controlled properly.

8. Perform an orderly plant cooldown/depressurization in order to meet the

acceptance criteria of this success path by performing one of the follow-
ing:

a) If the condenser, and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater systems
are available, then cooldown and depressurize using the turbine
bypass system.

or
b) If the condenser or turbine bypass systems are not available, then

cooldown and depressurize using at least one steam generator via- the
atmospheric dump valve(s) and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater.

*Step performed continuously.

.0

*FRG 10.106 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
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*9. [If the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) is started, Then perform the

following to prevent S/G feed ring damage:

a) If S/G water level is above the feed ring, then stop redundant AFW
pumps, restore S/G level, and maintain it in the normal level band.

b) If feedwater flow to an S/G has been interrupted and indicated S/G

water level is below the feed ring, then:

i) Stop redundant AFW pumps and limit feedwater flow rate to 150

gpm per affected S/G until an increase in S/G level has been

observed, or until continuous feedwater flow has been main-

tained for five minutes.

ii) Modulate AFW flow rate as necessary to restore, and maintain,

S/G water level to the normal level band].

*10. If the auxiliary feedwater system is being used, Then ensure an adequate

supply of condensate exists (refer to Figures 10-4 and 10-5).

*11. If all feedwater (main and auxiliary) is lost, Then conduct the follow-

ing:

5"roi) 011 PICA"9
a) Stop the depressurization

b) Isolate steam generator blowdown, secondary sampling, and any
non-vital steam discharge.

c) Take actions to regain [main or auxiliary] feedwater system opera-

tion.

d) [If other sources of water are available for steam generator heat

removal, then insert that information here].

*12. If feedwater cannot be regained in at least one operable steam generator,

Then go to PC-6, RCS Pressure Control via [PORVs].

* Step performed continuously.

ERG 10-101 LA~N-1b~ Rev. UZ
FRG 10-107 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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0

13. If one steam generator was isolated, and primary to secondary leakage is

suspected; Th~en unisolate and steam the affected S/G to the condenser to

prevent overfilling due to the primary to secondary leakage.

*14. Monitor for the presence of RCS voiding and take steps to eliminate

voiding, any time voiding jeopardizes RCS heat removal via natural C

'circulation. Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following

indications, parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) [the HJTC 'unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) [other indications insert here].

*15. If voiding should be eliminated, Then proceed as follows:

a) verify letdown is isolated,

b) stop the depressurization and, if required, repressurize the RCS to

[200 F] subcooling,

c) pressurize and depressurize the RCS within the limits of Figure 10-1

by operating pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method) or

HPSI and charging pumps (alternative method). Monitor pressurizer

level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

d) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voidfng is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the steam generator tube bundle void. Monitor

pressurizer level for trending of RCS inventory.

e) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then [operate

the pressurizer vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to] clear

trapped non-condensible gases. Monitor pressurizer level [and/or

the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

10-108
rxu nty. Wr-%'
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AcceL•uEnce Ceriteia 6oit RCS Pe~suzAe Cont&oZ: PC-5

1. Pressure Control is satisfied if:

Pressurizer pressure is within the limits of the Post Accident P-T

Curves of Figure 10-1.

If'the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate

success path on Resource Tree D.

0

0
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: PC-5 -

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. the items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Do not place systems in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

2. All available indications should be used to aid in the evaluation of

plant conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a partic-

ular instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when

one or more confirmatory indications are available.

3. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure. to avoid exceeding a
heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may

be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel,

unless Post-Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure
10-1).

4. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control
RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [20*F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining, and any system heatup or cool-

down, to avoid any unfavorable pressure excursions.

5. Natural circulation flow should not be verified until the RCPs have

stopped coasting down after being tripped.

FRG 10-110 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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6. Verification of temperature responses to a plant change cannot be accomp-

lished until approximately 5 to 15 minutes following the action due to

increased loop cycle times during natural circulation.

7. When RCS heat removal is conducted by natural circulation with an iso-

lated steam generator, an inverted AT (i.e., TC higher then Th) may be

observed in the idle loop. This is due to a small amount of reverse heat

transfer in the isolated steam generator and will have no affect on

natural circulation flow in the operating steam generator loop.

8. The operator should not add feedwater to a dry steam generator if another

steam generator still contains water. Re-establish feedwater only to the

steam generator that is not dry. If both steam generators become dry,

refill only one steam generator to reinitiate core cooling.

S 9. When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are not operating, the

RVLMS provides an accurate indication of reactor vessel liquid inventory.

When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are operating, it is

not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

due to the effect of the RCP induced pressure head on'the RVLMS. The

indicated level also differs for different RVLMS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending may still be discerned. However, operators are cautioned not to

rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating.

10. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened. C

Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

FRG 10-111 CEN-152 Rev. 02C
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SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS Pressure Control

SUCCESS PATH: [PORVs]; PC-6

RESOURCE TREE: Tree D

OPERATOR ACTIONS

1. Verify the [PORVs] open automatically at [2400 psia].

If the [PORVs] do not open, Then manually open them and reduce

pressurizer pressure to less than [2340 psia] and within the limits of
Figure 10-1.

*2. If pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600 psia, or if containment

pressure increases to 4 psig], Then verify that an SIAS has been

initiated.

If not, manually initiate SIS operation.

*3. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an

SIAS, Then ensure all RCPs are tripped.

Acceptatnce CaiteJ&z 6o& RCS Pfte4.6ake ContAoZ: PC-6

1. Pressure Control is satisfied if [pressurizer pressure is:

a. less than [2340 psia] and constant or decreasing

and

b. within the Post Accident P-T limits of Figure 10-1.]

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.
* * Step performed continuously.

im llll0-1
e KLi 10-112 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the Continuing Actions

for RCS Pressure Control.

0
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: PC-6

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Do not-place a system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

2. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluation of plant
conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available.

3. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control
RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [200 F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown

to avoid any unfavorable pressure excursions.

4. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a

heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may

be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel

unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure
10-1).

5. [Monitor quench tank parameters since any sustained operation of the

PORVs may burst the tank's rupture disc.]

ERG 10-114 (A~N-1b~ Key. u~
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Continui!ng Actonz 6o& RCS PteusuAe Controt

If RCS Pressure Control is still in jeopardy, then the operator must continue

attempting RCS Pressure Control while working on other jeopardized safety

functions. RCS Pressure Control measures should be based on the following

considerations:

a) Rate of change of pressure and potential for damage to the RCS.

b) The urgency of other jeopardized safety functions.

c) The feasibility of restoring function to a success path by:

i) restoring the vital auxiliaries necessary to operate components or

systems in the success paths

ii) manual operation of valves

iii) use of alternate components to implement a success path.

0

0
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&ues Jo~t RCS Pxezs.6uw~e Con-tkot

The purpose of establishing RCS pressure control is to maintain the RCS

subcooled in order to provide an adequate cooling medium for the core, and to

prevent the loss of inventory out of a relief valve thereby preventing release

of radioactive liquid to the containment and possibly to the atmosphere.

Controlling RCS pressure within the limits of Figure 10-1 is also desirable to

minimize the potential for pressurized thermal shock.

There are many conditions that could cause a loss of pressure control. A

breach in the RCS piping, a stuck open relief valve, failure of the PPCS, loss

of heat sink, or the failure of CEAs to insert during a reactor trip condition

are some examples of ways that RCS pressure control can be lost. Pressure

control is closely related to inventory control and core heat removal.

Changes in inventory will generally result in RCS pressure changes and exces-
sive RCS pressure may prevent introduction of makeup water to the RCS.

Similarly, the maintenance of an adequate cooling medium around the core for

*core heat removal is dependent on maintaining subcooling.

The operator actions are directed at placing the plant in a stable, safe

condition following a loss of pressure control. Pressure control may be

accomplished by any of the following methods:

PC-I: RCS Pressure Control via Manual Control of Pressurizer Heaters

and/or Spray

PC-2: RCS Pressure Control via CVCS

PC-3: RCS Pressure Control via SIS

PC-4: RCS Pressure Control via Forced Circulation with ADV or TBS

Control

PC-5: RCS Pressure Control via Natural Circulation with ADV or TBS

Control

PC-6: RCS Pressure Control via [PORVs]

The bases for the operator actions required to implement the above success

*paths are detailed as follows:

FRG 10-116 CEN-152 Rev. 02



PC-i: RCS Px.6wu.e Controt via Manuat Control o6 Pessurizer HeateU and/or

4 Spta_.

The automatic operation of the PPCS is the normal mode for pressure control.

In this mode, it is only necessary that the operator periodically check that

pressure is being maintained within the normal range to verify that RCS

pressure is being controlled. However, the normal operating range of pressure

may not be within the limits of Figure 10-1. Therefore, the operator is

directed to take manual control of heaters and spray to restore and maintain

plant pressure.

Opmato. A.tionz

1. Pressurizer heaters and/or (main or auxiliary) spray are operated manual-

ly to restore, and maintain pressure within the limits of (Figure 10-1).

This action ensures that RCS pressure control is being restored.

2. If pressurizer pressure is restored to within the limits of Figure 10-1,

the normal pressure band is desired, and the PPCS is functioning proper-

ly, then shift the PPCS to automatic control.

After implementing the above actions, RCS pressure control is satisfied if:

Pressurizer pressure is and within the limits of the Post Accident P-T

Curves (Figure 10-1).

Observing the Post Accident P-T limits (including subcooling limits) minimizes

pressurized thermal shock concerns and ensures a subcooled cooling medium

around the core.

.0
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PC-2: RCS Prezsure ControZ via CVCS

Pressure control using the charging system is effective as follows: raising

pressurizer level above heater cutout will permit the use of heaters to form a

steam bubble to control pressure; if there is a steam bubble in the pressur-

izer, then increasing pressurizer level will tend to compress the bubble and

raise pressure; or if the pressurizer is taken solid, then addition of further

fluid will increase pressure. The pressurizer should not be taken solid

unless [20*F] of subcooling cannot be maintained. If solid, the operator

should closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heat up or

cooldown to avoid an excessive pressure excursion.

Opetato'L Ac~t.onz

1. The PLCS is verified to be maintaining or restoring pressurizer level.

If not, charging and letdown are manually operated to attempt to restore

and maintain level [35 to 245"]. It is desirable to maintain level above

the pressurizer heater cutout (Q100"]) in order to permit pressure

control using the heaters. Raising pressurizer level with a steam bubble
in the pressurizer will tend to increase pressure.

2. If RCS subcooling of at least [200 F] cannot be maintained (which may

occur if pressurizer heaters are not available), then the pressurizer is

taken solid (if possible) to establish RCS pressure control.

3. Adequate suction sources to the charging pumps are verified. Usually,

the VCT [and RIT] are used. The source(s) of water for use in control-
ling RCS pressure depend on the total amount of fluid necessary to add to

the RCS and the time frame over which the fluid must be introduced. The

volume control tank is the primary source of fluid for RCS makeup. For

the case where RCS inventory losses are being incurred, the contents of

[the boric acid makeup tank, the refueling water tank, and the spent fuel

pool] may be used as another secondary source of makeup water.
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* After implementing the above actions, RCS pressure control is satisfied if:

Pressurizer pressure is within the limits of the Post Accident P-T Curves

(Figure 10-1).

This criterion assures a subcooled heat transfer medium and that reactor

vessel pressure stresses are below those of concern for PTS.

.9
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PC-3: RCS 1"Lez6W~e Con~tkrot via SIS

If pressure control is not obtained via the CVCS, then the SIS may be used, if
pressure is low enough, to restore inventory and allow pressure to be control-

led.

Ope)&cato% Ac.t.on4 .

1. SIS operation must be verified if pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600
psia, or if containment pressure increases to 4 psig]. If safety injec-
tion system operation has not commenced automatically on high containment

pressure [4 psig] or when RCS pressure is below [1600 psia], then it

must be manually actuated. This action restores inventory so that
pressure can be controlled by use of either pressurizer heaters and spray
or by using the discharge head of the SIS pumps.

2. If pressurizer pressure goes below [1300 psia] following receipt of an
SIAS, then all four RCPS must be tripped. Two RCPs may have been tripped
already in the Standard Post Trip Actions. In this case, the operator
would simply trip the remaining two RCPs. Since prolonged RCP operation
during LOCAs of certain size and location could result in increasing the
severity of the event, tripping all four RCPs ensures a conservative

approach to event recovery. This is due to the fact that, when the
operators implement the FRG they have not determined what event is

occurring. An LOCA may be the lone event which is occurring or it may be
occurring in conjunction with other event(s). Since operators cannot be
sure what event Is occurring, they are instructed to trip all RCPs
whenever they are Implementing the FRG and pressurizer pressure decreases
to less than [1300 psia] following an SIAS. This is a conservative

approach designed to satisfy worst case analysis.

3. If an SIAS has been initiated and the SIS is operating, it must continue
to operate at full capacity until SIS termination criteria are met. For
most LOCAs, the SIS will run continuously for a long period of time while

0
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RCS inventory, pressure, and heat removal control are being regained. In

some cases, control of these three functions is not regained during the

accident (i.e. largest breaks) and SIS runs at least for the duration of

the recovery period. Early termination is expected only for a small

break LOCA, for a steam line break, spurious SIAS', or if the leak is

identified and promptly isolated (e.g., a stuck open PORV is blocked).

Termination of SIS should be sequenced by stopping one pump at a time

while observing the termination criteria. Throttling of HPSI flow is

permissible if it is feasible. These criteria are:

a) RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled (Figure 10-1). Establishing [200 F]

of subcooling ensures the fluid in the core is subcooled, and

provides sufficient margin for establishing flow should the [200 F]

subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

some parts of the RCS (e.g. reactor vessel head), but these are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

O b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"], and constant or increas-
ing. A pressurizer level greater than [100"] and constant or

increasing in conjunction with criterion a) above is an indication

that RCS inventory control has been established.

c) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the

RCS. Steam generator availability requires having feed flow and

steam flow which are indications that primary to secondary heat

removal is possible.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core

coverage, in conjunction with the above criteria, serves as an

additional indication that RCS inventory control has been estab-

lished].

0
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If the above criteria are met, the operator may either terminate or
throttle the SIS. The operator may decide to throttle rather than

terminate if the SIS is to be used to control pressurizer level or plant
pressure. A general assessment of the SIS performance can be made from

the control room. The operator should confirm that at least one train
and preferably both trains of SIS are operating and that system delivery
rate is consistent with RCS pressure as shown in Figure 10-3. Injection
flow rates to each cold leg should be approximately equal; departures

from this would indicate a closed flow path or some system spillage that

is in addition to the LOCA.

4. If the criteria of step 3 cannot be maintained, then the SIS pumps must

be restarted.

5. If RCS subcooling of at least [20*F] cannot be maintained, then the SIS

should be used to take the pressurizer solid, if possible, in order to

establish RCS pressure control.

6. If the [refueling water tank] levels falls to [10%], then initiation of
recirculation should be verified. If necessary, recirculation should be

initiated manually one SIS train at a time. Recirculation is actuated

either automatically or manually in order to maintain a continuous flow
of safety injection fluid to the RCS (required for inventory control) and

a continuous flow of containment spray water (required for containment
temperature and pressure control). [If the automatic or manual initia-

tion of the RAS does not automatically close RWT outlet valves, these

must be manually closed to isolate the. RWT from the SIS pumps. Further-

more, sump level should be checked prior to and at the transfer of
suction sources. A LOCA outside of containment could result in inade-

quate containment sump inventory to allow recirculation. The operator
should monitor an increasing trend in containment sump level that corres-

ponds to the decreasing trend in RWT level. These actions prevent the

inadvertent air binding of the safety injection pumps.]

0
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The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.

A possible complication of a premature RAS is the pumps' suction being

aligned to a dry sump, consequently air binding the pumps and loosing

both heat removal loops. In addition, for events where high containment

pressure is present, the check valves in the RWT outlet line may be

forced shut and the RWT fluid will remain unavailable while the contain-

ment is pressurized unless the containment can be isolated and the SIS

suction piping depressurized.

7. After the switch to recirculation, the HPSI pump flows are monitored in

order to ensure that HPSI pump miniflow requirements are met to avert any

possible permanent HPSI pump damage. If they are met, the operator

should turn off the charging pumps and/or the HPSI pumps one at a time

until the miniflow requirements are met. If they are still not met with

all the charging pumps off and two HPSI pumps are operating, the operator

turns off the HPSI pump with the lower flow. One HPSI pump should be

left operating at all times, unless the criteria of step 3 are met.

S

After implementing the above actions, RCS Pressure Control is satisfied if:

[All available charging pumps are operating and] the SIS pumps are

injecting water into the RCS per Figure 10-3 (unless SIS termination

criteria are met).

0*
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.PC-4: RCS Pxazsuwe Con-t'wZ via Fo/Lced Citcuta~ton wi&th AVV 04 TBS Con~t'wZ

If pressure cannot be reduced using the'spray system, then RCS pressure can be
reduced by removing heat using the RCPs and steam generators (if RCPs are
available). This method may be effective by removing energy from steam
generators, thereby preventing steam generators from causing a steam bubble to
form in the tube bundle; or by removing energy from the RCS causing a contrac-
tion in RCS fluid and lowering of pressurizer level. Lowering of pressurizer
level will result in depressurization in the range of [0-300 psia] by decOm-
pression of the pressurizer steam bubble.

Opeta.to4 Aation6

1. During a cooldown, the RCS is borated as necessary (success paths RC-2
and RC-3) to maintain shutdown margin per Technical Specifications.

2. RCS inventory is controlled so as to permit pressurizer level to lower
during RCS fluid concentration. This drop in level results in pressur-

izer bubble decompression which in turns results in RCS depressurization.
It is also possible to cool the pressurizer gradually by filling the
pressurizer with cooler loop fluid by charging to the loop. The level is
then allowed to drop due to cooldown contraction and then refilled with
cooler loop fluid. Repeated fillings will cool the pressurizer metal and

steam bubble resulting in gradual depressurization.

3. RCS depressurization should occur by feeding the steam generators with
main or auxiliary feedwater and dumping steam to the condenser via the
turbine bypass system. If the condenser or turbine bypass system is not
available, steam should be discharged through the atmospheric dump

valves.

The use of atmospheric dump valves may have the potential for an unmon-

itored release of activity to the environment. If it is suspected that a
steam generator(s) has tube leaks, then depressurization should be
performed using the unaffected or least unaffected generator.
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4. (To avoid damage to the steam generator feed ring the operator should

control the auxiliary feed system.

If feed flow has not been interrupted, the feed ring is assumed to be

filled and the operator should maintain S/G water level in the normal
~level.

If feed flow has ben interrupted and steam generator level is below the

feed ring, then the operator should limit feedwater flow to 150 gpm for

five minutes, or until an increase in S/G level has been observed.

There is no analytical correlation between feedwater flow rate and the

conditions to preclude feed ring failure. A flow rate of 150 gpm has

been recommended as a procedural limit based on the face that no signifi-

cant water hammer has been observed during testing or operation with flow

rates of that order. Additionally, 150 gpm has been traditionally

accepted as a flow limit by industry and the NRC for water hammer protec-

tion. The five minute duration of this limited flow is conservatively

based on twice the refill time for the 350 gallon feed ring. In the

event that refilling of portions of the main feedwater piping must be

considered this time would have to be adjusted accordingly.]

5. If all feedwater is lost (both main and auxiliary), then perform the

following to keep the plant in a stable condition:

a) Stop all RCPs to minimize heat input to the RCS.

b) Any cooldown/depressurization is stopped to minimize steam discharge

and conserve SiG inventories.

c) If in operation, the steam generator blowdown system, secondary

sampling system or any other nonvital secondary discharge must be

secured. Until feedwater is reestablished, the steam generator

water inventories must be conserved.
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d) The operator should attempt to restore the operation of the main or
auxiliary feedwater system to provide a primary decay heat sink for
a controlled depressurization to meet the success criteria of this
recovery action guideline.

A moderate rate of increase in steam generator water level is
sufficient to restore S/G level. If the refill rate is too fast,
excessive cooldown of the RCS and shrinkage of RCS inventory may
result. Consequently, pressurizer level may fall below that re-
quired to maintain a bubble for pressure control. AM adequate feed
rate for restoring steam generator level is determined by operating
experience.

e) [If both the main and auxiliary feedwater cannot be restored, then
all plant specific sources of feedwater which could be made avail-
able to replace steam generator boil-off should be implemented.
Examples of alternate sources of feedwater are fire pumps, conden-
sate pumps, portable pumps, etc. When developing plant specific
procedures, alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and
their use should be indicated in the procedures. Guidelines on
steam generator depressurization should be developed for those cases
when the operator is relying on low pressure sources of feedwater as
a backup feedwater supply.]

6. If feedwater is not available, then steam generators will not be avail-
able. Therefore, forced or natural circulation will not be effective for
removing heat and, therefore, for reducing pressure. The operator is
directed to another success path ([PORVs]) which does not rely on feed-
water.

7. The available condensate inventory should be monitored and replenished
from available sources as necessary to continually provide a source for a
secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are
nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.
Plant specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and
cited in the plant specific procedure.
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*After implementing the above actions, RCS Pressure control is satisfied if:

Pressurizer pressure is within the Post Accident P-T Curves of Figure

10-1.

RCS conditions within the limits of Figure 10-1 minimize PTS concern and
assure a subcooled core cooling medium.

0

0
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OPC-5: RCS Pje4wAce ContAo•Z u. v atwmt. C.i.atont w.ith ADV ox TBS Controe

If pressure cannot be reduced using the pressurizer sprays, and RCPs are not

available, then RCS pressure can be reduced by removing heat via natural

circulation and steam generators. This method may be effective by removing

energy from steam generators, thereby preventing steam generators from causing

a steam bubble to form in the tube bundle; or by removing energy from the RCS

causing a contraction -in RCS fluid and lowering of pressurizer level. Lower-

ing of pressurizer level will result in depressurization in the range of

[0-300 psia] by decompression of the pressurizer steam bubble.

Regions of little flow (e.g., reactor vessel head, Idle steam generator) will

not be cooled during natural circulation and may void if RCS pressure is

lowered below the saturation pressure for these hotter regions. If voiding

occurs, more RCS cooling will be required in order to effect a given depres-

surization. In the extreme, RCS pressure may lower to the saturation pressure

value corresponding to the hottest fluid in the loops and reactor vessel.

OpeAato. Acot.on.

1. During any cooldown, the RCS is borated as necessary (success paths RC-2

and RC-3) to maintain shutdown margin per Technical Specifications.

2. RCS inventory is controlled so as to permit pressurizer level to lower

during RCS fluid contraction. This drop inlevel results in pressurizer

bubble decompression which in turn results in RCS depressurization.

It is also possible to cool the pressurizer gradually by filling the

pressurizer with cooler loop fluid by charging to the loop. The level is

then allowed to drop due to cooldown contraction and then refilled with

cooler loop fluid. Repeated fillings will cool the pressurizer metal and

steam bubble resulting in gradual depressurization.
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3. With all RCPs stopped, then operation of two RCPs (in opposite loops)

0should be attempted if the RCP restart criteria are met. Only one

reactor coolant pump in each loop should be operated to minimize heat

input to the RCS.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the
RCS. A steam generator having feed flow and removing heat from the

RCS is an indication that primary to secondary heat removal is being

maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing. A

higher pressurizer level will minimize the possibility of draining

the pressurizer due to loop shrinkage and/or steam void condensation

is minimized and there is a greater likelihood of keeping the

pressurizer heaters covered. This will assist in maintaining

positive RCS pressure control. The criterion of pressurizer level

not decreasing implies that RCS inventory control has been estab-
lished.

c) The RCS is greater than or equal to [20°F] subcooled. A subcooled

condition taken in conjunction with (b) above indicates that inven-

tory control has been established.

d) [All plant specific RCP operating criteria are satisfied before the

RCPs are restarted to prevent damage to RCP operation and damage

resulting from abnormal operating conditions. Following automatic

or operator initiated containment isolation, reinstatement of

component cooling water to the RCPs should be considered in order to

ensure adequate RCP cooling.]

4. Upon restarting two RCPs in opposite loops, pressurizer level and pres-

sure may decrease due to loop shrinkage and/or void condensation. It is

possible that this action will drain the pressurizer. Steam voids
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present in the reactor vessel will condense upon restarting RCPs. [The

RVLMS should be monitored for the trending of reactor vessel liquid

level. This trending information may be correlated to pressurizer level

decrease.] RCP operation with a drained pressurizer may continue provid-

ed certain actions are taken and certain criteria are satisfied.

The following constitute the actions to be taken and the criteria to be

satisfied when restarting RCPs:

a) Start one RCP in each loop.

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 9-1.]

c) Operate all available HPSI and charging pumps until pressurizer
level is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

5. If at least one RCP has been restarted in a loop with a S/G having feed

and steam flow capability, then the Forced Circulation with ADV or TBS

Control Success Path should be used for Pressure Control.

6. If all RCP operation is terminated, then natural circulation is monitored

by heat removal via at least one steam generator. Natural circulation

flow should occur within 5-15 minutes after the RCPs were tripped if

there is adequate inventory in the RCS.

The RCS temperature response during natural circulation will usually be

slow (5-15 minutes) as compared to a normal forced flow system response

time of 6-12 seconds, since the coolant loop cycle time will be signifi-

cantly larger.

When single phase natural circulation is established in at least one loop

the RCS indicates the following:

0N
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a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT;

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing;

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e. not steadily increasing) or slowly

decreasing;

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and [core exit thermo-

couples]. Hot leg RTD temperatures should be consistent with the

[core exit thermocouples]. Adequate natural circulation flow

ensures that core exit thermocouples temperatures will be approxi-

mately equal to the hot leg RTDs temperature within the bounds of

the instrument's inaccuracies. An abnormal difference between TH

and [the CETs] is greater than [100 F].

Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,

primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flow resistance, and voiding.

Component elevations on C-E plants are such that satisfactory natural

circulation decay heat removal is obtained by fluid density differences

between the core region and the steam generator tubes.

7. If the criteria of step 6 are not met, then ensure RCS inventory, and S/G

steaming and feeding being controlled properly.

8. Reactor plant depressurization should be performed preferentially by
feeding the steam generators with main or auxiliary feedwater and dumping

steam to the condenser via the turbine bypass system. If the condenser

or turbine bypass system is not available, steam should be discharged

through the atmospheric dump valves.

The use of atmospheric dump valves may have the potential for release of

activity to the environment. If it is suspected that a steam generator
may be affected by a tube rupture, the natural circulation cooldown and

depressurization should be performed using the unaffected or least

affected generator.
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9. [To avoid damage to the steam generator feed ring the operator should
control the auxiliary feed system.

If feed flow has not been interrupted, then the feed ring is assumed to
be filled and the operator should maintain S/G water level in the normal
level band.
If feed flow has been interrupted and steam generator level is below the
feed ring, then the operator should limit feedwater flow to 150 gpm for
five minutes, or until an increase in S/G level has been observed.
There is no analytical correlation between feedwater flow rate and the

conditions to preclude feed ring failure. A flow rate of 150 gpm has

been recommended as a procedural limit based on the fact that no signifi-
cant water hammer has been observed during testing or operation with flow
rates of that order. Additionally, 150 gpm has been traditionally

accepted as a flow limit by industry and the NRC for water hammer protec-
tion. The five minute duration of this limited flow is conservatively
based on twice the refill time for the 350 gallon feed ring. In the
event that refilling of portions of the main feedwater piping must be
considered this time would have to be adjusted accordingly.]

10. The available condensate inventory should be monitored and replenished
from available sources as necessary to continually provide a source for a
secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are
non-seismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.
Plant specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

cited in the plant specific procedure.

11. If all feedwater is lost (both main and auxiliary), then perform the
following to keep the plant in a stable condition:

a) To conserve steam generator inventory, any cooldown/depressurization
is stopped.
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b) If in operation, the steam generator blowdown system, secondary

sampling system or any other nonvital secondary discharge must be

secured. Until feedwater is reestablished, the steam generator
water inventories must be conserved.

c) The operator should attempt to restore the correct operation of the

main or auxiliary feedwater system to provide a primary decay heat

sink for a controlled depressurization to meet the success criteria

of this recovery action guideline.

A moderate rate of increase in steam generator water level is

sufficient to restore S/G level., If the refill rate is too fast,

excessive cooldown of the RCS and shrinkage of RCS inventory may

result. Consequently, the pressurizer level may fall below that

required to maintain a bubble for pressure control. An adequate

rate for restoring S/G level is determined by operating experience.

d) [If both main and auxiliary feedwater cannot be restored, then all

0plant specific sources of feedwater which could be made available to

replace steam generator boil-off should be implemented. Examples of

alternate sources of feedwater are fire pumps, condensate pumps,

portable pumps, etc. When developing plant procedures, alternate

sources of feedwater should be identified and their use should be

indicated in the plant specific procedures. Guidelines on steam

generator depressurization should be developed for those cases when

the operator is relying on low pressure sources of feedwater as a

backup feedwater supply.]

12. If no feedwater is available, then the operator is directed to another

success path ([PORVs]) which does not require ftedwater.

13. If it is suspected that the isolated S/G has a tube leak and it appears

that primary to secondary leakage will overfill the affected steam

generator and lift secondary safeties or atmospheric dump valves, then

the affected steam generator may be steamed to the condenser to reduce

0
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fluid inventory and pressure. Consideration should be given to the fact

that the steam from this S/G will be contaminated and will contaminate
the secondary condenser, with possible activity release to atmosphere.

14. The operator should continuously monitor for the preseoce of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding jeopardizes RCS heat C

removal via natural circulation. Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by

any of the following indications, parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected
while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],
d) [the HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

condition in the reactor vessel upper head]. A
e) [other indications insert here]

15. If voiding should be eliminated, then proceed as follows:

a) Letdown is isolated or verified to be isolated to minimize further

inventory loss,
b) The depressurization is stopped to prevent further growth of the

void and, if required, the RCS is repressurized to >[200F] subcool-
ing.

c) Pressurizing and depressurizing the RCS within the limits of Figure
10-1 may condense the void. Pressurizing has the effect of filling

the voided portion of the RCS with cooler fluid which will remove
heat from the region. Subsequent depressurization and a repeating

of this process several times will cool and condense the steam void.

In the case of a void in the reactor vessel, the pressurization/
depressurization on cycle will produce a fill and drain of the
reactor vessel. The pressurization/depressurization cycle may be
accomplished using pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method)

or the SIS/charging system (alternative method). Monitor pressur-
izer level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory. This will

assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness of void elimina-

tion.
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Vfluid inventory and pressure. Consideration should be given to the fact

that the steam from this S/G will be contaminated and will contaminate

the secondary condenser, with possible activity release to atmosphere.

14. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding jeopardizes RCS heat

removal via natural circulation. Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by

any of the following indications, parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

condition in the reactor vessel upper head].

e) [other indications insert here]

15. If voiding should be eliminated, then proceed as follows:

a) Letdown is isolated or verified to be isolated to minimize further

inventory loss,
b) The depressurization is stopped to prevent further growth of the

void and, if required, the RCS is repressurized to >[20*F] subcool-

ing.

c) Pressurizing and depressurizing the RCS within the limits of Figure

10-1 may condense the void. Pressurizing has the effect of filling

the voided portion of the RCS with cooler fluid which will remove
heat from the region. Subsequent depressurization and a repeating

of this process several times will cool and condense the steam void.

In the case of a void in the reactor vessel, the pressurization/

depressurization on cycle will produce a fill and drain of the

reactor vessel. The pressurization/depressurization cycle may be

accomplished using pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method)

or the SIS/charging system (alternative method). Monitor pressur-
izer level Land the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory. This will

assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness of void elimina-

tion.
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d) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is
suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then
cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or
feeding) to condense the tube bundle void. This will be effective
for condensing steam voids but will not have an effect on non-con-
densible gases trapped in the tube bundle. A buildup of non-con-
densible gases in the tube bundles will not hinder natural circula-
tion even with a large number of the tubes blocked. This is due to
the small amount of heat transfer area required for the removal of
decay heat. Monitor pressurizer level for trending of RCS inven-
tory. This will assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness
of void elimination.

e) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then voiding
may be caused by non-condensible gases. [Operate the pressurizer
vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to clear trapped non-con-
densible gases.] Monitor pressurizer level [and/or the RVLMS] for
trending of RCS inventory. This will assist the operator in assess-
ing the effectiveness of void elimination.,

After implementing the above actions, RCS Pressure Control is satisfied if:

Pressurizer pressure is within the limits of the Post Accident P-T Curves
of Figure 10-1.

RCS conditions within the limits of Figure 10-1 minimize PTS concern and
assure a subcooled core cooling medium.
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The [PORV's] may be used to relieve RCS pressure by manually opening them to

provide bleed off from the RCS to the quench tank.

Opekato'r Acti~on

1. The [PORV's] are verified to automatically open at [2400 psia]. If

[PORV's] have not opened, they are manually opened and pressure is
reduced to <[2340 psia] and to within the limits of Fig. 10-i. The
[PORVs] may be manually operated at any plant pressure to lower pressure
as an alternative to pressurizer spray and other pressure reducing
success paths.

2. SIS operation must be verified if pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600
psia, or if containment pressure increases to 4 psig]. If safety injec-
tion system operation has not commenced automatically on high containment
pressure [4 psig] or when RCS pressure is below [1600 psig], then it must

0be manually actuated. This action restores inventory so that pressure
can be controlled by use of either pressurizer heaters and spray or by
using the discharge head of the SIS.

3. If pressurizer pressure goes below [1300 psia] following receipt of an
SIAS, then all four RCPs must be tripped. Two RCPs may have been tripped
already in the Standard Post Trip Actions. In this case, the operator
would simply trip the remaining two RCPs. Since prolonged RCP operation
during LOCAs of certain size and location could result in increasing the
severity of the event, tripping all four RCPs ensures a conservative
approach to event recovery. This is due to the fact that, when the
operators implement the FRG they have not determined what event is
occurring. An LOCA may be the lone event which is occurring or it may be
occurring in conjunction with other event(s). Since operators cannot be
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sure what event is occurring, they are instructed to trip all RCPs
whenever they are implementing the FRG and pressurizer pressure decreases
to less than [1300 psia] following an SIAS. This is a conservative
approach designed to satisfy worst case analysis.

After implementing of the above actions, RCS Pressure Control is satisfied if
[pressurizer pressure is:

a. less than [2340 psia] and constant or decreasing
and

b. within the limits of the Post Accident P-T limits of Figure 10-1.]

The value [2340 psia] is the high pressure alarm setpoint. Best estimate
analysis shows that analyzed events will fall within the above range. It also
provides some margin to primary safety valve setpoints. RCS conditions within
the limits of Figure 10-1 ensures a subcooled heat transfer medium for the
core and minimizes PTS concerns.
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If RCS pressure control is still in jeopardy, then the operator must continue
attempting RCS pressure control while pursuing other safety functions in

jeopardy.

9
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES PageL1 of .Revision 1L9

SAFETV FUNCTION: RCS and Core Heat Removal

SUCCESS PATH: Forced Circulation, No SIS Operation; HR-1

RESOURCE TREE: Tree E

OPERATOR ACTIONS*

*1. Borate the plant as necessary, while cooling down, in order to maintain

shutdown margin per Technical Specification Limits (Refer to RC-2 and

RC-3).

2. Perform an orderly plant cooldown/depressurization in order to meet the

acceptance criteria of this success path by performing one of the follow-

ing:

a) If the condenser, and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater systems

are available, then cooldown and depressurize using the turbine

bypass system

or

b) If the condenser or turbine bypass systems are not available, then

cooldown and depressurize using at least one steam generator via the u

atmospheric dump valve(s) and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater.

*3. [If.the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) is started, Then perform the

following to prevent steam generator feed ring damage:

a) If S/G water level is above the feed ring, then stop redundant AFW

pumps, restore S/G level, and maintain it in the normal level band.

b) If feedwater flow to an S/G has been interrupted and indicated S/G

water level is below the feed ring, then:

* Step performed continuously.

F G 0-13 EN15 Rv.0
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

GUIDELINES Page L__ of L9 Revision 02

i) Stop redundant AFW pumps and limit feedwater flow rate to 150

gpm per affected S/G until an increase in S/G level has been

observed, or until continuous feedwater flow has been main-

tained for five minutes,'..

ii) Modulate AFW flow rate as necessary to restore, and maintain, .-

S/G water level to the normal level band].

*4. If all feedwater (main and auxiliary) is lost, Then conduct the follow- .

ing:

a) Stop all RCPs w/ VA,,o '

b)- Stop the cooldown

c) Secure steam generator blowdown, secondary sampling, and any non-
vital steam discharge.

d) Take actions to regain [main or auxiliary)]feedwater system opera- "
tion.

e) [If other sources of water are available for steam generator heat v'
removal, then insert that information here.]

0

*5. If feedwater cannot be regained, Then go to HR-4, RCS and Core Heat

Removal via Once-Through-Cooling.

K

*6. If the auxiliary feedwater system is being used, Then ensure an

supply of condensate exists (Refer to Figures 10-4 and 10-5).

adequate
'5oc-r

* Step performed continuously.
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES P pageLof_ 29 Revision 020

0

Accep~tance C'texia 6o,% RCS and Core Heaut Removat: HR-I

1. RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied if:

a. At least one S/G has level:

1) within the normal level band with feedwater available to
maintain level

or

ii) being restored by a feedwater flow greater than [150 gpm]
and

b. TH - Tc is less than [1O0 F] and not increasing

and

c. Tave is less than [5450 F] and not increasing

and

d. The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled [by CET]

and

e. [No reactor vessel voiding as indicated by the RVLMS].

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function
in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term
Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate

success path on Resource Tree E.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: HR-1

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as precau-

tions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.,

1/ Do not place system "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

2. All available indications should be used to aid in the evaluation of

plant conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a partic-

ular instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when

one or more confirmatory indications are available.

3ý Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a

heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

the heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may

be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel,

unless Post Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure

10-1).

4.0 o idwater operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [200 F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown

to avoid any unfavorable pressure excursions.

5. The operator should not add feedwater to a dry steam generator if another

steam generator still contains water. Re-establish feedwater only to the

steam generator that is not dry. If both steam generators become dry,

then refill only one steam generator to reinitiate core cooling.

FRG 10- 142 LLN-1b~ Rev. o~
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SAFETY FUNCTION:

SUCCESS PATH:

RESOURCE TREE:

RCS and Core Heat Removal

Natural Circulation, No SIS Operation; HR-2

Tree E

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. Borate the plant as necessary, while cooling down, in order to maintain •

shutdown margin per Technical Specification Limits (refer to RC-2 and

RC-3).

*2. Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following-

a) At least one steam generator (feed and steam flow) is available for
RCS heat removal.

b) Pressurizer level greater than [200"] and not decreasing

c) The RCS is at least [20'F] subcooled (Figure 10-i)

d) [Other criteria satisfied per RCP operating instructions].

*3. If RCP restart criteria are met, Then do the following:

ko I

a) Start one RCP in each loop

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

Tc on Figure 10-1].

c) Operate all available charging pumps until pressurizer level is -TJVe'.1

greater than [100"].

* Step performed continuously.

FRG 10- 143 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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*4. If at least one RCP has been restarted in a loop with a S/G having feed

and steam flow capability, Then go to HR-1, Forced Circulation, No SIS

Operation.

*5. If all RCPs are tripped, Then verify that natural circulation is being

maintained in at least one loop by the following:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily increasing) or

decreasing slowly

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and [core exit

thermocouples].

*6. If the criteria of step 5 are not met, Then ensure RCS inventory and

pressure, and S/G steaming and feeding, are being controlled properly..

7. Perform an orderly plant cooldown/depressurization in order to meet the

acceptance criteria of this success path by performing one of the

following:

a) If the condenser, and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater systems

are available, then cooldown and depressurize using the turbine

bypass system

or

b) If. the condenser or turbine bypass systems are not available, then

cooldown and depressurize using at least one steam generator via the

atmospheric dump valve(s) and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater.

* Step performed continuously.
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*8. [If the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) is started, Then perform the

following to prevent S/G feed ring damage:

a) If S/G water level is above the feed ring, then stop redundant AFW

pumps, restore S/G level, and maintain it in the normal level band.

b) If feedwater flow to an S/G has been interrupted and indicated S/G
water level is below the feed ring, then:

i) Stop redundant AFW pumps and limit feedwater flow rate to 150

gpm per affected S/G until an increase in S/G level has been

observed, or until continuous feedwater flow has been

maintained for five minutes.

ii) Modulate AFW flow rate as necessary to restore, and maintain,

S/G water level to the normal level band].

*9. If the auxiliary feedwater system is being used, Then ensure that an

adequate supply of condensate exists (refer to Figures 10-4 and 10-5).

*10. If all feedwater (main and auxiliary) is lost, Then conduct the

following: I - I-yOU- 4rjex, , i •L e

a),st-p the ooldo w
b) Isolate steam generator blowdown, secondary sampling and any

non-vital steam discharge.

c) Take actions to regain [main or auxiliary] feedwater system
operation.

d) [If other sources of water are available for steam generator heat

removal, then insert that information here].

* Step performed continuously.
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*11. If feedwater cannot be regained, Then go to HR-4, RCS and Core Heat
Removal via Once-Through-Cooling.

12. If one steam generator was isolated, and primary to secondary leakage is

suspected, Then unisolate and steam the affected S/G to the condenser to

prevent overfilling due to the primary to secondary leakage.

*13. Monitor for the presence of RCS voiding and take steps to eliminate

voiding any time voiding jeopardizes natural circulation heat removal.
Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications, C

parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging floW,
b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel]

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated
conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) [Other indications insert here].

*14. If voiding should be eliminated, Then proceed as follows:

a) verify letdown is isolated,

b) stop the depressurization and, if required, repressurize the RCS to

> [20°F) subcooling,
c) pressurize and depressurize the RCS within the limits of Figure 10-1

by operating pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method) or
HPSI and charging pumps (alternative method). Monitor pressurizer
level [and the RVLMS for trending of RCS inventory].

d) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is
suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or
feeding) to condense the steam generator tube bundle void. Monitor
pressurizer level for trending of RCS inventory.

* ni.0,¶ nýY-M1¶OA PfV~~?niti" l ZV -
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e) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then [operate

the pressurizer vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to] clear

trapped non-condensible gases. Monitor pressurizer level [and/or

the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

x

0

I. F(~ 10-147 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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Acceptance C'tJte)ia Jot RCS and Core Heat Removat: HR-2

1. RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied if:

a) At least one S/G has level:

i) within the normal level band with feedwater available to

maintain level

or
ii) being restored by a feedwater flow greater than [150 gpm]

and
b) TH - Tc is less than [50'F] and not increasing

and
c) Tave is less than [545°F] and not increasing

and
d) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled [by CET].

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.
If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next appropriate
success path on Resource Tree E.

FRG CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: HR-2

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The times should be implemented as

precautions,-cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Natural circulation flow should not be verified until the RCPs have

stopped coasting down after being tripped. topo. ,\

4. Verification of temperature responses to a plant change cannot be

accomplished until approximately 5 to 15 minutes following the action due

to increased loop cycle times during natural circulation.

113. Continuously monitor RCS temperature and pressure to avoid exceeding a

heat removal rate greater than Technical Specification Limitations. If

9 the .heat removal rate exceeds Technical Specification Limits, there may

be a potential for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) of the reactor vessel

unless Post-Accident Pressure/Temperature Limits are maintained (Figure

10-1).

/4. If cooling down by natural circulation with an isolated steam generator,

an inverted AT (i.e., Tc higher than Th) may be observed in the idle

loop. This is due to a small amount of reverse heat transfer in the

isolated steam generator and will have no affect on natural circulation'

flow in the operating stem generator loop.

5. All available indications should be used to aid in the evaluation of

plant conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a

particular instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated

when one or more confirmatory indications are available.

FRG 10-149 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG 10-149 ' CEN-152 Rev. 02
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.. 6. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [200 F] of subcooling

* cannot be maintained in the RCS (Figure 10-1). If the RCS is solid,

closely monitor any makeup or drainage and any system heatup or cooldown

to avoid any unfavorable pressure excursions. ,Jl . - -e.o

7. When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are not operating, the

RVLMS provides an accurate indication of'Ye~ctor vessel liquid inventory.

when a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are operating, it is

not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

due to the effect of the RCP induced pressure head on the RVLMS. The

indicated level also differs from different RVLMS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending may still be discerned. However, operators are cautioned not to

rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating. ,.c'z,' =

8. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened. c
Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

FRG I0-150 CEN-152 Rev. 02C
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SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS and Core Heat Removal

SUCCESS PATH: S/G Heat Sink, SIS Operation; HR-3

RESOURCE TREE: Tree E

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. If pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600 psia, or if containment /
pressure increases to 4 psig], Then verify that an SIAS has been

initiated.

If the SIAS has not initiated automatically, Then manually initiate an

SIAS.

*2. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following an

SIAS, Then ensure all RCPs are tripped. -- p

*3. If the SiS'is operating, Then it may be throttled or stopped, one trai.)

at a time, if the following criteria are satisfied: A I ..

k~e~av4' _ p
a) The RCS is at least [20°F] subcooled keep s0A

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and constant or increasing

c) At least one steam generator is available (feed and steam flow) for

removing heat from the RCS

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

*4. If the criteria of step 3 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been

stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

*5. If all RCPs were stopped, Then one RCP in each loop 'should be restarted

if possible.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

** Step performed continuously.

10--1 CE-15 Rev... ..02 i....
10-151 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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a) At least one steam generator (feed and steam flow) is available for

RCS heat removal

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing

c) The RCS is at least [20°F) subcooled (Figure 10-1)

d) [Other criteria satisfied per RCP operating instructions].

*6. If RCP restart criteria are met, Then do the following:

a) Start one RCP in each loop

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding

TC on Figure 10-1].

c) Operate HPSI (Figure 10-3) and charging pumps until pressurizer

level is greater than [100"] and SIS termination criteria are met.

*7. If all RCPs are stopped, Then verify that natural circulation is being

maintained in at least one loop by the following:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT
b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e., not steadily Increasing) or

decreasing slowly

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and [core exit

thermocouples].

*8. If the criteria of step 7 are not met, Then ensure RCS inventory and

pressure, and S/G steaming and feeding, are being controlled properly.

9. Perform an orderly plant cooldown/depressurization in order to meet the v-

acceptance criteria of this success path by performing one of the

following:

* Step performed continuously.

FR 10-II2 IEI-1llIRev. 0
FRG 10-ý152 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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a) If the condenser, and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater systems

are available, then cooldown and depressurize using the turbine

bypass system.

or
b) If the condenser or turbine bypass systems are not available, then

cooldown and depressurize using at least one steam generator via the

atmospheric dump valve(s) and either [main or auxiliary] feedwater.

*10. [If the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) is started, Then perform the •7

following to prevent S/G feed ring damage:

a) If S/G water level is above the feed ring, then stop redundant AFW

pumps, restore S/G level, and maintain it in the normal level band.
b) If feedwater flow to an S/G has been interrupted and indicated S/G

water level is below the feed ring, then:

i) Stop redundant AFW pumps and limit feedwater flow rate to 150
gpm per affected S/G until an Increase in S/G level has been
observed, or until continuous feedwater flow has been

maintained for five minutes.

ii) Modulate AFW flow rate as necessary to restore, and maintain,

S/G water level to the normal level band].

*11. If the auxiliary feedwater system is being used, Then ensure an adequate W1

supply of condensate exists (refer to Figures 10-4'and 10-5).

*12. If all feedwater (main and auxiliary) is lost, Then conduct the

following:

a) Stop all RCPs

b) Stop the cooldown

* Step performed continuously.

I- X(~ 10-153 CEN-152 Rev. 02
Mb 10-153 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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0

c) Isolate S/G blowdown, secondary sampling, and any non-vital steam

discharge

d) Take action to regain [main or auxiliary] feedwater system operation

e) [If other sources of water are available for steam generator heat

removal, then insert that information here].

*13. If feedwater cannot be regained in at least one operable steam generator,

then go to HR-4, RCS and Core Heat Removal via Once-Through-Cooling.

*14. Monitor [refueling water tank] level.

If the [refueling water tank] level falls to [10%], Then verify

initiation of recirculation.
If necessary,.manually initiate recirculatJon one SIS train at a time

[and close RWT outlet valves to the safety injection system].

*15. If the HPSI pumps are delivering less than [30 gpm] per pump during

recirculation, Then turn off one charging pump at a time until the HPSI 7,

pumps are delivering more than [30 gpm] per pump. If the minimum HPSI

pumps delivery flow is still not met with all charging pumps off, then

turn off the HPSI pump with the lower indicated flow.

* Step Performed Continuously

S

FRG 10-154 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG 10-154 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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Aczcep-tanc~e C'tZteia- go,% RCS a.nd Cote Hfeat RemovaZ.- HR-3

1. RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied if:

a) At least one S/G has level:
0) within the normal level band with feedwater available to

maintain level

or
ii) being restored by a feedwater flow rate greater than [150

gpm].
and

*b). [CETI temperature less than [7000 F] or decreasing

and

c) [All available charging pumps are operating and] the SIS

pump(s) are injecting water i~nto the RCS per Figure 10-3

(unless SIS termination criteria are met).

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.
If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

0

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the next

success path on Resource Tree E.
appropriate

* Step performed continuously.

0

FRG 10-155 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG 10-155 CEN-152 Rev. 02,
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: HR-3

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as
precautions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Do not place system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

v'

'V

2. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluation of plant~j-
conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available. Hot and cold leg RTDs may

be influenced by the cold SIS injection and should be checked against

each other.0
3. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided

cannot be maintained in the RCS. If the RCS

any makeup or draining and any system heatup

unfavorable pressure excursions.

make it difficult to control

unless [20°F] of subcooling c ,u

is solid, closely monitor '

or cooldown to avoid any

4. The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.
The operator should check containment sump level to ensure adequate ;. ¢

suction for the SIS before switching to recirculation. This manual

action should not be taken unless an automatic RAS is required.

5. When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are not operating, the
RVLMS provides an accurate indication of reactor vessel liquid Inventory.'"6

When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are operating, it is
not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

0

1 RL~ 10-156
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V.

due to the effect of the RCP induced pressure head on the RVLMS. The

indicated.level also differs from different RVLMS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending can still be discerned. However,.operators are cautioned not to

rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating.

6. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened.

Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

C

FRG 
10-157 CEN-152 Rev. 02C

FRG 10-157 CEN-152 Rev. 02C
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SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS and Core Heat Removal

SUCCESS PATH: Once-Through-Cooling; HR-4

RESOURCE TREE: Tree E

OPE0ATOR AC71ONS

*1. If pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600 psia, or if containment

pressure increases to 4 psig], Then verify that an SIAS has been

initiated.

If the SIAS has not initiated automatically, Then manually initiate an

SIAS.

*2. If pressurizer pressure decreases to less than [1300 psia] following

an SIAS, Then ensure all RCPs are tripped.

3. Establish once-through-cooling through the [PORVs] (or, if present,

through a break in the RCS boundary) by performing the following:

a) Ensure'all RCPs are stopped

b) Start all available HPSI and charging pumps

c) Open the [PORVs].

*4. If the following criteria are satisfied, Then SIS operation may be

terminated (thus securing once through cooling):

a) [CET] temperature is less than [700°F]

b) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled

c) At least one steam generator is available (feed and steam flow) for

removing heat from the RCS

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered].

* Step performed continuously.

10- 158 CEN-152 Rev. 02
10-158 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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A ,

0

*5. If the criteria of step 4 cannot be maintained after the SIS has been
stopped, Then the SIS must be restarted.

*6. Monitor [refueling water tank (RWT)] level. ;CXC V

If the [RWT] level falls to [10%], Then verify initiation of
recirculation.

If necessary, manually initiate recirculation one train at a time [and
close RWT outlet valves to the safety injection system].

*7. If the HPSI pumps are deliverying less than [30 gpm] per pump during ecS/Avo

recirculation, Then turn off one charging pump at a time until the' HPSI
pumps are delivered more than [30 gpm] per pump. If the minimum HPSI
pump delivery flow is still not met with all charging pumps off, then
turn off the HPSI pump with the lower indicated flow.

* Step performed continuously.

0

FRG 10-159 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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Acceptance CriteA•& 4or RCS and Cote Heat RemovaZ: HR-4

1. RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied if:

a) [CET] temperature is less than [7000 F] or decreasing

and

b) [All available charging pumps are operating and] the SIS

pump(s) are injecting water into the RCS per Figure 10-3

(unless SIS termination criteria are met)

and

c) Pressurizer pressure is less than [1300 psia] or decreasing.

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then re-evaluate the availability of
success paths HR-1, 2, and 3, and refer to Continuing Actions for RCS and
Core Heat Removal.

FRG 10- 160 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG 10-160 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: HR-4

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as

precautions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Do not place system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is

apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to

ensure proper operation.

2. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluation of plant

conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular

instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or

more confirmatory indications are available. Hot and cold leg RTDs may

be influenced by the cold SIS injection and should be checked against

* each other.

3. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control J)"

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [20*F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS. If the RCS is solid, closely monitor any

makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown to-avoid any

unfavorable pressure excursions.

4. The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS. •Y/A

The operator should check containment sump level to ensure adequate

suction for theSIS before switching to recirculation. This manual action

should not be taken unless an automatic RAS is required.

FRG 10-16 1 CEN-152 Rev. 02
FRG 10-161 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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SAFETY FUNCTION: RCS and Core Heat Removal

SUCCESS PATH: Shutdown Cooling System; HR-5

RESOURCE TREE: Tree E

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. If the following criteria are met, Then initiate shutdown cooling per SCS

operating instructions:

a) RCS T. is cooled down to at least [300°Fj

b) The RCS is depressurized to at least [300 psia]

c) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and not decreasing

d) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled

e) RCS activity level within [appropriate limits]

f) [Other plant specific criteria, insert here].

*2. If voiding inhibits RCS depressurization to SCS entry pressure, Then an

attempt at eliminating the voiding should be made. ' •

Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications,

parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) [HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

e) [other indications insert here].

* Step performed continuously.

I
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¶4

*3. If voiding should be eliminated, Then proceed as follows: " J,8J o.S

a) verify letdown is isolated,
b) stop the depressurization and, if required, repressurize the RCS to

> [201F] subcooling,
c) pressurize and depressurize the RCS within the limits of Figure 10-1

by operating pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method) or
HPSI and charging pumps (alternative method). Monitor pressurizer
level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

d) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is
suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then
cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or
feeding) to condense the steam generator tube bundle void. Monitor
pressurizer level for trending of RCS inventory.

e) if indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then operate
the pressurizer vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to] clear
trapped non-condensible gases. Monitor pressurizer level [and/or
the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

4. When SCS entry conditions (RCS pressure < [300 psia] and RCS TH ý [300°F]^e'
are established, Then initiate SCS operation per operating instructions.

5. [Initiate the low temperature overpressurization (LTOP) system at 275 0F].

6. [Isolate, vent, or drain the safety injection tanks (SITs) at 250 psia

RCS pressure]..

* Step performed continuously.

FRG 10-163 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page 26 of L9, Revision ,,2L.

AcaeptAznce CftJ.a 4or RCS and Cote Hea•t Rernova2: HR-5

'A 1. RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied if:

Normal Shutdown Cooling System parameters exist.

If the above criterion is met, Then proceed to the next safety function
in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term
Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not, met, Then re-evaluate the feasibility of
SCS operation and consider implementing success paths HR-1, 2, 3 or 4.
Refer to Continuing Actions for RCS and Core Heat Removal.

0.

A,

1."
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY GUIDELINE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE , ,D,

GUIDELINES Page 27._ of 9_. Revision 02

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: HR-5

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs
and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as
precautions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. Do not place. system in "manual" unless misoperation in "automatic" is
apparent. Systems placed in "manual" must be checked frequently to ensure
proper operation.

2. All available indications should be used to aid in evaluation of plant
conditions since the accident may cause irregularities in a particular
instrument reading. Instrument readings must be corroborated when one or
more confirmatory indications are available. Hot and cold leg RTDs may
be influenced by the cold SIS injection and should be checked against
each other.

3. Solid water operation of the pressurizer may make it difficult to control er'",

RCS pressure and therefore should be avoided unless [201F] of subcooling

cannot be maintained in the RCS. If the RCS is solid, closely monitor
any makeup or draining and any system heatup or cooldown to avoid any
unfavorable pressure excursions.

4. The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS. W4

The operator should check containment sump level to ensure adequate
suction for the SIS before switching to recirculation. This manual
action should not be taken unless an automatic RAS is required.

5. When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are not operating, the ,0o4t
RVLMS provides an accurate indication of reactor vessel liquid inventory.

When a void exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs are operating, it Is
not possible to obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid level indication

i Kb 10-165
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due to the effect of the. RCP induced pressure head on the RVLMS. The

indicated.level also differs from different RVLMS designs under these

conditions. Information concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory

trending may still be discerned. However, operators are cautioned not, to

rely solely on the RVLMS indication when RCPs are operating.

6. The operator should continuously monitor for the presence of RCS voiding

and take steps to eliminate voiding any time voiding causes the heat

removal or inventory control safety functions to begin to be threatened. C

Void elimination should be started soon enough to ensure heat removal and

inventory control are not lost.

IFI. 
A0I6IENI2ie.
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Continduing Action,6 Jot RCS and Core Heat Removat

1. If the RCS and Core Heat Removal safety function is still in jeopardy,

then the operator must pursue the heat removal and other jeopardized
safety functions simultaneously. If the HPSI and/or LPSI pumps are

delivering flow to the RCS per Figure 10-3, then the operator should

evaluate the need and feasibility of transferring additional heat through

the steam generators by:

a) restoring the vital auxiliaries necessary to feed one or both steam

generators

b) using alternate means (e.g., fire water pumps, non-grade A

condensate, etc.) to feed the S/Gs

c) alternate means of operating steam dumps or turbine bypass valves or

other steam outlets.0
2. If the HPSI and/or LPSI pumps are not delivering adequate flow to the

RCS, then the operator should evaluate ways of implementing one of the
RCS and core heat removal success paths by considering:

a) restoring necessary vital auxiliaries (control air, electrical,
diesel generator, etc.) to regain needed components or subsystems

b) manual operation of failed remotely operable valves

c) alternate sources of water for S/G or RCS makeup

d) alternate means of steam discharge from the steam generators.

e4
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&6a 4oq RCS and Cote Heat Remova2

The purpose of the RCS and Core Heat Removal safety function is to remove the
decay heat generated in the core and transfer it to the RCS fluid, where it

can be transferred to the secondary system or some other heat sink.

To achieve control of RCS and Core Heat Removal, and to continually provide a
heat sink for residual heat removal, the following methods are available:

HR-I: RCS and Core Removal via Forced Circulation, No SIS Operation

HR-2:. RCS and Core Removal via Natural Circulation, No SIS Operation
HR-3: RCS and Core Heat Removal via S/G Heat Sink, SIS Operation

HR-4: RCS and Core Heat Removal via Once-Through-Cooling

•HR-5: RCS and Core Heat Removal via Shutdown Cooling System

The bases for the operator actions required to implement the above success

paths are detailed as follows:

0

-9
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HR-1: RCS and Cote Heat RemovaZ via Forced Cit•Za•t.Lon, No SIS Ope.tation

Reactor coolant pump forced circulation is the preferred method for RCS heat

removal. The reactor coolant absorb's the core heat and transfers this heat to

the steam generators providing for the RCS and core heat removal safety

function. This requires that at least one steam generator be available to act

as a heat sink. The heat is transferred to the secondary system fluid

supplied by the main or auxiliary feedwater systems.

Opemtor Ac.t.on6

1. During any cooldown, the RCS is borated as necessary (success paths RC-2

and RC-3) to maintain shutdown margin per Technical Specifications.

2. RCS and core heat removal should be performed by feeding at least one

steam generator with main or auxiliary feedwater and dumping steam to the

condenser via the turbine bypass system. If the condenser or turbine

bypass system is not available, the next order of priority of discharging

* steam would be to use the atmospheric dump valves.

The use of atmospheric dump valves may have the potential for release of

activity to the environment. If it is suspected that a steam

generator(s) may be affected by a tube rupture, as indicated by area

radiation monitor and/or other symptoms, then S/G cooling should be

performed using the unaffected or least affected generator.

3. [To avoid damage to the steam generator feed ring the operator should
control the auxiliary feed system.

If feed flow has not been interrupted, then the feed ring is assumed to

be filled and the operator should maintain S/G water level in the normal

band.

If feed flow has been interrupted and steam generator level is below the

feed ring, then the operator should limit feedwater flow to 150 gpm per

affected S/G for five minutes, or until an increase in S/G level has been

observed.

FRG 10-169 CEN-152 Rev. 02



There is no analytical correlation between feedwater flow rate and the
0conditions to preclude feed ring failure. A flow rate of 150 gpm has

been recommended as a procedural limit based on the face that no
significant water hammer has been observed during testing or operation
with flow rates of that order. Additionally, 150 gpm has been
traditionally accepted as a flow limit by industry and the NRC for water
hammer protection. The five minute duration of this limited flow is
conservatively based on twice the refill time for the 350 gallon
feed ring. In the event that refilling of portions of the main feedwatee
piping must be considered this time would have to be adjusted
accordingly.]

4. If all feedwater is lost (both main and auxiliary), then certain
activities should be performed to keep the plant in a stable condition.
These activities are listed below.

a) Stop all RCPs to minimize heat input to the RCS.
b) To conserve steam generator inventory, any co.ldownhis stopped.
c) If in operation, the steam generator blowdown system, secondary

sampling system or any other nonvital secondary discharge must be
secured. Until feedwater is reestablished, the steam generator
water inventories must be conserved.

d) The operator should attempt to restore the correct operation of the
main or auxiliary feedwater system to provide a primary decay heat
sink for a controlled reactor heat removal to meet the success
criteria of this recovery action guideline.

A moderate rate of increase in steam generator water level is
sufficient to restore S/G level. If the refill rate is too fast,
excessive cooldown and RCS inventory shrinkage may result. An
adequate refill rate may be determined by operating experience.

e) [If both main and auxiliary feedwater cannot be restored, then all
plant specific sources of feedwater which could be made available to
replace steam generator water which has boiled off. Examples of
alternate sources of feedwater are fire pumps, condensate pumps,

0
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portable pumps, etc. When developing plant procedures, alternate
S sources of feedwater should be identified and their use should be

indicated in the procedures. Guidelines on steam generator
depressurization should be developed for those cases when the

operator is relying on low pressure sources of feedwater as a backup

feedwater supply.]

5. If feed cannot be regained, then the operator is directed to a core

cooling success path which does not rely on feedwater, [specifically the

use of PORVs in once-through-cooling.]

6. The available condensate inventory should be monitored and replenished

from available sources as necessary to continually provide a source for a

secondary-heat sink. Example of alternate sources of condensate are
nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.
Plant specific alte'rnate sources of feedwater should be identified and
cited in plant specific procedure.

S After implementing the above actions, RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied
if:-

a) At least one S/G has level:

i) within the normal level band with feedwater available to
maintain the level

or

ii) being restored by a feedwater flow > [150 gpm]

and

b) Th - Tc < [100F] and not increasing

and

c) Tave < [545*F] and not increasing

and

d) The RCS is at least [20'F] subcooled [by CET]

and

e) [No reactor vessel voiding as indicated by the RVLMS]

.."0
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A steam generator with adequate level or indications that it is intact, a core

AT <[10°F], T've < [545°F], adequate RCS subcooling, and no reactor vessel

voiding, comprise adequate indication that heat is being properly removed from
the core and the RCS. Operators use feed flow, steam flow and RCS temperature

response to verify the S/G is being effective as a heat removal mechanism and

that the level will recover if it went below the indication range.

~ ~st e~stimate- analysis-tob-be- th -max~i mum'Vxpce
f6r-m-ffT-6!_ui forced cIrculation with -mx-muma decay--heat. RCS subcooling

greater than or equal to [201F] ensures a liquid state of the coolant for
effective heat removal properties. Subcoo.ling-iess.than.[20.Q0Fj] -is .ba§ed7Omn--

TPTSýcitCria .With RCPs. operating, and the above criteria satisfied, there

should be no reactor vessel voiding.

0

0
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HR-2: RCS and Cote Heat Remnovu•e va• NaotwaZL C. u•wicJon, No SIS Ope'uvtion

In the absence of forced reactor coolant flow, the core can still be cooled by

natural circulation induced by a temperature differential between the steam

generators and the core. This method also requires that the steam generators

be available to act as a heat sink. Heat is transferred to the secondary

system water supplied by the main or auxiliary feedwater systems.

Operwator% Ac..ton

1. During any cooldown, the RCS is borated as necessary (success paths RC-2

and RC-3) to maintain shutdown margin per Technical Specifications.

2. Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the
RCS, thus providing an RCS heat removal function. This includes

feedwater available for removing heat from the generator and a

0method for removing steam (e.g. atmospheric dump valves, etc.).

b) Pressurizer level is. greater than [200"] and not decreasing. With

pressurizer level at the high end of the operating band, the

possibility of draining the pressurizer due to loop shrinkage and/or

steam void condensation is minimized and there is a greater

likelihood of keeping the pressurizer heaters covered. This will

assist in maintaining positive RCS pressure control. The criterion
'of pressurizer level not decreasing implies that RCS inventory
control has been established.

c) The RCS Is greater than or equal to [200 F] subcooled. A subcooled

condition in the..RCS in conjunction with (b) above indicates that

pressure and inventory are being controlled.

d) [All plant specific RCP operating criteria are satisfied before the

RCPs are restarted to prevent damage to RCPs. Following automatic
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or operator initiated containment isolation, reinstatement of
component cooling water to the RCPs should be considered in order to

ensure adequate RCP cooling].

3. Upon restarting two RCPs in opposite loops, pressurizer level and
pressure may decrease due to loop shrinkage and/or void condensation. It
is possible that this action will drain the pressurizer. Steam voids
present in the reactor vessel will condense upon restarting RCPs. [The
RVLMS should be monitored for the trending of reactor vessel liquid
level. This trending information may be correlated to pressurizer level
decrease.] RCP operation with a drained pressurizer may continue
provided certain actions are taken and certain criteria are satisfied.

The following constitute the actions to be taken and the criteria to be
satisfied when restarting RCPs:

a) Start one RCP in each loop.

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump
NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding
Tc on Figure 10-1.]

c) Operate all available charging pumps until pressurizer level is
greater than [100"]. This serves to compensate for pressurizer
level and pressure decrease.

4. If at least one RCP has been restarted in a loop with a S/G having feed

and steam flow capability, then the Heat Removal Safety Function Success
Path utilizing Forced Circulation (HR-I) should be implemented.

5. If all RCP operation is terminated and when inventory and pressure are
controlled, then natural circulation is monitored by heat removal via at
least one steam generator. Natural circulation flow should occur within
5-15 minutes after the RCPs were tripped. The RCS temperature response
during natural circulation will usually be slow (5-15 minutes) as
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compared to a normal forced flow system response time of 6-12 seconds,
0since the coolant loop cycle time will be significantly larger.

When single phase natural circulation is established in at least one loop

the RCS indicates all of the following conditions:

a) Loop AT (TH - Td) less than normal full power AT;
b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing;
c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e. not steadily increasing) or slowly

decreasing;

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and [core exit thermo-

couples]. Hot leg RTD temperature should be consistent with the
[core exit thermocouples]. Adequate natural circulation flow

ensures that [core exit thermocouple] temperatures will be approxi-
mately equal to the hot leg RTDs temperature within the bounds of

the instrument's inaccuracies. An abnormal difference between TH
and the [CETs] is greater than [100 F].

0Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,

primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flow resistance, and voiding.
Component elevations on C-E plants are such that satisfactory natural
circulation decay heat removal is obtained by fluid density differences
between the core region and the steam generator tubes.

6. If the criteria of step 5 are not met, then RCS inventory and pressure,
and S/G steaming and feeding should be properly controlled to attempt
establishing natural circulation.

7. RCS and core heat removal should be performed by feeding the'steam
generators with main or auxiliary feedwater and dumping steam to the

condenser via the turbine bypass system. If the condenser or turbine
bypass system Is not available, the next order of priority for
discharging steam would be to use the atmospheric dump valves.

0
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The use of the atmospheric dump valves may have the potential for release
of activity to the environment. If it is suspected that a steam gener-
ator may be affected by a tube rupture, then natural circulation should
be performed using the unaffected or least affected generator.

8. [To avoid damage to the steam generator feed ring the operator would
control the auxiliary feed system.
If feed flow has not been interrupted, then the feed ring is assumed to
be filled and the operator should maintain S/G water level in the hot
zero power band.
If feed flow has been interrupted and steam generator level is below the.
feed ring the operator should limit feedwater flow to 150 gpm per affect-
ed S/G for five minutes, or until an increase in S/G level has been
observed.
There is no analytical correlation between feedwater flow rate and the
conditions to preclude feed ring failure. A flow rate of 150 gpm has
been recommended as a procedural limit based on the face that no signifi-
cant water hammer has been observed during testing or operation with flow
rates of that order. Additionally, 150 gpm has been traditionally
accepted as a flow limit by industry and the NRC for water hammer protec-
tion. The five minute duration of this limited flow is conservatively
based on twice the refill time for the 350 gallon feed ring. In the
event that refilling of portions of the main feedwater piping must be

considered this time would have to be adjusted accordingly.]

9. The available condensate inventory should be monitored and replenished
from available sources as necessary to continually provide a source for a
secondary heat sink. Example of alternate sources of condensate are
nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.
Plant specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

cited in the plant specific procedure.
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10. If all feedwater is lost (both main and auxiliary), then certain
0activities should be performed to keep the pTant in a stable condition.

These activities are listed below.

a) To conserve steam generator inventory, any cooldown is stopped.

b) If in operation, then the steam generator blowdown system, secondary
sampling system or any other nonvital secondary discharge must be
secured. Until feedwater is reestablished, the steam generator
water inventories must be conserved.

c) The operator should attempt to restore the correct operation of the
main or auxiliary feedwater system to provide a primary decay heat
sink for controlled RCS and Core Heat Removal to meet the acceptance
criteria of this operator action guideline.

A moderate rate of increase in steam generator water level is

sufficient to restore S/G level. If the refill rate is too fast,
the RCS temperature can be reduced too fast and RCS inventory
shrinkage can be excessive (i.e. the pressurizer may be emptied).
An adequate refill rate can be determined by operator experience.

d) If both main and auxiliary feedwater cannot be restored, then all
point specific sources of feedwater which could be made available to
replace steam generator boil-off should be implemented. Examples of
alternate sources of feedwater are fire pumps, condensate pumps,
portable pumps, etc. When developing plant specific plant
procedures, alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and
their use should be indicated in the procedures. Guidelines on
steam generator depressurization should be developed for those cases
when the operator is relying on low pressure sources of feedwater as
a backup feedwater supply.
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11. If feedwater cannot be regained, then the operator is directed to a core

heat removal success path that does not rely on feedwater. [Specifically

the use of PORVs for once-through-cooling.]

12. If it is suspected that an isolated S/G has a tube leak and it appears

that primary to secondary leakage will overfill the affected steam

generator and lift secondary safeties or atmospheric dump valves, then

the affected steam generator may be steamed to the condenser to reduce

fluid inventory and pressure.

13. The operator should monitor for the presence of voids and take steps to

eliminate voiding any time voiding jeopardizes natural circulation.

Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications,

parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLMS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel],

d) [the HJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head].

e) [other indications, insert here]

14. If voiding should be eliminated, then proceed as follows:

a) Letdown is isolated or verified to be isolated to minimize further

inventory loss,

b) The depressurization is stopped to prevent further growth of the

void and, if required, the RCS is repressurized to I [20'F]

subcooling,

c) Pressurizing and depressurizing the RCS within the limits of Figure

10-1 may condense the void. Pressurizing has the effect of filling

the voided portion of the RCS with cooler fluid which will remove

heat from the region. Subsequent depressurization and a repeating

of this process several times will cool and condense the steam void.

In the case of a void in the reactor vessel, the pressurization/

0I depressurization on cycle will produce a fill and drain of the
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reactor vessel. The pressurization/depressurization cycle may be
accomplished using pressurizer heaters and spray (preferred method)
or the SIS/charging system (alternative method). Monitor
pressurizer level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.
This will assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness of void
elimination.

d) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is
suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then
cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or
feeding) to condense the tube bundle void. This will be effective
for condensing steam voids but will not have an effect on
non-condensible gases trapped in the tube bundle. A buildup of
non-condensible gases in the tube bundles will not hinder natural
circulation even with a large number of the tubes blocked. This is
due to the small amount of heat transfer area required for the
removal of decay heat. Monitor pressurizer level for trending of
RCS inventory. This will assist the operator in assessing the
effectiveness of void elimination.

e) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then voiding
may be caused by non-condensible gases. [Operate the pressurizer
vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to clear trapped
non-condensible gases.] Monitor pressurizer level [and/or the
RVLMS] for trending ,of RCS inventory. This will assist the operator
in assessing the effectiveness of void elimination.
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After implementing the above actions, RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied

e if:

a) At least one S/G has level:

i) within the normal level band with feedwater available to

maintain the level

or

ii) being restored by a feedwater flow > [150 gpm]

and

b) Th - Tc <[50*F] and not increasing

and

c) Tave <5[45 0 F] and not increasing

and

d) The RCS is at least [200 F] subcooled [by CET]

Best estimate analysis reveals that loop differential temperature for natural

circulation will be less than [50 0 F] (TH - Tc) in the operating loop for the

-full range of decay heat. Proper loop AT accompanied by average operating

C loop temperature below the saturation temperature corresponding to the lowest

S/G safety setpoint ([545'F]) and indications that at least one S/G is remov-
ing heat are adequate confirmation of RCS and Core Heat Removal. [200 F]
subcooling assures a subcooled heat transfer medium for the core.
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HR-3: RCS and Core Heat RemovaL via SIG Heat Sink, SIS Opeution

In some instances, RCS and Core Heat Removal may be a combination of steam

'generator heat removal and heat removal by venting energy out of an RCS opening

such as a break or a stuck open [PORV]. If the break is large enough, all
necessary heat removal may occur by venting energy out the break. In such a

case, success path HR-4 would be adequate. The small break LOCA heat removal

process requires the use of SIS and steam generators.

The small break LOCA heat removal process is complex. In the short-term after

the RCPs are tripped, core heat removal is maintained by natural circulation.
Since the break is not large enough to adequately remove the heat, heat
removal via a steam generator is required. This requires that the operator

maintain feedwater (either main or auxiliary) to the steam generators and

control steam flow from the steam generators via the turbine bypass system or

the atmospheric dump valves.

The small break natural circulation process can take different forms. These
forms include single phase and two phase natural circulation. The simplest

form of natural circulation is single phase, liquid cooling, single phase

natural circulation is possible for cases where RCS inventory and pressure are

controlled. Single phase cooling transports heat in the active steam

generator loop using the same flow path as in forced circulation. The driving

force for the natural circulation is the fluid density difference between the

steam generator and the core. Two phase natural circulation involving steam

and water is more complex and can take several forms. The form taken depends

on the amount of decay heat needed to be removed, the amount of inventory and

pressure control degradation, the break size, the status of SIS, and the
status of steam generators. One form of two phase natural circulation is

known as reflux. In the reflux process steam leaves the core region and

travels to the steam generator via the hot leg; the steam is condensed in the

steam generator before reaching the top of the "U" tubes and flows back to the
core via the hot leg where it is once again turned to steam. Another two

phase natural circulation process is that in which the steam from the core

0
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goes past the steam generator "U" bend and is condensed in the "U" tubes on

the cold leg side; thus condensate flows back to the core via the cold leg. A

combination of the two processes is also possible.

The operator has adequate instrumentation to monitor natural circulation for

the single phase, liquid natural circulation process. The RCS loop AT in the

active steam generator loop(s) can be used along with other information to

confirm that the single phase natural circulation process is effective. The

reflux process involving two phase cooling is complex and varied enough so

that RCS loop AT may not be a meaningful indication of adequate natural

circulation cooling. The guidelines are written to alert the operator to use

the traditional acceptance criteria for natural circulation only when RCS

inventory and pressure are controlled.

For cases where two phase reflux cooling is the heat removal process, the

operator monitors the adequacy of cooling by monitoring the steam generator

heat removal. In addition, the [core exit thermocouple] temperature and TH

indication are equally important in monitoring heat removal during the two

phase reflux cooling. As long as these temperatures remain within acceptable

limits they indicate that heat removal and inventory functions are being

satisfied.

The transition from single phase liquid natural circulation cooling to two

phase reflux mode can occur quickly for larger small breaks, or can occur more

slowly in an event for the smaller breaks. The operator should be aware that

this transition may cause confusing temperatures indications as the RCS loop

ATs readjust to reflect the transition in process. The emphasis in the

guideline is. to continue the steam generator heat removal process, continue

restoring inventory control, and to continue monitoring the [core exit

thermocouples] to confirm the heat removal process is adequate.

Opew.tor. Aaton6o

1. SIS operation must be verified if pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600

psia, or if containment pressure increases to 4 psig]. If safety injec-
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tion system operation has not commenced automatically when RCS pressure
Sis below [1600 psia], it must be manually actuated. This action allows

the RWT inventory to discharge into the RCS. An insufficient RCS inven-

tory may be associated with a loss of coolant accident, a steam generator

tube rupture, a control system malfunction or an excessive heat removal

event. Safety injection system flow rate will follow the RCS pressure

according to the SIS delivery curves (see Figure 10-3). The SIS and

charging flowrate should be checked and maximized relative to RCS pres-

sure to enhance RCS inventory replenishment and/or core heat removal.

2. If pressurizer-pressure goes below [1300 psia] following receipt of an

SIAS, then all four RCPs must be tripped. Two RCPs may have been tripped

already in the Standard Post Trip Actions. In this case, the operator
would simply trip the remaining two RCPs. Sihce" pro- oh -ed:RCpToperat*ion

Lduri.ng- LOCAs-of certain si-ze. and 1locationo.--r¢tWdd -i-l i1 'ldt. -cra t.s tiih-•t e
•ge'iof- he- even •-tri ppi 11 four-RCPs-- ensures--a-c6nervative

.- K. This is due to the fact that, when the

operators implement the FRG they have not determined what event is
0 occurring. An LOCA may be the lone event which is occurring or it may be

occurring in conjunction with other event(s). Since operators-_can-nWib-e
surewhat _ventis- occurring - they are -instructed to trip- all--RCPs

-_h-he-hever th6ey are implemenrting theFRG

1to l5sstharijf .lo . fofiowiri4-n SIAS. This is a conservative

approach designed to satisfy worst case analysis.

If an SIAS has been initiated and the SIS is operating, then it must

continue to operate at full capacity until SIS termination criteria are
met. For most LOCAs the SIS will run continuously for a long period of

time while RCS inventory, pressure, and heat removal control are being

regained. In some cases control of these three functions is not regained
during the accident and SIS runs at least for the duration of the

recovery period. Early termination is expected only for a steam line

break, a spurious SIAS or if the leak is identified and promptly isolated

(e.g., a stuck open PORV is blocked).

0
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3. Termination of SIS should be sequenced by stopping one pump at a time

while observing the termination criteria. Throttling of HPSI flow is

permissible if it is feasible. SIS termination criteria are:

a) RCS is at least [20°F] subcooled (Figure 10-1). Establishing [20 0 F]

of subcooling ensures the fluid in the core is subcooled, and
provides sufficient margin for establishing flow should the [200 F]

subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured. Voids may exist in

-. -some parts of the RCS (e.g. reactor vessel head), but these are

permissible as long as core heat removal is maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"], and constant or increasing.

A pressurizer level greater than [100"] and constant or increasing

in conjunction with criterion a) above is an indication that RCS

inventory control has been established.

c) At least one steam generator is available of removing heat from the

RCS. Steam generator availability requires having feed flow and

*steam flow which are indications that primary to secondary heat

removal is possible.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is covered. An indication of core

coverage, in conjunction with the above criteria, serves as an

additional indication that RCS heat removal control has been

established.

If the above criteria are met, the operator may either terminate or

throttle the SIS. The operator may decide to throttle rather than

terminate if the SIS is to be used to control pressurizer level or plant
pressure. A general assessment of the SIS performance can be made from

the control room. The operator should confirm that at least one train

and preferably both trains of SIS are operating and that system delivery

rate is consistent with RCS pressure as shown in Figure 10-1. Injection

flow reates to each cold leg should be approximately equal; departures

from this would indicate a closed flow path or some system spillage.
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4. If the criteria of step 3 cannot be maintained, then the SIS pumps must
0be restarted.

5. With all RCPs stopped, then operation of two RCPs (in opposite loops)
should be attempted if the RCP restart criteria are met. Only one
reactor coolant pump in each loop should be operated to minimize heat
input to the RCS.

Determine whether RCP restart criteria are met by the following:

a) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the
RCS. A steam generator having feed flow and removing heat from the
RCS is an indication that primary to secondary heat removal is being
maintained.

b) Pressurizer level is greater than [200"] and not decreasing. A
higher pressurizer level will minimize the possibility of draining
the pressurizer due to loop shrinkage and/or steam void condensation

S is minimized and there is a greater likelihood of keeping the
pressurizer heaters covered. This will assist in maintaining
positive RCS pressure control. The criterion of pressurizer level
not decreasing implies that RCS inventory control has been estab-
lished.

c) The RCS is greater than or equal to [201F] subcooled. A subcooled
condition taken in conjunction with (b) above indicates that inven-
tory control has been established.

d) [All plant specific RCP operating criteria are satisfied before the
RCPs are restarted to prevent damage to RCP operation and damage
resulting from abnormal operating conditions. Following automatic
*or operator initiated containment isolation, reinstatement of
component cooling water to the RCPs should be considered in order to
ensure adequate RCP cooling.]

S
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6. Upon restarting two RCPs in opposite loops, pressurizer level and

pressure may decrease due to loop shrinkage and/or void condensation. It

is possible that this action will drain the pressurizer. Steam voids

present in the reactor vessel will condense upon restarting RCPs. [The

RVLMS should be monitored for the trending of reactor vessel liquid

level. This trending information may be correlated to pressurizer level

decrease.] RCP operation with a drained pressurizer may continue

provided certain actions are taken and certain criteria are satisfied.

The following constitute the actions to be taken and the criteria to be

satisfied when restarting RCPs:

a) Start one RCP in each loop.

b) [Ensure proper RCP operation by monitoring RCP amperage and pump

NPSH. NPSH is determined by pressurizer pressure and corresponding
T on Figure 10-1.]

c) Operate all available HPSI and charging pumps until pressurizer
level is restored to greater than [100"] and SIS termination

criteria are met.

7. If all RCPs are stopped, then verify that natural circulation is being

maintained in at least one loop by the following:

a) Loop AT (TH - Tc) less than normal full power AT;

b) Cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing;

c) Hot leg temperatures stable (i.e. not steadily increasing) or slowly

decreasing;

d) No abnormal differences between TH RTDs and [core exit

thermocouples]. Hot leg RTD temperature should be consistent with

the core exit thermocouples. Adequate natural circulation flow

ensures that [core exit thermocouple] temperatures will be

approximately equal to the hot leg RTDs temperature within the

0
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bounds of the instrument's inaccuracies. Anabnorrna]differe -

:between T_-and the CETs ]Is greater than -[1O'.F]..-'

Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,
primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flow resistance, and voiding.
Component elevations on C-E plants are such that satisfactory natural
circulation decay heat removal is obtained by fluid density differences
between the core region and the steam generator tubes. Natural
circulation flow should occur within 5-15 minutes after the RCPs were
tripped. The RCS temperature response during natural circulation will
usually be -slow (5-15 minutes) as compared to forced flow system response
time of.6-12 seconds.

8. If the criteria of step 7 are not met, then ensure RCS Inventory and
pressure, and S/G steaming and feeding are being controlled properly, in
an attempt toestablish and maintain one or multi-phase natural
circulation.

9. Steam generator heat removal should be performed by feeding the steam
generators with main or auxiliary feedwater and dumping steam to the
condenser via the turbine bypass system. If the condenser or turbine
bypass system is not available, the next order of priority for discharging
steam would be to use the atmospheric dump valves.

10. [To avoid damage to the steam generator feed ring the operator should
control the auxiliary feed system.
if feed flow has not been interrupted, then the feed ring is assumed to be
filled and the operator should maintain S/G. water level in the hot zero
power band.
If feed flow has been interrupted and steam generator level is below the
feed ring the operator should limit feedwater flow to 150 gpm per affected
S/G for five minutes, or until an increase in S/G level has been
observed.
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There is no analytical correlation between feedwater flow rate and theS conditions to preclude feed ring failure. hAifl .t f_ girha b6ee

:re•mmeded. as-ia iprocedural lii t.based on .the face that-no-sign~ificant
--water -hammer _has bee-obServe& during. testing oopeat th fl f1ow.

rate'softhat-brder. Additionally, 150 gpm has been traditionally

accepted as a flow limit by industry and the NRC for water protection.
'•The_ fi ve-.miiu~t b-ur]t]i6b 'of this l.imited -flow-is--conser-fftii T 7..a-ed-o
It~c- te-rfilltime _fi te .35 gallo rfeed ri•g._ In the event that

refilling of portions of the main feedwater piping must be considered

this time would have to be adjusted accordingly.]

11. The available condensate inventory should be monitored and replenished
from available sources as necessary to continually provide a source for a

secondary heat sink. Example of alternate sources of condensate are
nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.
Plant specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

cited in the plant specific procedure.

12. If all feedwater is lost (both main and auxiliary), then certain
activities.should be performed to keep the plant in a stable condition.
These activities are listed below.

a) Stop all RCPs to minimize heat input to the RCS.

b) To conserve steam'generator inventory, any cooldown is stopped.

c) If in operation, the steam generator blowdown system, secondary

sampling system or any other nonvital secondary discharge must be
secured. Until feedwater is reestablished, the steam generator
water inventories must be conserved.

d) The operator should attempt to restore the correct operation of the

main or auxiliary feedwater system to provide a primary decay heat

sink for a controlled RCS and Core Heat Removal to meet the success
criteria of this recovery action guideline.
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A moderate rate of increase in steam generator water level is

sufficient to restore S/G level. If the refill rate is too fast,

excessive cooldown of the RCS and shrinkage of RCS inventory may

result. Consequently, the pressurizer level may fall below that

required to maintain a bubble for pressure control. An adequate

rate for restoring S/G level is determined by operating experience.

e) If both main and auxiliary feedwater cannot be restored, then all

plant specific sources of feedwater which could be made available to

replace steam generator boil-off should be implemented. Examples of

alternate sources of feedwater are fire pumps, condensate pumps,

portable pumps, etc. When developing plant procedures, alternate

sources of feedwater should be identified and their use should be

indicated in the plant specific procedures. Guidelines on steam

generator depressurization should be developed for those cases when

the operator is relying on low pressure sources of feedwater as a

backup feedwater supply.

13. If no feedwater is available, then the operator is directed to another

heat removal success path ([PORVs]) which does not require feedwater.

14. If the [refueling water tank] level falls to [10%], then initiation of
recirculation should be verified. If necessary, recirculation should be

initiated manually one SIS train at a time. Recirculation is actuated

either automatically or manually in order to maintain a continuous flow

of safety injection fluid to the RCS (required for inventory control) and

a continuous flow of containment spray water (required for containment

temperature and pressure control). [If the automatic or manual

initiation of the RAS does not automatically close RWT outlet valves,

these must be manually closed to isolate the RWT from the SIS pumps.

Furthermore, sump level should be checked prior to and at the transfer of

suction sources. An LOCA outside of containment could result in

inadequate containment sump inventory to allow recirculation. The

operator should monitor an increasing trend in containment sump level
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that corresponds to the decreasing trend in RWT level. These actions
prevent the inadvertent air binding of the safety injection pumps.]

The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.

A possible complication of a premature RAS is the pumps' suction being
aligned to a dry sump, consequently air binding the pumps and loosing

both heat removal loops. In addition, for events where high containment
pressure is present, the check valves in the RWT outlet line may be

forced shut and the RWT fluid will remain unavailable while the
containment is pressurized unless the containment can be isolated and the

SIS suction piping depressurized.

15. After the switch to recirculation, the HPSI pump flows are monitored in

order to ensure that HPSI pump miniflow requirements are met to avert any
possible permanent HPSI pump damage. If they are not met, the operator

should turn off the charging pumps one at a time until the miniflow
requirements are met. If they are still not met with all the charging
pumps off and two HPSI pumps are operating the operator turns off the
HPSI pump with the lower flow. One HPSI pump should be left operating at

all times, unless SIS termination criteria are met.

0
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After implementing the above actions, RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied
if:

a) At least one steam generator has level:
i) within the normal level band with feedwater available to

maintain the level
or

ii) being restored by feedwater flow > [150 gpm]
and

b) [CET] temperatures <[7000F] or decreasing
and

[All available charging pumps are operating and] the
c) SIS pump(s) are injecting water into the RCS per Figure 10-3 (unless

SIS termination criteria are met).

When the SIS is operating, it should be delivering flow which corresponds to
RCS pressure. If delivery flow is equal to or greater than that of Figure

10-3, then SIS performance is adequate. [7000 F] is the plant specific temper-
Wature which will not be exceeded if accident recovery is proceeding as antici-

pated. If [CET] temperatures are > [700*F], then a decreasing trend indicates
accident mitigation. At least one steam generator level in the normal band or
being restored is indication of the ability to remove heat through the steam
generator(s).

S

A
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HR-4: RCS and C6'te. Heatz Rem~ova. viZa Onc~e Th.,wugh Cooting

If steam generators are not available, heat can be removed from the core by a
flushing SIS flow through the core and discharging into the containment

through a pressure boundary opening such as a primary relief valve (or a break
in the RCS if there is one).

.1

Opewato'L Acitons

1. If pressurizer pressure decreases to [1600 psia or, if containment
pressure increases to 4 psig], then SIAS initiation should be verified.
If it has not occurred, then manually initiate an SIS.

2. If.pressurizer pressure goes below [1300 psia] following receipt of an
SIAS, then all four RCPs must be tripped. Two RCPs may have been tripped'
already in the Standard Post Trip Actions. In this case, the operator
would simply trip the remaining two RCPs. Since prolonged RCP operation
during LOCAs of certain size and location could result in increasing the

severity of the event, tripping all four RCPs ensures a conservative
approach to event recovery. This is due to the fact that, when the
operators implement the FRG they have not determined what event is
occurring. An LOCA may be the lone event which is occurring or it may be
occurring in conjunction with other event(s). Since operators cannot be
sure what event is occurring, they are instructed to trip all RCPs
whenever they are implementing the FRG and pressurizer pressure decreases
to less than.[1300 psia] following an SIAS. This is a conservative
approach designed to safety worst case analysis.

3. Once-through-cooling through an RCS pressure boundary opening is
established in the following manner. All operating RCPs are stopped
since an LOCA or sustained -opening-of-the [PORVs-._will probablyý relt -I

zsaturation--conditi6ns in the..RCSwhi ch i s.. not- a des i rablief-luidcondi- t b
p-fo RCP _e.iton.-.-..All available SIS and charging pumps are started and

the [PORV's] are opened (unless there is already an adequate opening in
the RCS for once-through-cooling as there would be if a large break had
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occurred). This provides the path and motive force for core flushing and
0will reduce RCS temperature since cooler safety injection fluid is

replacing the hot RCS fluid leaving through the opening. This cooling
could also take place through a break in the RCS boundary. -An-a-aat-

Ibize b6ýea~k foiý' adeqyate 'cor-e -cool ing-- - reult in an-rdtiai-R-CZ

4. If once through cooling has been established, then the SIS must continue
to operate unless the following criteria are satisfied:

a) [CET] temperature is less than [7000 F]

b) RCS is at least [201F] subcooled (Figure 10-1). Establishing [20OF3

subcooling prevents void formation in the core when SIS flow is
terminated, and provides sufficient margin for establishing flow
should the [20*F] subcooling deteriorate when SIS flow is secured.
The [200 0 ] subcooled limit minimizes the effects of PTS.

c) Pressurizer level is greater than [100"] and is constant or
increasing. A pressurizer level greater than [100"] and responding
normally ensures the RCS inventory control has been established.

d) At least one steam generator is available for removing heat from the
RCS. A steam generator available for removing heat from the RCS

ensures that primary to secondary heat removal is being maintained.
A steam generator available includes feedwater available for
removing heat from the generator and a method for removing steam
(e.g. atmospheric dump valves, etc).

5. The SIS must be restarted if the criteria in step 4 cannot be maintained.
This provides a sufficient margin for restoring once-through-cooling and
minimizes the possibility of void formation in the core.

6. If the [refueling water tank] levels falls to [10%], then initiation of
recirculation should be verified. If necessary, recirculation should be
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initiated manually one SIS train at a time. Recirculation is actuated
either automatically or manually in order to maintain a continuous flow

of safety injection fluid to the RCS (required for inventory control) and

a continuous flow of containment spray water (required for containment

temperature and pressure control). [If the automatic or manual

initiation of the RAS does not automatically close RWT outlet valves,

these must be manually closed to isolate the RWT from the ECCS pumps.
Furthermore, sump level should be checked prior to and during the

transfer of suction sources. An LOCA outside of containment could result
in inadequate containment sump inventory to allow recirculation. The

operator should monitor an increasing trend In containment sump level

that corresponds to the decreasing trend in RWT level. These actions

prevent the inadvertent air binding of the safety injection pumps.]

The operator should be cautioned against prematurely initiating an RAS.

A possible complication of a premature RAS is the pumps' suction being

aligned to a dry sump, consequently air binding the pumps and loosing

both heat removal loops. In addition, for events where high containment

pressure is present, the check valves in-the RWT outlet line may be

forced shut and the RWT fluid will remain unavailable while the

containment is pressurized unless the containment can be isolated and the

SIS suction piping depressurized.

7. After the switch to recirculation, the HPSI pump flows are monitored in

order to ensure that HPSI pump miniflow requirements are met to avert any

possible permanent pump damage. If they are not met, the operator should

turn off the charging pumps or HPSI pumps (turn off the HPSI pump with

the lower flow) one at a time until the miniflow requirements are met.
One HPSI pump should be left operating at all times unless SIS

termination criteria are met'(Step 3).

0
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After implementing the above actions, RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied

.if:

a) [Core exit thermocouple] temperature < [7000 F] or decreasing

and
b) [All available charging pumps are operating and] the SIS pump(s) are

injecting water into the RCS per Figure 10-3 (unless SI termination

criteria are met)

and

c) Pressurizer pressure is less than [1300 psia] or decreasing

SIS performance is judged by comparing delivery flow to RCS pressure. If flow
is equal to or greater than that shown on Figure 10-3, SIS performance is

adequate. [7000 F] is a plant specific temperature which corresponds to the
highest temperature which will not be exceeded if accident mitigation is

proceeding as expected. If [CET] temperatures are greater than [7000 F], then

a decreasing trend is indicative of recovery. RCS pressure less than the HPSI
pump shutoff head ([1300 psia]) or decreasing is indicative of conditions

0where SIS can deliver to the RCS.
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HR-5: RCS and Core Heat Remova2 via the Shutdown Cooting, SyAstem

If the RCS is cooled to at least [300*F] and depressurized to at least [300

psia], then it may be possible to use the SCS for RCS heat removal.

Opekator Actions

1. The operator should determine if SCS operation criteria are met. If

pressurizer level is stable (greater than [100"], the pressurizer and/or

HPSI pumps are maintaining system pressure such that RCS hot and cold leg

temperatures are at least [200 F] below saturation temperatures for

pressurizer pressure, and the steam generators are available (steam flow

and feed flow) to reduce the RCS temperature to the shutdown cooling

entry value, SCS operation may be appropriate if the SCS is available.

'Before the SCS is operated, RCS activity levels must be determined since

the RCS fluid will not be circulated outside of the containment building.

The operator must decide whether to circulate high activity RCS coolant -

outside containment if high.activity is present and such alrinhas

0 the potential for release to the environment. .If-the-potent-ial-for . -

sJigni-f icant ireleases-s--exi sts,-. i-t-may -be -more des-i rabl e-t-to -continue"PcoI ng"

iith-the -steam generator.. The condensate inventory must be checked to

ensure that the supply is sufficient to cool down the plant to SCS entry

conditions or continue cooling the RCS. Other plant specific

prerequisites for SCS operations must be considered (e.g. component

cooling water, instrument air and valve control power).

If SCS operation is determined to be appropriate, then the SIS (if

operating) is aligned for cold leg injection and the RCS is cooled down

and depressurized as follows. If necessary, RCS hot leg temperature

should be cooled to at least [3000 F] and depressurized to at least [300

psia]. The RCS is depressurized to [300 psia] or less by using auxiliary

spray. Depressurization may also be accomplished by stopping charging

pumps, or stopping or throttling HPSI pumps. If auxiliary spray is used,

the difference between the pressurizer temperature and the auxiliary

spray water temperature should be maintained below [2000 F] if possible.
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If RCS inventory control is satisfactory, auxiliary spray water

temperature may be increased by increasing letdown flow or reducing

charging flow which will increase the regenerative heat exchanger outlet

temperature. Other plant specific methods to increase auxiliary spray

water temperature may be used. If auxiliary spray is used when a [200*F]

or more difference exists, then such a cycle must be recorded as per

Technical Specifications. The number of such cycles should be minimized.

[Another operational alternative for the RCS pressure reduction is to

throttle the HPSI pumps and adjust charging pump flow (if the pressurized

is solid) to maintain level and control pressure.]

2. Any time it is found that voiding is causing the RCS to remain

pressurized above the SCS entry pressure, when SCS operation is desired,

then an attempt at elimination of the voiding should be made.

The operator should monitor for the presence of voids. Voiding in the -

RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications, parameter

changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,

b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expected

while operating pressurizer spray,

c) [the RVLS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel].

d) CHJTC unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated K

conditions in the reactor vessel upper head]. A

3. If voiding should be eliminated, then proceed as follows:

a) Letdown is isolated or verified to be isolated to minimize further

inventory loss,

b) The depressurization is stopped to prevent further growth of the

void and, if required, the RCS is repressurized to >[20*F]

subcooling.
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c) Pressurizing and depressurizing the RCS within the limits of Figure

10-1 may condense the void. Pressurizing has the effect of filling

the voided portion of the RCS with cooler fluid which will remove
heat from the region. Subsequent depressurization and a repeating

of this process several times will cool and condense the steam void.

In the case of a void in the reactor vessel, the
pressurization/depressurization on cycle will produce a fill and

drain of the reactor vessel. The pressurization/depressurization

cycle may be accomplished using pressurizer heaters and spray

(preferred level [and the RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory.

This will assist the operator in assessing the effectiveness of void

elimination.

d) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, and voiding is

suspected to exist in the (isolated) steam generator tubes, then

cool the (isolated) steam generator (by steaming or blowdown, and/or

feeding) to condense the tube bundle void. This will be effective

for condensing steam voids but will not have an effect on

0non-condensible gases trapped in the tube bundle. A buildup of

non-condensible gases in the tube bundle will not hinder natural

circulation even with a large number of the tubes blocked. This is

due to the small amount of heat transfer area required for the

removal of decay heat. Monitor pressurizer level for trending of

RCS inventory. This will assist the operator in assessing the

effectiveness of void elimination.

e) If indications of unacceptable RCS voiding continue, then voiding

may be caused by non-condensible gases. [Operate the pressurizer

vent and/or the reactor vessel head vent to clear trapped

non-condensible gases.] Monitor pressurizer level [and/or the

RVLMS] for trending of RCS inventory. This will assist the operator

in assessing the effectiveness of void elimination.

0
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4. When SCS entry conditions (RCS pressure <[300 psia] and RCS TH 1[300-F]
0 are established, then SCS operation is initiated per plant specific

operating Instructions.

5. [The safety injection tanks should be isolated, vented, or drained at a
RCS pressure of 250 psig to avoid introducing their nitrogen cover gas

into the RCS and increasing the severity of the event.]

6. [LTOP protection is instituted below 275*F to protect the primary pres-
sure boundary from low temperature brittle fracture.]

After implementing the above actions, RCS and Core Heat Removal is satisfied
if:

normal shutdown cooling system parameters exist.

That is, heat exchanger ATs, cooling water flows pump discharge heads, etc.
are expected for the plant conditions.

0
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Contilnuing MAton.6 6ox' RCS a.nd Cote Heat lReaovat

If the RCS and Core Heat Removal safety function is still in jeopardy, then

the operator must pursue RCS and Core Heat Removal and other jeopardized

functions simultaneously. If the HPSI and/or LPSI pumps are delivering flow

to the RCS per Figure 10-3, then the operator should evaluate the need and

feasibility of transferring additional heat through the steam generators by:

a) restoring the vital auxiliaries necessary to feed one or both steam

generators

b) using alternate means (e.g. fire water pump, non-grade A condensate,

etc.) to feed the S/G's

c) alternate means of operating steam dumps or turbine bypass valves or

other steam outlets.

If the HPSI and/or LPSI pumps are not delivering adequate flow to the RCS,

then the operator should evaluate ways of implementing one of the RCS and

core heat removal success paths by considering:9
* a) restoring necessary vital auxiliaries (control air, electrical, diesel

generator, etc.) to regain needed components or subsystems
Sb) manual operation of failed remotely operable valves

c) alternate success of water for S/G or RCS makeup

d) alternate means of steam discharge from the steam generators.

0
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page.2 of .4 Revision 02

SAFETY FUNCTIONS: Containment Isolation

SUCCESS PATH: Manual Isolation; CI-I

RESOURCE TREE: Tree F

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1.. If containment pressure/lncreases to [4 psig, or if pressurizer pressure

decreases to 1600-PM.i], Then verify initiation of containment isolation.

If required aUýtomatic initiation has not occurred or if containment

radiation levels exceed [plant specific limits], Then manually initiate

containment isolation.

2. If containmenlt isolation valves are not closed, Then attempt to close

these valves remote manually, or local manually, as appropriate.

3. If activity is detected in the steam plant, Then the operator should

identify the leaking steam generator(s), and attempt to isolate the steam

generator if plant conditions permit.

Acceptance CrL.Utkea jot Containment I1o&-ot.on: CI-1

1. Containment Isolation is satisfied if:

a. No steam plant activity alarms

and

NNo containment radiation alarmsT.
ano

Containment pjressure is less than [4 psig] 7l
or

b. Each containment penetration not required to be open has an

isolation valve closed.

*Step Performed Continuously.

FRG1020 CN-12 ev 0
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page 2 of ± Revision 02

If the above criteria are satisfied, Then proceed to the next safety

function in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to the Continuing Actions

for Containment Isolation.

I

S
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page ..3 of -2L Revision 02

SUPPLEMENTARV INFORMATION: CI-I

This section contains items which should be considered when implementing EPGs

and preparing plant specific EOPs. The items should be implemented as
precautions, cautions, notes, or in the EOP training program.

1. The closing of some containment isolation valves may cause the isolation

of vital auxiliaries (i.e. instrument air for valve opening/closing,
component cooling water to the RCPs or SCS, sampling, N2 supply, letdown,

blowdown) which could lead to equipment damage.

2. Local radioactivity levels should be determined before attempting any

local manual valve closure. Appropriate precautions should be taken if

high radiation levels exist.

FR~3 J.u-~u~.1 LLN-1b~ Key. u~
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ContLnj!Zn9 Ac.tions SoJL Contoainment l5octation

If the acceptance criteria are not met, then containment isolation is still in
jeopardy. The operator must continue attempting to satisfy containment
isolation based on the following considerations:

a) The urgency of other safety functions in jeopardy.
b) The risk to plant personnel and the public of leaving certain

penetrations unisolated.
c) The feasibility of isolating the penetration by alternate methods.

0
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Baza6 jotr Containmnent 1.6oztaton

The containment isolation safety function is the closure of those valves

required to isolate the containment following an event characterized by an

increase in containment pressure and/or radioactivity levels, or an increased

risk of release of activity through a steam generator with leaking tubes. A

containment isolation excludes the isolation of those lines penetrating the

containment serving to mitigate the accident.

To achieve isolation of those lines penetrating containment
required for operation of the engineered safety feature and

order to minimize a release of radioactive materials to the
following method is available:

that are not

other systems in

atmosphere, the

CI-I: Containment Isolation via Manual Isolation

The bases for the operator actions required for implementing the methods'
listed above are detailed as follows:

s
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Ct-i: ContaiZnmen~t IUotation via Matnat~ is.otatiok

Containment isolation is necessitated when a risk to plant personnel and/or

the public exists from leaving containment penetrations unisolated. This may

include the potential release of radionuclides from a steam generator with

leaking tubes.

Ope.ato. Ac.tionz

1. If containment pressure increases to [4 psig, or if pressurizer pressure

decreases to 1600 psia], then the automatic initiation of containment

isolation is verified. If containment radiation exceed plant specific

limits, the containment should be isolated. If it is necessary to close

the containment isolation valves by manually initiating a containment

isolation actuation signal, this action is taken. At some plants,

containment isolation is actuated on a pressurizer pressure decrease to

[1600 psia] or containment radiation alarms.

2. If the containment isolation actuation signal (either automatic or remote

manual) has failed to cause a closure of the required isolation valves,

then they are manually closed by all means possible.

3. If activity is detected in the steam plant, then this usually means that

at least one steam generator has tube leaks. The operator, should attempt

to identify the affected (or most affected, if both S/Gs have leaks) by

sampling and other plant specific means. If the steam generator is not

required to remove heat from the RCS (i.e. the other steam generator is

available or some other heat removal path is available), that steam

generator (or the most contaminated steam generator, if both are leaking)

should be isolated. The- operator mu t weighle -_impaci --RCS- and- -Core'

-HeaZR~m~gal.l f removing an--S/G from operation- against -the- pot-enjia] -for ....

. efease of--radionuclides- to-the environment;--
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* After implementing the above actions, Containment Isolation is satisfied if

there are:

a) No steam plant activity alarms

and

No containment radiation alarms

and

Containment pressure <[4 psig]

or
b) Each containment penetration not required to be open has an isola-

tion valve closed.

[4 psig] is the plant specific CIAS setpoint. Each plant should specify which

containment radiation levels or alarm setpoints warrant containment isolation.

If a plant has an automatic CIAS on containment radiation, this value should

be used as the criterion. Activity in the steam is usually a symptom requir-

ing steam generator isolation. Containment penetrations required for essen-

*tial services such as cooling water to the RCPs or SIS function need not be

isolated when containment isolation is called for. The operator must be alert

to the possibility that any unisolated penetration may be a potential path for

release of fission products.
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Continwtng Ac~tion46 Fot Con~tainme~nt Iizo~tatn

If containment isolation is still in jeopardy, then the operator must evaluate

whether to continue attempting to satisfy containment isolation or go to the
next safety function in jeopardy, while continuing to attempt restoration of

containment isolation. This decision should be based on risk to plant

personnel and the public, the urgency of other safety functions in jeopardy,

and the feasibility of restoring equipment to restore success paths.

S
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
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SAFETY FUNCTION: Containment Temperature and Pressure Control

SUCCESS PATH: Containment Fans; CTPC-1
RESOURCE TREE: Tree G

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. [Verify automatic operation of the containment fan cooling system at the
plant specific setpoint. If at least 2 containment fans are not running
in slow, Then they should be started manually].

2. Ensure cooling water is aligned to the containment fan cooling system.

AccLptace C4Ztexa• 6ot ContoJJrnent Temrpepiatue and Prszuxe Controt: CTPC-1

1. Containment Temperature and Pressure Control is satisfied if:

a. Containment temperature is less than [2401F]

and

b. Containment pressure is less than [1.5 psig]

If the above_ criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function
in jeopardy.

If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to CTPC-2 on Resource

Tree G. -

*Step Performed Continuously.0
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE FUNCTIONAL

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page__.2 of 4 Revision 02

SAFETY FUNCTION:

SUCCESS PATH:

RESOURCE TREE:

Containment Temperature and Pressure Control

Containment Spray; CTPC-2

Tree G

0

0

OPERATOR ACTIONS

*1. If containment pressure increases to [10 psig], Then verify actuation of

a CSAS.

If containment spray does not initiate automatically, Then manually

initiate containment spray.

2. If a CSAS has been actuated and containment pressure subsequently falls

below [7 psig], Then containment spray may be terminated. Upon

termination it must be realigned for automatic operation. [It may be

desirable to operate containment spray to control containment atmospheric

iodine concentrations].

Aeaeptance C'itertia jo Cbntainment Temp"vAe and Pressure ControZ; CTPC-2

1. Containment Temperature and Pressure Control is satisfied if:

a. Containment spray flow is greater than [1500 gpm] (per spray

header)

and

b. Containment temperature and pressure are constant or decreas-

ing.

If the above criteria are met, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.

*Step Performed Continuously.

FR~ 10-210 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term
Actions.

2. If the above criteria are not met, Then proceed to Continuing Actions for
Containment Temperature and Pressure Control.

0
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page.._4 of -.L Revision o2L..

Continuing Action4 Jot Containment TempvetAe and Presume Cont&lZ

If Containment Temperature and Pressure Control is not satisfied, then the

operator must go on to other jeopardized safety functions and continue

pursuing this safety function based on these considerations:

a) Rate of change of containment temperature and pressure, and

potential for damage, to the containment.
b) The urgency of other jeopardized safety functions.

c) The feasibility of restoring function to a success path by:
i) restoring the vital auxiliaries necessary to operate components

or systems in the success paths

ii) manual operation of valves

iii) use of alternate components to implement a success path.

0
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Ba.6e,6 6o& Contv~nnien-t Tempe'wtu~e and P~e,6.6uAe Con-tkot

The purpose of the Containment Temperature and Pressure control safety
function is to prevent damage to the containment building which provides a

barrier to fission product release to the general public.

To achieve control of containment temperature and pressure, the following two

methods are available:

CTPC-1: Containment Temperature and Pressure Control via Containment
Fans, No Containment Spray

CTPC-2: Containment Temperature and Pressure Control via the

Containment Spray and/or Containment Fans

The bases for the operator actions required for implementing each of the

methods listed are detailed as follows:

0
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CTPC-1: Conta•n•eAt Twmp twLe. and P?'esure ContAot via Containment Fan.s, No

Con-Lnent Spy......

Heat may be removed from the containment to reduce temperature and,

subsequently, pressure by use of the containment fan cooling system.

Opekrto. Ac.•on,6

1. The containment fan cooling system removes heat from the containment by

passing containment air through heat exchangers cooled by the component

cooling water system. [Two fan coolers running on slow are required to

provide post-accident heat removal capability. Each plant should enter

the required containment fan cooling scheme for their plant for accident

conditions. These two fans should start automatically. If not, they

should be started manually and run on slow.]

2. Cooling water, supplied to the containment fan cooling system, is

required to ensure that a heat sink is available for removing the

containment heat blown by the fan coolers. Once, the heat is absorbed by

the component cooling water system, it may be transferred outside

containment to an ultimate heat since (cooling towers, spray pond, etc).

After implementing the above actions, Containment Temperature and Pressure

Control is satisfied if:

a. Containment temperature <[240'F]

and

b. Containment pressure <[1.5 psig]

For any event, containment pressure and temperature should ideally be below

these limits. However, if they are not, the operator must continue pursuing

achievement of this function by engaging the operation of additional

containment temperature and pressure reducing equipment and systems.
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CTPC-2: Containment Tempew.ctwue and P?'zue Con~tow via Contanment Spoaj

and/or Con~&Zinnent Fan•

The containment spray system removes heat from the containment by spraying

water droplets throughout the containment atmosphere. This condenses steam

and cools the air, subsequently reducing containment pressure.

Opetator Ac-t.o

1. Operation of this system is required once containment pressure increases

to [10 psig]. Operation should commence automatically upon receipt of a

containment spray actuation signal; otherwise a manual CSAS should be

initiated. In the event a manual CSAS does not start containment spray

system operation, the system should be aligned and the pumps started

manually.

2. Before- terminating corftainment spray, the operator must verify that

containment pressure Is below [7 psig]. Termination may be useful to

recover from the LOCA since continuous use of the containment sprays may

impact the operation of equipment inside containment. Since the

containment pressure may increase again, the containment spray system

should be realigned for automatic operation when it is terminated.

[Containment Spray System operation may also be desirable when in

conjunction with the iodine removal system in the event of an iodine

buildup in containment. To minimize the radionuclide releases to the

environment following an RCS boundary break and/or core damage, it is

desirable to keep the radionuclides inside the containment. Iodine is

the nuclide of greatest concern. The iodine removal system (IRS) may be

aided by the containment spray system (CSS) to remove iodine from the

containment atmosphere. Since iodine may be released to the containment

atmosphere at various times following event initiations, (e.g., released

directly from the core in a large LOCA; reevolved from iodine plated out

on containment surfaces; or released during reactor vessel venting to the

containment) and since the CSS is activated automatically on containment

pressure, its actuation may not correspond to the time of peak
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containment iodine levels (if 'it is actuated at all). The CSS may be run
to reduce containment airborne iodine to acceptable or minimum levels

unless the following indicate otherwise:]

[1. If there were a leak in containment below sump water level, it

might be more desirable to leave the iodine atmospherically

suspended.

2. If sump water is highly radioactive, it may not be desirable to

circulate it outside the containment.]

[For those IRS's using hydrazine, it may be necessary to further increase

sump water pH (beyond that achieved by trisodium phosphate in the sump)

to increase long-term (4 hours post-LOCA) iodine retention in the sump.

An alternate method of adding a pH buffer (typically sodium hydroxide) is

by establishing a flowpath with the charging pumps.]

After implementing the above actions, Containment Temperature and Pressure

Control is satisfied if:

a. Containment spray flow is greater than [1500 gpm] (per spray header)

and

b. Containment temperature and pressure are constant or decreasing.
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Continuing Acti2ons Fo&r Containmnen~t Tempekoatvte/P,%e6uAeCon~t'~oZ

If containment temperature and pressure are not being controlled, then the
operator must continue pursuing satisfaction of this function as well as other
jeopardized safety functions.

0
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE RECOVERY GUIDELINE

GUIDELINES Page -1- of -L. Revision X.

SAFETV FUNCTION: Containment Combustible Gas Control
SUCCESS PATH: [Plant Specific Method, Insert Here]; CCGC-1
RESOURCE TREE: Tree H

OPERATOR ACTOiNS

1. [Plant specific actions, insert here].

Acptance CAL~e'.t 4o't Conotaimen-t Combust.ibte GO.. Con-ttoZ;- CCGC-1:

Hydrogen concentration is less than [2%].

If the above criterion is satisfied, Then proceed to the next safety function

in jeopardy.
If all safety functions are being satisfied, Then implement the Long Term

Actions.

FRG 10-218 CEN-152 Rev. 02
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Bazae jo' Contminmen-t Coinbu.6~tibte Gaz Contt'ot

CCGC-1: Containment Combuztibbe Gaz ConioZ

Ope'w.to4% Action.6

1. [Plant specific actions, insert here]

After implementing the above action(s), Containment Combustible Gas Control is

satisfied if:

Hydrogen concentration is <[2%].

A hydrogen concentration of 2% is 50% of the flammability concentration in

air. Hydrogen in the containment is indicative of a primary system leak into

containment and may also be indicative of core damage. The explosive hazard

which may exist in the containment could present a threat to containment

integrity.

0
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LONG TERM ACTIONS

In this section the operator continues to periodically verify the adequate

maintenance of safety functions, assesses the status of the plant, and
implements the appropriate optimal recovery guideline, if possible.

*1. Compare plant indications .against the acceptance criteria of the FRG

Safety Functions Status Check for the success paths currently in use for

each safety function.

If any success paths do not meet the acceptance criteria, Then go to the

appropriate resource assessment tree to fulfill the jeopardized safety

function.

*2. Verify present plant status. This entails the identification of the

following:

a) Present RCS conditions (inventory, temperature, pressure,

radioactivity levels, etc.)

b) Success paths in use for fulfilling each safety function

c) Adequacy of core cooling

d) Plant area radiation levels

e) Rates of radioactivity release to the environment

*3. If a specific event (e.g., LOCA, LOFC, LOF, etc.), or the cause of the

transient, can be identified, Then further guidance for casualty

management may be found in an Optimal Recovery Guideline (ORG).

4. Do not discontinue implementing a success path unless another equivalent

path has been verified ready for implementation.

*Step Performed Continuously.
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*5. Determine whether a cooldown to cold shutdown is necessary and if it is,

is it feasible and/or urgent. Consider the following:

a) Available condensate inventory and ability to replenish inventory
b) Rate of release of radioactivity to the environment
c) Failed equipment, or conditions, which may prevent or inhibit a

cooldown (e.g., loss of all pressurizer sprays, inability to dump
steam, RCS voiding)

d) Availability of electrical power to key equipment (e.g., diesel
generator, offsite power, battery endurance)

e) Other vital auxiliaries such as control air, cooling water, etc.
f) Availability and desirability of the shutdown cooling system (e.g.,

considering the ability to depressurize the RCS, adequacy of RCS
inventory for LPSI pump suction, desirability of circulating highly
radioactive coolant outside containment, etc.)

g) Personnel available, including technical support center and offsite
engineering

*Step Performed Continuously

0
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11.0 CEOG EPG VALIDATION

11.1 Introdu.ction

This section discusses the various activities conducted by the CEOG to valid-

ate the CEOG Emergency Procedure Guidelines. Validation of generic technical

guidelines is defined as any formal activities conducted to determine the

technical adequacy of the guidelines. The CEOG considers that it has con-

ducted the validation of these guidelines in four distinct ways:

1. Workshops

2. C-E Internal Technical Review

3. CEOG Review

4. Simulator Validation

Of course, the technical review conducted by the NRC could also be considered

to be part of the process of assuring the technical adequacy of the EPGs, but

that will not be documented here.

11.2 Wordzshops

A number of workshops (or technical review meetings) have been conducted for

the EPGs. These have taken place over a period of two years and have been

consistently attended by C-E and CEOG personnel with a wide variety of design,

analysis, training and operational expertise. A major objective of the

workshops was to systematically evaluate failures of systems used in miti-

gating events. Engineering judgement was used to decide the limit on the

number of multiple failures considered for each event.

The first series of workshops reviewed the EPGs and supporting best estimate

analysis (this material is contained in CEN-128, "Response of C-E NSSS to

Transients and Accidents") which constituted the CEOG response to Section

2.1.9 of NUREG-0578, "TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report and
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Short-Term Recommendations". Three workshops of three days each reviewed

CEN-128 before its submittal to the NRC. These meetings essentially conducted

a line-by-line review of the guidelines. The meetings were attended by

operations personnel from CEOG member utilities and design and analysis

personnel from C-E.

Following the submission of CEN-128, the workshop process was used a second

time to review and comment on improved emergency procedure guidelines based on

the currently NRC-approved LOCA guidelines, the C-E ICC operational guidance

and the emergency procedure guidelines in CEN-128. These improved guidelines

were designed to address multiple plant failures and to meet the requirement

of Item I.C.1 of NUREG-0737, "Clarification of the TMI Action Plan". The new

guidelines were contained in CEN-152, Revision 0, C-E Emergency Procedure

Guidelines.

Four CEOG workshops that were held during the first four months of 1981

provided information that included:

1. A critique of the event scenarios considered by or included in the

development of each emergency procedure guideline;

2. An identification and/or verification of expected equipment, instrument

or operator responses identified in the guidelines;

3. An evaluation of the operator reaction to the guidelines and their

feedback for further improvement;

4. An evaluation of the generic applicability of the guidelines and related

training materials;
5. Plant specific operational information related to events and malfunctions

beyond that considered in the typical plant design basis.

The information developed at a workshop was documented as an output of the

workshop process. Immediately following a workshop, the documentation was

issued to the participants to allow them to assess its accuracy and to provide

feedback on the proposed use of their information. Proposed changes and

additions to the emergency procedure guidelines and training information were

addressed at the beginning of the following workshop session.
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The CEOG workshops were each held for a three day period. Experts from C-E

and C-E Owners Group member utilities participated. Personnel attended from

the design, analytical, procedure development, and operational areas.

From the design area, C-E provided personnel experienced in the design,

procurement, installation, and initial operation of each NSSS sold by C-E.

Their experience included knowledge of emergency safeguards and auxiliary

components and systems. Their expertise included:

1. An equipment-level understanding of component and system functional

capabilities and their relationships to connected systems;
2. An understanding of component and system design bases;

3. Feedback of field operations from all operating C-E plants;

4. Related operating experiences (e.g., Navy, Army).

From the analytical area, personnel from C-E provided background transient and

accident information for incorporation in the guidelines. This information

included:

1. Evaluation and simulation results of probable event scenarios (greater

than 10-6/yr), including multiple equipment failures or operator errors;

2. Related sequence of events diagrams (SEDs) showing the step by step

success paths for automatic and operator initiated equipment operation

required to accomplish each safety function, as well as any alternative

paths available;
3. Related lists of the minimum required responses of various mitigating

systems, the expected ranges and trending of parameter variations, and

the expected response to control room instrumentation throughout the

event.

From the procedure development area, C-E and utility representatives provided

the basis for the format and content of the improved emergency procedure

guidelines. This information included:
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1. A justification of the overall format and detailed format (order of
presentation, use of charts, etc.) of the guidelines;

2. An evaluation of the level of detail and volume of information presented

to the operators;
3. An evaluation of the relationship of the emergency procedure guidelines

to existing guidelines, standards, etc.;
4. Direct input based on their experience in generating guidelines and

interacting with operators.

From the operations area, the utilities with C-E NSSSs provided the operators'
point of view. Their input included:

1. A critique of the event scenarios considered or included in the develop-

ment of each emergency procedure guideline;
2. An identification and/or verification of expected equipment, instrument,

or operator responses identified in the guidelines;
3. An evaluation of the anticipated operator reaction to the guidelines and

feedback for further improvement;
4. An evaluation of the generic applicability of the guidelines and related

training material.

A set of "What If" questions was developed and distributed for each guideline

prior to the discussion of the guideline in the workshops. The questions
dealt with both the technical content and the format of the respective guide-
line. The technically oriented "What If" questions stimulated discussion on

the adequacy of the guidelines in the area of multiple failures.

A typical workshop meeting would begin with an overview of the three day
agenda. The attendance included both C-E and the utility personnel and

totaled approximately twenty-five people. Because of the number of questions

involved, the workshop was divided into three groups. The "What If" questions
would be equally divided among the groups. Each group would address the
assigned questions and would also critique one of the major areas of the

guidelines. These critiques provided discussions on the consistency of
*information among the different sections of the guidelines, along with a check
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on consistency for the various guidelines. After completing the questions,

the three groups would meet as a whole and present the resolutions for their

respective questions. If the full group was not satisfied with an individual

group's response, further discussion would be generated and the question

resolved.

Another set of workshops took place when an adequate agenda was realized

during development efforts. The first of this workshop series took place in

the fall of 1981 and continued through the first two quarters of 1982. Each

workshop typically lasted two days and was attended by design, analysis and

training personnel from C-E and operations personnel from CEOG member util-

ities.

The topics of these workshops were as follows:

November, 1981: Current NRC regulations and proposed regulations and their

impact on EPG development.

January, 1982: 1) Restructuring the EPG system.such that the reactor

trip guideline became the entry point to the EPG

system from where a diagnosis is attempted and either

optimal or functional recovery guidelines are accessed.

2) Clarification of the scope and use of the safety

function status charts.

3) Restructuring the EPG system such that the actions

necessary to respond to an "anticipated transient

without scram" (ATWS) event are included in the

reactor trip guideline and in the Reactivity Control

section of the functional recovery guideline (a

separate ATWS guideline will not be included).

0
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4) Responding to technical comments resulting from the
S Operations Subcommittee review of the guideline

package.

5) CEOG responses to the September 15, 1981 NRC comments

on the EPGs.

March, 1982: 1) CEOG detailed review of EPG changes performed by C-E.

2) CEOG approval of an EPG simulator validation plan.

April, 1982: 1) CEOG technical review of draft EPGs to be submitted

to NRC on April 30, 1982.

2) CEOG review of simulator validation results and

approval of incorporation of results in the EPGs.

11.3 C-E InteLnat TechnieZ2 Review

As noted in Section 1.0, considerable technical investigation preceded the

development of the CEOG EPGs. Further technical development has proceeded in

parallel with EPG development. In order to ensure complete and correct

incorporation of this technical information in the EPGs, a technical review of

the EPGs was conducted by experts in relevant fields within C-E. Experienced

engineers familiar with the EPGs from the workshop process conducted the

review. These experts were in the LOCA analysis, non-LOCA safety analysis,

RCS design, mechanical design, auxiliary systems design, and training groups.

11.4 CEOG Review

In parallel with the C-E Internal Technical Review, CEOG member utilities

conducted a technical review. This review was performed by operations per-
sonnel not intimately involved with the EPG development, thus providing a

fresh look at the EPGs.

0
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11. 5 Siimu&to&'~ Vatida&in

The final form of validation employed with the EPGs was obtained through

exercising on a full scope simulator. The purpose of the simulator validation

was to test the technical completeness and correctness of the EPGs in a

realistic setting. Simulator validation took place in five phases:

1. Planning

2. Preparation and Training

3. Simulator Walkthrough

4. Simulator Drills

5. Evaluation and Incorporation of Results

0
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12.0 IMPLEMENTATION

12.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to provide guidance to the procedure writers to
assist in implementation of the CEOG EPGs. The process for development of
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) has been given much attention in the
industry. NRC guidance related to this subject is contained in NUREG-0899.
The Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) established the Emergency
Operating Procedures Implementation Assistance Program and published several
industry documents related to implementation. The theme of these documents is
to provide direction for translation of technical guidelines into EOPs using -

existing plant documentation.

12.2 PROCESS FOR EPG IMPLEMENTATION

Step 1: E6tabtiZsh Implementation Ptan

0The purpose of an emergency procedure implementation plan is to formalize the
process for converting generic guidance into an EOP format for application at
a specific utility. The method used will vary in approach for a given util-
ity, but the goal is a common one. That goal is to effectively translate the

generic C-E Emergency Procedure Guidelines into a usable, plant specific form.
Usable means that the results are technically sound, coherent in presentation,
operationally compatible, and acceptable to the operating staff.

The generic plan contained in this document provides a necessary degree of
freedom of application. While the elements of this plan are based on the

current industry and regulatory guidance, it is designed to accommodate
desired variations within the scope of what is acceptable for implementation

of plant specific EOPs.

Figure 12-1 illustrates the major activities and products for a typical
implementation plan.
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S~te~p 2; PJuepaJe P.&uvt SpeecZ~c W.'c..teL'6 Guide

Using generic writer's guides available throughout the industry, a plant

specific writer's guide is prepared. Procedure writing based on the prin-

ciples outlined in the writer's guide will result in the development of an EOP

system that complies with the current regulatory requirements for ensuring
proper mitigation of, and recovery from, emergency events. Examples of the

items that should be considered by the writer's guide are:

* General Guidance

. Presentation of Information and Readability

, Organization of EOPs

* Format of EOPs

* Style of Expression and Presentation

* Content of EOPs

• Control Room Staffi-ng and Division of Responsibilities

Step 3: E6tabl4h P4oceduILe W•tng Team

Figure 12-2 illustrates the flowpath and major blocks of information that are
required for detailed procedure writing activities. Care must be taken to

select an EOP writing team that, in the aggregate, is knowledgeable of the EPG
development process, human factors principles, plant design and operations,

and has suitable writing abilities. In addition, EOP writers should be
knowledgeable of existing plant procedures, the safety function concept, and

the EOP writer's guide.

Step 4: Deve•op Data Base

The foundation for effective EOPs is accurate and detailed information, much

of which is plant specific. One of the first activities of this plan is to

establish a complete data base. The data base consists of technical informa-

tion. The data base will be developed from utility documents which include:

9
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a) most recent P&IDs,
b) most recent electrical wiring diagrams and interconnecting wiring dia-

grams,

c) a complete set of existing normal, abnormal and emergency procedures,

d) general arrangement drawings,

e) some systems descriptions,

f) Technical Specifications (future or up to date),

g) technical manuals,

h) Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR),

i) plant specific transient analyses,

j) NRC documents (NUREGS, Notices, Bulletins, etc.)
k) operating experience reports,

1) Plant Design Change Requests,

m) licensing commitment letters,

n) EPG's presented in CEN-152, "The Combustion Engineering Emergency Proce-

dure Guidelines".

Step 5: Conduct P'oceduwre W'rZting

EOP writing should be conducted as directed by the utility writer's guide

using the procedure writing team. The product will be high quality emergency
procedures which are ready to be validated. While there is a certain amount

of flexibility in converting generic EPGs to plant specific EOPs, there are

certain elements that must be preserved. These are outlined in detail in

Section 12.3

Step 6: VeA.ijy EOP&

Verification is an evaluation of the technical correctness of the incorpora-

tion of plant-specific and generic information into plant-specific EOPs. The

evaluation should take the form of a documented comparison of the data base

documents and plant equipment including the control room layout to the plant

specific EOPs. The data base documents include those listed in Section 12.2

Step 4 of this plan. Areas of interest in the process include:
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• the accurate and complete translation of the EPGs

. the inclusion of all applicable EPG information

• the accurate reference to plant equipment

. the orderly and efficient flow of the EOPs

. the adherence to the precepts of the writer's guide

• the limitations of the operator with respect to task demands

The process should be conducted by one, or a combination, of the following:

* Control room walk-through

* Workshop review

* Desktop walk-through

Step 7: .Vatidate EOP.

Validation is the process where the EOPs are checked to determine if they are

usable during emergency conditions. By verifying that EOPs can be success-

fully used by operators during simulated events, assurance is provided that

the same holds true should a real emergency occur. In essence, validation is

a verification of the EOPs during dynamic conditions. The validation consists

of operating crews using the EOPs during simulated events. The usefulness of

the EOPs is determined by direct observation and debriefings. It is desirable

to perform this exercise on a plant specific simulator, although a generic

simulator, workshops, or desktop reviews may also be used.

In performing the EOP validation, it is first necessary to construct accident

scenarios. There are two major considerations here. The number of scenarios

should be large enough to sufficiently test the EOPs, but they must be de-

signed to be within the capability of the simulator. Figure 12-3 lists

typical scenario titles.

Any discrepancies identified during the process must be resolved.
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Figure 12-3
TYPICAL VALIDATION SCENARIOS

Turbine Trip

Reactor Trip (2 CEAs stuck out, letdown valve failure)

Loss of Condenser Vacuum
Loss of Main Feedwater (100% power)

Loss of Main Feedwater (30% power)

Excess Feedwater Flow

Loss of One Reactor Coolant Pump (high vibration)

Loss of Primary Coolant (small break)
Loss of Primary Coolant (large break)

Steam Generator Tube Rupture

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (leak in other steam generator)

Turbine Trip (stuck open turbine bypass valve)

Excess Steam Demand Event (large steam line break)

Loss of All Feedwater

Excess Steam Demand Event (with concurrent tube rupture in same

steam generator)

S
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S~tep 8: Contdu~ct TWainieng'

The operations staff, and other support staff, must be trained in the effec-
tive use of the EOPs prior to implementation. This will be done in accordance
with the plant as established in the procedures generation package.

Step 9: Utablish Admintta~tve Conmt'ot

The EOP system will be incorporated into the established document control
system except as noted in this plan which addresses:

• Revision, review, and approvals
• Distribution

* Supporting documentation

Experience feedback

12.3 ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF EPGs

The CEOG has expended considerable time and resources in developing the
emergency procedure guidelines contained in this report. While it is neces-
sary to allow for a certain amount of flexibility in converting EPGs to EOPs,
there are certain elements that must be retained in order to-maintain the
basic intent of the EPGs. In other words, if a participating utility wishes
to reference CEN-152, Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines,

certain elements must be preserved and any deviations from these elements must
be documented and justified. This section details those required elements.

The elements of the EPG system that must be preserved in the development of an
EOP system are:

. EPG system structure
* Event Strategy

. Safety Function Concept

. Safety Function Status Checks
* Success Paths
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These fundamental elements are described in the context of implementation in

the following sections.

12.3.1 Pte.ewmation oJ the EPG Sy.tern St,'uctuAe

The structure of the EOPs should be based on key principles that have been

identified in various industry documents. These key elements have been

addressed in the C-E EPGs and provide a suitable approach to format structure.

An overview of the EPG structure is illustrated in Figure 12-4.

The major elements in the structure of the EPGs are:

1) Standard Post Trip Actions (SPTA)

2) Diagnostic Aids

3) Optimal Recovery Guidelines (ORG)

4) Functional Recovery Guidelines (FRG)

The Standard Post Trip Actions consist of a procedure for evaluating the

status of each safety function along with standard post-trip actions which can

be quickly and easily performed to improve the status of functions in jeop-

ardy.

Following the Standard Post Trip Actions, Diagnostic Aids may be provided to

assist the operators in determining the type of event which is transpiring.

Depending on the operators' ability to diagnose, they will then select either

an Optimal Recovery Procedure (ORP) or the Functional Recovery Procedure

(FRP). The form of the diagnostic aids is the utility's preference. The EPGs

provide some examples in Section 3.0 and also make use of break identification

charts and safety function status checks.

ORPs will provide guidance which is event specific and contains all actions

necessary for recovery of the plant from a specific initiating condition. If

the operators have selected the FRP because they cannot diagnose the event, it

will provide action steps, based on the control of safety functions, to bring

the plant to a safe, stable condition. Each ORP should consist of the follow-

ing sections:
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Figure 12-4

OVERVIEW OF THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINE SYSTEM
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a) Purpose

b) Entry Conditions

c) Operator Actions
d) Supplementary Information

e) Safety Function Status Checks
f) Bases

12.3.2 Pfefvation oj Event StAategy

Considerable effort was expended developing the strategy for each EPG. The
strategy was based on the best available technical information and considera-
tion of safety functions. Guideline strategy is the mechanism for decision
making, for action step sequence, and to some extent, content. Each ORG

contains two strategy charts (one general, one detailed). Both charts illus-
trate the functional and temporal aspects in the careful design of the EPGs.
Figure 12-5 provides an example of a strategy chart. The strategy that is
illustrated in each ORG serves as a benchmark during Implementation.

0 12.3.3 Preuevaton oj Saejy Function Concept

A safety function is defined as one or more processes, or conditions, that
prevent core melt or minimize radiation releases to the general public. These
may result from automatic or manual actuations of systems, from passive system

performance, or from natural feedback inherent in the plant design. Taken
together, the safety functions comprise a complete set of processes, or condi-
tions, which must occur to ensure public safety.

The safety function concept incorporates a principle of safety function

hierarchy to help the operator mitigate the consequences of an event. Some
safety functions have precedence over others as far as implementing actions
associated with safety function fulfillment. Figure 12-6 summarizes the
hierarchy of safety functions as standardized in the CEN-152 guidance.
Application of the safety functions concept in a restructured format is

acceptable as long as the format contains actions and criteria necessary to
control, and fulfill, the individual safety functions. The safety function

0hierarchy of CEN-152 must be preserved. The ultimate goal is preserving the
health and safety of the public.
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Figure 12-5

EXCESS STEAM DEMAND EVENT RECOVERY STRATEGY CHART
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Figure 12-6

SAFETY FUNCTION HIERARCHY

REACTIVITY CONTROL

MAINTENANCE OF VITAL AUXILIARIES (AC AND DC POWER)

RCS INVENTORY CONTROL

RCS PRESSURE CONTROL

CORE HEAT REMOVAL

RCS HEAT REMOVAL

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE CONTROL

CONTAINMENT COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL
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Because safety functions are a complete set of all actions, or conditions,

which will ensure public safety, they form the foundation of all emergency

guidance.

In preparing procedure guidelines, the safety functions can be used to audit

the guidance to ensure that sufficient action steps to cover all relevant

safety functions exist.

12.3.4 Pruee/vatongn o4 Sacety Func.ti, on Statuw Checkz

Each guideline of the EPG system contains safety function status checks.

These have been provided to assist the control room team in maintaining an

overview of the plant while conducting the detailed activities required by the

guidelines. Emergency procedures must provide a mechanism which ensures that

the operators maintain an overview perspective of the plant. Safety function

status checks have been provided for this purpose.

Each ORG includes a safety function status check-which is used by the operator

to continually determine whether the safety functions are being adequately

fulfilled during the course of the event. Each ORG safety function status

check acceptance criteria are unique to that diagnosed event.

The FRG structure includes an expanded version of the Safety Function Status

Check format found in each ORG, which is used by the operator to continually

check the status of each safety function. Acceptance criteria for each

alternate safety function success path are listed. If the criteria for a

particular safety function can not be met, then further guidance can be found

in the applicable resource assessment tree.

12.3.5 Pe.'Lvation oj Succe. Paths6

Each safety function has more than one means of fulfillment. In other words,

there exists for each function more than one system or means of achieving

safety function acceptance criteria. Each of these means is termed a success

path. For example, reactivity control can be achieved by inserting control
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rods or by increasing RCS boron concentration. With respect to the latter,
Wthere are several methods of increasing RCS boron concentration. It is

important that the operator be aware of the various success paths associated

with each safety function. Emergency procedures must clearly indicate the

alternate means of satisfying each safety function.

12.4 C-E RECOMMENDATIONS FOR -PG IMPLEMENTATION

Geneiw2 Conside~ationz

Emergency procedures shall interface with, but not excessively overlap, the

actions and scope of other emergency procedures and the plant procedure

systems. Plant procedures needed for support of the EOPs must be revised as

necessary prior to implementation of the new EOP system. Established proce-

dures that are not needed due to EOP development should be eliminated.

Properly written procedures must be tailored to those who will use them and

the environment in which they will be used. Procedures must accommodate the

operators with consideration for range of capabilities of the operator, the
number of available operators, and for the range of task demands on the

operator. For example, some tasks require the operator to become the feedback

in the control loop (e.g., manual control of pressurizer level with the CVCS),

thereby demanding considerable attention to the task. Therefore, EOPs should
make minimum use of tasks which require considerable vigilance and discourage

the removal of systems from automatic control. EOPs must be usable by trained

personnel with a wide range of operating experience. EOPs must provide
adequate detail for the inexperienced operator while not distracting the

experienced operator with excessive information.

Format

Operator actions are selected and sequenced to address all relevant safety

functions in their order of importance to the event. Where appropriate,

alternate success path actions are included for use when primary success paths
have been unsuccessful. The page structure of each EOP should give considera-

tion for the following:
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• Title

• Page layout

* Procedure identification

• Step numbering

* Highlighting of imperative information

• Placekeeping aids

• Type style

* Information density

The following basic styles for EOPs are typically discussed:

1) Layered

2) Columnar

3) Narrative

4) Tabular

5) Pictorial (Logic Chart, Flow Chart, Resource Tree)

Each of these has application to different sections of the EOPs. Each style

is roughly distinguishable by spacing and level of detail. The spectrum of

applicable styles is encompassed by columnar on one side and narrative on the

other, with various shades of the layered format in between. A narrative
style provides instructions in sentence or short phrase form. Columnar

information is generally presented as key words and/or phrases which are left

margin justified. Layered uses a combination of key words and phrases in an

indented format such that greater detail is included in indented steps. This

allows the most experienced operators to follow the left most information

while less experienced personnel can get more detail as they need it from-the

indented paragraphs. Narrative is considered the style with the greatest

amount of detail. Some operations personnel consider this style "too wordy"

for efficient use as action steps in EOPs. Columnar information is generally

not detailed and takes the form of a list.

Maximum use of charts and diagrams should be made throughout the EOPs. Charts

and diagrams quickly, and accurately, deliver a large amount of technical

information without the need to read long explanatory narratives. They are

generally considered applicable for diagnostic aids, operating curves, and the

human factored display of complex information.
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Style also refers to the vocabulary used in wrfting procedures. The following

goals are desirable:

1) Common nuclear power industry nomenclature should be used,

2) Specific, unambiguous words should be used,

3) Established site terminology should be used,

4)
WARNING, CAUTION, NOTE

Statements should be

clearly emphasized

The placement of supplementary information (warning, caution, note) statements
can be determined by evaluating the importance, and the applicability, of the

statement. Some supplementary information may apply to the entire procedure
and may be included in a supplementary information section for the entire
procedure. Some of the supplementary information statements, will require

placement in the action statements section as-well due to their impact on

specific actions during an event.

12.5 DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT-SPECIFIC INFO1RMATION

Combustion Engineering developed an Emergency Procedure Guideline system on a

generic basis for the CEOG utilities. Generic guidelines were necessary
because the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) and Balance of Plant (BOP)
Systems vary from one plant to another. Information, other than the curves in

Sections 12.5.1, .2, and .3, which is plant specific in nature, has been
enclosed by a set of brackets, [ J. In order-to use these guidelines to

write the plant specific emergency procedures, all the information enclosed by
brackets and the plant specific curves, must be developed. This section

provides information to assist in determining the required information.

72.5.1 Dexivat•on oj RCS Pre46uAe-TempatuAe. Limit CuAve

Post-Accident RCS Pressure-Temperature limits are intended to define accept-

able combinations of temperature and pressure. A convenient way to define
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acceptable combinations of low temperature and high pressure is to define an

upper limit on coolant subcooling. The combination of this upper limit on

coolant subcooling for PTS considerations, and a lower subcooling limit for

core cooling, defines a band of conditions within which the coolant should be

maintained.

The lower limit on subcooling which is currently contained in the C-E emer-

gency procedure guidelines is, nominally, 20*F. The numerical value of this
limit is based on engineering judgement. The reason for having such a limit

is to assure that no void formation occurs in the reactor core in order to

assure adequate core cooling. Thus, the emergency procedure guidelines in-

struct that high pressure safety injection pumps must be operating until the

coolant subcooling is at least 20°F (along with other specified conditions).

An upper subcooling limit has been developed using engineering judgement based

on existing plant thermal-hydraulic and fracture mechanics analyses. It is

suggested that the upper limit of subcooling be, nominally, 2000 F. This limit
is judged to provide a sufficient operating band in order not to interfere
with the operator's ability to control the plant. However, analyses have not

been conducted to confirm that maintaining subcooling below this upper limit

will entirely eliminate the possibility of pressurized thermal shock.

A pressurized thermal shock transient is defined here as an overcooling
transient which causes RCS temperature to go below 500 0 F. The dashed line on
Figure 12-7 illustrates the maximum subcooled limit that must be used whenever

an overcooling transient, as described above, occurs.

The upper limit was developed with the understanding that, due to the inabil-

ity of an operator to control the initial cooldown transient in all-cases, it

is conceivable that the lower limit would be violated during the first part of

the transient. Examples of excess steam demand event (ESDE) analyses per-

formed for a generic C-E plant, illustrated in Figures 12-8 and 12-9, show
that these transients do not result in a subcooled margin of greater than

200'F during the event. The plots are linear representations of trends that

occur between significant time steps. It should be noted that severe ESDEs

are sensitive to operator actions and that the figures included here are based

on reasonable operator responses.
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Figure 12-7
TYPICAL POST ACCIDENT PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE LIMITS(2)
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FIGURE 12-8
ESDE IN CONTAINMENT
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FIGURE 12-9
ESDE OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT
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The thermal stress imposed on the vessel during an overcooling transient, when
combined with the stress due to the RCS pressure, could result in crack
initiation within the reactor vessel. The degree to which any reactor vessel
will be affected by PTS will vary depending on the vessel age, vessel composi-
tion, neutron embrittlement, and other factors.

Pressurized thermal shock considerations require that high pressure safety
injection pumps and charging pumps be turned off, and letdown be reinitiated,
when the pressurizer water level reaches some specified value in order to
avoid filling the pressurizer and hence overpressurizing the reactor coolant
system. However, any conflict between maintaining PTS limits, and maintaining
adequate core cooling, must be settled in favor of maintaining adequate core
cooling.

12.5.2 Ve.ivation oJ SIS Detivey Cuwwe,

The safety injection system (SIS) may be started manually or automatically
during an emergency. Once started, it must continue to run at full flow until

0specific criteria are satisfied which deal with RCS inventory control, RCS
pressure control, and RCS heat removal. After the criteria are met, the SIS
may be throttled or terminated. While the SIS is operating, the system's
performance must be monitored by checking actual flow against some form of
calculated system delivery curve. This curve must be plant specific due to
differences in SIS configurations and components, and in the placement of
safety injection flow instruments, from plant to plant.

Taking SIS component and instrumentation configurations, and human factors,
into account, the emergency operating procedure writing team may deem monitor-
ing specific SIS injection points essential. Figure 12-10 illustrates typical
SIS cold leg injection point flow with no SIS component failures. Figure
12-11 illustrates typical SIS cold leg injection point flow when loss of one
of the emergency generators has occurred. On the other hand, the emergency
operating procedure writing team may deem that an SIS delivery curve represent-
ing total acceptable SIS flow (both minimum and maximum values) is more

* practical and usable. Figure 12-12 illustrates a typical minimum acceptable
flow performance for one train of a safety injection system. The flow of two
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Figure 12-10
TYPC SAFETY INJECTION DELIVERY CUrV
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NOTE: (1) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS)
PUMPS WILL BE OPERATING, BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION
FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF
HEAD PRESSURE OF ANY SIS PUMP
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Figure 12-11
TYPICAL SAFETY INJECTION DELIVERY

FAILURE CONDITIONS - LOSS OF ONE EMERGENCY GENERATOR
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NOTE: (1) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS)
PUMPS WILL BE OPERATING, BUT THERE WILL BE NO INJECTION
FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF
HEAD PRESSURE OF ANY SIS PUMP
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Fi ure 12-12

TYPICAL ACCEPTABLE SIS2 FLOW vs RCS PRESSURE 1')
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NOTES: (1) SEE IMPLEMENTATION SECTION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SPECIFIC CURVE
(2) FOR HOT AND COLD LEG INJECTION MODE, THE LPSI PUMPS ARE NOT

REOUIRED TO BE OPERATING.THE HPSI PUMP FLOW IS DIVIDED EQUALLY
BETWEEN THE HOT AND COLD LEGS

(3) BELOW SIAS PRESSURE, SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) PUMPSWILL BE
OPERATING BUT THEREWILL BE NO INJECTION FLOW UNTIL SYSTEM PRESSURE
FALLS BELOW THE SHUTOFF HEAD OF ANY SIS PUMP

(4) COLOR CODE
RED-' PARAMETER IN EXCESS OF LIMITS
YELLOW.- PARAMETER OUTSIDE OF OPTIMAL RANGE, BUT STILL WITHIN LIMITS
GREEN - PARAMETER IN OPTIMAL RANGE OF VALUES
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centrifugal pumps, one high pressure and one low pressure, are plotted versus

pressurizer pressure. The data for these delivery curves are generated by

calculations which are based on the experimentally measured pump head curve

(manufacturers test reports) and the calculated head loss associated with the

discharge header piping leading to the RCS. The RCS pressure must be adjusted

to account for the pressurizer elevation head to plot pressurizer pressure

versus SIS flow. Plant-specific curves must be based upon plant-specific

instrumentation. Procedure writers must decide which (and how many) instru-

ments will be monitored to ensure minimally acceptable SIS performance. The

specific flow and pressure instruments to be monitored should be indicated on

the curve as well as information on how to interpret, or combine, flows from

HPSI and LPSI subsystems in order to enter the curve.

For the LOCA emergency procedure, long term core cooling considerations must

be taken into account. The requirements, entry conditions, and actions of SIS

simultaneous hot/cold leg injection are among these considerations. However,

the curves of Figures 12-10, 12-11, and 12-12 do not display expected, or

required, SIS flow rates during simultaneous SIS hot/cold leg injection. It

is suggested that a separate plant-specific curve be developed for monitoring

hot and cold leg injection. The same considerations apply to this curve as

for the cold leg injection mode curve. Procedure writers should select, in

advance, the instruments to be monitored and develop and annotate the curves

accordingly.

12.5.3 DVeivation of Condenaote Inventoty Cuavez

The following statement is found in those guidelines in which an assessment of

condensate inventory determines a course of action:

The available condensate inventory should be monitored, and replenished

from available sources as necessary to continually provide a source for a

secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are

nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, potable tanks, etc.

Plant-specific alternate sources of feedwater should be identified and

cited in the procedure. The condensate required to either maintain the

plant at hot standby or cooldown may be determined from Figures 12-13 and

12-14.
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Figures 12-13 and 12-14 are the types of figures that could be used in deter-
mining how much condensate is required while a plant is being cooled by

auxiliary feedwater.

Figure 12-13 represents the amount of condensate required in removing decay
heat for a specific duration of time before the shutdown cooling system must

be used due to the remaining condensate inventory being inadequate. Each
curve reflects a different time after shutdown (in hours). Curves represent-
ing intermediate time segments may be added.

Figure 12-14 provides the operator with an indication of how much condensate
is required to remove system sensible heat while cooling down the plant to a
desired cold leg temperature from an initial cold leg temperature. Figure
12-13 and Figure 12-14 must be used together to calculate the condensate

inventory required for decay heat and sensible heat removal for a given
cooldown.

The intent of condensate inventory information, whether it is presented in
graphical, nomograph, or other forms, is to enable the operating staff to

determine whether sufficient inventory exists for the planned actions. It
should give the operator information in a timely manner such that, if a

cooldown is required, enough condensate will be available to carry it out. In
the unlikely event that enough condensate does not exist for a cooldown to

shutdown cooling entry condition, the operator(s) can plan accordingly to
maximize the time to establish alternate sources of condensate.

The inventory from those plant-specific alternate sources of condensate must
be designated in the procedure (i.e., nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water

supplies, potable tanks, etc.). Through use of Figures 12-13 and 12-14, the
operations staff can evaluate condensate availability and select an appropri-

ate course of action for the plant conditions which exist.

12.5.4 Vetetmuninatoton oj Repreentative CoAe Exit The.mccu pe TempetuAe

The typical arrangement of core exit thermocouples (CETs) is an array of about
* 45 instruments distributed about the core in the incore instrumentation

sheaths. Typically, the reading from each CET is displayed separately on a
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Figure 12-13
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Figure 12-14
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CRT, or printed individually on a computer printout. The CETs are designed to

provide core exit temperature indication for monitoring approach to inadequate

core cooling, but operational considerations are necessary to use CETs effec-

tively. Among these operational factors are the varying performance of CETs

with varying primary coolant conditions, and the probability of a wide dispar-

ity among the indicated values of the CETs during normal plant operating

conditions.

During forced circulation conditions, CET and TH indication should be about

the same, with roughly equal response times. However, during natural circula-

tion flow conditions, CETs may not be representative of core exit plenum

temperature. Under saturated and superheated steam conditions, the CETs

should respond to changes in core cooling. Baseline tests for comparison of

CET to TH indication may provide information during forced and NC flow condi-

tions for use with the emergency procedures such that, an operator could

identify unexpected temperature anomalies between TH and CET instruments.

The incorporation of CET monitoring into emergency operating procedures is

even more complicated because under normal operating conditions, a wide
variance among CET readings may exist. These differences can be attributed to

failure of instrumentation (the CETs may fail high or low), thermocouple

inaccuracy, indication of temperature profile within the core, or a combina-

tion of these reasons. However, where CET monitoring is specified in the

emergency procedure guidelines, the operator is required to use a specific,

representative CET temperature (a representative CET temperature would also be

required for identifying unexpected temperature anomalies between TH and CET

instruments). A simple averaging of the CET indicators may yield an unconserv-

ative representative temperature. An overly low representative temperature
would underestimate the fuel heatup. An overly high representative tempera-

ture could prompt the operator to maintain RCS pressure higher than desired

(e.g., aggravating inventory loss, resulting in larger offsite doses, etc.

during a steam generator tube rupture accident). Baseline information may

provide information for the development of a scheme for deciding which CETs to

reference for use with the emergency procedures. This scheme may take the

form of a plant computer algorithm which would filter out faulty CET indica-

tions during the process of deriving a representative CET temperature.
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12.5.5 fDeve~opme~n.t oj Ptan.t-Spec4Lic Da~ta

The Emergency Procedure Guidelines are generic by design to provi
tion on C-E NSSS and other BOP designs for implementation into EC
member utilities. NSSS and BOP systems vary from plant to plant
of the information must be developed on a plant-specific basis.
fic information is identified by brackets throughout the EPG syst
plant-specific information has been compiled, and is presented In
tion, with reference to its location in the EPGs along with infor
help the procedure writer develop the required bracketed informal

specific plant.

ide informa-

)Ps at CEOG

so that some
Plant-speci-

tem. The
this sec-
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FIGURE 12-15
AFFECTED GUIDELINE STEPS

EXAMPLES OF RECOVERY ACTION
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a) Rx Power Decreasing * * * * * * b) If it is not possible to read a negative
and startup rate from the control room,

b) [Negative Startup Rate] remove this information.
and

c) Not more than 1 E--A- bottom light not
lit

IF NOT * * c) The plant specific method for deenergizing
a)-Manually trip the reactor the CEA motor generator should be inserted

or here.
b) Open the Rx trip-5reakers

or d) Any plant specific methods (e.g., open
c) [Deenergize the CEA motor generator] individual CEA breakers) for CEA insertion

or should be inserted here.
d) [Plant specific m-ethods]

and
e) If more than 1 CEnot inserted

borate the plant in accordance
with Technical Specifications

b) [Maintenance of Vital Auxiliaries] * The maintenance of vital auxiliaries deals
with balance of plant and is very plant
specific; therefore, the plant may want to
expand this area.
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FIGURE 12-15 (Cont'd)
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EXAMPLES OF RECOVERY ACTION
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a) Main turbine tripped c) The plant specific indication of loads
and being transferred offsite should be

b) Generator output -breaker open * inserted here.
and

c) [Station loads tr-ansferred offsite] d) Include any other plant specific informa-
and tion on the maintenance of vital auxil-

d) [Plant specific- iaries here (i.e., valve control power,
component cooling water, etc.)

IF NOT d) Include the immediate actions necessary
a)7rip the turbine to insure the actions in (d) above are

or satisfied.
b) Open generator output breakers *

or
c) Transfer loads offsite or verify

diesel started
or

d) [Plant specific]

[35"1] - Pzr lvl < [245"] and RCS * * * * * * * * The [35"] corresponds to the minimum depend-
> [20°1] subcoolid able pressurizer level. The [245"] cor-

responds to the maximum dependable pres-
surizer level prior to going solid. For
the plant specific value, instrument in-
accuracies may be added to the [200 F].
The [20'F] value is based on engineering
judgement to maintain the core surrounded
by subcooled fluid.

C
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FIGURE 12-15 (Cont'd)
AFFECTED GUIDELINE STEPS

EXAMPLES OF RECOVERY ACTION
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If pressurizer pressure decreases to less * * For the methodology and results of analysis to
than [1300 psia] following an SIAS, then determine at what pressure the RCPs should be
ensure all four RCPs are tripped. tripped, see CEN-268, January 1984.

If pressurizer pressure decreases to less * * For the methodology and results of analysis to
than [1300 psia] following an SIAS then determine at what pressure the RCPs should be
trip two RCPs (in opposite loops) or veri- tripped, see CEN-268, January 1984.
fy that two RCPs (in opposite loops) have
been tripped.

If RCP operating limits are not satisfied, * * Plant specific RCP operating limits should be
then trip the remaining two RCPs. inserted.

If Pzr pressure decreases to < [1300 * For the methodology and results of analysis
psia] following an SIAS, then trip 2 RCPs to determine at what pressure the RCPs should
(in opposite loops). tripped, see CEN-268, January 1984.

IF NOT Insert the SIAS setpoint if it is not [1600
F-ifpressurizer pressure decreases to psia]. If the plant does not receive a SIAS

[1600 psia, or if containment pressure from containment pressure, remove this state-
increases to 4 psig], verify that an ment.
SIAS has been initiated. If not,
manually initiate SIS operation. Insert the CIAS/SIAS setpoint if it is not

[4 psig].

C.
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FIGURE 12-15 (Cont'd)
AFFECTED GUIDELINE STEPS

EXAMPLES OF RECOVERY ACTION
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a) (1700 psia] < Pzr press < [2350 psia] * * * (1700 psial corresponds to the SIAS alam
setpoint; insert the plant specific setpoint.

[2350 psia] corresponds to the high pressure

alarm setpoint, insert the plant specific
setpoint.

-I

I
(4)

a) S/G level is:

within the normal level band with
feedwater available to maintain the
level

or
being restored by a feedwater flow
> [150 gpm]

* a) The [150 gpm] feed flow corresponds to
feed flow to recover steam generator level,
make up for the steaming rate and not cause
excessive cooldown rate. The plant speci-
fic flow should be based on present guid-
ance and plant operating experience.

b) [545*F] is based on the control program
for ADVs. The plant specific temperature
should be substituted for [545°F].

c) [500 psla] is based on the MSIS setpolnt.
The plant specific setpoint should be
substituted for [500 psia].

b)

c)

and
RCS Tave < [545°1FF

and
S/G press > [500-psiaJ

(If S/G pressure falls to < (500 psia],
ensure an MSIS will be initiated.)
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IF NOT
a) Verify [main or auxiliary feed] is

controlling S/G level and steam dump
system operating

or
b) If S/G pressure-decreases to [500

psia], verify the MSIS closes [the
MSIVs].

*
a) Main or auxiliary feedwater are bracketed

throughout the EPGs because the preference
is plant specific. Each plant should
decide from present operating practice and
experience which would be the preferred
method of feeding the steam generators.

b) [500 psia] has previously been addressed.
The MSIV is the abbreviation for Main Steam
Isolation Valve. Insert the plant specific
abbreviation.

-a

(A)

a) TH - T [1O°F] * < * * a) A AT of [10F] is the maximum AT expected

and for minimum forced circulation with maxi-

b) RCS subcooling >---OF] mum decay heat. The plant specific AT
subcooling. should be based on operational experience

and plant specific analysis.

b) The subcooling limit of [200 F] has pre-
viously been addressed.

0rrt

-J

01
N

0

IF NOT
a)-[Verify proper functioning of con-

tainment coolers]
or

b) If containment pr-essure > [10 psig),
verify containment spray is running
with header flow > [1500 gpm].

*

b) [10 psig] is the CSAS setpoint.
specific CSAS setpoint should be
here.

The plant
inserted

a) If the plant does not rely on containment
coolers delete this statement.

[1500 gpm] is the expected flow of the CSS.
The plant specific CSS flow should be
inserted.

r0
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IF NOT
b)Trcontainment press > [4 psig], * [4 psig] is the CIAS setpoint. The plant

verify CIAS. specific setpoint should be inserted.

Containment Pressure < [1.5 psig] * * * * * [1.5 psig] is based on the maximum containment
and pressure expected during normal plant opera-

Containment temperature < [2400F] tion (surveillance). It is not expected for
the events listed that containment pressure
will increase to this value.

The plant specific value to be used as safety
function acceptance criterion for containment
temperature should be selected based on the
maximum Tech. Spec. limit during normal oper-
ation.

[A reactor trip will also result due to * If a turbine trip does not cause a reactor
an automatic or manual turbine trip at trip, delete this statement.
full power conditions.] A turbine trip
is called for if a condition detrimental
to continued turbine operation develops.

The main feedwater system will ramp down * If the plant does not ramp down main feedwater
to [5%] flow to prevent overfilling the to [5%] flow, insert the proper plant specific
steam generators. number.
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H2 < [2%] * * * * * The detection and control of H2 gas is very
plant specific, therefore each plant should
develop its own limits based on the equipment
available. Limit of 2% suggested (50% of
flammability limit).

Steam generator level is restored and * * * * * Main and auxiliary feedwater has previously
controlled using (main or auxiliary] been addressed.
feedwater to provide for RCS heat removal

Minimize the number of cycles of pres- * * * * * * The plant specific limit on differential
surizer auxiliary spray whenever the tem- temperature may be found in the Technical
perature differential between the spray Specifications. The plant specific limit
water and pressurizer is greater than should be substituted for the [200°F).
[200°F] in order to minimize the increase
in the spray nozzle thermal stress
accumulation factor. Every such cycle
must be recorded in accordance with tech-
nical specification limitations.

rri

-J
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a) If pressurizer pressure > [1600 psia],
either heaters and pressurizer spray
or charging and SIS pumps are being
operated manually or automatically to
maintain or restore pressurizer pres-
sure within P-T limits of Figure 5-1.

or
b) If pressurizer pressure < [1600 psia],

[at least one charging pump and] at
least one SIS pump are operating and
the SIS pump(s) are injecting water
into the RCS per Figure 5-3, (unless
the SIS termination criteria are met).

* * *

b) If charging pumps are unavailable (i.e.,
no-vital power or no charging pumps in-
stalled), delete reference to charging
pumps.

a) [1600 psia] has previously been addressed.
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a) Containment Pressure < [10 psig]
and

Containment Temperature < [240°F]
or

b) Containment Spray Flow > [1500 gpm]

*

-I

(A)
to

* * a) [10 psig] is the CSAS setpoint. The plant
specific setpoint should be inserted here.
The plant specific value to be used as
safety function acceptance criterion for
containment temperature must be selected
based on the maximum average air tempera-
ture in the containment for the events
listed.

For a LOCA, the value inserted should rep-
resent the maximum containment temperature
expected or allowed to be present without
requiring the containment spray system to
run. This may be a containment tempera-
ture required by technical specifications.
The requirements for the steam line break
safety function status check criterion
should follow the same rationale as for the
LOCA criterion. If temperature detector
position or instrument errors will cause
significant deviations from the average
temperature, then appropriate adjustments
to the acceptance limit should be con-
sidered.

b) During the events listed, containment temp-
erature and pressure may exceed these
limits if the break is inside containment.
If this happens, a CSAS should be present
and the CSS should be injecting spray
solution at [1500 gpm]. The plant spe-
cific value for CSS flow should be in-
serted.
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RCS inventory control is initially lost
since the break flow rate exceeds the
available charging pump capacity of the
plant. For small breaks, RCS inventory
control is regained via injection from
the high pressure safety injection. (HPSI)
pumps [and the charging pumps].

* If charging pump flow is not credited in safety
analysis, this statement may be deleted.

(VOIDS)
[If their presence is detected in the RCS, * * * * For plants without an operational reactor
the reactor vessel head vent may be vessel head vent, delete this statement.\.
operated].

[In the event that the feedwater supply * * Plants without PORVs delete this statement.
to the steam generator is exhausted and/or
unavailable and the SCS is inoperable, the
PORVs are opened to ensure that the flow
from the SIS is available for RCS heat
removal purposes.]
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No abnormal differences between T RTDs
and [core exit thermocouples]. Hut leg
RTD temperature should be consistent with
the [core exit thermocouples]. Adequate
natural circulation flow ensures that
[core exit thermocouple] temperatures will
be approximately equal to the hot leg
RTDs temperature within the bounds of the
instrument's inaccuracies. An abnormal
difference between TH and [the CETs] is
greater than [100 F].

* * * * * * 10F is judged to be a reasonable value based
on the combined instrument accuracies of CETs
and RTDs (T ). Other plant specific values
may be substituted if desired.

I
4-.

If the RCPs were stopped, then one RCP in
each loop may be restarted if the follow-
ing criteria are satisfied:

a) At least one steam generator is avail-
able for removing heat from the RCS,

b) Pressurizer level is greater than

[200"] and not decreasing,

c) The RCS Is at least (200F] subcooled,

d) [Other criteria satisfied per RCP
operating instructions.]

* * * * * * a) Having a steam generator with
bility of feed flow and steam
as an indication that primary
heat removal is possible.

the capa-
flow serves
to secondary

b) A pressurizer level must be established
such that sufficient inventory is available
to make up for the possible collapse of
pressurizer level. When determining the
plant-specific pressurizer level for RCP
restart criteria, consider the possible
consequences during non-inventory loss
events. Specifically, for an ESDE, charg-
ing and SIS contributions may be minimized
in order to reduce the possibility of
filling the pressurizer solid and the sub-
sequent PTS concern.

C)mz
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c) The subcooling limit of
viously been addressed.

[200 F] has pre-
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d) Any criteria which must be met to prevent
RCP damage or damage from RCP operation
should be inserted here. (i.e., component
cooling water, lift oil pump, power avail-
able indications, etc.).

[Monitor quench tank parameters since any * * * * * * If the plant does not have PORVs, delete this
sustained operation of the PORVs may burst precaution.
the tank's rupture disc.]PON

I•

If the SIS is operating, it may be
throttled or stopped if all of the
following conditions are satisfied:

a) RCS is at least [200F1 subcooled,

b) Pressurizer level is greater than
[100"] and constant or increasing,

c) At least one steam generator is
available for removing heat from
the RCS.

d) [The RVLMS indicates the core is
covered]

* * * * * a) The subcooling limit of [200 FJ has pre-
viously been addressed.

b) The [ 100"] pressurizer level corresponds
to a level just above pressurizer heater
cutouts. The plant specific number should
be inserted. When determining the plant-
specific pressurizer level for SIS term-
ination criteria, consider the possible
consequences during non-inventory loss
events. Specifically, for an ESDE, charg-
ing and SIS contributions may be minimized
in order to reduce the possibility of
filling the pressurelzer solid and the
subsequent PTS concern.C)

cn
2!

I

c) Having a steam generator with the capa-
bility of feed flow and steam flow serves
as an Indication that primary to second-
ary heat transfer is possible.
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d) If the plant does not have an RVLMS,
delete this step.

RCS Refill [8 hours] * Information used only for background. [8 hours
11 hour] to refill the RCS is based on 3" diameter break

on the bottom of a cold leg with one HPSI pump
operable. [One hour] is based on all HPSI pump
operable for the same break.

i) Start an additional charging pump to * * * [2 inches/min.] per charging pump is based on
demonstrate that pressurizer level the expected pressurizer level rate change for
responds as expected; increase of each charging pump (i.e., if level is decreas-
[2 inches/min.] per charging pump ing at 1 inch/min., starting one pump should
(approximately). result in level rate of change of 1 inch/min.

ii) Activate pressurizer heaters and increasing).
demonstrate that the pressurizer
pressure instrumentation responds [15 psi/min.] increase for heaters and [26
as expected: increase of (15 psi/ psi/min.] decrease for auxiliary sprays are
mini (approximately) similarly derived.

iii) Activate pressurizer auxiliary spray
and demonstrate that the pressurizer
instrumentation'responds as expected:
decrease of [26 psi/min.] (approxi-
mately).

[If plant conditions permit, bypass * * * List the plant specific method of varying or
automatic initiation of MSIS, CSAS, and bypassing the signal (i.e., opening a circuit
SIAS by lowering the setpolnt as the breaker).

-cooldown and depressurization proceeds.]
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[If the charging pumps are taking suction * The time limit to realign charging pump suc-
from a concentrated boron source, realign tion to the RWT is based on injecting enough
suction to the RWT or other suitable boron to ensure the plant is safely shutdown
source within I hour after the start of but minimizing the potential of boron precip-
the loss of coolant accident.] itation. For more guidance on boron precipi-

tation see your plant specific long term
cooling evaluation.

[If the refueling water tank level falls * * The plant specific setpoint for RAS actuation
to 10%, verify initiation of recircula- on low RWT level should be inserted in place
-tion. If necessary, manually initiate of the [10%] shown.
recirculation and close RWT outlet valves
to the safety injection system.] If the plant does not have automatic closure

of RWT outlet valves, the operator should be
instructed to close them.

If the plant has automatic closure of RWT
outlet valves, the operator should be instruc-
ted to verify that valves have closed.

If the HPSI pumps are delivering less * The [30 9pm] represents HPSI minimum flow re-
than [30 gpmJ per pump during recircula- quirements. The plant specific requirements
tion, turn off one charging pump or one should be inserted in its place.
HPSI pump (turn of the HPSI pump-with the
lower indicated flow) at a time until the
HPSI pumps are delivering more than [30
gpm] per pump.
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Commence a rapid cooldown. Cooldown to
less than [300°F] at a rate within the
technical specification limits by one.of
the following methods (listed in order of
preference):

* * * [300*F] corresponds to SCS entry temperature.
The plant specific value should be inserted
here.

a) The turbine bypass system and [main or
auxiliary] feedwater,

or
b) The atmospheric uimp valves and [main

or auxiliary] feedwater

If the CSAS has been actuated and con- * * * [7 psig] corresponds to the CSAS reset point.
tainment pressure subsequently falls The plant specific value should be inserted
below [7 psig], containment spray should here.
be terminated. Upon termination the CSS
must be realigned and reset for automatic
actuation. The CSS may be manually re-
started to control iodine levels in the
containment.

At [2-4 hours] after the start of the loss
of coolant event, align the SIS for hot or
cold leg injection.

*

ra

;10

The time post LOCA to align for hot/cold leg
injection is based on plant specific long term
cooling analysis. The maximum [4 hours] time
is based on the minimum time for RCS boron
concentration to reach the established precip-
itation level without flushing. The minimum
[2 hours] is based on the maximum time to
achieve effective hot leg flushing. Thls'is th
time when hot leg steam flow falls below that
flow which can entrain injected water. There-
fore replace [2-4] with values from plant
specificlong term cooling analysis.
C'

I
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Determine if the conditions for entering
shutdown cooling system operation can be
established by the following criteria:

a) Pressurizer level is greater than

[100"] and controlled

b) The RCS is at least [20°F] subcooled

c) RCS activity level within [appropriate
limits]

d.) [Other plant specific information,
insert here]

* * a&b)The pressurizer level of [100"] and sub-
cooling of [20°F] has previously been
addressed.

*€

I'

c) To determine the permissible RCS activity
levels for entry into shutdown cooling
(SDC), a plant specific analysis should be
performed. This analysis must assure that,
for the maximum RCS activity for SDC, plant
limits for site boundary dose or personnel
exposure are not exceeded. As a minimum
the analysis should take into account the
following:

What areas of the plant will the SDC
system contaminate (e.g., pump room,
auxiliary building)?

What are the possible release paths from
these areas to the site boundary (e.g.,
ventilation systems) and how much will
be released?

Which of these areas must plant personnel
enter (e.g., to perform valve alignments)

How long will personnel be in these areas

How many personnel are available to enter
these areas?

What support equipment may be lost as a
result of SDC system contamination?

d) Any additional plant specific criteria
required to be satisfied to initiate SOC
should be inserted here.

rru
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If the criteria in step 37 are satisfied, * * * If systems in addition to the SIS are used for
shutdown cooling operation is possible, hot/cold injection, insert the name of the
and allowable when RCS pressure and system(s) here. (e.g., CVCS, SCS, etc.)
temperature are less than [300 psia] and
[3000F]. Realign the [SIS] for cold leg
injection and initiate shutdown cooling
per the operating instruction.

-JO

a [Isolate, vent, or drain the safety
injection tanks (SITs) at 250 psia RCS
pressure].

* * * * * The [250 psia] represents the pressure for iso-
lating the SITs for plants with 200 psig SIT
(for plants with 600 psig SIT, the pressure
for isolating the SIT will be between 650 and
700 psig) during normal plant cooldown. The
plant specific number should be inserted here.

[Initiate the low temperature overpressur- * * * * * Include operator actions required to initiate
ization (LTOP) systems at 275 0F] LTOP and the plant specific LTOP setpoint for

[2750F].

[If pressurizer pressure is below 2350
psia, verify that the PORVs are closed.
If not, manually isolate the PORVs or
close the PORV block valves]

* If the plant does not have PORVs, or pressur-
izer vents, delete these statements. If the
plant has PORVs or pressurizer vents, substi-
tute the plant specific PORV reset setpoint for
the [2350 psia] setpoint listed.

C)

z

(31
I',

0

[If there are other possible sources of
leakage that can be rapidly and remotely
isolated, insert that information here]

* Any sources of RCS leakage which can be rapidly
and remotely isolated from the control room
should be listed here.
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Continually observe the [turbine and The plant specific nomenclature for the
auxiliary building] ventilation systems' equivalent of a turbine and/or auxiliary
radiation monitors and any other appli- building should be inserted as applicable.
cable radiation monitors. Take correc- (Any building in which primary inventory
tive actions if necessary, in accordance could enter should be included, i.e., HPSI,
with plant technical specification LPSI pump room or turbine room).
limitations.

[Core Exit Thermocouples] < [7000 F] [700FJ is based on preventing core damage.
The plant specific number should be developed
based on [CET] location and plant specific
accident analysis.

[Monitor containment radiation levels in * * Insert containment radiation monitoring
order to evaluate environmental releases. equipment and action levels which must be
It may be desirable to reduce airborne decided by plant management.
radiation levels in the containment to
minimize environmental releases].

[If appropriate plant specific instruc- * Any plant specific methods (e.g., portable
tions for determining which S/G Is affect- radiation monitors, etc.) for determining
ed should be performed.] which S/G has a tube rupture should be

inserted here).
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After the RCS hot leg temperature has
been reduced to [525*F], isolate the
steam generator with higher activity,
higher radiation levels or increasing
water level by performing all of the
following:

* * The [525*F] corresponds to the saturation tem-
perature of the lowest S/G relief valve set-
point pressure. The plant specific number
should be inserted. See section 12.5.1 for
methodology to calculate instrument error.

I
40

a) Close the main steam isolation valve.

b) Verify the main steam isolation
bypass valve is closed.

c) Close the atmospheric dump valve.

d) Close the main feedwater Isolation
valve.-

e) Isolate steam generator blowdown.

f) [Close the auxiliary feedwater Isola-
tion valves including the steam driven
pump steam supply valve associated
with the steam generator being iso-
lated.]

g) Isolate vents, drains, exhausts, and
bleedoffs from the steam system and
turbine building sumps.

h) (Other plant specific information,
inert here.]

545OF - 100F (margin) - expected increase after
S/G isol.ation

- 10F (expected) - increase in N/C
after isolation

525°F

AT

f) If the plant does not have a steam driven
pump delete references to them.

h) Any additional plant specific steps to
isolate an S/G should be inserted here.

Prevent overfilling of the affected-steam * Plant specific information may include drain
generator through periodic draining to the rates and tank capacities. Steam generator
radioactive waste system or, if draining draining will be limited by systems design
is not possible, dump steam from the capacities and process flow rates.
affected steam generator to the condenser.
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To prevent lifting steam generator See previous page, concerning RCS hot leg
safeties after isolating a steam gener- temperature of [5250 F).
ator, cooldown the RCS until the RCS hot
leg temperature is less than [525 0F].

[If previous efforts have not eliminated * * If the plant does not have reactor vessel head
the void, it is suspected to be non-con- vents, delete this statement.
densible gases. Operate the reactor
vessel head vent as necessary to elimin-
ate the gases.]

[Plant specific indications of voiding] * * Any plant specific indications of RCS voiding
should be inserted here (e.g., reactor vessel
level monitor, etc.)

[2000F] subcooling * Refer to Section 12.5.1

[If the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW)
is started, perform the following to
prevent steam generator feed ring damage:

* This statement applies to those plants that
introduce auxiliary feedwater (AFW) through
the S/G feedring. Plants utilizing economizer
S/G or S/G with separate AFW nozzles should
delete this and replace with any post trip
feeding requirements already in place.

a)

fv

La

CD

If S/G level is above the feed ring,
stop redundant AFW pumps and restore
and maintain S/G level to the normal
level band].
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b) [If indicated steam generator water
level is below the feed ring, then:

i) Stop redundant AFW pumps and limit
feedwater flow rate to 150 gpm per
affected steam generator until an
increase in S/G level has been
observed, or until continuous feed-
water flow to the S/G has been
maintained for five minutes.

ii) Modulate AFW flow rate as necessary
to restore and maintain S/G water
level in the normal level band.]

* A flowrate of [150 gpm] has been recommended
as aprocedural limit based on the fact that
no significant water hammer has been observed
during testing or operation with flow rates of
that order. Additionally, 150 gpm has been
traditionally accepted as a flow limit by
industry and the NRC for water hammer protec-
tion. The five minute duration of this limited
flow is conservatively based on twice the refit
time for the 350 gal. feedring. In the event
that refilling of portions of the main feedwate
piping must be considered this time would have
to be adjusted accordingly.

-h
N

[Plant specific methods for S/G heat
removal]

* * Alternate sources of S/G feedwater must be
included in plant-specific procedures. Example
of alternate sources are non-seismic tanks,
fire mains, potable tanks, etc. Guidelines on
steam generator depressurization should be
developed for those cases when low pressure
sources of feedwater must be used.

Frn

[If feed to at least one steam generator
cannot be restored, establish once through
cooling by:
al Stopping all remaining operating RCPs

Starting the HPSI and charging pumps
Opening the PORVsI

* * c) If the plant is not capable of once through
cooling (i.e,, no PORVs or pzr vent valves)
or the specific plant procedure writing teai
does not wish to use this option, delete
this statement.
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[If other methods are available for heat * Any additional plant specific methods for
removal from the RCS, insert that infor- removing heat from the RCS may be inserted
mation here.] here. Examples are drain valves, pressur-

izer vents, etc.

'-a

!l
r'1

Solid water operation of the pressurizer
should be avoided unless [200F] of sub-
cooling cannot be maintained in the RCS
(Figure 7-1). If the RCS is solid,
closely monitor any makeup or draining
and any system heatup or cooldown to
avoid any unfavorable rapid pressure
excursions.

* * * [20*F] subcooling has previously been addressed

To avoid RCS boron dilution and loss of
shutdown margin by pressurizer outsurge
during the cooldown, perform one of the
following steps listed in order of pref-
erence:

a) Calculate and add sufficient boron to
RCS to raise the entire RCS (including
the mass in the pressurizer to cold
shutdown conditions.

b) If letdown is available, use auxiliary
spray to increase and maintain pressur-
izer boron concentration to within [50
ppm] of RCS concentration using heaters
to control pressurizer pressure.

b) The allowable concentration
between the pressurizer and
on the following:

difference
the RCS depends

1) RCS volume
2) Pressurizer volume
3) Boron coefficient of reactivity; for the

purposes of this concern a varies with
core life and RCS temperature.

4) Minimum shutdown margin.

The dilution of the RCS by a pressurizer out-
surge must not result in a core reactivity
that exceeds the minimum required shutdown
margin. Each plant must develop an allowable
concentration difference.

C~)
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E
c) If letdown is not available, use

auxiliary spray and pressurizer heat-
ers to control pressurizer pressure
and increase RCS boron concentration
to [50 ppm] greater than that required
for minimum shutdown margin.

* c) If it is not possible to accomplish a) or
b) above, increase RCS boron concentration
to a concentration that would maintain the
minimum shutdown margin after a pressurizer
outsurge with a postulated worst case pres-
surizer boron concentration.

r'3
01
Lii

C.)
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Low Reactor coolant flow trip at [95%] * Insert low flow reactor trip setpoint.
flow.

[200 F] _ RCS subcoollng * [200 F] RCS subcooling has previously been
addressed.

[If all feedwater is lost and pressurizer * If the plant does not have PORVs, delete this
sprays (main and auxiliary) are not avail- statement and replace step 2 of the success
able, go to PC-6. Control of RCS pressure criteria in PC-6 with step 2 of the success
using [PORVs].] criteria in PC-7.

Boron addition rate > [40 gpm] and reactor * [40 gpm] is based on plant technical specifi-
power decreasing cation and charging pump capacity. The plant

specific flow rate should be inserted in place
of [40 gpm].

[Re-energize the CEA drive mechanisms and * If the CEA drive pull down force is not
manually jog and/or drive the CEAs into expected to drive a stuck rod into the core,
the core using the normal rod motion delete this step. This step applies only to
controls]. plants with magnetic jack type CEDMs.

ý" :3
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(HPSI pump [1300 psia], CS pump [270 * The plant specific shut off head for the pumps
psia], LPSI pump [180 psia]). listed should be inserted.

If necessary, the VCT, [boric acid storage
tanks, RWT and spent fuel pool are used].

If the plant's charging system is not capable
of taking a suction on any of the list sources,
delete them. If there are other sources of
boron available, insert them here.

Reactor power <-[10-(X)%] and constant or
decreasing.

* "X" should be slightly greater than the highest
subcritical multiplication expected after ex-
tended full power operatioU. i.e., if power has
been transitted below [10`] power, this is
assurance that the reactor is currently shut-
down while power is relatively constant.

[If feedwater cannot be regained, go to * If the plant is not capable of once through
HR-3, RCS and core heat removal using once cooling (i.e., no PORVs or prz vent valves)
through cooling]. delete this statement.

[Verify automatic operation of the con- * If the plant's containment fan cooling system
tainment fan cooling system. If at least does not meet the containment cooling require-
2 containment fans are not running in ments in the FSAR with [2 fans in slow speed],
slow they should be started manually]. replace "2 containment fans" with the appro-

priate number and speed of the fans.
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[The RVLMS indicates the core is covered]. * * * * * * Delete reference to [RVLMS] for plants not
having RVLMS.

[No reactor vessel voiding as indicated Delete reference to [RVLMS] for plants not
by the RVLMSJ. having an RVLMS.

[The RVLMS indicates that voiding is * * * * * Delete reference to [RVLMS] for plants not
present in the reactor vessel.] having RVLMS.

When a void exists in the reactor vessel * * * * Delete reference to [RVLMS] for plants not
and RCPs are not operating, the RVLMS having RVLMS.
provides an accurate Indication of reactor
vessel level inventory. When a void
exists in the reactor vessel, and RCPs
are operating, it is not possible to
obtain an accurate reactor vessel liquid
level indication due to the effect of RCP
induced pressure head on RVLMS. The
indicated level also differs for RVLMS
designs under these conditions. Important
information concerning reactor vessel
liquid inventory trending can still be
discerned, however, and used in plant
operations.

Hydrogen recombiners in operation * * Delete reference for plants not having con-
tainment hydrogen recombiners.

0
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[The RVLMS should be monitored for the * * * * * * Delete for plants not having [RVLMS].
trending of reactor vessel liquid level.
This-trending information may be corre-
lated to pressurizer level decrease].

Monitor pressurizer level [and the RVLMS] * * * Delete reference to [RVLMS] for plants not
for trending of RCS inventory, having RVLMS.

[Monitor quench tank parameters since any * * * * Delete reference to [PORVs] for plants not
sustained operation of the PORVs may burst having PORVs.
the tanks rupture disc.

[For those IRS's using hydrazine, it may * Delete reference to use of [hydrazine for IRS]
be necessary to further increase sump if not applicable to the specific plant.
water pH (beyond that achieved by tri-
sodium phosphate in the sump) to increase
long-term (4 hours post-LOCA) iodine re-
tention in the sump. An alternate method
of adding a pH buffer (typically sodium
hydroxide) is by establishing a flowpath
with the charging pumps.

C,
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C
During the cooldown maintain RCS pressure
slightly-above (0-100 psid) that of the
affected S/G and within the acceptable
post accident pressure/temperature limits
(Figure 6-1) by:

*

a) Controlling RCS heat removal via the
unaffected or least affected steam
generator

~andb) Controlling RCSpressure using the

following methods

i) Pressurizer heaters and main or
auxiliary spray

ii) Charging and letdown

Ili)HPSI pumps

iv) [PORVs]

v) [Pressurizer vent]
vi) [Pressurizer fill and drain]

b) iv) If the plant does not have [PORVs], or
does not wish to use this option,

delete It.
v) If the plant does not have [pressurizer

vents], or does not wish to use this op-
tion, delete it.

vi) If the plant is not capable of the oper-
ation pressurizer "fill ýnd drain" or
does not wish to use this option,
delete it. It if does, additional
guidelines should be developed and
included here.
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Verify turbine bypass valves are control- * * The [900 psia] represents the post trip con-
ling steam generator pressure at [900 trolling setpoint for S/G pressure by the
psia]. If condenser vacuum is lost, the turbine bypass system. This action prevents
turbinebypass system is unavailable, or the secondary relief valves from opening.
if the MSIVs are closed, the atmospheric The plant specific number should be inserted.
dump valves must be used to control steam
generator pressure.

If in once-through cooling, subcooled The value of [OF] subcooling is based on
margin > [00F] by [CET]. keeping the core covered and thus ensuring

adequate core cooling. If the core is
covered with fluid, the RCS will not indicate
superheated conditions.

Loop AT < [500F] *[50 0 F] encompasses the maximum expected AT for
NC flow conditions based on 100% power AT.
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13.0 GLOSSARV

13.1 ACRONVMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACC.....Adequate core cooling

ADV ..... Atmospheric dump valve
AFW.....Auxiliary feedwater
ATWS .... Anticipated transient without SCRAM

BOP ..... Balance of plant

CCGC .... Containment combustible gas control

CCW.....Component cooling water
C-E ..... Combustion Engineering

CEA.....Control element assembly

CEDM .... Control element drive mechanism
CEOG .... Combustion Engineering Owners Group

CET.....Core exit thermocouple

CI ...... Containment isolation

CIAS .... Containment isolation actuation signal
CSAS .... Containment spray actuation signal

CSS ..... Containment spray system
CTPC....Containment temperature and pressure control
CVCS .... Chemical volume control system
DPM ..... Decades per minute

ECCS .... Emergency core cooling system
EPG.....Emergency procedure guidelines

ESDE .... Excess Steam Demand Event
OF ...... Degrees Farenheit

FRG ..... Functional recovery guideline

FSAR .... Final Safety Analysis Report

GAL... 4.Gallons

GPM.....Gallons per minute

HPSI....High pressure safety injection

HR...... .Heat removal

HRS ... ... .Hours

IC ...... Inventory control
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WLt o6 Aatontyms and Abbu~viation. (Con~t'd)

ýA ICC.....Inadequate core cooling

IRS.....Iodine removal system

LOCA .... Loss of coolant accident

LOF ..... Loss of feedwater

LOFC .... Loss of forced circulation

LPSI .... Low pressure safety injection

LTOP .... Low temperature overpressurization protection

MSIS .... Main steam isolation signal

MSIV .... Main steam isolation valve

MSLB .... Main steam line break

MSSV....Main steam safety valve

MVA.....Maintenance of vital auxiliaries

NC ...... Natural circulation

NPSH....Net positive suction head

NRC .... Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NSSS .... Nuclear steam supply system

ORG.....Optimal recovery guideline

PC ...... Pressure control

PLCS .... Pressurizer level control system

PORV .... Power operated relief valve

PPCS....Pressurizer pressure control system

PSIA .... Pounds per square inch, absolute

PSIG .... Pounds per square inch, gage

P-T ..... Pressure-Temperature

PTS.....Pressurized thermal shock

PZR.....Pressurizer

RAS.....Recirculation actuation signal

RC ...... Reactivity control

RCP ..... Reactor coolant pump

RCS ..... Reactor coolant system

RPS ..... Reactor protective system

RT ...... Reactor trip

RTD..... Resistance temperature detectors

RV ...... Reactor vessel
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*L.t oJ Aco'wnm and Abbt.eviaionz (Cont'd)

RWT.....Refueling water tank

Rx ...... Reactor

SBLOCA..Small break loss of coolant accident
SCS....-.Shutdown cooling system
SED.....Sequence of events diagram
SFSC .... Safety function status check

S/G°..... Steam generator

SGTR .... Steam generator tube rupture
SIAS .... Safety injection actuation signal
SIS .... .Safety injection system
SIT......Safety injection tank
SLB ..... Steam line break
SMM ..... Subcooled margin monitor
SPTA....Standard post trip actions
Tavg .... Average reactor coolant system temperature

TEV ..... Turbine bypass valve

Tc ...... Reactor coolant system cold leg temperature
TH .... Reactor coolant system hot leg temperature
TMI-2o...Three Mile Island Unit 2
VCT ..... Volume control tank
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13.16 DEFIN4ITIONI OF TERMS

Concurrent Steps Action steps which are performed at the same

time. Each concurrent step is identified to
provide assurance that the total of all actions

required is within the control room manpower

requirements.

Conditional Steps - Action steps which

actions have taken

conditions exist.

are performed only if prior

place or certain stated plant

Emergency Procedure
Guideline

0

An emergency procedure guideline is a document

containing steps which need to be taken in order

to take the plant from the post-reactor trip

state to an acceptable safe plant state or to

event termination. Emergency procedure guide-

lines are the translation of engineering data

derived from transient and accident analyses

into operational guidance. The information is

presented in such a way that can be expanded

into Emergency Operating Procedures.

Visual or audible indications discernable from

the control room, or locally within the plant,

which are characteristic of a particular reactor

plant emergency type.

Entry Conditions

Equally Acceptable Steps - Equally acceptable steps are two or more steps
that achieve an equivalent goal. The operator
is directed to one action path and informed of
alternative action paths to take In case of a
failure in the preferred path.

0
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Functional Recovery A functional recovery guideline provides the
Guideline - operator guidance on how to verify the adequacy

of safety functions and restore and maintain
those functions when they are degraded. A

functional recovery guideline is written in such
a way that the operator need not diagnose an
event in order to maintain the plant in a safe

configuration.

Immediate Operator Actions - Actions taken to stop further degradation of
existing conditions and to mitigate their
consequences. These actions also provide time
to allow the operator to evaluate the situation.
Operators normally memorize these actions and

perform them without having to refer to an EOP.
These actions are included in the EOPs and their
execution is verified.

Long-Term That time following the initial transient when
the plant has stabilized and the safety func-
tions are being maintained.. The time frame can
vary based on the specific event.

Nonsequential Steps Action steps that may be carried out at any time
during an event without reference to. a specific
sequence of actions. EPG strategy charts

identify these nonsequential steps with aster-
isks.

Operator Actions The action steps used to return the plant to a
stable and safe condition.

Recurrent Steps Actions steps which are done repeatedly while
the event is being mitigated. These steps

usually contain information explaining the
frequency and conditions for performing the

required action.

0

0'

0
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Safety Function

Sequential Steps

Symptoms

Time Dependent Steps

Safety functions are the actions or conditions

needed to prevent core melt or minimize radia-
tion releases to the general public.

A group of two or more action steps whose

sequential performance is highly desirable or
required to achieve their objective. Nonse-
quential steps may be interspersed as necessary
throughout a group of sequential steps as long
as they do not disturb the objective of the
sequential group. EPG strategy charts identify
action sequences.

Visual or audible indications discernable from
the control room or locally within the plant
which are used to identify the state of the
plant.

Action steps which contain a specific time

reference for the operator so that the step can
be acted on at the proper time.

Validation is a particular method used to
confirm that the technical guidance contained in
the emergency procedure guideline system is
practicable. The validation process stresses
the systems' effectiveness, as tested by actual
experience (simulator exercises), or as measured
by a realistic approach in its intended use
(control room walk throughs, desk top reviews).
Validation of the emergency procedure guideline
system ensures it can be used, and that it is
useful.

0

Validation
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.
Verification

Verification Steps

Verification is the process by which the tech-
nical guidance in the emergency procedure
guideline system is proved to be accurate and
complete. Verification may occur through an
investigation of the technical guidance (anal-
yses), comparison (review of existing proce-
dures), or corroboration by operations person-
nel. The outcome of the verification process is
an emergency procedure guideline system which is
technically sound.

Action steps used to determine whether desired
plant state exists as a result of previous
action steps or changing plant conditions.

- When used in an EPG recovery action, "verify"
means that the operator will either observe
specific plant conditions indicated in the step
or will take the appropriate actions to estab-
lish those conditions.

Cl

Verify

0
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1.0. PURPOSE

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide information which is intended

to resolve comments from the NRC Core Performance Branch on CEN-152

Revision 02. Submittal of this Appendix is intended to satisfy NRC

concerns on the inadequate core cooling portion of Revision 02. This

Appendix contains information on the measurement of subcooling margin as

calculated by core-exit thermocouples and hot leg temperature indications,

the determination of mean core exit thermocouple temperature, and the

Combustion Engineering Heated Junction Thermocouple System. The CEOG

committment on providing this information is detailed in Section 2.0.

Additional guidance which has resulted during resolution of the NRC

comments will be integrated into Revision 03 to CEN-152. However, the

steps which are affected and the specific revisions to these steps are

contained within this Appendix for information.

2.0 BACKGROUND

On May 8, 1984, the Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CEOG) transmitted

Revision 02 of CEN-152, "Combustion Engineering Emergency ProceduCe

Guidelines" to the NRC (Reference 5.1). 'Revision 02 was prepared by

Combustion Engineering (C-E) in partial response to the Safety Evaluation

Report (SER) received on Revision 01 of CEN-152. The submittal provided

emergency procedure guidance improvements in the areas of Reactor Vessel
Level Monitoring System, reactor coolant pump (RCP) operating strategy,

and selected long-term issues as described in the Safety Evaluation Report

of Revision 01.

Representatives of the NRC Procedures and Systems Review Branch (PSRB) ard

Core Performance Branch (CPB) called C-E on June 14 with four questions

about the Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System guidance contained in

Revision 02. Five comments, including some of the questions previously

responded to, were telecopied to C-E by the NRC on July 24 (Reference

5.2). The telecon stated that although the NRC has not completed the

review of CEN-152, Revision 02, the Core Performance Branch found the ICC

portion of the guidelines acceptable subject to satisfactory resolution of
five (5) comments.
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On June 27 a conference call was held with the NRC. Responses to the five

questions were discussed. The CEOG agreed to provide written responses in

the form of:a change package to Revision 02 of CEN-152. This document was

informally sent to the NRC for preliminary review on August 7, 1984. On

August 29, C-E/CEOG met with the NRC to discuss the responses. As a

result, the CEOG proposed to modify the draft response. C-E and the NRC

agreed that two questions were fully addressed if certain slight

modifications were made to the preliminary responses, two questions needed

further resolution, and one question did not require a response by the C-E

Owners Group. It was agreed that a write-up could be developed to resolve

the remaining two questions.

Section 3.0 of this Appendix constitutes the resolution of NRC CPB/PSRB

questions on CEN-152, Revision 02. It contains responses to all five

questions as was mutually agreed at the August 29, 1984 C-E/CEOG/NRC

meeting.

3.0 NRC QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

The following are the questions as they were telecopied to C-E on July 24,

1984. Responses to each of the questions are also contained in this

section.

3.1 Question 1

Questi on

At numerous points throughout the guidelines an acceptable criterion is

indicated as RCS >20°F subcooled. Initially, the subcooling margin was

measured using the reactor vessel pressure and the hot leg coolant

temperature, usually with an RTD (TH). It is presumed that the

indicated acceptance margin refers to the TH measurements of SMM. For

near normal conditions or slowly proceeding transients, particularly with

main coolant pumps running, this measurement is adequate. A statement to.

this effect appears on page 4-12 of the guidelines.

2
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The procedures encompass a wide range of emergency conditions which

include pumps not running, and more rapid transients. Under such

conditions there is typically a significantly larger temperature

difference between the hot leg (T.) and the core exit or upper head.

Since these hot areas are where voiding is likely to occur first and the

subcooling margin will be the least, it would seem advisable to include-in

the procedures appropriate reference to SMM as calculated by core-exit

thermocouples (CET) and upper head (UH) thermocouples. The guidelines

include only 2 or 3 instances in the Functional Recovery Guidelines where

CET calculated SMM is to be used.

All approved EOP guidelines pertaining to final ICC instrumentation rely

on a CET calculated SMM, and CE plants using heated Junction thermocouples

(HJTC) also have the capability to calculate upper head (UH) SMM. It is

recommended that the most sensitive indication of low SMM and potential

voiding be used where appropriate in the guidelines; that is, where

significant differences between UH, CET, and TH temperatures are

expected.

* Response

Conceptually, reactor coolant subcooling is used for three different

purposes in the EPGs. The manner, specific region, and inputs for

determining coolant subcooling to be used depend to a large extent on the

specific purpose intended. Coolant subcooling Is used in the following

ways in the EPGs:

(1) It is one of several parameters (all of which must be satisfied) used

to verify adequate core cooling.

(2) It is one of several parameters. (any of which may occur) used to

determine when and where voiding is occurring in the reactor coolant

system.

(3) It is the primary parameter used to validate pressurizer level

indication as representative of total RCS inventory. That is, if the

RCS is subcooled throughout (using all available indications), then

pressurizer level provides a good indication of acceptable RCS inventory.

3
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$Subcooling can be calculated or displayed for a number of regions within the
RCS (refer to Figure 1). The pressure input for the calculation is from a

suitable pressurizer pressure transmitter in all cases. The temperture input

can be from loop Tc (4), loop TH (2), HJTC temperature, RVUH RTDs, or core

exit thermocouples (typically 40-60 averaged to provide a temperature to be IC
used (see response to question 2). The extent to which subcooling is

automatically displayed is quite plant specific.

In addition to the purpose for which the subcooling is to be used, another

factor in determining which subcooling Input to use (i.e., temperature input)

is the mode of RCS core heat removal being employed. There are five modes of

core heat removal addressed in the emergency procedure guidelines. They are:

(1) Forced circulation using RCPs

(2) Natural circulation (single phase)

(3) Once through cooling (feed and bleed using PORVs, or SIS flow through the

core and out a break)

(4) Reflux cooling (two phase)

(5) Shutdown Cooling System operation

Table 1 provides a summary of the inputs for the subcooling calculation for

the three purposes and the five modes of core heat removal. In all cases, all

other subcooling values are consulted for corroboration, and/or confirmation

of expected trends.
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TABLE 1

SUBCOOLING INPUTS: HEAT REIOVAL ,ODE VS. PURPOSE

PURPOSE

~-I. -i

Void
Detection

Pressurizer *
Level
ValidationCore Cooling

-3

LU

Lj)

Forced Circulation loop TH lowestsubcooljing value(using RCPs ) calculated

Natural Circulation average lowest average
(single phase) CET subcoolinq value CETcalculated

Once through cooling lowest(feed assubcooling value averaTe
(feed and bleed 'Using CET calculated CET

PORVs, or SIS flow

through the core and

out a break)

Reflux cooling average lowest N/A

(2 phase N/C) CET subcooling value
calculated

Shutdown Cooling average lowest average

operation CET subcooling value CETcalculated

C

.1

* PRESSURIZER LEVEL MAY NOT BE VALID WHEN PORV's ARE OPEN
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The bases for subcooling parameter selection follows.

Core Cooling and Pressurizer Level Validation

During forced circulation, the operator should use the lowest indicated

subcooling value available. It is expected that this value will be based on

loop TM. Representative CET, loop Tc, HJTC and reactor vessel head RTD

temperatures (if available) are expected to indicate lower temperatures

(higher subcooling) than loop TH. Tc will indicate lower because of S/G heat

removal. CET, HJTC, and reactor vessel head temperatures will read lower

because they are partly exposed to cooler core bypass flow.

During forced circulation conditions, CET and TH indication have roughly equal

response times. On most C-E designed plants (2700 MWt and 3410 MWt), the CETs

are located 10-20 inches above the active fuel and inside in-core instrument

(ICI) tubes. Because of their location inside the ICI tubes, the CETs are

exposed to a mixture of core exit fluid and core bypass fluid during forced

circulation. Since the core bypass fluid is cooler than core exit

temperature, it is common that mean CET temperature reads lower (up to 25*F)

than the loop TH RTD indication during fQrced circulation (see Table 2). On

other C-E designs (System 80 and others), the CETs are more directly exposed

to core exit fluid and the difference between TH and CET readings is expected

to be less during forced circulation. Reactor vessel upper head RTDs are

similarly exposed to cooler core bypass flows.

Typically, the subcooled margin monitor (SMM) (whether self-contained or

integrated with SPOS) develops a minimum loop subcooling indication based on

an auctioneered lowest indicated pressurizer pressure, and an auctioneered

highest TH and T . On some plants, subcooling is also developed for the HJTC

and/or the RV upper head RTD as well as the CETs. Thus, the SMM is ideal for

monitoring minimum subcooling during forced circulation.

When conditions other than forced circulation exist, subcooling should be

monitored using pressurizer pressure and average CET temperature. Examples of C

this use of the average CET temperature are the 200 subcooling criterion for

pressurizer level validation as part of RCP restart and SIS termination steps.
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AVERAGE

CORE EXIT FLUID TEMPERATURES*

Plant

BG&E BG&E Maine I St. Lucie
Unit 1 Unit 2 Arkansas Yankee I Unit 1

% Full Power 100 100 100 95 75

RTD 594 594 605 597 597

Averaged CET 587 586 599 597 555

Output

*Based on data obtained from June 1981 to December 1981..

8
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The CETs provide the best indication of fluid conditions adjacent to the core.

The CETs do not rely on loop flow (as do the RTDs) for detecting fluid .?

conditions adjacent to the core. With no flow in the loops, the loop RTDs may

not provide adequate indication of core fluid conditions. Generally,

subcooling will not be stable until the RCS is full (hot and cold legs filled

and a level in the pressurizer - although RVUH voids may exist). Use of the

HJTC or RVUH RTD is not recommended as input when monitoring for the most

conservative indication of subcooling in the RCS since the loops may be

adequately subcooled while the RVUJH is saturated. The HJTC or RVUH RTD can

provide a corroborative indication of a loss of subcooling in the upper head.

Use of the average CET temperature to monitor minimum subcooling will permit Ic

the operator to stop or throttle SIS (in order to prevent excessive refill or

repressurization) while restoring forced or natural circulation. Note that

some SPOS designs provide a readout of minimum subcooling based on the average Ic

CET temperature.

During single phase natural circulation, data from plants have shown that CET

temperatures are distributed over a narrow range and that CET temperatures

closely track TH RTD indication in the operating loops.

Voiding

When monitoring for voiding in the RCS, the operators should use the lowest

indicated or calculated value of subcooling. During natural circulation, it

is expected that voiding may occur in the reactor vessel upper head (as
described in the Loss of Forced Circulation Guideline Bases Section, page

9-42).

The use of HJTC temperature (unheated thermocouples) and/or reactor vessel

upper head RTD in conjunction with pressurizer pressure provides valuable

information about coolant subcooling in the reactor vessel upper head.

Typically, direct indication is available from the three uppermost HJTC

sensors. Loss of subcooling provides the first indication of either voiding

or approach to voiding in the RVUH. HJTC level indication is a direct means

of determining voiding in the RVUH once it has occurred.

9 Rev 02C
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WF 3.2 Question 2

Question

The guidelines refer only to CET temperatures and do not suggest which or

how many of the CETs should be used for acceptance of condition of

procedural guidelines. This may be a plant specific concern, but general

guidance may also be in order.

Response

Where CET monitoring is specified in the emergency procedure guidelines,

the operator is required to use a specific, average CET temperature

(e.g., an average CET temperature is required for identifying unexpected C

temperature anomalies between TH and CET instruments). Experience and

baseline data for each plant will provide information for deciding which

CETs to reference for use with the emergency operating procedures. This

may take the form of operator selection and interpretation or a plant

computer algorithm which deletes faulty CET indications during the

process of deriving the average CET temperature. The scheme which is IC

selected should take into account:

1. The distribution of the CETs so that an adequate sampling of CETs in

each quadrant is effected;

2. The possibility that some CETs may be in error (not correctly

indicate core exit temperatures) due to condensate runback;

3. The exclusion of CETs which are suspected to have failed or are

likely in error by virtue of their large deviation from the average

CET temperature.

Once a method for selecting the average CET temperature has been developed, IC

then appropriate plant-specific EOP limits for CET temperature can be

determined. Since transient analyses (licensing and best estimate) typically
use an average or high average CET temperature, limits should be
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Wselected to account for any difference which may exits between the

average CET temperature and the CET limits prescribed by the

analyses. An example of an algorithm which determines an average

CET temperature, from which a plant specific computer algorithm C

could be generated, is represented by the flow chart identified as

Figure 20. (See Section 5.0).

3.3 Question 3

Question

The HJTC systems have generally been accepted by the NRC for Reactor

Vessel Level Measuring Systems (RVLMS) on a generic basis. It would

seem appropriate to include generic guidance on interpreting the

level information display, particularly where dynamic conditions may

cause difficulty of interpretation. "Important information

concerning reactor vessel liquid inventory trending ...... " (see page

6-15, Item 14; page 9-11, Item 8; and others) requires a

considerable guidance for interpretation of indications, which is

not included in the EPGs. The guidance should be applicable to both

split and angle HJTC probe users.

Response

See Sections 4.7 and 4.8 for response.

3.4 Question 4

Question

A few phrases are used repeatedly in the EPGs which require

considerable interpretation of indications for which no specific

guidance is given:

0
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" .... voiding is present...." or " .... no voiding is present...." No

guidance is given for this interpretation, including no advice or

selection of the most sensitive indicator (see Item 1 above).

".....core is covered ..... " While plant specific, this guidance is a

bit vague in relation to instrument indications and especially to

allowing margin for approach to core uncovery.

" .... follow inventory trend...." (see Item 3 above).

"....indication of unacceptable RCS voiding...." No definition of
"unacceptable" voiding is suggested.

Response

Section 4, "Additional information on the HJTC" provides information

which responds to this question. The location of additional or more

specific information which responds to each of the concerns of Question 4

is identified below.

". .... voiding is present...." or "....no voiding is present...." No

guidance is given for this interpretation, including no advice or

selection of the most sensitive indicator.

Refer to the response to Question 1, CEN-152 (Revision 02) Section

1.7.6 and Sections 4.5 and 4.9.3 of this Appendix.

" .... core is covered...." While plant specific, this guidance is a

bit vague in relation to instrument indications and especially to

allowing margin for approach to core uncovery.

Refer to Sections 4.5 and 4.9.3 of this Appendix.

"....follow inventory trend...." (see Item 3 above).
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Refer to CEN-152 (revision 02) Section 1.7.5 and Sections 4.7, 4.8

and 4.9 of this Appendix.

" .... indication of unacceptable RCS voiding .... " No definition of

"unacceptable" voiding is suggested.

Refer to the response to Question 1, CEN-152 (Revision 02) Section

1.7.3, CEN-152 (Revision 02) Page 9-42 (Step 26) and Sections 4.5

and 4.93. of this Appendix.

3.5 Question 5

Question

The guidelines are based on plant conditions most appropriate for

C-E designed plants, and contain very little information regarding

interpretation of specific instrumentation, such as the HJTC level

probes. Plants of other manufacture, such as Westinghouse, using HJTCs

may need to use guidelines developed for their plant types and interpret

the instrument indications in relation to their own plant conditions.

Response

Based on a telephone conversation which took place on July 30, 1984,

this was renamed an observation rather than a questions. No

response required.

S
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..... A6.

*4.0 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE HJTC

4.1 INTRODUCTION

NRC requirements for ICC instrumentation are summarized in NUREG-0737,

Item II.F.2. NUREG-0737 requires most operating reactors and applicants

for operating reactors to install instrumentation for detecting reactor

vessel water level. The Heated Junction Thermocouple (HJTC) system is a

reactor vessel level measurement system developed by Combustion Engineer-

ing (C-E). The HJTC supplements other inadequate core cooling (ICC)

instrumentation which in concert provide unambiguous, easy-to-interpret

indication of inadequate core cooling.

This information package contains a general description of the HJTC

System, including generic guidance on interpreting the level information

display, particularly where dynamic conditions influence the displayed -

information.

4.2 INSTRUMENT FUNCTION

The HJTC can provide meaningful information to the operator from initial

occurrence of saturation conditions to the approach to and recovery from

ICC. The HJTC is also an effective corroborative indication of the

results of corrective actions made by the reactor operator.

The principle function of the HJTC is to determine and display the water

inventory in the reactor vessel above the fuel alignment plate. The HJTC

Is designed to measure both single phase and two phase reactor coolant

system (RCS) conditions. Single phase conditions are expected during

steady state operations and transients which do not result in rapid

depressurization of the RCS. Two phase steam-water mixtures may exist in

the. RCS during transients involving the loss or shrinkage of reactor

coolant system inventory. During those transients, pressure in the RCS

may drop to a point where steam voids are formed in the coolant in the

upper head, resulting in a steam-water mixture. The HJTC is designed to

14
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0indicate the collapsed water level of the steam-water mixture, which is

the level the water would form if the steam-water mixture were separated

completely to an all vapor (steam) region and an all liquid (water)

region.

4.3 INSTRUMENT DESIGN

4.3.1 Single Probe vs. Split Probe

There are two design variations of the HJTC probe assembly: a full

length probe (called continuous probe) and a split probe design.

Two HJTC designs were developed because of different installation

requirements and geometrical differences between the upper head and

upper plenum regions of various plants. The continuous probe is

used for installation within a control element assembly (CEA) shroud

of a 2700 MWt C-E PWR, while the split probe is used for installa-

tion outside of a CEA shroud in 3410 MWt and System 80 class C-E

plants and in non-C-E plants (see Figure 2).

The split probe configuration is simply two single probes, each with

fewer HJTC sensors and shorter in length than the full length

configuration. The split probe HJTC was designed for the following

purpose. In many nuclear reactors, reactor internal structures

divide the region above the core into separate liquid compartments.
These compartments are isolated from each other to the extent that

only limited hydraulic communication occurs. Generally, there are

two regions which exist. They are termed "upper head" and "upper

plenum". Because of the physical separation, inventory depletion

could occur differently in the upper head and plenum. For plants

with this physical separation, C-E has devised a split-probe HJTC
design which utilizes a divider disk located at the elevation of the

upper guide structure support plate to create two separate hydraulic

units, one in the upper head and one in the upper plenum. The

portion of the HJTC located in the upper head region will measure

15
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FIGURE 2

TYPICAL SENSOR INSTALLATIONS
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the liquid fraction of that region. Similarly, the portion of the

HJTC in the upper plenum measures the liquid fraction In the plenum

region.

The operator's display for the split probe design distinguishes

between percent level in the upper head and plenum. The operator's

display for the continuous probe design consists of level measure-

ment over the complete span from the fuel alignment plate to the

upper head.

4.3.2 HJTC Probe Assembly

The HJTC probe assembly consists of three principal parts. They

are:

o Sensor(s)

o Separator tube

o Seal plug

A schematic of the probe assembly is shown in Figure 3.

Sensor(s)

The HJTC sensor is the mechanical/electrical interface between

reactor vessel level and a transmitted electrical signal. Electric-

ally, each sensor consists of a pair of thermocouples and a resist-

ance heater. The lower of the two thermocouples is encircled by the

resistance heater. The lower thermocouple is designated as the

heated thermocouple and the upper thermocouple is designated as the

unheated thermocouple.

Each sensor has a splash guard. The splash guard is a small cylin-

drical sleeve, with small side holes at the top and bottom, that is

slipped over the sensor sheath during construction. The splash

guard is positioned so that the entire heated thermocouple zone is0
17
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FIGURE. 3
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*inside the guard. The purpose of the splash guard is to allow

liquid to drain or flood the heated zone during changes in vessel

level without allowing water droplets or moisture running down the

sheath to affect the sensor's performance when the sensor is uncov-

ered. Comparison of the heated thermocouple's electrical output

to that of the unheated thermocouple, in the covered and uncovered

states, provides information on the existence of fluid in the area

of a sensor.

The HJTC probe consists of a string of eight sensors. This string

of sensors allows an interpretation of the trending of liquid level

in the reactor vessel.

Separator Tube

The second major component of the HJTC probe assembly is the separ.,

ator tube. The separator tube filters out (or separates) vapor

bubbles from a two-phase vapor and liquid mixture. The bubbles,

0which form in the core region and migrate upward towards the two-

phase mixture surface, cause the two-phase mixture to swell. This

swelling places the surface of the two-phase mixture higher than the

surface of the mixture if the bubbles were collapsed. Since the

collapsed level is the more conservative measure of liquid

inventory, the separator tube allows the HJTC sensors to monitor it

without introducing the ambiguities of swelling.

The separator tube. in conjunction with the structural probe holder

support tube, provide a means by which only collapsed liquid level

is monitored. The separator tube is a cylinder which has side holes

only at the bottom and top. The side holes of the separator tube

are shielded from the direct ingress of bubbles by the judicious

placement of holes and slots in the probe holder support tube (see

Figure 3). Therefore, a solid column of liquid in the separator

tube allows for the measurement of the liquid fraction that exists

over its span.

0
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As described earlier, for plants with a physical separation-between

the upper 'plenum and upper head regions, the separator tube is split

into two hydraulically independent zones. This split is physically

located in'line with the Internal structure which divides the upper

head from the upper plenum. The portion of the separator tube
located in the upper head region contains the column of liquid which

allows for the measurement of the liquid fraction of that region.
Similarly, the portion of the separator tube in the upper plenum

measures the liquid fraction in the plenum region.

Seal Plug

The third component of the HJTC probe assembly is the seal plug.

The seal plug seals the HJTC probe assembly to the pressure boundary

and internally seals each one of the sensor sheaths (see Figure 4).

Above the seal plug, each sensor sheath terminates in a small

electrical receptacle. Each of the eight (8) electrical receptacle's

have a sensor number designation between I through 8. The recept-

acles mate with corresponding plugs on field cables. The recept-

acles, by design, are vertically staggered over at least four (4)

elevations; however as many as eight (8) elevations may exist. The

receptacle elevations correspond to the placement of sensors within

the vessel. For example, the sensor receptacle having the longest

field cable will be attached to the highest sensor within the

reactor vessel.

4.4 HJTC PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

A single HJTC sensor consists of two electrically opposed thermocouple

junctions, one of which is surrounded by a heating element. The tempera-

ture difference between the heated and unheated junctions provides an

indication of the heat removal capability of the surrounding fluid, which

can be directly correlated to the state of the fluid (liquid vs. steam).

When the HJTC sensor is immersed in liquid, the surface heat transfer
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coefficient is high, and the heated junction is cooled to near the

temperature of the surrounding fluid. The unheated junction is at the

same temperature as the surrounding fluid. Thus, the temperature differ-

ence between heated and unheated junctions is low. When surrounded by

steam, the NJTC sensor's heat transfer ability is much lower. The heated

junction does not efficiently transfer heat to the surrounding medium,
and consequently the temperature difference between the heated and

unheated pair increases.

Since a liquid environment results in a relatively low temperature

difference between heated and unheated pairs, and a steam environment

causes the opposite effect, the magnitude of the temperature difference

between thermocouple pairs can be used to determine whether the sensor is

surrounded by liquid or steam. When the temperature difference between

the heated and unheated junctions exceeds a predetermined value, the

sensor is identified by the microprocessor as being uncovered. This

information is displayed to the operating team, alerting them that a void:

exists in the reactor vessel head.

Once a sensor becomes uncovered, the final temperature that the heated

junction reaches depends on the sensor heater power. A higher heater

power results in an excessively high heated junction thermocouple temper-

ature and possible sensor damage. A high heater power is desirable,

however, to minimize the system response time. Therefore, a sensor

heater power control system is used to limit the heated junction temper-

ature and differential temperature below a maximum value. This is done

by uniformly reducing the power applied to all sensors after: (1) the

temperature of any heated junction reaches a predetermined value, or (2)

the temperature difference between heated and unheated junctions reaches

a predetermined value. This power cutback system allows the highest

possible heater power to be used while still providing protection against

excessively high heated thermocouple temperatures and sensor damage.

As stated previously, a sensor is identified as uncovered when the

temperature difference between heated and unheated thermocouple pairs
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exceeds a predetermined value. A sensor is also considered to be uncov-

ered if the unheated junction temperature exceeds a predetermined value.

The purpose of this logic is to maintain an uncovered indication when the

temperature of the heated junction thermocouple is high enough so that

sensor heater power is completely cutoff. This situation is possible

when the temperature of the environment is very high. In this case, the

unheated junction and heated junction (without power) would not supply

the microprocessor with a sufficiently high temperature differential to

result in display information identifying that particular sensor as being

uncovered.

4.5 SENSOR PLACEMENT

Two HJTC probes are installed in each reactor vessel (RV). These probes

are identical to provide redundant level indications. The following

description provides the basis for placement of the eight HJTC sensors

within each probe. The HJTC sensor locations refer to the location of

the heated thermocouple; the unheated thermocouple junction is located

04-1/2 inches above the heated thermocouple junctions.

Two sensor pairs are located in the uppermost position possible in the

upper head and upper plenum regions. Refer to sensors I and 4 on Figure

5. These sensor positions indicate the earliest formation of a void

space in each region. Two sensors (one in each region) are located as

low as practical to indicate voiding in that region. Refer to sensors 3

and 8 on Figure 5.

There are three sensors located at the elevation of the hot leg: one at

the top of the hot leg (sensor 5), one at the centerline of the hot leg

(sensor 6), and one at the bottom of the hot leg (sensor 7). The sensor

location at the top of the hot leg indicates the filling of the hot legs

and, therefore, the capacity for single-phase natural circulation. The

sensors located at the centerline and bottom elevations of the hot leg

provide the reactor operator with more detailed information in this

region.
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FIGURE 5

TYPICAL SENSOR LOCATIONS
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*The eighth sensor is positioned to provide continuity in water level

indication. The location of this sensor varies for each HJTC system

design based on RY geometry and engineering judgement. A typical

location for sensor 2 is shown on Figure 5.

An illustration of the sensor incremental percent levels and the liquid

level indication for each sensor is presented in Figure 6 for a hypothet-

ical region with three sensors. The process operates in reverse during

times of increasing level.

4.6 INSTRUMENT DISPLAY

There are two types of control room displays associated with the HJTC

system. The standard panel display is a digital readout from a control

panel insert. An alternate display is provided as part of C-E's Quali-

fied Safety Parameter Display System (QSPDS) package. Both displays,

though different in appearance, provide indications of percent reactor-

vessel level.

The standard panel display uses a four (4) digit indicator to present

percent level for the split-probe design, or percent level and reactor

vessel liquid temperature for the single probe design. The orientation

of switches and display information is provided on Figures 7 and 8. The

four (4) digit display is used in conjunction with three (3) switches on

the panel insert to provide the operator with a range of information (see

Table 3). Operation of the panel insert switches and the assessment of

corresponding display information is also described in Table 3.

The QSPOS display presents a pictorial representation of the core. This

is illustrated on Figure 10. The QSPDS also provides individual HJTC

temperatures. This is illustrated on Figure 9.

0
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FIGURE 7
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The percent level analog output is usually sent to a trend recorder so as

to keep a permanent level trend history. In addition to the analog

output, 3 auditory alarms are associated with the HJTC. One alarm

notifies the control room staff if the HJTC system stops operating. The

second and third alarms are activated when the level drops below 100% in

the head and plenum regions respectively. A simplified diagram (Figure

11) shows the indications from the HJTC which are available to the

control room operating staff.

4.7 EFFECTS OF REACTOR COOLANT PUMP (RCP) OPERATION ON HJTC PERFORMANCE

The operation of the RCPs during a transient has two principal effects.

The first is the production of a frothy, two-phase, steam/water mixture

surrounding the HJTC probe. The second is the production of pressure

gradients in the reactor vessel above the reactor core which influence

the distribution of water within that region.

A frothy, two-phase mixture produced by operating RCPs has no adverse

influence on the HJTC measurement since the prcte splash guard and

separator tube are designed to separate the mixture into components.

The pressure gradients induced by RCP operation can influence the ability

of the HJTC to accurately indicate the liquid inventory above the FAP in

either one of two ways. The effect depends upon the plant and type of

HJTC installation. In plants which use the continuous probe HJTC, RCP

operation during accident conditions may result in temporary liquid

inventory redistribution between the upper plenum/upper head and the CEA

shroud regions. In plants that use the split-probe HJTCS design,

extended RCP operation can produce pressure gradients within the upper

plenum region which could affect the indicated level.

4.7.1 Effect of RCP Operation on Continuous Probe Response

During normal plant operation, the RCPs force a small amount of

coolant flow through the CEA shrouds. The CEA shrouds extend below
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TABLE 3
PANEL INSERT OPERATION

SWITCH

RESET

HEAD/PLENUM
(SPLIT PROBE)

LEVEL/THOT
(SINGLE PROBE)

DISPLAY(S)

SWITCH LIGHT OFF

SWITCH LIGHT ON

SWITCH LIT (TOP)
'H EAD'
DIGITAL DISPLAY
0-100 (%)
SWITCH LIT (BOTTOM)
'PLENUM'
DIGITAL DISPLAY
0.100 (%)

SWITCH LIT (TOP)
'LEVEL'
DIGITAL DISPLAY
0-100 (%)
SWITCH LIT (BOTTOM)
`'THOT'
DIGITAL DISPLAY
32-2300 (CF)

SWITCH LIGHT OFF

FLASHING DIGITAL
DISPLAY

SWITCH LIGHT ON

FUNCTION

DEPRESSED - RESETS SYSTEM
AND CLEARS ALL BUFFERS

NOT DEPRESSED - PROCESSOR
IS RUNNING

MONITORS LEVEL IN THE
REACTOR VESSEL HEAD

MONITORS LEVEL IN THE
REACTOR VESSEL UPPER
PLENUM

MONITORS LEVEL IN THE
REACTOR VESSEL HEAD

DISPLAYS HIGHEST •
TEMPERATURE OF THE TOP
THREE (3) UNHEATED
THERMOCOUPLES

NO HJTC ERROS OR ALARMS
EXIST

AN UNACKNOWLEDGED
ALARM OR ERROR CONDI-
TION EXISTS

AN ACKNOWLEDGED ALARM
OR ERROR CONDITION
LIGHT REMAINS LIT AS LONG
AS ERROR 'OR ALARM CON-
DITIONS EXIST

TEST MODE - DISPLAYS ALL
ERRORS THAT EXIST
(DISPLAYING ERROR CODE)

ACK

HEAD/PLENUM
(SPLIT PROBE)
LEVELITHOT
(SINGLE PROBE)

DIGITAL DISPLAY
BLINKING DECIMAL
POINT

0
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0

TABLE 3 (PONT.)

HJTC MEASURED PARAMETERS

-SPLIT PROBE -

PARAMETER

REACTOR VESSEL
UPPER HEAD LEVEL

REACTOR VESSEL
UPPER PLENUM LEVEL

RANGE

0-100%

0-100%

PURPOSE

MONITOR LEVEL IN THE REACTOR
VESSEL ABOVE THE UPPER GUIDE
STRUCTURE SUPPORT PLATE.

MONITOR LEVEL IN THE REACTOR
VESSEL ABOVE THE FUEL ALIGN-
MENT PLATE AND BELOW THE UPPER
GUIDE STRUCTURE SUPPORT PLAT"

0 - SINGLE PROBE -

REACTOR VESSEL 0- 100%o MONITOR LEVEL IN THE REACTOR
LEVEL VESSEL HEAD ABOVE THE. FUEL

ALIGNMENT PLATE

THOT 32 - 23000 F MONITOR TEMPERATURE IN THE
UPPER AREAS OF THE REACTOR
VESSEL HEAD.
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FIGURE 9
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FIGURE 10
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4 the FAP, which is normally at a higher pressure (about 4 to 6 psi)

than the upper plenum. This produces a small flow of liquid up

through the shroud into the upper head and down through the upper

guide structure support plate (UGSSP) into the upper plenum. As a

result of the small flow rates involved, the pressure losses in the

shrouds are small and the pressures below the FAP and above the

UGSSP (upper head) are nearly in hydrostatic balance.

Following an event leading to an inventory loss (e.g., LOCA) and

assuming all RCPs are turned off as required by current emergency

operating guidance, the pressure difference across the FAP rapidly

diminishes. Consequently, the pressure difference across the FAP is

insufficient to maintain a significant liquid flow through the CEA

shroud, and more importantly, cannot significantly increase the

liquid level inside the shroud. Thus, the CEA shroud liquid level

and upper plenum/upper head collapsed liquid level are equal relat-

ed. The HJTC provides a highly reliable and unbiased indication of 7

inventory above the FAP in this situation.

Continued RCP operation during an inventory loss or shrinkage event

(e.g., SGTR, SLB) results in a redistribution of liquid from the

upper plenum and upper head into the CEA shrouds. This is shown on

Figure 12. Once the collapsed liquid level drops below the top

elevation of the CEA shroud, the liquid level in the CEA shroud

begins to exceed the collapsed liquid level of the surrounding

plenum. The degree of mismatch between the two liquid levels is

determined based on the height of the CEA shroud and the instantan-

eous magnitude of the fuel alignment plate pressure drop. The

liquid level mismatch is proportional to the number of RCPs operat-

ing, with the maximum mismatch expected for 4 pump operation. For

this case, the HJTC only provides the operator with information on

the trending of reactor vessel inventory.
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FIGURE 12

EFFECT OF PUMP OPERATION ON HJTC LIQUID COLUMN FOR
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Summarizing, if no RCPs are running, the continuous probe HJTC

provides accurate information regarding the level of RCS inventory

above the fuel alignment plate. rf the RCPs are operating, the

operator is provided with trending information on reactor vessel

inventory and indicated level will tend to exceed actual level.

4.7.2 RCP Effect on Split-Probe Response

The split-probe HJTC installation consists of a single HJTC separ-

ator tube hydraulically divided into two tubes at the UGSSP eleva-

tion. The upper probe section monitors the collapsed liquid level

in the upper head and the lower probe section monitors the collapsed

liquid level in the upper plenum.

The HJTC measurement in the upper head region is not affected by the

operation of the RCPs. This is a consequence of the relatively high

hydraulic resistance of the UGSSP and extremely low fluid flows

expected into the upper head. Thus, the collapsed liquid level in

the upper head region is closely approximated by the collapsed

liquid level within the upper probe section of the HJTC at all

times, regardless of RCP status.

The effect of RCP operation on the lower section (upper plenum of

the split-probe HJTC) is as follows. As long as the RCPs are

operating effectively and pumping high density fluid, significant

pressure gradients will exist in the upper plenum. These effects

are of little consequence to the overall reactor vessel inventory

distribution. However, these pressure gradients will influence the

performance of the split-probe HJTC which is placed directly within

the reactor vessel upper plenum. During normal reactor operation,

coolant flow forced through the FAP enters the reactor vessel upper

plenum as a number of high velocity fluid jets. These jets are

fully or partially dissipated within the upper plenum, producing a

net positive static pressure (pressure recovery) difference between

the top (just below UGSSP) and bottom (just above the FAP) of the
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upper plenum. Thus, the pressure near the UGSSP may'be slightly

higher than near the FAP and the hydrostatic balance between the

HJTC probe and upper plenum may result in a collapsed level inside

the HJTC which is depressed below the upper plenum collapsed liquid

level by the head equivalent to the jet pressure recovery; A

representation of this typical mismatch between the liquid level in

the HJTC and the upper plenum collapsed liquid level is presented in

Figure 13.

Summarizing, the upper probe section of the split probe HJTC is not

affected by RCP operation and provides an accurate reactor vessel

liquid level measurement to the operating team. The reactor vessel

level measured in the lower section of the HJTC probe in the region

between the fuel alignment plate and upper guide structure support

plate (upper plenum) is affected by RCP operation. The separate

tube level is depressed below the actual level in the reactor vessel

when RCPs are running and the information available to the operatinj

team reflects this bias. In this case, the operating team is

provided only with information on the trending of liquid level in

the RCS.

4.7.3 Factors Affecting RCP Induced Biases

Collapsed liquid level biases for continuous and split probe HJTCS,

which are induced by RCP operation, are influenced by three key

factors. First is the number of RCPs in operation. The more RCPs
operating, the greater the mismatch between actual and displayed

level. Second, the density of the primary system coolant has .an

impact on the collapse liquid level bias. The density of the fluid

pumped by the reactor coolant pumps has effects on the pressure

difference across the fuel alignment plate (affecting the continuous

probe HJTC response) and pressure gradient in the upper plenum

(affecting the split probe HJTC) response. Lastly, the geometry of

the upper plenum and the plant-specific location of the HJTC probe
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FIGURE 13
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influences the collapsed liquid level bias, since the position of

the probe and characteristics of the surrounding fluid due to RCP

operation are directly related to HJTC performance.

4.8 HJTC RESPONSE TO VARIOUS EVENTS

The fluid environment following a loss of inventory or inventory shrink-

age event is characterized by:

(1) The type and severity of the event

(2) The RCP operating strategy employed*, and

(3) To a lesser extent, the design (MWt size) of the plant

Consequently, the expected hydraulic condition of the reactor vessel, and

corresponding HJTC response for certain transient events can only be

defined in a general sense. This section provides typical examples of

HJTC responses to LOCA, SGTR and SLB transients for both continuous probe

and split probe installations. The purpose of providing this information

is to present HJTC liquid levels indicative of what may be seen by the

operating team in the control room. A range of best estimate computer

cases were run to simulate the reactor coolant system response tb SGTR,

SLBs and LOCAs with the RCPs operating in the same scheme as required in

the EPGs. Those curves which show the lowest expected reactor vessel

level for each event were chosen for inclusion in this report, since they

best illustrate the response for the HJTC display.

*The RCP operating strategy in the Combustion Engineering Emerqency Procedure
Guidelines is one that:

fi ensures tripping of all RCPs for all LOCAs, and
allows the continued operating of at least two RCPs in opposite
loops for other RCS inventory loss and shrinkage events (e.g., steam
line breaks and steam generator tube ruptures).
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4.8.1 HJTC Performance Following a Loss of Coolant Event

The continuous probe HJTC response to a LOCA is presented in Figure

14. The collapsed liquid level.in the CEA shrouds closely follows

the collapsed level in the upper head and upper plenum after the

initial RCS decompression. Thus, without the RCPs operating, the

continuous probe HJTC provides an unambiguous indication of the

liquid Inventory above the FAP.

The split-probe HJTC response to a LOCA is given in Figure 15. The

split-probe HJTC also yields an accurate indication of the liquid

level above the FAP.

4.8.2 HJTC Performance Following a Steam Generator Tube Rupture

The continuous probe HJTC response following a SGTR with four RCPs

off followed by two RCPs restarted is provided in Figure 16. RCP

operation during the SGTR transients analyzed is shown not to

adversely affect the HJTC level indication. This Figure also'shows

the HJTC response to void collapse. When the two RCPs are restarted

at maximum void, the level inside the shrouds swells rapidly to the

top of the shrouds as is indicated by the HJTC,

The response of a split-probe HJTC to a SGTR with two RCPs restarted

at maximum void is shown in Figure 17. The split-probe HJTC pro-

vides a good indication of the liquid inventory in the upper head

and upper plenum.

4.8.3 HJTC Performance Following a Steam Line Break

The HJTC response to a large SLB with two RCPs operating in a

typical 3410 MWt plant is given in Figure 18. The reactor operator

can follow the formation of the void space in the RV from the upper

head into the upper plenum. The recovery of the liquid level in the

RV, enhanced by RCP operation, is also well displayed by the

*split-probe design.
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FIGURE 14
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FIGURE 15
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FIGURE 16
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FIGURE 17
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FIGURE 18
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The split-probe HJTC response to a large SLB in Sys 80 plants with two RCPs

tripped is! provided in Figure 19. The amount of voiding in the RV

does not fall below the UGSSP due to the large volume of the

upper head. The upper section of the HJTC provides a good

indication of the collapsed level in the upper head. Since no voids

occur in the upper plenum region, the lower section of the HJTC

indicates a full level during the transient.
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FIGURE 19
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*4.9 OPERATOR USE OF THE HJTC

4.9.1 Normal Plant Operation

Operator Interaction with the HJTC system during normal operations

will primarily be to confirm that the HJTC is functioning properly.

No reactor vessel head (and for the split probe design, plenum)

voiding should be indicated. Temperature measurements of the HJTC

sensors should compare to other independent temperatures (i.e.,

measured by the core exit thermocouples and TH).

HJTC indications can be used to track vessel level during the drain

and refill for refueling operations. Additionally, the water level
indicated by'the HJTC can be compared to independent reference leg

water level indications to provide sensor response time testing data

for comparison purposes.

4.9.2 Abnormal Plant Operation

An abnormal event is a plant event which causes certain safety
functions to be challenged, but can be corrected without tripping

the reactor. Voiding in the reactor vessel is not expected to occur
during an abnormal event. Consequently, operator -interaction with

the HJTC system will be limited to verifying that the HJTC remains

operational and that head voiding does not exist.

4.9.3 Emergency Plant Operations

During emergency plant operations display information from the HJTC

system is valuable:

o As a corroborative diagnostic tool for determining the event

which is occurring.
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o In assessing the status of the safety functions (both initially

and continuously).

o During any event which might cause voiding, as a comparison of

actual trending against expected trending (as presented in

Section 4.8).

o When following the trend of void growth and collapse during

operations requiring a fill and drain of the upper head.

o In providing feedback information on the operation of safety

systems which combat the effects of an inventory loss or

shrinkage event (e.g., safety injection system).

o For a corroborative indication of saturated conditions in the

upper head using the unheated HJTC sensor temperatures for

calculating subcooling.

o In corroborating the approach to, or recovery from inadequate

core cooling.
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533(84V6)-Js/39

0 4.9.4 Revised Operator Guidance

During discussions with the NRC regarding the five questions, it was

agreed that C-E would review the EPGs for possible improvements for

the use of the HJTC/RVLMS. C-E has performed this review and has

concluded that HJTC temperature (from the unheated sensors)

converted to coolant subcooling using pressurizer pressure can

provide an additional indication of voiding in the reactor vessel

upper head. Note that any of the parameter changes listed might be

an indication of voiding. If any one of the parameter changes

occurs, the other indications should be checked as available for

corroboration.

Revision 03 of CEN-152 will reflect this change. In the interim,

plants utilizing CEN-152 Revision 02 should incorporate the

following information.

In the CEOG Emergency Procedure Guidelines, when monitoring for

voiding, the following substep should be added:

.... [HJTC temperature indicates saturated conditions in the reactor

vessel upper head]

An example of how this substep is integrated into the EPGs follows:
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING TITLE LOSS OF FORCED

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE CIRCULATION RECOVERY

GUIDELINES IPage. of 1. Revision .2

a) Control charging and letdown

b) Operating and/or throttling HPSI pumps.

25. If a steam generator was isolated, Then cool the isolated steam generator

as necessary to prevent isolated loop void formation by:

a) Feeding and bleeding the isolated steam generator with feedwater,

or

b) Feeding and steaming the isolated S/G to the condenser (preferred)

or to atmosphere.

*26. If the above actions fail to depressurize the RCS, Then a void should be

suspected. The operator should monitor for the presence of voids.

If voiding inhibits RCS depressurization to SCS entry pressure, Then af

attempt at eliminating the voiding should be made.

Q Voiding in the RCS may be indicated by any of the following indications,
parameter changes, or trends:

a) letdown flow greater than charging flow,
b) pressurizer level increasing significantly greater than expectedwhile operating pressurizer spray,
c) Ethe RVL•MS indicates that voiding is present in the reactor vessel),
d( ) EAoth er n~ ind cat o insert he 're] . o ir o~ s n *re~ r e op

r . ea z- 
•'

a) verify letdown is isolated,
b) stop the depressurization and, if required, repressurize the RCS to

C20°F] subcooling,

3 * Step performed continuously.
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"4.10 SUMMARY

The Heated Junction Thermocouple System is a reactor vessel level

measurement system developed by Combustion Engineering. There are two

design variations; the continuous probe and the split probe design. Two

HJTC designs were developed because of different installation

requirements of various plants. Both the continuous probe and split

probe HJTC designs provide meaningful information to the reactor operating

team in the control room. The HJTC measures void fraction above the fuel

alignment plate by sensing a temperature difference between the heated

and unheated thermocouples in each sensor pair. Sensors are placed

within each HJTC probe in a way which provides continuity in water level

indication that is useful information for an operating team.

Operation of the RCPs introduces a bias in the water level measured by

the HJTC. For the continuous probe design, indicated water level is

greater than actual level. For the split probe design, the affect is the'

opposite. Thus, trending information on reactor vessel level is provided

to the operating team while the RCPs are operating during an emergency

event. This mismatch does not impede the operator's ability to verify

void size, or monitor void growth (or collapse).

During LOCAs, the HJTC yields an accurate indication of liquid level

above the fuel alignment plate. During RCS inventory loss or inventory

shrinkage events when the reactor coolant pumps are operating (e.g., SLBs

or SGTRs), the operator is provided with a good indication of RCS liquid

inventory, along with valuable inventory trending information.
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5.0 EXAMPLE ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINING AVERAGE CORE EXIT THERMOCOUPLE

TEMPERATURE

This section contains a generic algorithm suitable for development

of a plant specific computer algorithm, a manual procedure by which

an operator can determine an average CET temperature, and a

technical description for each. This algorithm is designed for use

with the Emergency Procedure Guidelines and is not intended to C

replace any existing CET algorithms.

5.1 An Average CET Temperature Algorithm

This particular algorithm provides an average CET temperature and a

method of determining failed and suspect CETs. Figure 20

illustrates this algorithm in a flow chart format. Each step-

identified on the flow chart correlates to a technical description

of the step and the logic applied.
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W 5.1.1 Descrition

1. The typical arrangement of core exit thermocouples (CETs) is an

array of about 45 instruments distributed about the core in the

incore instrumentation sheaths. This algorithm samples all

CETs and evaluates the validity of each measurement during each

iteration. During each iteration, only the CETs which are

valid after the previous iteration's evaluation processes are

considered.

2. The CET measurements are first evaluated to identify and

exclude failed CETs. This is accomplished by establishing

out-of-range limits, typically [32*F] and [2300 0 F]. These

values correspond to the thermocouple reference junction

temperature, and the maximum CET temperature measurement

required by NRC regulations, respectively. CETs which are

out-of-range are uniquely identified or "flagged" as invalid.

These CETs will not be used in the sL. .equent interations

unless the criterion of Step 9 is sat-sfied. C

3. Calculate the mean or average value and the standard deviation

of the valid CET temperatures, using the following equations:

n
E T.

AVG= i=1
n

nE (T L1~ AVG)2j 1/2

,• n-1

where: n = number of valid CET inputs

T. the ith valid CET temperature

AVG = average temperature of valid CETs

DEV = standard deviation of the valid samples.

0The standard deviation is used in the determination of suspect CETs.
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4. If either the average CET temperature (CETAVG) from the

previous iteration or the hot leg RTDs indicate that the

reactor coolant system is less than [1O0 F] subcooled, then the

evaluation for suspect CETs is not performed, since a wide

distribution of CET temperatures can be expected. This step

identifies the departure from the single phase liquid state for

which steps 5 through 8 apply.

5. For single phase liquid conditions in the RCS, the CETAVG value

is compared to the more accurate RCS hot leg RTDs. The hottest

RCS temperature is used to evaluate the validity of the CET

measurements and a difference of more than [10F] is flagged as C

abnormal..

6. For single phase liquid conditions in the RCS, this algorithm

uses Chanvenet's criterion to determine an acceptable deviation

band (TBA) from which suspicious CET temperatures can be

identified and excluded. This step determines a value for TBA

that is approximately two standard deviations from the AVG

value. TBA is determined by the following equation:

TBA = AVG ± A(DEV)

where the value for the constant "A" is determined by the value

of n (see'Table 3).
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Table 3

Approximate Number Ratio of Maximum Deviation From
of Valid CET temperatures the Standard Deviation (DEV)

n A

10 1.96
15 2.13
25 2.33
50 2.57

This algorithm also uses a fixed tolerance band (TBB) to allow

the inclusion of CET values just outside the TBA band if the

TBA values determined reflect a narrow distribution. TBB is

determined by the following equation:

TBB = AVG ± [IOF]

C

7. For single phase liquid conditions, all of the valid CET

temperatures are evaluated against th: TBA and TBB bands. If

the CET value falls outside of both bands, then the CET is

identified as "suspect" and will not ýe considered valid in

subsequent iterations unless the criterion of step 9 is

satisfied.

8. While the CET algorithm is engaged in the recursive process of

rejecting failed and suspect CET inputs, the average CET

temperature may be incorrect due to bad input data. Therefore,

all CETs which have been identified as "failed" or "suspect"

during the present iteration are compared to the CET's

identified as "failed" or "suspect" in the preceding iteration.

If there is a difference between iterations, then the

average CET temperature is identified as suspicious.
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W 9. Any CET identified as "failed" or "suspect" is re-evaluated

against the TBB band. Those CETs falling inside the fixed

tolerance band will have the "failed" or "suspect flag"

removed, and will again be included with the valid sample in

Step 1. This step ensures that only valid CET temperatures are

re-introduced into the calculation process.

10. NUREG-0737 requires that the CET complement consist of four

cETs per quadrant. This provides a caution if this condition

is not satisfied. In this case, the operators should monitor

all of the non-failed CETs.

A Manual Procedure of the Average CET Temperature Algorithm

The algorithm described in Section 5.1 has been abbreviated for the

purpose of providing a timely approximation of average CET

temperature by use of a manual procedure. This procedure can be

accomplished within 5 minutes with a stand...rd calculation to

manually determine an average CET value. Each step identified in

the manual procedure correlates to a technical description of the

step and/or the logic applied.
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;0 5.2.1:
A Manual Procedure for the

"Determination of Average CET Temperature"

,4d~~41"ewda:ýq•

1. Record 2 CET temperatures
from each quadrant of the
core.

I .

2. Verify all values recorded
are within the range of
[320 F to 23000 F].

3. Determine the average temperature

2. Discard any out-of-range values
and record a CET temperature
from the respective quadrant to
replace it.

3.
C

Tavg = T.

8

4. Verify all values recorded are
within [±1O0 F] of the CET
average temperature.

4. Any recorded CET temperature
outside the [±1'OF] band is
not a valid temperature, there-
fore, the average CET temperature
calculated should be interpreted
as suspicious and subsequently
recalculated with a different CET
temperature from the respective
quadrant.
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5.2.2 Description

1. -A sample of eight (8) CET values is used to determine an

average CET temperature. The sample size consists of two CET

values from each quadrant of the core which are in the

operators opinion represents the temperatures of the quadrant.

Reference 6.4, Section 6.7 indicate that a minimum number of

thermocouples needed in an actual PWR based only on thermal-

hydraulic considerations is four : one per core quadrant. 'For

an actual CET sample, additional thermocouple readings are

desirable. and provide redundancy and self consistency checks.

2. The CET measurements are first evaluated *to identify and

exclude failed CETs. This is accomplished by establ-ishing-C

out-of-range limits, typically [32°F] and [2300*F]. These

values correspond to the thermocouple reference junction

temperature, and the maximum CET tempcrature measurement of the

instrument, respectively. CETs which are out-of-range will be

excluded from the calculation and another valid value from the

respective quadrant will be recorded.

3. Calculate the mean or average value of the CET temperatures

sampled using the following equation:

8
Z Ti

AVG= i=1

where: Ti = the ith valid CET temperature

AVG- average temperature of valid CETs
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4. This procedure uses only the fixed tolerance band of [±10F]
which considers all values within [1O0 F] of the Tavg value as

valid. All of the CET temperatures used in the calculation

should be:verified to be within [IO0 F] of TAVG. Any values C

that do not meet this criterion should be replaced with

different values (from the same quadrant) and TAVG should be.

recalculated.

0'
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